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Preface

I started to work on this book before Nelson Mandela was released from
prison, and I completed it nine years afterward. The book bears the mark of
that great transition in South African history: because the project began when
the apartheid state had lost a good deal of legitimacy, but not power, I wanted
in the 1980s to expose its damages; after 1990, it became easier to ask how
apartheid had managed to survive for so long. The history of racism could be
more readily examined, instead of dismissed as loathsome.

The genesis of the book lies in stories that had been piling up in my mem-
ory from the beginning of my seven years in Africa. They remained simply
memories until 1986. Then I began to research the history of food in South
Africa because I believed the subject would allow me to understand better the
human consequences of an industrial revolution that took place in a colonial
setting. Since I was completing a detailed case study of one chiefdom, I now
wanted a large canvas; I admired one painted richly by Jack Goody when he
depicted cooking, cuisine, and class throughout the world as well as another,
equally rich, by Sidney Mintz when he took on sugar in his epic, Sweetness and
Power. Once I made my decision for these abstract reasons, the stories flooded
back to consciousness, infusing me with energy and curiosity.

The germ of the project was probably planted in my imagination as I sat in
Heathrow airport in 1979 waiting for the flight that would take me to south-
ern Africa for the first time. Perhaps to display her benevolence, an elderly
Anglo–South African lady began to address me on the subject of the food
black South Africans eat. “We are trying to teach them to eat brown bread,”
she said, “but they insist on white.” During the months and years that fol-
lowed, I heard this tone of weary paternalism again and again. Usually it was
repudiated by younger white South Africans who remembered with distaste
the signs on butcher shops that in their youth had jointly advertised Dogs’
Meat, Boys’ Meat. They also remembered the jokes their parents had told
about African diet and manners. (How much sugar did Hastings Banda ask
P. W. Botha to put in his tea? Two spoons in a cup, five spoons when he drank
from a jam tin.) Nearly any discussion among whites about African food
seemed burdened with either guilt or condescension. The subject was bring-
ing home to me in an appropriately visceral way what it meant to be dominant
or subordinate in a rigidly hierarchical society.
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Since my destination in 1979 was actually Botswana rather than white
South Africa, I was soon challenged by African assumptions about my own
diet and manners. Staying with a Tswana family in a small village in the Kwe-
neng, I was admonished by my hostess when I assumed that the porridge I
couldn’t eat would be thrown away; food was not to be wasted, and it was to
be respected. I had been guilty of bad manners. One evening her daughter cau-
tioned me that I would not want to eat their supper because it was, she
stressed, “an OLD cock.” When she lifted the lid off the three-legged iron pot,
I discovered that age mattered less to me than the sight of the entirety of the
old bird simmering—head, beak, eyes, feet. Avoiding waste was easy, but pay-
ing respect involved forcing myself to jump over great divides of custom and
habit. Sometimes those leaps required faith that I would not fall ill. Once, at
a Tswana cattle post near the Limpopo River, I was offered milk still warm
from the cow. Struggling to convey my rudimentary medical knowledge in
English and Setswana, I tried to explain to my hosts my fears of the micro-
organisms in unpasteurized milk. Perhaps they were immune, I said, but
coming from another country, I wasn’t sure I was. “So, you say you are dif-
ferent from us,” their son summed up, articulating exactly the impression I had
not wanted to give. Later, in Pondoland, when I was explicitly researching diet
and nutrition, I found myself instead having to insist that I did indeed want
to eat Pondo food rather than sit at the table with my host and dine on West-
ern dishes prepared especially for me. Most encounters over food seemed
freighted with either heavy or amusing social significance.

These stories lay imbedded in my memory until uprooted by my decision
to write a history of the past century in South Africa focusing on food as an
index of the changing quality of life. That century unavoidably tells the story
of the evolution of African poverty. While many new European and American
books about food bear titles like “tastes of paradise,” my choice of place and
population ensured that paradise would hardly ever appear and that even taste
would be subordinate to survival. The subject matter allowed me to gain
insights into colonialism and racism that were far more intimate than research
on wages or political parties usually affords. I was struck, for example, by mis-
sionaries’ boldness in presuming to tell African mothers when to nurse their
infants, and by industrialists’ discussions of how to increase worker efficiency
by improving rations, as if raising wages would not do the trick. Whenever I
typed words related to “food” into computers at the South African govern-
ment’s archival depots, files concerning malnutrition and shortage would
appear on the screen. Reading them, I learned how the justifications for white
supremacy were changing in South Africa during its first industrial century.
Quite unexpectedly, I was discovering that apartheid had nutritional roots as
well as consequences.
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The subject of food is virtually limitless, and so the writing of this book has
demanded major exclusions. I have not written a history of manners or of food
symbolism. (The meaning of neither the raw nor the cooked is discussed
here.) Nineteenth-century Africans would be put out to discover that beer,
considered to be liquid food, is for the most part omitted, largely because the
topic is too big. Further, given the constraints of time and space, I had to
decide whether to stress the social history of food, on the one hand, or the
politics of hunger, on the other, and decided on the latter largely because the
bulk of my data happened to tip the scale in that direction. Since Starving on
a Full Stomach is a foray into a rather fresh field, it leaves a great deal of unex-
plored ground for future researchers. I hope that this book will provoke them
to investigate further the southern African complexities of that coy dictum “we
are what we eat.”

Because I did not want to be limited by the state’s views of its problems, I
selected three research sites where I would be able to consult medical records
and speak with Western and African doctors and their patients, as well as with
local families. Each site represented one type of settlement from which African
people have migrated: urban townships, periurban plots, and the rural
reserves. I chose Alexandra township in Johannesburg because it has had a
clinic since 1929. KwaZulu’s Valley of a Thousand Hills—or more precisely the
clan areas of Nyuswa and Qadi near Botha’s Hill, Natal—qualifies as periur-
ban because for several decades buses and taxis have enabled its people to com-
mute to work in nearby Durban and Pietermaritzburg; most important, it has
been home since 1951 to a health center, the Valley Trust, committed to mon-
itoring and improving local nutritional standards. I chose the third site
because it lay far from wage employment, in the roughest and most remote
part of the largest African “reserve” (later “homeland”), the Transkei; a hos-
pital named Holy Cross was founded between Lusikisiki and Flagstaff in 1920
and so I worked from there. I hope these local case studies will reveal more of
what was actually occurring than policy-based discussions customarily do;
despite the best intentions of their authors, official records tend mainly to
reflect what the state thought ought to have been happening.

In these sites as well as in the provincial capitals where the archives are
located, I was treated during my sabbatical leave from Yale University’s history
department in 1988–1989 to the kind hospitality for which South Africans are
rightly known. I list the names of my hosts and benefactors by region in inad-
equate recognition of their generosity to someone they did not allow to
remain a stranger for long. In the Transvaal, I was particularly helped by Mark
Gevisser and his family, Horace and Eunice Mpanza, Henning van Aswegen,
Susan Booysen, Tim Couzens, Johann and Jeannette Groenewald, J. D. L.
Hansen, and Bruce Murray. In Natal the following people gave various kinds
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of aid: Adelaide Magwaza, Ruth Edgecomb, Heather Hughes and David
Brown, Bill Freund, Chris and Julia Mann, Dr. Halley and Joyce Stott, Kovin
Naidoo, Drs. Bruce Buchan and Margaret Barlow, and Irina Filatova. My
Transkeian helpmeets included Nona Goso, Dumisa Ntsebesa, Solly Solinjani,
Mr. and Mrs. Francis M. Magazi, Drs. Lizo and Nomsa Mazwai, Prue Bolus,
Jeff Peires, Noma Mda, and Dr. Gerrit ter Haar. In the Cape, Sandra Klop-
per and Michael Godby became my family; I was also helped by Jean Le May,
Rodney and Betty Davenport, Colin Murray, Diane Nash, Elizabeth van
Heyningen, Patricia Davison, and Michelle van der Merwe.

While writing, I benefited from the critical advice given by members of the
Southern African Research Program, the Agrarian Studies Program, the Beau-
mont Club, and the History of Medicine Workshop, all at Yale University; the
Rodney Seminars at the African Studies Center of Boston University; semi-
nars organized by the nutrition and history departments at Tufts University;
the CRCSA-NEWSA annual conference, the Medical University of South
Africa, the University of Durban-Westville, the University of the Western
Cape, the University of Cape Town (anthropology seminar), the Society for
the Social History of Medicine Conference on Medicine and the Colonies, and
the Science and Society in Southern Africa Conference at the University of
Sussex. I am especially grateful for the intellectual stimulation provided by
teaching in Brian Jorgensen’s core curriculum program at Boston University.
I am grateful, too, for support in the form of a publishing subvention from
Boston University Dean of Arts and Sciences Dennis D. Berkey. When the
process of writing seemed to take far too long, Isaac Schapera helped me take
the words of missionary Robert Moffat to heart, “Have patience.” I want par-
ticularly to thank Colin Bundy, Jeffrey Butler, Brenda Danilowitz, Saul
Dubow, Richard Elphick, Derick Fay, Susan Grace Galassi, Robert Harms,
Angelique Haugerud, Peter Hawkins, Simon Heck, Russell Helms, Eugenia
Herbert, Emily Honig, Jeannette Hopkins, Elizabeth Kaufman, Anne Lau-
rence, Yusufu Lawi, Chris Lowe, Shula Marks, Colin Murray, Dana Robert,
Patricia Rosenblatt, Amalia Sa’ar, Hilary Sapire, Martha Saxton, Ian Shapiro,
Mugsy Spiegel, Molly Sutphen, Andrew Taylor, Howard Venable, and Hein-
rich von Staden. Their critical and personal help infused me with the energy
to bring my memories to life in this academic form. Their friendship was my
sustenance.
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Introduction

Starving on a Full Stomach: 
Hunger and Ideologies of Exclusion

The Native is starving on a full stomach.

Anonymous, 1938

From the moment it became a united and independent country in 1910,
South Africa was caught in a contradiction. It inherited from Great Britain the
inclusive language and universal doctrines of the Enlightenment, and yet it
excluded the majority of the population from participation in its political insti-
tutions. At the time, and for decades thereafter, most white South Africans
lived easily with the dichotomy, partly because the racial hierarchy was hardly
peculiar to the new Union, situated as it was in an imperial world and on a
continent recently partitioned among the great powers of Europe.

When the twentieth century opened, many Europeans had justified their
belief that the races were essentially different and unequal by citing biology.
They looked at physical types and found them necessarily connected to par-
ticular cultures and languages. They delineated the boundaries of these racial
categories by measuring bodies, and they fixed the resulting human typolo-
gies in time by declaring them impervious to historical change. Joined to evo-
lutionary paradigms, these thoughts could result in the following version of
South African history: “the transition from sheer savagery through various
stages of barbarism to civilisation is represented . . . by the Bushmen, all
hunters; the Hottentots, mainly herdsmen; the Bantus, mainly husbandmen;
and the Britons, who constitute the higher cultural element.”1 The rising pop-
ularity of this scientific form of racism in Europe had coincided with the impe-
rial partition of the tropical world beginning in the 1880s.

Scholars commonly explain the demise of the theory’s popularity by citing
the devastation it caused when implemented by Nazi Germany in the 1930s
and 1940s.2 After World War II many Europeans continued to feel the need
to explain racial difference, and they devised new justifications for racial hier-
archies. Drawing invidious distinctions among the races on the basis of their
cultures became a more respectable form of racism than ranking them on the
basis of their bodies and biological makeup.
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In South Africa official attempts to make race domination intellectually
respectable took the form of apartheid in the wake of the postwar retreat from
scientific racism. The Afrikaner nationalists who gained power in 1948 used
ethnos theory and the Bible to justify their programs for “separate develop-
ment.” Ethnos theorists argued that it is “the will of a people . . . to remain
immortal as a people,” meaning that each ethnic group had fixed traits that the
state should help them preserve.3 Similarly, many Dutch Reformed Church
members believed that the biblical story of Ham justified their domination of
Africans, though not all supporters of apartheid believed the tale was true.

Given their limited appeal, ethnos theory and conservative biblical inter-
pretations do not explain why many ordinary whites accommodated them-
selves intellectually to apartheid for so long. Cultural racism, the use of racially
ascribed cultural attributes to explain differences in wealth and power, appealed
broadly to people who felt pride in what they believed was white achievement
and virtues. It won tacit support for apartheid programs like homelands—
labor reserves where Africans were required to exercise their sole political
rights—even from people who otherwise considered themselves democrats.

Further, many whites must have noted reassuring similarities between
apartheid-era social engineering and policies adopted by other modernizing
regimes in the postwar world. Apartheid was not exactly an international aber-
ration, though it was the last defender of a colonial racial order in Africa. It was
a mutant of the modernism then sweeping the Western world. South Africa’s
solutions to postwar challenges—decaying cities, agricultural development,
overpopulation—shared more traits with those proposed and implemented in
Europe and the United States than has been commonly acknowledged. The
pariah status South Africa earned by clinging to state-mandated racial privi-
lege in a decolonizing world has tended to camouflage these similarities. The
hubris of South African modernism had close kin in development plans
devised in Washington and London and Paris, and after decolonization in
national capitals like Dar es Salaam and Addis Ababa. In all those places, espe-
cially starting in the 1950s, bureaucrats drew up large-scale solutions to com-
plicated social problems; they promised a rational administration that would
produce wealth and leisure and a future free of conflict. James Scott has
recently called the South African variant of this system “high modernist utopi-
anism of the right,” as illustrated by the state undertaking massive social engi-
neering in the form of forced removals and homeland schemes. While the
South African regime was unusually preoccupied with military security, it did
share with less militarized governments a modern drive to improve “the human
condition with the authority of scientific knowledge and . . . to disallow other
competing sources of judgement.”4

It might be argued that most white South Africans did not need to fashion
elaborate ideological justifications for a social order from which they richly
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benefited. And yet, while apartheid was obviously intended to maintain white
supremacy through the ancient logic of divide and rule, it constantly posed
racial and cultural purity as an ideal to be preserved. Grand apartheid, or the
setting up of homelands for each African “tribe,” was a response to political
demands, both domestic and foreign, that Africans be included as citizens
within the Union of South Africa. Uprooting unemployed Africans from cities
and dispatching them forcibly to rural areas where they would have their sole
citizenship rights was a response to the massive urban influx of Africans that
accelerated in the 1940s, and the cheapest possible means of providing some
form of state welfare to the very poor. Apartheid was also a pragmatic means
of serving the material interests of poor whites, Afrikaners who needed shel-
tered employment. The laws of the apartheid regime helped employers to keep
their wage bills low, though they wreaked havoc on the health of black work-
ers and their families.

It is not enough to enjoy these riches; people must be seen to deserve them.
Conversely, social suffering must be satisfactorily explained to give credibility
to the pride that, along with fear, lies at the heart of race domination.

Hunger

“The Native is starving on a full stomach,” an African man replied one day in
1938 when a committee of three white men asked him to comment on the
health of his fellow Africans.5 This perplexing oxymoron offers a glimpse of
people struggling to understand a world of profound social change that was
impinging upon them in the most intimate ways. Modern times were affect-
ing how their bodies felt. Working in industry, buying food, and consulting
physicians were also affecting how people understood their own and each
other’s cultures.

Why were the white men bothering to ask about Africans’ health at all? The
South African government had sent them to rural areas to investigate whether
many African children were “starving or undernourished.” Their visit occurred
at a time of mounting international alarm and publicity about nutritional well-
being. In South Africa this concern was made even more pressing because its
industrial revolution, begun only fifty years earlier, had suddenly disrupted
people’s traditional diets. Many people were concerned that Africans, in par-
ticular, were growing too weak to till the soil or to man the new mines and
factories. This diffuse insecurity afflicted both blacks and whites.

What did the African man convey by his cryptic reply? He was living at a
time when famine had become a danger of the past and the pangs of hunger
were pinching less, at least when he had access to cash, than at times earlier
in his life. And yet, he had reason to think, he was “starving” though his stom-
ach was “full.” He was probably not indulging in nostalgia for a romanticized
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past, though the sour milk that he had once assumed essential to his daily
meals was now meager in quantity or altogether lacking. His formerly diverse
diet had become monotonous. Too often he was eating his cornmeal porridge
ungarnished by wild greens or meat or milk. Having lost his ancestral stan-
dards for a good life, he was living in a state of longing for new commodities
and old staples. He was “starving on a full stomach.”

The man was expressing one view of what it means to be poor in modern
times: to have enough to survive but too little to feel secure. His precise mean-
ing remains opaque because we do not know his identity and he did not elab-
orate as far as we can tell. We do know that this sensation was unique neither
to him nor to his time and place. What at first sight seems to be an idiosyn-
cratic statement is actually a vivid, nonscientific expression for what some
scholars would call endemic and class-based malnutrition. Formerly, starva-
tion was likely to lead to widespread death, but fifty years into South Africa’s
industrial revolution it resulted in the survival of the poor in a compromised
or diminished state. Both the nameless man and southern Africa were passing
through a historical transition that much of Europe had already undergone.
Preindustrial forms of poverty were giving way to ones unique to industrial
life: poverty used to afflict households with too few laborers to provide a
decent subsistence, but now it struck those with too little cash or land.6 The
African man was reflecting on the consequences of living through this his-
torical process.

The way some experts interpreted this process was bound up with the
growth of cultural racism, the idea that Africans could be excluded from insti-
tutions because their cultures were inferior to those of whites. Many whites
saw African hunger as evidence of basic cultural incompetence. If black people
resisted the lessons of modern science and failed to manage their land suc-
cessfully or to eat intelligently, they were making themselves outcasts from
modernity.

If the poor are those who have their reality officially defined for them by
others, it should come as no surprise that the experts were never the hungry
themselves. The voices of authority belonged to medical doctors and re-
searchers, social scientists, and the men responsible for administering African
areas. They framed their understanding of African hunger in isolation from,
and often in opposition to, African belief systems. Through their writings and
their meetings with one another as well as with state officials, they helped to
mold public understanding of African hunger in their times, building an image
of African poverty with which the state would one day have to contend. As
their professions suggest, their knowledge proved powerful because it had the
weight of scientific authority behind it.

Many of the authorities on African hunger in the following chapters would
probably have described themselves as political liberals. It is true that, because
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they were not political theorists, they did not have to answer directly the
question: “[H]ow [did] liberal principles with their attending universal con-
stituency get undermined in such a manner as to politically disenfranchise vari-
ous people[?]”7 They did, however, have to address the question of what
caused hunger, and their answers had bearing on who deserved to be a citizen.

The chapters that follow investigate the thought of people who dealt with
the twentieth-century South African face of this problem: how to explain the
existence of poverty and, more particularly, hunger in such a way that the
problem would be addressed and perhaps even solved. Most of the experts
in this book struggled to frame a powerful and coherent argument linking
popular nutrition, national well-being, and ethics. They were using science to
make moral claims that in an earlier age would have been the work of religion.
Well-intentioned people, they did sometimes endorse ideas that had damag-
ing effects on African welfare, even while they provided the service of docu-
menting social suffering. This book is an attempt to understand their vision
and their blinders.

Paul Slack has observed that in Tudor and Stuart England the precise nature
of policies toward the poor was determined by which observers gained public
attention. When the clergy spoke loudest, the poor tended to be regarded as
objects of charity, “targets for the pity, sympathy, generosity and sometimes
admiration of their betters.” When magistrates caught public and private
imaginations, the poor were seen more as a threat, to be “excluded from sym-
pathy and aid, if not eliminated altogether, in order to preserve public order,
public morality and public health.” When economic writers gained popularity,
the poor would be viewed “as a potentially productive resource: needing only
proper training in labour to yield profits for the general good.”8 What is inter-
esting about Slack’s formulation, and germane to this study, is the autonomy
he gives to public opinion. He does not present it as the creature of the state,
pure and simple. To understand cultural racism in South Africa we must look
not only at state functionaries or apartheid ideologues, but also at the author-
ities they quoted, proving the defects of African culture so flagrantly apparent
in African hunger.

Authorities on African hunger in twentieth-century South Africa were
speaking to fellow Europeans who had long ago left behind preindustrial food
values. They no longer prized quantity above the quality of food, or distrib-
uted it to advertise age and gender distinctions, as Africans still did. Rather,
food—and the knowledge associated with it—had become a way of publicizing
class distinctions. Africa’s failure to generate its own industrial revolution, one
that could have helped to end hunger on the continent, came to be seen not
as the result of the conjuncture of demographic, climatic, and institutional fac-
tors, but as the result of a lack of moral traits like “enterprise” and of cultural
ones like “science.” As Daniel Headrick has observed, during the era of high
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imperialism Europeans were confusing levels of technology with levels of cul-
ture. “Easy conquests,” he went on to say, “had warped the judgment of even
the scientific elites.”9

Historical Debates over Cultural Chauvinism and Scientific Hubris

During the apartheid era liberals and Marxists wrote histories of South Africa
with the goal of stripping the state of legitimacy. They did so by stressing
African resistance and initiative. Scholars also devoted their craft to showing
how a state whose wealth was based on cheap African labor had facilitated
plans devised by captains of industry to maximize their profits. Before 1990
these worthy perspectives were crucially important to discredit a regime that
seemed unlikely to give up power, but the release of Nelson Mandela from
prison made the effort to see how the regime managed to last so long an
intriguing, as opposed to a retrograde, endeavor.

In the 1980s, white racial ideas and ideologies began to be studied as his-
torians explored how apartheid and its segregationist antecedents had actually
worked. Saul Dubow’s Racial Segregation and the Origins of Apartheid in South
Africa, 1919–1936 (1989) effectively set the stage for these studies by analyzing
the power of segregation as an ideology: its strength lay in ambiguity and flex-
ibility, that is, in its power to conceal “the level of oppression which under-
wrote it” and its ability to define “the range of feasible political alternatives.”10

In The Making of Apartheid, 1948–1961, Conflict and Compromise (1991), Debo-
rah Posel studied the making of the apartheid state between 1948 and 1961,
concluding that it derived not from a grand plan, but from a process of com-
promise between the state and employers, whose interests were often in con-
flict. Ivan Evans in Bureaucracy and Race (1997) extended this kind of inquiry
to the Native Affairs Department, arguing that its rural wing, a “vacillating lib-
eral outpost,” was overshadowed from the 1950s onward by urban planners
who made the department and, most notably, the entire country into an “arro-
gant apartheid fortress.”11

This book follows the path marked out by some of the above-named
scholars. The final chapter investigates how the scientific and scientistic per-
spectives on African hunger, in particular, and poverty, in general, were artic-
ulated by the apartheid state in terms of policy. However, as Dubow cautions
against in his Scientific Racism in Modern South Africa (1995), I do not propose
that apartheid derived simply and directly from theories asserting white
racial or cultural superiority. To imply baldly that European hubris produced
apartheid would be to omit the whole world of material interests and politi-
cal machinations. Such a teleological approach would assert that ideas bear the
lion’s share of responsibility for policies like segregation and apartheid. Rather,
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I examine the emergence of a form of cultural racism that contributed to the
ideological context within which those policies developed. I explore one way
by which “whites came to persuade themselves of their innate superiority and
God-given ‘right to govern.’”12

Dubow argues that scientific racism in South Africa began to fragment and
collapse in the 1930s for two reasons. He endorses the commonly accepted
view that Nazism deprived the theory of biologically ordained racial difference
of all respectability. He adds that the presence of poor whites made it hard for
racial ideologues to claim that only nonwhites had a hereditary propensity to
degenerate. Afrikaner nationalists in particular were loath to argue that poor
whites were flawed biological matter; rather, they had been damaged by their
deprived environments and the government’s task was to “uplift” this mainly
Afrikaner population.

The ascendant power of cultural racism, on the other hand, is reflected in
the protracted debate over whether African poverty existed at all. The history
of South African poverty began to be written in the early twentieth century
with reference to both whites and blacks. In his 1919 pamphlet The South
African Agrarian Problem, W. M. Macmillan showed that both races were vic-
tims of the way wealth was being accumulated in rural areas, but little more
than a decade later a five-volume inquiry into South African poverty, funded
by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, singled out poor whites. Until the
1989 publication of its sequel, Uprooting Poverty, also funded by Carnegie, a
covert struggle was waged between those who sought to address African
poverty and those who sought to deny that it existed, arguing instead that
African material culture was by nature primitive.13 This slowly dawning
acceptance of African poverty as a national problem was helped along by the
work of some of the researchers in this book.

Apart from South African historiography, there are two bodies of literature
relevant to the issues raised by this book. They are the histories of health and
food. Both literatures reflect authors struggling with cultural chauvinism and
scientific hubris. Sometimes they write to praise a national cuisine or a medi-
cal discovery. They may focus, though, so narrowly on the technical causes and
cures of disease that the very scope of their inquiry is in itself an advertisement
of the power of science. Conversely, they may react against what they see as a
retrograde orthodoxy and write primarily to debunk imperial medicine. Authors
writing from the perspectives of both praise and attack seem to be embroiled
in a love-hate affair with Western culture and its pretensions. Neither per-
spective demonstrates much curiosity in scientific and cultural pride as having
force in its own right.

The hunger experts in this book, for the most part, regarded the imperial
health legacy as a source of pride. They revered the dramatic medical break-
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throughs of their times. It was certainly true that surgery was becoming more
hygienic and drugs more powerful. There was demonstrable progress in the
realm of health. The threat of famine was ending; new crops were grown
locally; imported foods were available for purchase by those with access to cash.

Many writers on the history of health in twentieth-century Africa took
these victories as proof that the imperial legacy stimulated progress. From the
1950s to the 1980s, Michael Gelfand, for example, published more than
twenty-five volumes, many celebrating the discoveries of hero-doctors like
David Livingstone. Similarly, in the 1960s, Lewis Gann and Peter Duignan
drew up a balance sheet of empire whose credit columns listed prominent
medical contributions.14

In reaction against such accounting and lionizing, a new breed of histori-
ans has exposed the metropolitan interests lying behind imperial efforts and
the damage they inflicted on the health of the colonized. John Farley has
shown capitalist nations expanding irrigation schemes and hence diseases
caused by parasitic worms throughout the third world in the twentieth century,
while Meredeth Turshen has argued that malnutrition and tropical diseases,
both “products of specific historical stages of colonialism and underdevelop-
ment,” increased in colonial Tanganyika. Similarly, Andrew Mushingeh’s work
presents the history of health in the Bechuanaland Protectorate as the story of
immiserization by noting that rates of venereal disease, for example, went up
under British rule from early in the twentieth century. On the other hand, a
more optimistic demographic historian, Bruce Fetter, is seeking to show that
life expectancy increased throughout southern and central Africa in the 1900s.
One major problem dogs all such efforts: the absence of a body of precolonial
medical data to serve as a baseline for comparison with the colonial period.
Thus, assessments of the imperial impact, whether indictment or praise, have
the distinct air of being preconceptions or speculations.15

It is hard to share imperial pride or pessimism today partly because evi-
dence about health in African history is weak. One of the attributes of the poor
is that they are not counted. This commonplace is nowhere more true than in
South Africa, where nearly all numerical indices that allow detailed analyses of
European demographic history are missing. No one computed the national
rates of infant and adult mortality, fertility, nuptiality, or causes of death for
black South Africans; nor are there statistics for height indicating whether the
black population has been stunted. The South African government recorded
African birth and mortality statistics for virtually no rural black area. In the late
1960s it stopped registering cases of kwashiorkor after collecting them for only
six years. The absence of these figures does not, for the most part, set it apart
from the rest of the continent, where numbers are similarly scarce, but the
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numbers do exist for South Africa’s three other “population groups” (whites,
Coloureds [people of mixed ancestry], and Asians).

Malnutrition is difficult to measure because it is hard to define. In the late
twentieth century, nutritionists conventionally identify three kinds of malnu-
trition with reference to the tropical world. Famine is easy to identify. It
describes what happens to people when they have absolutely too little to eat:
they cannot resist infection, they have to stop working, and their children no
longer grow. The condition is newsworthy and forms part of the contempo-
rary image of suffering Africa. Newspapers carry photographs of skeletal chil-
dren in Somalia, Liberia, or Sierra Leone, victims of civil war in countries that
have nearly ceased to exist, scratching for kernels of grain at the bottom of empty
barrels. Since most residents of affluent countries experience undernutrition so
little, they tend to associate the word only with such visible suffering.

A second category of malnutrition is seen in the stigmata that it leaves on
the skins of the hungry. Scurvy is vitamin C deficiency, usually caused by low
consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables over the course of several months.
Vitamin C forms cementing substances like collagen that strengthen blood
vessels and increase resistance to disease. Symptoms of the deficiency include
bleeding gums, slow healing of wounds, and bleeding in the gastrointestinal
tract. Pellagra or niacin deficiency appears on the skin in the form of a “butter-
fly mask,” in rough and sore, reddened patches, often accompanied by diarrhea
and depression. The deficiency commonly arises from excessive consumption
of maize without significant amounts of meat, vegetables, or fish. Vitamin A
deficiency results from a diet low in fruits and vegetables as well as low in the
fat needed to absorb the vitamin. Its symptoms are persistent diarrhea and
night blindness or, at worst, destruction of the eye by scarring and desiccation.
Because the liver stores vitamin A, a seasonal lack of milk and meat damages
health less than a persistent absence does. Protein energy malnutrition or PEM
describes mainly undernourished children under the age of five and pri-
marily between the ages of one and three years; the child fails to grow or gain
weight and develops symptoms of gastroenteritis and fevers. If the child sur-
vives, there is not necessarily any long-term handicap, except possibly short
stature. Two types of PEM are commonly distinguished, marasmus and kwa-
shiorkor. In both cases, a child weighs significantly less than the expected
standard for her age, has coarse, reddish hair, and has wasted muscles. Only
marasmus derives from an insufficiency of food; kwashiorkor, it is now
believed, afflicts infants who are trying to fight an infection while on a diet
high in bulk but low in calories or protein.16

A third, less dramatic but more pervasive experience could be called debility
or “starving on a full stomach.” Due to low intake of food or a poorly balanced
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diet, a person is unable adequately to grow, lactate, work, bear a child, or
recover from disease. Because individual needs and social expectations vary
considerably, what is “adequate” cannot be defined with any precision. Good
nutrition is an elusive and culturally bound concept.

Some scholars have recently tried to replace the false specificity of quanti-
tative physiological requirements with a more embracing concept of “capacity
to adapt to environmental changes without unacceptable loss of function.”
This scholarship focuses on “nutritional status,” that is, the entire complex of
the disease environment as well as public health measures, and not just the
food that is actually eaten. This broad definition is justified because disease
may both cause and result from malnutrition. People may consume enough
nutrients but their living conditions may be so poor that they suffer from para-
sites or, overworked and debilitated, they are unable to stimulate their chil-
dren’s appetites. An emaciated child may be well fed but, after drinking unclean
water, suffer from diarrhea (the most significant cause of child mortality and
sickness in the third world); if she cannot retain nutrients, she may fall vic-
tim to a viral disease like measles. Unclean water is only one environmental
attribute affecting nutritional status; also relevant are the number of persons
living in a small space, the dust flying about in the workplace, a mother’s habit
of sterilizing her baby’s bottle, the medical advice she has readily available, and
whether her household’s real income is rising or falling. As one scholar has
recently argued, “[I]mproved nutritional status is not . . . evidence of
improved nutrition.” The converse is equally true: simply increasing the food
supply will not cure malnutrition if poor housing, unemployment or low
wages, and infectious diseases persist.17 One may consume an excellent diet
and still be malnourished, and the symptoms of malnutrition may be pro-
duced by more general causes than a poor diet. The diffuse and nonspecific
nature of most states of malnutrition allow the concept to exercise rhetorical
force often greater than it actually merits.

Despite this emerging doubt about the precise accuracy of scientific claims,
including those made within a less prestigious medical subdiscipline like nutri-
tion, they remain in many ways protected from full critical scrutiny. The dan-
gers of scientism are still alive, even in the hands of historians who repeat the
findings of the clinic, the laboratory, and the statistician as if they were nec-
essarily true. Historians researching the human impact of apartheid and its
predecessor, segregation, face an impressive array of documents, often gen-
erated by the experts who are the focus of this book. They can quote studies
measuring the height and weight of schoolchildren in the 1930s. They can cite
the caloric intake of Indian families in Durban in the 1950s.18 The numbers are
easy to use. They readily confirm the process of immiserization visible in the
most overcrowded homelands. They support the attempts of many liberal and
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Marxist historians to deny any legitimacy to state claims, especially before the
early 1990s when free elections were first held. But are the statistics correct?
As the following chapters will suggest, medical evidence should be approached
with caution. Nutritional data often reveal more about the researchers and
their social context than they reveal about the hungry themselves.

Medical pride is apparent in the way some commentators privilege medical
over environmental causes of disease. Medical causes are, after all, more sus-
ceptible to a physician’s intervention than political ones. Randall Packard drew
attention to the conservative political implications of the failure to understand
“structural contradictions in the development of racial capitalism in South
Africa” in White Plague, Black Labor, his study of tuberculosis in South African
history.19 The experts in this book, like Packard’s TB doctors, were caught up
in a long-standing dilemma: How much social context needs to be known in
order for a particular health problem to be understood? Can we stop at inves-
tigating food supplies, should we research agricultural systems, and what must
we know about the political and economic context of those systems?

Tension between environmental and technical explanations of what ails the
body has persisted throughout the intellectual tradition of Western medicine.
At least as early as pre-Christian Alexandria some doctors believed that air,
wind, water, work, and food should be studied, not the diseased body alone.
This tension over causes has grown, especially since the seventeenth century
when European doctors began to apply the laws of the basic sciences—first,
chemistry and what became known as biology, then botany and physics—to
their understanding of the body. In the nineteenth century, certain forms of
therapy like homeopathy were devised in reaction against clinicians’ tenden-
cies to localize organically the cause and cure of disease. Some analysts feared
that the environment would be forgotten as a cause of good and bad health,
and holistic responses to the clinic grew as doctors investigated cells in their
laboratories, gaining knowledge that their patients did not have about their
own bodies. In 1848, the year that Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels published
The Communist Manifesto, the German pathologist Rudolf Virchow (1821–1902)
began trying to reorient the study of sickness away from an exclusive focus on
the laboratory and toward the social conditions that produced the diseased
cells; Virchow, a radical liberal, insisted that “medicine is a social science, and
politics nothing else but medicine on a large scale.”20 Adoption of his per-
spective was limited, in part, by the rise of bacteriology in the late nineteenth
century, turning attention away from individual and social behavior and
toward invisible infection as the cause of sickness. Ever since, a tension has
persisted between social and biological analyses of what causes ill health. Such
analyses may be found in every chapter of this book, as concerned observers
ranging from African doctors to apartheid planners grappled with the question
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of where the first cause of African weakness or sickness really lay: Was it in
African ignorance of science, or was it in poverty?

Historians of medicine, social historians, and demographers have similarly
debated the relative importance of medical versus environmental causes of dis-
ease. On nutrition, they have focused attention on the following question:
How large a contribution did improved quality and quantity of food make
to the high rate of growth of the world’s population since about 1700? The
scholarly tendency since the 1990s is to repudiate or at least to modify the tight
causal link drawn in the 1950s by Thomas McKeown, a British medical doctor,
between increased food supply and a decline in mortality from infectious dis-
eases. McKeown was reacting against an overvaluation of the role medical doc-
tors played in reducing mortality in the modern West and specifically against
the way wonder drugs had narrowed thinking about what causes and cures
disease. Physicians who adopted sulpha drugs and antibiotics in the 1940s
were prone to identify and treat a single necessary cause. McKeown, in shift-
ing perspective from this myopic fixation, retained a monocausal perspective
of his own. He argued, by process of elimination rather than by explicit proof,
that because more food was grown in Europe between the seventeenth and
mid-nineteenth centuries than earlier, people’s health must have improved
and, therefore, people lived longer from the second half of the nineteenth
century on.21

The Italian demographer Massimo Livi-Bacci recently replied to McKeown’s
1976 book with a brief and trenchant counterargument, maintaining that, in
the long term, mortality figures demonstrate no necessary relation between
nutrition and demographic developments. Throughout history, he writes,
people have generally adapted to food shortages by changing their habits.
They cultivated more land, and their body sizes adjusted to the limits imposed
by the environment.22 Livi-Bacci’s perspective is more appropriate to this
study than McKeown’s for two reasons: it takes the burden of proof off weak
data about past patterns of health and food supply, and it accommodates the
fact that concepts of good and bad nutrition have varied widely over time.
Probably because of the pressing nature of South Africa’s crisis of legitimacy
during the apartheid era, its historians and social critics have tended not to
acknowledge this debate and have, rather, treated malnutrition as a given.

Contemporary historical scholarship on hunger has generally emphasized
unfair or damaged social structure, rather than poor food supply, as the pri-
mary killer of people. John Post, discussing the last great European subsistence
crisis in the mid-eighteenth century, pointed out that neither “ignorance” of
people nor shortage of food can alone explain its causes and effects. That epi-
demic of death resulted, Post wrote, from “social disarray and dysfunctional
behavior.” Diseases were spread in jails and workhouses crowded with crimi-
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nals driven there by joblessness and high food prices. Infections spread dur-
ing the long cold winter of 1739–1740 when people lived in close quarters,
sharing their bacteria and lice. The resulting sickness appeared to result from
food shortages, but it was cured only when states worked to improve the gen-
eral environment of the people they governed. When public administrations
set out to restrain unemployment, vagrancy, begging, and migration, and also
provided food, fuel, shelter, and health care to the needy, most mortality epi-
demics ended. The same point has been made with reference to starvation in
more recent times. During famines in the two world wars, people died in War-
saw, Holland, and Venice because of the “increased ‘transmissibility’ of infec-
tions resulting from upsets in the social order, overcrowding and a worsening
of hygienic and environmental conditions.”23 Narrow medical history is being
supplanted by a broader, environmental perspective. People engage in intense
debates over how to define a “damaged” social structure and how to locate its
causes.

Most popular writing on food and nutrition today exudes reverence not
only for a particular bodily aesthetic standard but also for a certain kind of sci-
ence: clinical, technical, quantifiable. People who write about food come from
societies that enjoy plenty. They are themselves well fed. While the historical
flux in ideas about proper diet and nutrition sped up with dizzying effect in
the late twentieth-century West, these rapidly changing orthodoxies do not
appear to have weakened popular faith in the scientifically calibrated diet. At
the time of writing, margarine has been accused of contributing to high rates
of cholesterol and therefore heart disease, overturning the previous orthodoxy
that butter was to blame. Perhaps this fixation on the numerical values of food
is a sign that those people who feel adrift in an age of waning religious faith
are groping for some sense of control over their destinies. Billboards and
advertising today depict fashions in food with alluring vividness and a fre-
quency that could be called obsessional; this trait is also apparent in contem-
porary conversation. I imagine that never before in history have so many people
spent such a large proportion of their waking hours confronting seductive
images of food. Newspapers daily publicize new and contradictory insights
into the meaning of the European aphorism “you are what you eat.”24 What-
ever the origin of this widespread malaise, when people become fixated on
such numbers as calories and cholesterol levels, they can seem grotesquely
oblivious of the nonmeasurable factors, spiritual, political, economic, and
environmental, that contribute to a decent or to a wretched life. I would agree
with Roland Barthes that modern culture has both trivialized the issue of food
and inappropriately invested it with guilt.25

Histories of food tend to reflect the cultural stereotypes of their authors’
place of origin. Italian food histories manifest greater interest in the culture of
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food; British authors focus on demographics and agricultural change rather
than on the evolution of taste. Histories of American food have tended to
focus on the puritanical guilt with which Americans are said to invest the act
of eating. It should come as no surprise that writing on food in Africa has pri-
marily concerned famine. The only book I have come across that actually cel-
ebrates African cuisine in South Africa was published in 1982; Funa, Food from
Africa is filled with color photographs and recipes that would mark it, in any
other context, as an ordinary coffee-table book. In the African context, so per-
vasive is the stereotype of hunger that the book is virtually unique and now
out of print.

The history of food in Africa began to be written with a social rather than
a clinical bias. Audrey Richards gave it an enthusiastic curtain-raiser in 1932
when she published Hunger and Work in a Savage Tribe, based on her prelim-
inary research on the Bemba of Northern Rhodesia. A preface by her teacher,
Bronislaw Malinowski, said that his own work had slighted the fundamental
importance of food in social organization by overemphasizing the lesser world
of sex. Richards was especially concerned that male labor migration, in par-
ticular, and the cash economy, in general, were breaking down the cohesion
of the extended family and effectively robbing people of their once robust diet.
Richards seemed to be opening many significant avenues for sociological and
historical inquiry.

One new direction was taken by Henrietta Moore and Megan Vaughan in
Cutting Down Trees (1994), intended originally to restudy Richards’s material
in the light of subsequent changes in productive relations in northern Zam-
bia.26 The authors discovered that many of the crises perceived by Richards
had not really come to pass. Rather than finding that the cash economy had
caused the breakdown of productive and kinship relations, Vaughan and
Moore were impressed by the flexible and innovative strategies the Bemba had
devised to work the land and share resources. Quite simply, Bemba society had
not broken down. The idea that it would do so, and its people would become
malnourished, had been so powerful that colonial officials constructed agri-
cultural policies on that presumption. Instead, there had been no decline in
slash-and-burn agriculture; even in the 1980s people still cut down trees.

Moore and Vaughan’s study is related to my own in several ways. Their
book focuses on how knowledge about African social problems was con-
structed and changed over time, and they recognize that this knowledge inter-
vened in the functioning of Zambian social systems. (They credit Michel
Foucault with pointing the way to recognizing the indeterminacy of their
sources, or, rather, the coexistence of “a multiplicity of interpretations.”) Like
many other scholars investigating the colonial encounter, they see Richards
and other experts mutually engaged with the Bemba in a struggle over material
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and symbolic resources. They go on to argue that knowledge was created by
both parties to the colonial encounter.27

Ann Stoler and Frederick Cooper have elaborated this point of view in their
edited volume Tensions of Empire (1997), examining the exclusionary practices
and inclusionary claims of colonial cultures. They argue against the Manichean
dichotomies between colonizer and colonized, as popularized by Frantz
Fanon, for example, by noting that the colonial world was made by both vig-
orous parties rather than by white domination alone. And yet, within this joint
colonial endeavor, they noted that imperial condemnation of African cultural
backwardness became increasingly harsh in the 1940s, a conclusion that the
present study endorses. They go on to note that these new “principles of ‘cul-
tural racism’ were honed as part of the intimate workings of empire in debates
over domestic arrangements, the upbringing of small children, early peda-
gogy,” and so on.28

I did not, however, discover a symbiotic relationship between African and
imperial systems of knowledge. The experts framed their understanding of
African poverty and hunger in relative isolation from what the poor and hun-
gry thought about the origins of their plight. Except in cases of famine, there
is little evidence of experts comprehending and responding to local paradigms
of knowledge. The power of the laboratory and of international modes of sci-
entific thinking was too great. On the contrary, the following chapters will
reveal occasional glimpses of educated Africans being swayed by the force and
authority of scientific inquiry to the point of criticizing local diet and habits of
mothering and of agriculture. There are surely dangers in romanticizing folk
knowledge, as if modern times had produced no tools of value for improv-
ing the quality of life. It is also dangerous to denigrate or ignore folk knowl-
edge, tendencies that continue to characterize the new, nonracial South Africa.
This aspect of cultural racism is one legacy of white supremacy that will long
outlast the apartheid regime.

Racism is a protean beast, changing its shape to fit the moment, always seek-
ing to make the elite seem dominant by natural right. At the time of conquest
the urge to rationalize dominance is often at its weakest. The ancient Atheni-
ans, for example, justified their plans to subjugate the Melians by stating
simply, “[We do it] because we can.”29 When the actual work of overrule
begins, the dominant engage in a more elaborate intellectual exercise to jus-
tify their privileges.

This book begins by telling a version of southern African history quite dif-
ferent from the one associated with the rise of cultural racism. Since pride in
the accomplishments of European history lay at the heart of white people’s
sense of their superiority, the first chapter compares European and African
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history with special reference to diet in order to see where their significant
similarities and differences lay. The second historical chapter assesses the actual
strengths and weaknesses of African food culture—the way food was produced
and the values associated with it—by scrutinizing the nineteenth-century his-
torical record.

Because white people often justified their dominance in terms of the benevo-
lence of white rule, the second section looks at paternalism in practice. A rural
chapter examines the way government officials treated people suffering from
famine in order to discover how this relationship changed over time. An urban
chapter looks at how social scientists tried to update paternalism, collecting
more scientific information about the social order on which a welfare state
might be built. Both chapters reveal paternalism being outmoded by urban-
ization and associated political developments of the 1940s; partly in reaction
against the rising cost of providing welfare services to growing numbers of
poor Africans, a new tone of impatience was infecting official interaction with
all Africans, and it was expressed in cultural terms. Paternalism was becoming
bankrupt as a justification for white domination.

Because the glories of modern science constituted another pillar in the ideo-
logical architecture of white supremacy, the third section examines the grow-
ing image of Africans as a people without science. Some scientific researchers
and medical doctors contributed to cultural racism the idea of the malnutri-
tion syndrome, that is, that Africans were to blame for their hunger and dis-
ease because of poor agricultural habits. The scientists’ research and work
nevertheless documented the damage that South Africa’s particular form of
industrial development had inflicted on African bodies.

Faced with evidence of this physical damage and the daunting expense of
paying for its redress, the South African government after 1948 divested itself
rhetorically of most claims to paternalism. It stopped using the father-son or
trustee-ward language that carried promises of a shared future, and instead
framed Africans’ political and cultural destinies as irrevocably separate. The last
chapter shows the state throwing its ideological weight behind culture as the
justification for minority rule. Trying to implement the political corollary of
cultural racism, it set up homelands where experts would force Africans to
become, by their lights, more efficient and, therefore, self-sufficient farmers.
The ferocity of its response to peasant resistance helped to kill the image of the
benevolent state, but the denigrated image of African culture lived on.

When the British sociologist Paul Gilroy wrote that racism “rests on the
ability to contain blacks in the present, to repress and to deny the past,” he was
implying that dispassionate historical inquiry could act as a potent weapon
against it.30 He was suggesting that nonpartisan study of the past can reveal
not only the causes of social suffering, but also the complex reasons why cul-
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tures have produced different material and technological achievements. I try
in this book to view events occurring during South Africa’s first fifty years
from a perspective less clouded by the social pressures afflicting those who
lived through them. History can indeed be an antiracist weapon attacking the
tendency that is with us always to draw invidious distinctions. And yet, I am
aware that all knowledge is filtered through ideology. Like science, history is
a powerful form of knowledge that can both collude with authority and
undermine it. And so, I must conclude this introduction with a similarly two-
faced statement of what I have tried to do: to write a correct history, fully
aware that writing any history is to participate in a power game.
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Part One

Cultural Racism’s Fertile Ground





chapter one

European Cultural Pride

An Evaluation

The fortunate is seldom satisfied with the fact of being fortunate. 
Beyond this, he needs to know that he has a right to his good fortune. 
He wants to be convinced that he “deserves” it, and above all, that he 
deserves it in comparison with others.

Max Weber, “The Social Psychology of World Religions,” 1915

South African cultural racism at the dawn of the twentieth century
was made up of a jumble of inherited ideas and contemporary impressions:
low esteem for African material culture, intense pride in European progress
since the age of the skin-clad Celts, contempt for work habits that seemed
unschooled in “the dignity and the necessity of labour,” as well as a strain of
scientific racism expressed in disparagement of “native mental capacity.”1 This
mix often emerged in statements that Africans had “a certain constitutional
incapacity for continuous and sustained effort.”2

By the 1940s new kinds of judgments were coming to dominate European
attitudes toward African culture. African visitors to Fort Cox Agricultural
School in the Ciskei, for example, listened to the acting principal, A. L. Van-
derplanck, address them one spring day in 1941 in words as condescending and
full of furious judgment as if he were an Old Testament prophet. “Today the
people are reaping the harvest of all those seeds of sin sown by many of you
for generations past,” he said. He drew their attention to the wages of those
sins: “Your stock are dying; you have to buy most of your food; your children
are suffering from the effects of malnutrition.” Switching his metaphor from
the Bible to local techniques for identifying witches, he named the culprits, “I
smell out the men and blame them for most of these sins. The men have had
all the opportunities to put things right but have failed.”3 By observing that
they had overstocked their land, planted their crops badly, failed to engage in
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cooperatives, and persisted in paying bridewealth, Vanderplanck clearly had
in mind a more general menace than the men in his Ciskeian audience. The
problem was African culture itself.

Vanderplanck was speaking from a pinnacle of pride in modern science. He
was implying that agronomists and nutritionists had created knowledge about
how to make the earth produce riches and how to keep people healthy. If
African people turned away from these lessons, then they were benighted.
Some of his contemporaries even called Africans “ignorant in regard to how
to live.”4 By the 1940s white South African judgments of African culture had
become peculiarly harsh, focusing on the twin assumptions that Africans were
unhealthy and did not know how to make the land productive.

These invidious comparisons between European and African cultures were
so widely and commonly drawn that few contemporary observers bothered to
investigate possible reasons for their historical differences and similarities. That
silence allowed for the creation of potent historical myths. All the more pow-
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erful for being unexamined, these stories tended to lie at the back of re-
searchers’ minds, providing an unconscious starting point for their inquiries.

The popular white vision of African material culture derived from the natu-
ral tendency to make invidious distinctions. It was shaped by a heritage of ide-
alizing certain kinds of luxury, and it was enhanced by European cultural pride
in industrial-era science and technology. The following two chapters attempt
to deconstruct cultural racism by investigating the food histories of Europe
and Africa with the express intention of avoiding an idealized view of either
African or European history. Perhaps the historian’s craft can unmask the proc-
ess by which the South African white elite justified its racial dominance.

The Drawing of Invidious Distinctions

Food lies at the heart of group identity, as Leviticus knew. Social groups
throughout time have used diet to differentiate themselves from one another.
The following sample of dietary boundaries suggests how pervasive this trait
is. In medieval Europe rural folk ate black bread that city dwellers would never
touch, believing it made the peasants stupid. Feudal lords ate white bread
baked from refined wheat flour. They ate fresh game, while peasants—people
living in households deriving a large part of their subsistence from their own
labor on the land—had to make do with dried or salted meat when they were
lucky enough to have any at all, and the lords said it was in the peasants’ nature
to eat inferior old meat. Judgments about food also reflected regional and reli-
gious identities: Mediterraneans scorned the meaty diet of northern Euro-
peans, believing that fighting and feasting reinforced one another; Protestants
distinguished themselves from Catholics by rejecting Lenten abstinence and
the church’s war on meat. Similar stories may be found in Africa. Africans in
Natal found Amatonga migrants from Delagoa Bay disgusting because they
ate fish, poultry, pork, and monkey. Shangaans looked down on anyone who
ground maize between stones rather than soaking it in water before pounding
it, as they did. Some Zulu people today remember being told as children to be
suspicious of the Sotho because they ate cats.5

Such distinctions grew not only from the imperatives of group solidarity
but also from the need to justify the distribution of scarce commodities. These
needs and the stories waxed and waned with changes occurring in a given social
order. While feudal lords attributed peasants’ diets to their crude natures,
members of the industrial bourgeoisie blamed the poor morals and ignorance
of working men and women for their physical weakness. When these time-
honored attitudes were exported to the colonies, their judgments came to be
expressed in racial terms. In the twentieth century modernizers used diet to
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prove the backwardness of peasants, especially ones who were resisting their
scientific reforms.

Before the ninth century in Europe quantity rather than quality was the
mark of status, the rich eating more, rather than significantly different, polen-
tas, soups, and porridges. From about the twelfth century court life encour-
aged the upper classes to define themselves according to the refinement of
their manners and their cuisine, rather than its quantity. When population
growth drove individuals to appropriate forests and cut them down for pas-
tures, the eating of wild food decreased; roots, bulbs, and berries came to be
thought of as marginal food or, as Hildegard of Bingen wrote, “contrary to
human consumption.”6 As the rich claimed the forests and the game within
them for their exclusive use, they explained that they alone could eat fresh
meat, while peasants would become ill if they tried.

Historians argue that these cultural boundaries sharpened in the early 1500s
when rural poverty drove unprecedented numbers of peasants into town.
Townsfolk were so frightened by the migrants’ need that they responded with
what Fernand Braudel has called “bourgeois ferocity,” repressing them with
new severity—shipping them into exile, closing the city gates—and treating
them as parasites.7 One example of this denigration of peasants comes from
a Bolognese storyteller who expressed a common incredulity that intelligence
could ever, short of a miracle, be found in the countryside; he cautioned that
it would prove futile to “introduce some noble medicine through the mouth
of a peasant . . . because by his nature he is accustomed to coarse and rustic
foods, according to his boorish nature.” Others agreed that “among men of
the countryside it would be a miracle if one turned out to be of acute intelli-
gence and prone to study, especially where such coarse foods are eaten.”8

In the late eighteenth century more egalitarian sentiments were overrid-
ing these feudal judgments even in the realm of diet. Jean-Jacques Rousseau
lambasted the “extreme inequality in our lifestyle,” which had led rich and poor
to degenerate from the simple and regular ways of nature; indigestion seized
the rich who indulged in “overly refined foods” and the poor who stuffed their
stomachs greedily.9 Dietary ideas of the Enlightenment were expressed most
famously by the French gastronome Jean Brillat-Savarin. His book The Physi-
ology of Taste became a classic not only because it reflected engagingly his love
of taste and the social pleasures of dining, but also because it suited the sensi-
bilities of a new age. Brillat-Savarin depicted the senses as springing from the
soul and, because all humans have souls, everyone needed to derive pleasure
and health from food: “The pleasures of the table are for every man, of every
land, and no matter of what place in history or society.”10 Traces of such
egalitarian attitudes can be found in contemporary writings from England,
too, even though the “science of gastronomy,” to use Brillat-Savarin’s phrase,
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remained less central to English culture and identity. A. F. M. Willich, lectur-
ing in London in 1799 on the connections between diet and health, drew no
distinction between the needs of rich and poor. The farmer as well as the lord,
he said, would suffer alike from trying to digest “all incongruous mixtures and
compositions, for instance milk and vinegar,” which produce “an acid and
acrid whey in the stomach, . . . an indigestible coagulated mass.”11 The human
body and not its class would determine what a stomach could bear.

The new class distinctions generated by the industrial revolution modified
such Enlightenment emphasis on traits held in common by all mankind.
Middle-class Britons in the nineteenth century, for example, included diet
among the characteristics distinguishing the deserving from the undeserving
poor. The undeserving had been debauched by their appetites, wasting their
money on unhealthy food and, mainly, drink. Thomas Mayhew’s study of
London’s “street-folk” in 1849 depicted the profligate as so degraded in their
“moral physiognomy” that he led his fellow countrymen to think of them as
members of an alien tribe living in the heart of civilization. They had brought
this degradation upon themselves by allowing their appetites to run away
with them, unfettered by reason and morals. Street-folk were popularly seen,
according to Gertrude Himmelfarb, as “some vestige of primeval nature . . .
mocking the proud presumptions of modernity.” In Mayhew’s era the deserv-
ing were defined as the more virtuous “laboring poor,” people who would
spend their hard-earned wages on tea and bread rather than beer and chips.
Forty years later Charles Booth, in Life and Labour of the People in London,
helped refashion the image of those who deserved society’s attention, making
it more inclusive and less harsh. He included among the deserving poor any-
one whose problems—sickness, unemployment, old age—were not of their
own making. Among other remedies, middle-class social reformers proposed
that these deserving poor should be fed school meals and taught to eat prop-
erly so they would not be dragged down to join the lowest of the ill-fed,
drunken, and poorly clad poor.12 Sometimes this late Victorian and Edwar-
dian meliorist spirit was manifest in cooking classes that would teach the pro-
letariat to avoid too many sweets.

These class attitudes slowly filtered through to the colonies over the course
of the nineteenth century, though they seem initially to have been muted by
admiration for natural man. Early in the century European travelers and mis-
sionaries had expressed mainly curiosity and appreciation of the food they
were served in Africa. Ludwig Alberti praised the health of the AmaXhosa in
1807, perhaps even idealizing their apparent resistance to disease, and described
their laudably “simple,” though diverse, diet in detail. In 1856, Dr. W. H. I.
Bleek found Zulu beer “when fresh is the most refreshing and pleasant beer I
know” and seemed grateful for any food he was served by African families
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when traveling beyond Cape Town. Writing from the eastern Cape in the
1850s, John Ayliff described Xhosa cuisine fully and passed no negative com-
ment on it. When John Mackenzie wrote about living on the Kalahari fringes
in the same decade, he noted that during years of plenty, “the food of the
Bechuana was such as Europeans could enjoy, and some of it would be regarded
as a delicacy.”13

There was no universally accepted and scientifically defined orthodoxy of
correct diet until the twentieth century. When nutritional science was born
early in the century from health crises occurring among sailors, army recruits,
and factory workers, its lessons spread quickly around the globe. Moderniz-
ers of many different political stripes grabbed on to Brillat-Savarin’s aphorism
“Tell me what you eat, and I shall tell you what you are” and used diet as an
index of progress. In places as far flung as Mexico and Mozambique, people
defined modernity in terms of diet. Mexican revolutionaries in the 1930s, for
example, instructed peasants to avoid “bad preparation of food, the lack of
inspection of foodstuffs, and overuse of frying, of greasy, dry, and irritating
foods.” During the same period, the new African elite in Mozambique, the
assimilados, were defined as those who slept in beds and did not eat maize por-
ridge. They were modern, and peasants who subsisted on maize were not.14

These invidious distinctions are essentially tales people tell about others’ folk-
ways, but there were indeed differences, as well as unacknowledged similari-
ties, between African and European cuisine in preindustrial times: What were
they, and why did they exist?

The Historical Foundation of Food Snobbery

Civilization is popularly defined with reference to luxury, that is to say, the
monuments and pursuits of the upper classes.15 The absence in most parts of
Africa of a distinct upper-class culture has made it hard to include Africa
within this popular definition of the civilized. A luxurious diet, quite different
from the food eaten by the vast majority of the populace, evolved only in those
areas of the continent where there was an elaborately hierarchical social struc-
ture; in Ethiopia, for example, peasants drank barley beer, while Amhara nobles
sipped honey wine and flavored their stews with cloves, cinnamon, and black
pepper from Zanzibar and the Far East.16 European cuisine had borne such
elaborate markers of rank and class since at least the fifteenth century when the
spice trade, begun during the Crusades, had thoroughly permeated urban
cooking. One index of the growing importance of cuisine may be found in
European cookery books: the oldest extant ones are manuscript collections of
recipes prepared in the homes of monarchs in the fourteenth century; the first
printed one appeared in Latin in 1479. Only in the late seventeenth century
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were cookbooks available for purchase at low prices; then people of more
moderate means and not only monarchs, aristocrats, and a few rich merchants
could consume feasts like this one from northern Italy: red and white wine,
“cakes and curds and whey with sugar confections on top,” “gelatined hen,”
“lasagne with cheese, saffron, raisins and spices,” and “fish with a pepper
sauce.”17

In none of the chiefdoms of southern Africa at any era did rulers dine so
luxuriously on such diverse, imported foods. In the court of the Zulu king
Shaka (1823–1828) and his successors, luxury was largeness. Shaka’s mother’s
cooking pot for fermenting beer was said to hold sixty gallons. An important
Sotho man’s ox-hide calabash for holding sour milk was so heavy when full
that it took six men to lift it. Luxury was also plenty. Regiments of beaded and
brass-ringed girls living near Shaka’s residence were kept busy carrying pitch-
ers of beer and milk, and baskets of boiled blood and beef, to feed the king’s
visitors.18 The abundance derived from tribute. The rich had to send annually
to the chief ’s court either a cow or a part of each slaughtered beast, while ordi-
nary people sent tribute of maize. Luxury, finally, meant the exotic. A regiment
occasionally was dispatched to the coast to bring back wild bananas to the
king’s court.

The food cultures of ordinary people on both continents in preindustrial
times were markedly similar. While southern Africans probably ate more pro-
tein in the form of milk and meat than did most preindustrial Europeans, the
majority in both places had similar attitudes toward food. Most people talked
about what they ate, not in the minutely calibrated way nutrition is discussed
today, but with lust for feasts and fear of famine. Food meant celebration and
survival.

Especially before the nineteenth century, the core of the diet of ordinary
people was starch, though it could be laced about with tastes derived from
meat or simple carbohydrates such as sugar or honey. Scholars estimate that
until the late 1800s, and even into the twentieth century in southern Europe,
people obtained at least two-thirds of their total calories from starches.19

Except for the wealthy, the excitement of taste must have been of secondary
importance. Food ranked relatively low on preindustrial scales of aesthetics,
as suggested by the pragmatic tone of many African proverbs: “God made
food for men to eat, not that they might worship him.”20 And it was the
amount rather than the quality of food in the fabled Land of Cockaigne that
rendered people delirious in medieval and early modern Europe.21 For the vast
majority who were not wealthy in preindustial times, taste was a luxury, and
sufficiency was central. To be well fed was to have a stomach so full of food
that hunger was kept at bay. To be hungry was to be reduced to the level of an
animal, at least in the eyes of the well-off. As one southern Italian doctor
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described the hungry, “so haggard and thin were they, and, furthermore, they
stank so badly that when approaching citizens or wandering through the
streets or churches or public spaces, they caused instantaneous giddiness and
dizziness.”22

On both continents peasants knew cycles of hunger and plenty. Sometimes
dearth occurred in the lean months after the last harvest had been consumed
and the next one not yet reaped; in Europe these months of deprivation could
drag on from April to July, after the period of indulgence between harvest and
Christmas had burned itself out with feasting and merriment. At other times,
a drought or blight destroyed the crops of one or more seasons, or a panzootic
of cattle disease made the taste of milk only a memory. These “acts of God”
were what gave annual feasts their joy and even their fervor.

Sometimes after a run of good harvests the European population grew too
large for the land to support during subsequent leaner years. Later, markets
and new agricultural technology—the use of plows rather than hoes, or reap-
ing machines rather than sickles—would prevent this shortfall. But, in prein-
dustrial Europe, population could rise and fall with increases and decreases in
the level of production or trade.23

Hunger was often a consequence of warfare, and some wars, as in the case
of the Thirty Years’ War, were strategically based on crop destruction. Zulu
military expansion, in early nineteenth-century South Africa, created havoc
over a vast expanse of land because the soldiers carried few provisions and ate
the harvests of those whose cattle they were plundering. Hunger drove people
into mountain refuges, forests, or newly dense settlements where they man-
aged to survive by finding wild food, hunting, or even committing acts of can-
nibalism.24 Such stories have parallels in European history from Carthage to
Stalingrad.

During these crises of subsistence, households on both continents stayed
alive by devising ingenious and sometimes horrible strategies. They scattered
to forage for food such as bark, seeds, or roots to grind into flour and bake
into bread or boil into porridge. Zulu people threshed and ground certain
famine foods—black roots, ngoni grass—before cooking them. During drought,
the stomach of a dead buffalo might be squeezed for moisture. The hand of
man was also apparent in determining who was entitled to survive. Privilege
could determine survival. The patriarch of a large African household was as
unlikely to starve as was the lord of a demesne.

Famines lasted in southern England until 1650, in northwestern England
until later in the century, throughout the Continent in the eighteenth century,
and in Ireland and the Scottish highlands until the middle of the nineteenth.
They forced people to eat cooked nettles, moldy cereals, and even the entrails
of animals discarded by slaughterhouses.25 In seventeenth-century Burgundy
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the hungry became black and thin from eating grass; they were also said to
have indulged in cannibalism, an act of extremity today’s popular imagination
has reserved for Africans.26 Infanticide was said to be widespread in Europe
until the late nineteenth century, “hardly less prevalent in England,” Disraeli
wrote, perhaps exaggerating, “than on the banks of the Ganges.”27 Letting the
weak die allowed the stronger to survive, and so families on both continents
sometimes had to fragment by jettisoning hungry dependents. From at least
the thirteenth century in England, some tried to counter this tendency by writ-
ing maintenance agreements into their wills, marriage contracts, and transfers
of property so that the strong would be obliged to provide a decent ration—
a set number of bushels of wheat and barley each year, for example—to the old
and weak.28 Africans sometimes “divorced” less productive family members
like old women, leaving them to struggle alone in the veld. People also begged
and sought patrons who might feed them. All these acts born of ingenuity or
despair helped peasants stay alive and families avoid extinction.

What are the possible reasons for the relatively greater culinary diversity and
refinement among preindustrial European elites? The answers are institutional
and demographic. In parts of Europe during the early modern period wealthy
farmers possessed greater or more efficient means than their African counter-
parts for extracting surplus in rent and taxes from those who worked the soil.
They benefited from a land tenure system in which communally held land
played a decreasing role or none at all. Despite disasters like the Black Death
of 1345–1348, when one in three or four Europeans died, the population den-
sity was higher in Europe than in Africa. The growth of population in Europe—
tripling between the beginning of the Common Era and 1700—had occurred
in spurts punctuated by demographic crises, but it had provoked people to
expand their areas of cultivation even into the mountains and to increase the
size of their fields at the expense of their grazing.29 Agricultural historians tell
us that when grain supplies failed to meet the demand of newly large popu-
lations, farmers worked harder and cleared new land in order to take advan-
tage of rising grain prices. The key engine here that was lacking in Africa was
the commercialization of agriculture: European towns, markets, and money
had been developing in tandem since the 1000s and 1100s.

African rulers wielded weaker powers of expropriation than landlords in
Europe, because peasants could escape from overbearing chiefs to abundant
land elsewhere. The low density of population in southern Africa led to a low
level of agricultural productivity. No impetus was given to an “agricultural
revolution” by the pressure of population. No legal regime at the level of the
state allowed a shift to proprietary title in land, and consequently to increased
production encouraged by relative security of tenure. Access to land within
chiefdoms depended on relationships that could be ruptured by the mere
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appearance of disloyalty. For political as well as ecological reasons, African
households and even whole villages frequently decamped to resettle elsewhere
on the sparsely populated landscape.

Black farmers had little incentive to make investments in more efficient and
abundant agricultural production. (The same story is generally true of South
African whites until the twentieth century.) With few regional exceptions, agri-
cultural productivity and transport networks remained so poor that, when
mining began in the late nineteenth century, employers were compelled to
import grain to feed the miners from as far afield as the Americas and, for a
time, from the African grain farmers of nearby Basutoland, an exceptional
case. While famines that killed were rare in a land endowed with open veld for
grazing and foraging, so were marketable surpluses. Where surpluses were
produced, as in Basutoland, the catalysts were peasants’ desire to increase food
security as well as the material rewards derived from serving regional markets
during the colonial period.30

Centers of population like London stimulated production on the farms in
their own vicinity, but such centers were few in southern Africa. In precolo-
nial Africa, commodity production did not flourish in the absence of cities,
markets, reliable transportation networks, and coin-based currencies. Markets
were almost nonexistent in precolonial southern Africa, but in Europe they
provided to those with cash a diversity of foodstuffs, including spices such as
cinnamon and mace imported from the East Indies for the very rich. Those
Europeans without specie were drawn to market towns to beg, though in
times of extremity they might find the doors of medieval towns locked against
them, or those beggars who were fit might be chained and made to clean the
city’s drains. European cities could present popular health in preindustrial
times with more of a blight than a boon. The press of humanity within them
provided fertile ground for the spread of infections, often via polluted water
supplies, and it was these epidemics, more than famines, that caused demo-
graphic crises.

Southern African settlements, without the population density of European
cities, offer no evidence of similar epidemiological crises. South Africa had the
additional advantage of space for foraging and for relocation near more reli-
able water supplies or fresher fields and pastures. Africans resisted such infec-
tions partly, too, because their housing was relatively more sanitary—the bush
provided a cleaner lavatory than the fetid public places and latrines of prein-
dustrial European cities—but also because they lived in a less harsh climate.
Southern African winters are relatively mild, and the veld provided impor-
tant vegetable supplements to the local cereal-based diets, that is, wild food
like melons, tubers, and spinaches, which could be dried for use throughout
the year.
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State structures, more elaborate in Europe than in Africa, could provide
more extensive charity. The phrase “poor relief ” occurs only in post-Refor-
mation Europe, and especially in the context of the expanding French, Dutch,
and British states.31 During food shortages in Tudor and Stuart England, local
magistrates sought to ensure that their parishes had adequate grain supplies
by prohibiting exports, importing grain from the Baltics, and searching barns
and granaries to survey accurately the local corn supply.32 Parish taxes were
collected for distribution to the deserving poor, while in parts of Europe larger
institutions such as hôpitals, usually associated with the Roman Catholic
church, provided emergency relief.33 These institutions were only as effective
as their powers of administration were strong. When, for example, the French
government adopted laissez-faire economic policies during the grain shortages
of the late eighteenth century, it provoked revolts and food riots by failing to
ensure that the grain would be distributed widely and at what was perceived
to be a just price.34

In southern Africa, on the other hand, poor relief had to be less extensive
because chiefs generally had limited powers to extract wealth from their sub-
jects. They did exact annual grain payments or labor for their wives’ fields, they
stored the sorghum or maize, and their wives would cook it for visitors and
the poor. This patronage could make the difference between life and death for
solitary people. European paternalism, although institutionally more elabo-
rate, did share some traits with this image of the chief as beneficent patriarch.

Mainly, though, southern Africans survived by fragmenting their house-
holds and moving, rather than looking to the state or ruler as patron. Lacking
markets, African agropastoralists had to adapt to the vagaries of climate and
politics, changing the density of their settlements or shifting the burden of
their diets from sorghum to maize.35

Other systems for coping with hunger belong to longer spans of time. In
response to demographic, climatic, or economic changes, European farmers
altered the balance between pastoralism and cultivation, and consequently the
proportions of meat and grain in their diets. People in Germany, England, and
Holland did eat a good deal of meat during the later Middle Ages, from about
1350 to 1550, because the plague had reduced the population and allowed arable
fields to be converted to pasture.36 In some remote and agriculturally back-
ward areas, such as the northwest of England, the conversion was premature:
it encouraged the population to rise before transportation networks grew reli-
able enough to guarantee sufficient grain when local harvests failed; and so,
when food prices rose at the end of the sixteenth century, people died.37 One
response was to change crops. During the lean years of the late eighteenth cen-
tury, the Dutch, like others in northwestern Europe, shifted their diet from
cereals to the cheaper, higher-yielding potato.38 In nineteenth-century Britain
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food stocks rose with crops of turnips and clover in formerly fallow fields;
those fields, fertilized by grazing cattle and sheep, then provided unprece-
dented amounts of cattle feed, and more meat and dairy products.39 These
strategies may have been the cumulative result of a number of smaller deci-
sions taken at the community level, often in reaction to changing prices.

All these strategies devised by western Europeans and southern Africans to
survive the preindustrial constraints, catastrophic and systemic, on production
of food were transcended by the massively greater productivity of industry,
called conveniently, if not entirely accurately, the “industrial revolution.”

The Industrial Revolution Removes Hunger from Nature

In Europe the agricultural and industrial revolutions took place over half a
millennium; in South Africa these same processes occurred within a single life-
time. Mindful that most Europeans remained farmers and domestic servants
until well into the nineteenth century, and in some places into the twentieth,
I am using the word revolution more for conventional convenience than for
strict accuracy. In this context, revolution means the dramatically increased pro-
ductivity that occurred as fossil fuels, like coal, replaced organic sources of heat
energy, like wood. Machines released production from dependence on the
land: they freed fields from having to grow fodder for farm animals; coal, in
time, added millions of acres to forests and arable land. And so, in the words
of E. A. Wrigley, “Real income per head . . . could, for the first time in human
history, rise substantially and progressively in all classes of society.”40 Produc-
tion eventually became vastly more efficient as machinery such as spinning
jennies and steam drills replaced muscle power.

South Africa’s revolutions in production occurred at breakneck speed partly
because the technology used to mine its diamonds and gold did not have to
be invented on the spot, and was imported from Europe and America in the
late nineteenth century. A proletariat available to work on the mines was pro-
duced partly by legislation restricting movement, imposing taxes, and limit-
ing African access to land. Within only a few years of the mineral discoveries,
modern institutions and classes capable of servicing an industrial society were
functioning in South Africa. The mining industry served as the conduit for
rapid change, though it was a force creating not only extreme modernity but
also extreme poverty in southern Africa.

During their respective industrial revolutions both continents proved
Thomas Malthus wrong, or at least correct only for the preindustrial era. The
eighteenth-century economist had predicted that every rise in population
would be followed by a regression when food stocks fell below the minimum
needed to keep the newly large population alive; a famine would ensue, weak-
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ening popular resistance to infection so it became difficult to determine what
had killed the surplus people. Instead, around the time of the industrial revo-
lution, food production rose. The European population grew—in part because
it was not decimated by epidemics and because people were starting families
at an earlier age—and escaped famine because more were surviving to work
the land more efficiently. In the eighteenth century people put more land
under the plow, and they introduced more and better crops, partly in response
to the demographic boom and the related rise in cereal prices.41 In Europe as
in Africa later, people began to suffer from hunger not because the aggregate
supplies of grain fell short of their numbers, as Malthus had predicted, but
because they lacked cash or land.

The sequence of the agricultural and industrial revolutions varied from
place to place. In England increased agricultural productivity—new crops of
maize and potatoes, cultivation of new land, new techniques and imple-
ments—preceded the “mineral-based energy” revolution so that a larger and
healthier workforce arose even before the jennies began to spin.42 The end of
famine in England resulted not only from agricultural innovations but also
from the development of national produce markets by the late seventeenth
century when river traffic transported grain. In South Africa, a modern agri-
cultural revolution—the commercial production of large-scale surpluses—did
not occur until the twentieth century, and the order of the two agricultural and
industrial revolutions was reversed; in addition, national transport networks
lagged far behind.

The histories of South Africa and western Europe are linked by the fact that
their industrial revolutions allowed them to defeat famine. To paraphrase
Gertrude Himmelfarb, the industrial revolution was removing hunger from
nature and bringing attributes of poverty, including malnutrition, to the fore-
front of history, which is to say that men could create and influence these
states of being by political action.43 Economic factors like wages and prices,
which people could try to control through the state, increasingly determined
their health as they lost their hold on the land. Concepts of poverty were
changing. In Europe the growing numbers of the poor were increasingly seen
as involuntary victims of rapid social change, whose plight should be addressed
by the state and society rather than by the church and the manor.

Popular strategies for survival were expanding but they were also narrow-
ing because of increased dependence on access to cash. Many have agreed with
Engels, who wrote in The Condition of the Working Class that workers lived
more comfortably before the industrial revolution, but it is difficult to assess
so simply the consequences of the first peasants’ decision to move to town.
They suffered, but so, too, they were saved in their new lives: famine did
end; their diet was sometimes better than in the countryside; they remained
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vulnerable, though more to the vagaries of the economy than of nature.44

Their motives for moving were similarly complex. They were both lured and
driven to towns. Enclosures in Britain and taxes in South Africa propelled
toward the new industries people who might well have preferred to stay at
home; for others farm life appeared less alluring than life in the city or mine
compound.

Wages may have defeated famine, but they did not defeat hunger. In both
settings, these early industrial workers found that they had to spend a large
percentage of their incomes on food—between 50 and 80 percent in nineteenth-
century Germany.45 Most of that large proportion was spent on cereals, espe-
cially on bread. A fall in wages or a rise in food prices led to less bread on the
table. In late eighteenth-century Rouen, a weaver who missed a day’s work
would make his family hungry.46 Nor would his employer have felt respon-
sible: early modern wages, like those of South Africa’s black miners and factory
workers, were often intended to feed only individuals, not their families.47

With subsistence plots around their homes, the fortunate among these early
workers would add vegetables, meat from poultry or pigs, and even milk to
their meals. Many living in compounds or tenements had no such luxury. As
a substitute, their employers helped them still their pangs of hunger, and at
the same time become addicted to the workplace, by providing brandy or beer
as part of their pay. Later, sugar replaced liquor as the most commonly prized
and immediately gratifying gustatory reward for hard labor.48 A similar pattern
emerged in the United States, as in western Europe and South Africa during
the early stages of industrialization. Manual laborers’ former diet of porridge
and milk was replaced by tea, bread, and sugar.49

When hard continuous labor, disciplined by a relentless clock, was fueled
by cheap rations, workers’ health suffered. South Africa’s first black miners had
to drill underground for twelve hours at a time with little more than porridge,
coffee, and a biscuit to sustain them. Employers, driven callous by the lure of
profit, might have anticipated some physical damage; after all, awareness of a
link between diet and health had existed for centuries.50 This vague sensibility
was first pushed toward a more robust concept of nutrition by the health
problems men suffered when they were living within all-encompassing insti-
tutions where they worked, slept, and were fed. These unintended laborato-
ries were prisons, the military, and mine compounds. In each case, men were
literally captive to the meals served them by their keepers—one pound of
biscuit and one gallon of beer daily without fruit in the eighteenth-century
British navy, porridge without beer in the first South African gold mines. John
McManners has written evocatively of the dietary advantages of living outside
institutions in eighteenth-century Europe: “no doubt [people] supplemented
their food supplies by tilling odd corners, keeping animals in hutches, glean-
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ing in hedgerow and common, begging, poaching, and pilfering. That was
why it was so dangerous to become institutionalized. . . . Survival became dif-
ficult when there was no scope for enterprise.”51

Institutional diets led to scurvy, among the first nutritional “diseases” to be
identified.52 The disease was not contagious, but sick workers, soldiers, or
prisoners were costly ciphers, dependent on the support of their employer or
jailer. Poor diets were false economies for employers. From such pragmatic
roots, modern nutritional science was born.

This new science of healthy eating would instruct future generations on
how to overcome ignorant dietary habits of their forebears. And yet it was
clear that “ignorance,” “improvidence,” or “immoderation,” all common terms
for judging the hungry, were insufficient causes. Malnutrition could be
brought about by high food prices and by individual or group behavior as
much as by dearth of food or lack of knowledge about it. A working mother
who left her children alone for most of the day was not necessarily ignorant of
what to feed them. If she fed them too poorly to resist tuberculosis or gas-
troenteritis, the cause may have been her own obligation to work. Her absence
and the wages she was paid, along with the price of food, were determining
the health of her family.

The way experts framed these problems in the first half of the twentieth
century in South Africa tended to focus attention on how much food was
available nationally and how to educate Africans to eat a cheap, balanced diet,
rather than on their poverty. Ignoring “entitlement” meant ignoring explosive
issues like wages and land loss. The economist Amartya Sen has tried to shift
the explanation of hunger and famine away from a focus on how much food
is available—the Malthusian obsession with the ratio of food to population—
toward the question “Who can command what resources?” He called atten-
tion to two kinds of “entitlement” relations, one based on ownership, the
other on exchanges. Ownership is acquired by inheritance, trade, or produc-
tion, whereas “exchange entitlement” has a more complicated genesis. One
may acquire a bundle of commodities in exchange for selling labor, assets, or
produce, and for paying the taxes that subsidize social security benefits.53 Dur-
ing their industrial revolution, black South Africans obtained only the most
restricted “exchange entitlement” rights.

In order to keep wages down and avoid unrest the South African state pro-
hibited the organization of black workers. It alienated land on a racial basis,
decreeing in 1913 that Africans could acquire rights to land only within the
reserves, a law that helped choke off Africans’ own agricultural revolution.54

Further, the state narrowly defined who was to receive welfare provisions such
as free education and health care. Black workers, many of them forced off the
land in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by military defeat or
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legislation, entered a state of poverty from which neither humanitarian poli-
cies nor their own political and economic organizations were allowed to res-
cue them. Unlike Europe’s first workers, they were intended by those in power
to be labor migrants oscillating between urban workplaces and rural homes.
At the same time most families left at home in rural areas suffered a declining
quality of life for the same reasons: wages were kept artificially low, and the
state provided very little welfare. Political structures with their roots in the
colonial era, most notably a racially defined franchise, prevented most Africans
from bargaining up their wages until the 1940s and, thereafter, not until 1973
when Durban workers successfully initiated a labor movement. They took to
the streets waving University of Natal research pamphlets proving that their
real wages were falling. Until then, as a result of their “exchange entitlement”
rights, real wages of workers had risen in Europe and principally among the
enfranchised white workers of South Africa.

In rural South Africa the state constricted African “entitlement” by allo-
cating capital only to the enfranchised. South Africa’s agricultural revolution,
when it finally began at the beginning of the twentieth century, was a racially
biased one. Mining capital was used to fuel white agriculture alone. Invest-
ment of tax revenues in irrigation schemes, mechanized farm equipment, and
fertilizers made agriculture on white farms more productive. Like much else
in the South African economy, agribusiness remained dependent on mining.
Especially in the twentieth century, black South Africans could participate in
this revolution only as wage laborers.

One heritage of industrialization within a colonial setting was the consis-
tently high proportion of food purchases in black household budgets, espe-
cially in contrast to those from other industrialized countries. Workers who
could organize and vote spent a decreasing percentage of their incomes on
food; by the mid-1970s, South African whites spent 18 percent of their per-
sonal consumption budgets on food. And so, South Africa parted from the
rest of that world in the following crucially important way: while elsewhere
the percentage of household budgets spent on food was declining, only in
South Africa did that percentage stay static. Between 1948 and at least 1983, it
stagnated at 34 percent.55 Because this percentage applies to all “population
groups” and white personal consumption expenditures on food were low and
falling, it reflects the decline of subsistence agriculture, the increased urban-
ization of Africans, and their consistently high food costs.

So, too, South African demographic patterns differed from those of other
industrialized nations. The black birthrate did not fall as in late nineteenth-
century Europe where people chose, through birth control and deferred mar-
riage, to have fewer children and thereby improve their material standing.
South African families, many hit by generally hopeless poverty and labor
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migration, tended to fragment so that customary constraints on population
growth fell away. Families were no longer decimated by famine as had some-
times happened in preindustrial times, but fell victim to the stresses of labor
migration and modern poverty; also, parental control of engagement and mar-
riage was waning in the same period, and communities heaped less oppro-
brium on unwed mothers.

Ironically, the South African state was contriving to undo its own pros-
perity. By suppressing or banning social and political movements that could
raise the general standard of living, the state set limits to the growth of its own
wealth. Local markets for manufactured goods remained small. State planners
and employers only slowly learned that per capita worker productivity was
inhibited by an increasingly large workforce that was debilitated and disaf-
fected. At the end of the twentieth century the large demographic bulge of
unemployed and undereducated black youth faced a late industrial world in
which unskilled labor was needed less and less. The weakness that afflicted
many as a result of their impoverished diets, and that was compounded by
their disaffection and lack of education, made them even less likely to be the
skilled and productive workers needed by a shrinking and more specialized
labor market. The population growth that might have fueled an agricultural
revolution in another era was occurring in the wrong context. South African
race legislation thwarted the nation’s movement toward the kind of industrial
prosperity its European model had achieved.

Conclusion

Many white South Africans justified their privileges by imagining themselves
the inheritors of a long tradition of luxury derived from their ancestors’ com-
mand over nature. Sustaining this image entailed failing to see similarities
between African and European history. Acknowledging them would perhaps
have led to greater empathy with the people they dominated and a less keen
sense of cultural difference, or it could have made empire impossible alto-
gether. Idealizing the European past also involved failing to comprehend or
acknowledge where and why European historical experiences diverged from
Africa’s.

Failure to investigate historical origins does not, of course, mean timidity
about making historical claims. Those who were party to public discussions
on African hunger and poverty in the industrial era were in a sense amateur
or unwitting historians. Most used European history as a model for South
Africa’s development, deriving agricultural development policies for southern
Africa from European success stories, even though they bore no necessary rela-
tion to Africa’s social or agronomic conditions. Europe’s successful strategies
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for defeating famine within its own borders became the template for saving
dying Africa from itself. Physicians, research scientists, Native Affairs Depart-
ment officials, and social scientists saw their mission as instructing and lend-
ing a hand. They based their faith in the superiority of Western culture on the
demonstrable powers of modern science and technology to conquer hunger,
and their pride influenced their understanding of their own history.

There is nothing unusual or blameworthy about groups disrespecting each
other’s food cultures as a means of expressing their identity and pride. And, as
the epigram from Weber suggests, people appreciate stories justifying why
their tables and bellies are full, while others’ are not. It is significant that
Weber’s words come from his reflections on the psychological needs served by
religion, because, in some respects, food also addresses those needs. On the
one hand, food, like religion, signifies group membership; it is a particularly
potent index of group identity because we incorporate it into our bodies. On
the other hand, food, again like religion, addresses private needs; as William
James observed with reference to the failure of science to address the “interest
of the individual in his private personal destiny,” religion has the capacity to
affect one’s sense of security at the most basic and individual level, and food
shares that ultimately reassuring power. James went on to note that “as soon
as we deal with private and personal phenomena as such, we deal with reali-
ties in the completest sense of the term.”56 People experience feelings as facts,
and feelings associated with food cannot help but enter the realm of thought.

When these feelings are systematized into an ideology, they can wield enor-
mous power. Regular and public depictions of the ill-fed as responsible for
their hunger may lead them to be ignored or even punished. Especially in an
era of mass communications and intrusive state structures, such ideologies,
derived from popular impulses, can easily gain the force of self-fulfilling
prophecies.
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chapter two

Before the Land Was Lost

African Food Culture in the 
Nineteenth Century

Kudliwa okukhona kuyekwe okungekho. (We eat what is there and 
don’t eat what is not there.)

Zulu proverb

Industrial-era europeans commonly found African diet monotonous
and unhealthy. Especially in the early twentieth century many believed these
traits derived from the more general African flaws of laziness and improvi-
dence. In the pages of a 1909 medical journal, for example, a medical officer
named George Albert Turner accused African women of “trading away mealies
for small showy articles which are of no use to them.” Like many of his con-
temporaries, Turner believed these poor consumer habits were “combined
with a constitutional inability to commence work except under compulsion,”
and thus “the natives in many parts at certain seasons of the year . . . deterio-
rate physically.”1 Living in the modern world where produce had become rel-
atively bountiful year-round, people like Turner looked upon seasonal food
shortages, and the values and technology giving rise to them, as unnecessary
vestiges of the preindustrial past. They lamented that Africans tolerated sea-
sonal hunger because they lacked an enterprising spirit. As the twentieth cen-
tury wore on, these judgments evolved into more general depictions of African
ignorance and incompetence.

Many Africans reacted to these negative images by painting an idealized
picture of the precolonial past. Nelson Mandela, for example, when on trial
for treason in 1964 spoke admiringly of a time when there had been no rich
and no poor in South Africa. Less politically engaged figures lamented the loss
of a golden age that had existed as recently as the late nineteenth century when
“very few young persons died; all lived to old age.” Rural Africans commonly
believed that rainfall declined after white settlement began in the seventeenth
century, but rainfall is notoriously erratic and hard to measure; one field can
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be inexplicably favored with more rain than its neighbor.2 Europeans travel-
ing through rural areas in the nineteenth century sometimes contributed to
such romantic images, whether because they wanted to encourage investors
to exploit the apparently rich land and its labor, or because they genuinely
believed, like Rousseau, that men living in a state of nature enjoyed robust
health.

These conflicting portraits of preindustrial African life—one utilitarian and
the other romantic—demand an inquiry into the nature of African food cul-
ture in the nineteenth century. What traits led it to be disparaged? What tech-
nology and values lay behind seasonal food shortages? Does the historical
record allow us to discover how healthy Africans were in the preindustrial
past? Answers to these questions will emerge from an investigation of South
Africa’s land and how people adapted to its constraints in preindustrial times.

A Difficult Land

A visitor to South Africa today could easily mistake that country for a land
blessed with plenty from the beginning of time. Deep green vineyards in the
southwestern Cape produce abundant good wine. Orchards bear peaches,
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apples, pears, and citrus; and such tropical fruits as papaya and pineapple grow
along the coast. In autumn vast fields of maize yield more grain than South
Africa itself can buy up, and then turn golden in the Orange Free State and
parts of the Transvaal. Beef and dairy stock are able to grow fat on the sweet
grasses.

That South Africa has been a primeval cornucopia is a misapprehension.
Two cardinal characteristics of South Africa’s land are that, in most places, it
is dry and the soil is poor. The bounty greeting the modern visitor was created
only in the twentieth century by the expenditure, especially between the
depression and the 1960s, of large sums of state funds on irrigation schemes.
Before the technological innovations of the 1900s, the land showed little
promise of producing vast quantities of surplus crops or of supporting large,
concentrated herds of stock. The development of sizable urban markets begin-
ning with World War II, as well as the availability of capital and the shortage
of African labor, justified the mechanization of South African agriculture.

Today’s bounty, created so recently, may not last. Intensive irrigation may
dry up the underground streams used to water the fields and lead to the salin-
ization of the land. Commercial ranching hinders the full recovery of drought-
stricken grasses and soils.3 The future is fraught with risk of failure or at least
limited productivity, as was the past.

Most of South Africa is so dry that the first farmers to inhabit the region,
during the first millennium of the Common Era, settled entirely within the
zone of high summer rainfall. When Bantu-speaking agriculturalists crossed
the Limpopo River, moving slowly southward from their supposed place of
origin in what is now Cameroon, people settled only in the eastern third of
the country where twenty to forty inches of rain fall yearly, usually between the
months of December and February. There they could both grow crops and
graze cattle. The wettest region within this eastern third is the narrow coastal
plain lying beside the Indian Ocean. In the summer, trade winds moving west-
ward toward the Atlantic Ocean drop rain there and on the west side of the
Drakensberg mountain escarpment, but by the time winds reach the great cen-
tral plateau, they are prone to absorb the little moisture the earth affords rather
than deposit any rain. Freshwater lakes or rivers are too few to remedy this
aridity. Only three great rivers—the Zambesi, Limpopo, and Orange—exist
in southern Africa, but the latter two tend to lack water during most of the
year. Neither can the short rivers be navigated or used for irrigation; they run
too swiftly down the steep hilly escarpment toward the Indian Ocean.

Because the southern tip of the continent rose slowly and continuously in
prehistoric times, ancient rocks lie near its surface. Therefore, the soils are
generally shallow and immature, though the soil regimes do support good
grasslands at high altitudes. While the greatest natural boon to the region’s
agriculture is the vegetation on which stock and game can feed, they cannot
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congregate in large numbers throughout the year because the winters are long
and dry. Thus, the soil and the seasons required canny seasonal adaptations.

Another problem curtailing agricultural productivity was disease. Epi-
demics more commonly struck cattle than humans. Cattle could readily be
infected with nagana (trypanosomiasis) in low-lying river valleys, and so
people have preferred to develop their pastures in the high grasslands where
there is no tsetse fly. East Coast fever can be contained by dipping, isolation,
and judicious slaughter, but its cure remains to be discovered.4

Even though such basic attributes of the past as the amount of rainfall and
extent of forestation are still in doubt, this characteristic of preindustrial times
remains beyond dispute: survival has often been precarious. Grain could be
stored for only a couple of years before growing moldy and indigestible.5 Peri-
ods of hardship might afflict a settlement during a drought or an epidemic of
cattle disease or a plague of locusts, and, even in the best of times, hardship
was likely to visit small households, with too few people to produce sub-
sistence. A household might be small because it had been visited by illness
crippling its adults and killing its infants, or because its stock holdings were
insufficient to pay bridewealth to the fathers of several young women. Too few
workers was as fearsome a prospect as a drought; both forms of disaster
reduced people to begging and desperate foraging. People anticipated seasonal
food shortages and, to some extent, provided for them by the judicious stor-
age of grain, seeds, and dried leaves, but misfortune could strike even the
provident unawares.

The following Zulu case study of southern African food culture was located
on the fringes of conquest, in an area that could be called a “deep reserve”
because it remained relatively intact up to the late nineteenth century. It had
not lost large tracts of land through conquest or purchase. Its people would
have known about the frontier wars of the eastern Cape (1779 to the 1860s),
the displacement of mainly Sotho-Tswana people by the migration northward
of Afrikaners (1836–1854), the British annexation of Natal in 1843, and the
sporadic attacks on African chiefdoms north of the Vaal River by the new
Afrikaner republics—the Orange Free State (1854) and the South African
Republic (1852). Upon hearing these stories, people living in the Zulu chief-
dom are likely to have felt increasingly insecure, but they were not profoundly
affected until the eve of the twentieth century.

Adaptability and Risk Aversion: A Zulu Case Study

Famed for their beauty, Natal and KwaZulu comprise a dramatic and richly
diverse landscape. Their climate varies with altitude and topography. The land
sweeps from a tropical coastal plain, up through a temperate benchland, to the
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northern foothills of the great Drakensberg escarpment, bitterly cold in win-
ter. The story below concerns the hinterland of Durban, especially along the
route northwest to Pietermaritzburg.

We enter this landscape in the mid-nineteenth century through the eyes of
an outsider, a trader named Richard Harwin, who had returned to England
after spending 1850 to 1861 in the Durban area. His tone, both lyrical and prag-
matic, appears at once sincere and designed to beguile possible investors. He
described the Durban hinterland as a promising site for commercial agricul-
ture, listing its resources in detail. Wild and domesticated tropical fruit—Cape
gooseberries, African “plums,” grenadillas, guavas, loquats, and peaches—
thrived along the coastal belt. Fertile fields lay sixty miles inland for oats,
beans, and maize, and were also good grazing for cattle. Sheep and wheat
would flourish, he said, at the higher altitudes. Game—springbok, “wild
turkey” (probably bald ibis), quail, buffalo, leopards—abounded, much of it
good to eat. Predators, with only a few exceptions like the bold hyena, stayed
far away from the open districts where farmers had burned the sheltering
cover. Harwin knew enough about farming not to wax lyrical about the “bro-
ken” land of Inanda, one of the African reserves (land set aside for African
occupation) closest to Durban. Arrestingly beautiful to the eye as its hills roll
on apparently forever, it is nevertheless so steep that it could support, in
Harwin’s words, no more than “a few goats and cattle, or a few natives.”6

Harwin’s description of the African inhabitants of this natural paradise
revealed views characteristic of many settlers of the mid-nineteenth century.
He opened his reminiscences by announcing that Natal had “strictly speaking
. . . no aboriginal population” because only a few hundred people had escaped
the ravages of “the destroying Zulus” and their chief, “the murderous Chaka.”
The 150,000 or more black people who had moved to Natal by midcentury
had been drawn there, so he said, by the “guide and protection of the white
man’s rule.” Now refugees, they owed no common allegiance to anyone but
the British government. They had owned huge herds of cattle until lungsick-
ness had killed thousands, filling the air with carrion vultures and the stench
of rotting flesh. This disaster would have created a gustatory windfall because,
he wrote, “of animal food they will also gorge immense quantities but of the
flesh of the pig, and of domestic fowls or of eggs they will not eat.” In nor-
mal times, their food consisted chiefly of “milk turned artificially thick and
sour and of mealies (maize), pumpkins, sweet potatoes, the produce of their
gardens, cultivated by the women.” Harwin did not refer to the health of these
refugees and their descendants, suggesting simply that old people tended to
be abandoned when they were “used up.”

Harwin was wrong in saying that only a few hundred Africans in Natal had
survived the mfecane (the wars that led to the making of the kingdom) or had
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moved south to gain white protection, but it is true that many of the family
groups living there had come from the north to escape political conflict and
warfare after the Zulu clan began to expand its control over other Nguni clans
in the late eighteenth century. The clans currently in the valley—Qadi, Nyuswa,
Embo, Ngcolosi—first arrived there in the 1830s as refugees from the wars of
Zulu imperialism to the north and stayed because the land was teeming with
game and relatively uninhabited.7 Their lives continued to be disrupted; a
roll call of disasters includes drought, rinderpest, locusts, East Coast fever,
lungsickness, and war. Harwin did refer to food and raised the important
question of how the sick and old were regarded and treated. He ignored
African medical treatment and was probably unaware of how Zulu people
thought of the causes of disease, or what remedies they tried, and whether
nutrition was a concept of any meaning. What did the people of the Durban
hinterland actually eat, and how had their diets changed over time?

The staples of an ordinary nineteenth-century Zulu diet were fermented
milk, cereals boiled as porridge, and cultivated vegetables, eaten twice daily,
first after milking and then before sunset. Zulus spoke of solid and watery
foods. People stored their food by fermenting in the form of thick sour milk
(amasi) and sorghum beer. Sour milk—extraordinarily rich in cream where the
cattle grazed on long grass, but low in yield after calves sucked—was ideally
the basis of each of the two meals eaten daily. Only children drank fresh milk.
Beer was a seasonal delight, the postharvest reward for a good season’s crops.
People ate boiled or roasted maize every day, supplemented by pumpkin, beans,
taro root, and sweet potatoes. The consistency of the porridges depended
mainly on how coarsely the grain was ground and how long it was boiled.
When the grain and vegetable supply ran short in late winter and early spring,
that is, between June and August, people scoured the bush for wild spinaches
(imifino), gathering greens perhaps three or four times a week in the spring,
drying some leaves for winter meals when they might have to ration them-
selves to one daily meal. While looking for imifino, they could also hunt for
bitter herbs to help their stomachs accommodate the radical shifts in diet
brought by the changing seasons. Meat was rarely served. Even if one of the
six or so annual hunts bagged a buck, some people at home, such as a low-
ranking dependent, might not receive a share in the spoils. People ate beef—
roasted on embers or boiled—after a beast died of natural causes or had been
sacrificed for a particular ritual purpose, but they rarely slaughtered cattle for
food.8 (The meat of a beast dead of natural causes would be disinfected by
boiling with a germicidal plant.) Sacrifices served a defined social purpose such
as a marriage feast or a sickness that demanded a dying beast to cry out to the
ancestors for a cure. By-products of a slaughtered beast produced highly prized
dishes of fatty dumplings and sausages and congealed blood. Only at such
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times and few others did nondairy animal fat enter Zulu diet. There were,
of course, regional anomalies; people living on the coast, for example, ate
mussels.9

The dishes and culinary practices of all strata of Zulu society were funda-
mentally the same. The well-being of different social strata probably did not
differ greatly during times of plenty, while the benefits of high rank were felt
most keenly during times of dearth. Status was mainly evident in the quantity
of food that a senior wife or mother-in-law in a large household could serve
to dependents and visitors, though servants tended to do the cooking in a rich
man’s household. Those who had surplus were also likely to receive it, as when
meat was sent to households one intended to impress, such as those of district
izinduna (leaders). As a proverb said, “Meat baskets usually exchange.” That
the production, preparation, and storage of food was women’s work does not
set Zululand apart from most areas of the globe at most times. What is
unusual, compared to Europe, is the relative lack of privilege enjoyed by high-
ranking women, that is, women related to a chief or the king. As one early
adventurer, Henry Fynn, put it, “Queens and princesses labour [carrying water
and wood, digging fields] with as much pains as the poorest women.” Fynn
was overstating his case. Privilege did exist. It was apparent, for example, in
the longer period of rest and isolation—five to ten days—enjoyed by a new
mother who had someone to work for her.10

Within households, privileged access to food did exist, especially when
meat was distributed. Each category of household member—men and women,
boys and girls, older and younger—customarily received a designated cut.
Men ate the head, women ate the breast. Groups did not eat together; women
came into the cattle kraal to eat after the men had finished and left. The nutri-
tional consequences of apportionments were probably insignificant both
because such feasts were rare and because children, to whom less was distrib-
uted, made up for skimpier portions by hunting their own small prey in the
pastures while they herded. Boys and girls, too, trapped rodents and birds,
insects, caterpillars, locusts, and termites while they herded, and herd boys
drank fresh milk, often sucking it straight from the udder.11

Since a newborn was not allowed to nurse until its umbilical cord had dried
and fallen off, its first food was amasi, blown into its mouth from an adult’s
cupped hands. (Zulu mothers withheld their colostrum from infants, believ-
ing it was poisonous.) Thereafter, for the first two or three years of its life, the
child nursed, supplementing mother’s milk with incumbe, a watery mealie por-
ridge, and then with increasing amounts of solid food as desired; a baby, how-
ever, was never given greens or vegetables. After her few days of postpartum
rest, the mother would carry her infant to the fields on her back, laying it on
a goatskin in the shade while she worked, and nursing it during breaks from
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sunrise to sunset in the peak season. As children grew older they assumed
more responsibilities for feeding themselves and their younger siblings.

The burden of work falling on an individual woman’s shoulders depended
on how many other women lived within her household and on her own sta-
tus among them. In the nineteenth century, households ranged in size from
two to a hundred houses. A polygamous man would provide each wife with a
house, all arranged in a semicircle in order of rank on both sides of his own
dwelling. In principle, each wife grew food and cooked for her immediate
family, sending a dish to the house where her husband was sleeping that
week.12 There was a considerable amount of voluntary sharing of labor and
food among the wives, while senior wives or the mother-in-law extracted
obligatory and sometimes onerous labor from the brides. Their role upon
marriage was one of servitude. Their offspring—four or five on average—
could be deprived of a fair share of milk if the relationships between the
women of the household were strained. Women in large households could
have less hard labor; women from small households were more likely to com-
plain, “When can I find time to look for food, if I am harassed?” They had to
cope, for example, with the rats or doves scavenging among ripe crops, with
the stalk borer infesting the sorghum, or with the small boys bewitching
pumpkins. One can imagine the husband of one of these women seeking the
aid of a local doctor whose specialty was scaring away corn-eating birds. Hus-
bands were said to grow thin if their wives were too busy scaring away birds
to cook, and their children were so busy with chores that they had no time
to milk the cows. Alone, or with a few sisters-in-law if she were lucky, a wife
would have to heap the ears of corn on raised wicker platforms and, when
winter approached in May, beat them with four-foot-long flails and then win-
now the grain by pouring from one basket into another. With little help, she
would then pour the grain for winter storage in a “great underground bottle”
in the cattle kraal, its location hidden by a flat stone and earth. As senior
woman in the household she alone would ordinarily be allowed the honor of
removing the stone to fetch the grain.13 Those who had helped her expected
a gift or reward of food, and they begged for it.

Though the lion’s share of the work of providing subsistence fell on women,
men traveled through the countryside searching for homestead sites whose
ground was not so moist that the corn would rot, preferably firm soil in a
warm, wooded country where there were rivers.14 They cut brush in new
fields; guarded the crops against wild pigs, monkeys, and baboons; and hunted,
herded, and milked the cows. Milking was the only male activity crucial to
daily functioning, and boys were allowed to do it (their job was already to
keep calves away from the milking cows). Therefore, households could toler-
ate the absence of their adult men for long periods when they served as impis
or soldiers for the Zulu king.
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The drought-prone environment and the difficulties of storage shaped what
people ate and the risk-averse habits some would call peasant conservatism:
for example, planting crops resistant to drought, even if they took longer to
ripen; or scattering various seeds in a field rather than only one type of crop.
Harwin and others would have regarded the diet as monotonous. In fact, its
outstanding characteristic, although the staples came principally from three
types of plants (cereals, root vegetables, and herbs), was its variety. People
grew at least five kinds of maize, seven types of sorghum, and more than
fifty-five vegetable types and gathered more than twenty-five kinds of wild
spinaches. They intended to enjoy varieties of flavor in their beer by brewing
ten distinct ways. In the veld many kinds of wild fruit and honey were found
by women as they collected firewood or by children while herding. Taste was
associated more explicitly with beer than with solid food; if they had enough
of this pleasant and refreshing brew, they did not “touch any other dish.”
Many prized the sweetness in sweet potatoes and sugarcane and sometimes
added honey to sour milk to counter its sour taste, but ate mainly to feel full,
a sensation that could be joyful as the following paean of praise reveals: “We
love the Almighty; for (it is his doing that) we eat corn, and mix thick milk,
and slaughter our meat, and eat our meat, and eat our mealies, and eat our
wild sugarcane.” The proverb “We eat what is there and we don’t eat what is
not there” clearly expresses a hardheaded sense that one should feel grateful to
have any food at all.15

Famines, caused notoriously by the mfecane but more often by drought,
cattle disease, and pests, taxed the ingenuity of ordinary folk when their ener-
gies were at their lowest ebb. Survival depended on the ability to identify and
prepare the wild plants of the veld. To be palatable, some plants—sweet
potato, black roots, ngoni grass—had to be threshed or dried and ground
before being cooked. Certain roots needed to be boiled continuously for
twenty-four hours to be rendered nontoxic, so they did not cause insanity.
Sometimes famines were named after the plant food that had allowed victims
to survive; thus, the famine in Zululand of around 1861 was called “Ilanga li
ka Mbete” (literally, “the sun of the dew,” though Mbethe was also the name of
a famous rainmaker) after the marks people left in the dewy grass when search-
ing for figs. The hungry sometimes broke their taboo against eating dogs, and
fish or shellfish if they had moved near the coast. 16

One strategy for survival that strained the social fabric was the shrinking of
the sharing network for food and labor. A visitor was likely to return home
empty-handed only during a famine. The poor who received gifts of food as
charity or as reward for weeding or reaping would beg and receive nothing in
times of want. Even bridewealth payments fell off; this kind of contraction was
undoubtedly the least socially damaging of all, but fathers continued convert-
ing their payments of cattle into promises of future cattle transfers, or into iron
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or money, especially after the 1896 rinderpest epidemic wiped out nearly all
the region’s herds. Switching the form of lobola (bridewealth) caused no long-
term social damage but probably did reduce the bride’s household supply of
milk. By the end of the century, when trading stores were beginning to be
established in remote areas of Zululand, the money substituting for lobola
allowed fathers of the brides to purchase food to meet the shortfall in their
household supply.17 In time, money would provide a better buffer against
natural disasters than the Zulu king had ever been able to give.

The Zulu king used food to advertise his power, rather than to provide
popular welfare. Luxury in largeness, plenty, and the exotic characterized his
court. So, too, did many food rituals and forms of etiquette. The king drank
from a calabash without using his hands, and his guests in the isigodhlo (the
king’s private enclosure) lay on eating mats to be fed by servants. (Not having
to use one’s hands to eat was a clear mark of status; Shaka, the king, illegiti-
mate son of a chief, was insulted as a young man by having to eat milk curds
from his hands as if he were a person of no rank.) Kings and queens would
chew, but not swallow, their first mouthfuls of meat, and were said to prefer
old meat and watery, not thick, curds that were seen as the food of menials.
Boys carried water to Shaka with arms extended over their heads. One young
mat bearer who spied on a meal his father was fed in the court of Dingane in
the 1830s saw him lying on his stomach, not using his hands, as he was fed meat
and helped to drink from baskets of beer. Dingane had given directions on how
and when the father was to be fed, and presumably also decreed that the man
would have to crawl away afterward on all fours. Some visitors to this court
wrapped animal fat around their heads like bandages, and many ate it raw.18

Extraordinary sanctions reputedly were meted out to those who flouted
royal ritual. Those who ate the first fruits of the harvest before the king had
formally and ritually decreed that the time for feasting had begun were said to
have been killed or to have had all their cattle taken away. The cuts of meat one
received at a feast advertised his political importance, while to miss a meat and
beer feast was both an occasion and a metaphor for losing power.19 With the
ceremonies orchestrated as a means of protecting the king, anyone breaking
their rules could be interpreted as a wizard or thief intending to make him sick.

The Zulu king’s regiments ate a great deal of meat. In time of war, soldiers
on duty received captured cattle to slaughter, though those off duty usually
drank milk from a small herd of captured cattle, “the milk being the only
remuneration for their services during their lives.” They could feast on the
herds and amasi of their foes. A man who had been in close combat was
rewarded with many gifts of cattle, and the folk who begged him for meat
would call him a great man. A coward’s meat would be put in water, the hot
roasted prime pieces going to heroes alone. Stored grain found in deserted
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kraals was requisitioned and sent back to fellow troops who may have eaten
nothing but bad meat for days. The difficulty of provisioning the Zulu army
was a major reason why its wars of expansion were so devastating to the region.
Robbed of domestic animals and grain, their victims sought refuge in secluded
places where they could find buffalo, elephant, and hippo and, at the worst,
resort to cannibalism. Some people swore such acts of desperation never
occurred before the rule of Shaka. The epithet of cannibal was a convenient
accusation for fear-stricken people to throw at their enemies, but diverse
sources suggest that cannibalism did indeed occur. Undoubtedly, hungry
people often hunted for melons, locusts, and wild plants, or stole others’ green
mealies to eat raw. Hungry soldiers were known to soak their shields of hides
to eat.20 In more ordinary times, they would carry meat spitted on a stick to
eat as they traveled.

Despite his remarkable authority the Zulu monarch was not obliged to,
or capable of, providing extensive welfare. That a government should supply
food to “women, children and weak and decrepit individuals” was a concept
of social welfare unknown except to states wealthier and stronger than the
Zulu kingdom.21 The Zulu king, like any other precolonial southern African
chief, could not cope with problems of large-scale transport and storage. His
inability to provision his own army indicates that his bounty was sufficient
only to provide for his court, not for his people at large. The best he could
do was to store enough grain from his tribute fields to entertain visitors at
court and feed destitute individuals there; in these ways alone he could be a
patriarch, that is, a father figure who protected his “children” or subjects from
hardship. Some proved stingy, and their greed is memorialized in songs.
“[W]hen he eats, [he] never looks around,” his people sang of Cetshwayo, “he
has no time for anyone else.” He may have inherited this trait from his mother,
who was famous for never offering anyone a drink of beer, and he himself was
known to serve stored food—amadumbe (taro), sweet potatoes, potatoes,
bananas, and pineapples—only when he learned it was rotting or that people
were hungry.22

Zulu food culture reflected another ranked system than the one growing in
the Zulu court from the beginning of the nineteenth century. Beliefs about
health, and how food affected it, also revealed the power held by the dead over
the living.

Diseases that were not simply diseases were believed to be caused by the
ancestors, interceding in earthly life because they were hungry. From beyond
the grave, they would reenter the lives of the living when they needed to be
fed. A cow or goat would be stabbed so that its dying cry would reach the ears
of the ancestors—for this reason, a silent sheep would not do—and its meat
would be left for one night on a special hearth so that the ancestors might
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come and lick it. Feeding was a way of encouraging ancestors to grant an
abundant harvest or a rapid recovery. A man who had been in pain discovered
that he was afflicted because his dead brother wanted meat; the man’s wives
were relieved because they feared he had been suffering from a disease rather
than from an ancestor’s hunger. A chief, in his dreams, might hear a dead man
say, “Do you already forget me? I thought I would come and ask for food,”
and the chief might fall ill if he refused it. Similarly, a man told by the ances-
tors in a dream to abstain from a certain food would get sick if he disobeyed.
The dead were not above being chastised when their hunger caused trouble
for the living. Because they embodied the spirits of former chiefs, lizards, for
example, could be told upon infesting a village and giving rise to illness, “Here
is [a slaughtered bullock] for you. Eat and depart.” Occasionally, a man who
loved his stock would rebel against such demands, saying, “This disease longs
for meat; but I will not kill cattle,” and, fearing that the spirits of the dead
would impoverish him, he sought other means of placating them. Because sac-
rifice ate into wealth, a decision to kill a beast was made principally by heads
of villages or households. A woman’s dreams could not cause a bullock to be
slaughtered until the ancestors’ wishes were confirmed by a diviner.23 Not all
claims heard from the ancestors were regarded with reverence and belief.
People sometimes gossiped about greedy liars who said they had dreamed
about the ancestors simply in order to occasion a sacrifice and satisfy their own
craving for meat.24

If a person died, it was because the ancestors wanted him or her to join
them and so refused to take away the poison. These beliefs may have been to
some extent metaphorical, yet the chain of causation was no doubt deeply felt
and sincerely believed. The centrality of food and hunger to peasant concerns
is also apparent in the ritual form of Zulu burials: a man was buried with seeds
in his hand, and food was placed for him behind his home.

In the realm of the practical, people acknowledged that some diseases were
simply diseases, with no ancestor held responsible. Mundane afflictions were
spoken of in terms of what persons had ingested. Enemies could cause harm
by putting poison in their rivals’ food. In such cases, as well as in dysentery
and fevers, a nyanga or curer might prescribe an emetic and a tonic or sedative
derived from the hundreds of medicinal plants. Some families handed down
their special knowledge of roots and herbs from one generation to another.
They knew, for example, how to prepare a mixture to consume just prior to
the First Fruits ceremony so that they would be able to digest the green food
available to them after a winter of dried grain. Medicines might be prepared
as cold or hot infusions, as essences or powders, vapor baths or emetics. The
intent was to dispel impurities of the blood, an excess of bile or “filth,” or intes-
tinal parasites. The herbs may have ameliorated the symptoms; for example,
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an extract made from the boiled roots of the iHlinzanyoka tree relieved chest
pain.25 The principle of homeopathy was deeply imbedded in many of these
practices, and sometimes the same word described both the medicine and the
disease.

The power of ingested substances to effect well-being extended even to
ideas about character and destiny. This belief was reflected in dietary prefer-
ences and taboos, including, in all likelihood, the practice of washing hands
before meals. A. T. Bryant, an ardent compiler of Zulu plants and foods,
described the Zulu belief that food built up bodies and qualities of the mind
as well. Drinking the contents of a beast’s stomach was believed to cure bar-
renness. A pregnant woman could influence the shape of her unborn child’s
head by eating chicken. Praise singers were said to have powerful memories
because they ate tripe. Old persons were properly the only ones who should
eat the small lobe of a beast’s liver because it caused forgetfulness. (This prac-
tice was surely a self-fulfilling prophecy!) The roster of food taboos—predict-
ing, for example, that a man eating entrails would be stabbed in the bowels by
his enemy—included blanket prohibitions, albeit with temporal and regional
variations, against fish, hartebeest, fowls, and pigs. To eat these was consid-
ered a sign of antisocial intent, as a man eating sour milk at another’s home
would reveal that he wanted to return for evil purposes.26

Survival was perilous in a landscape visited by warfare, locusts, cattle disease,
and unreliable rainfall, where people had limited ability to generate and store
an abundant surplus to tide them over their troubles. It is not surprising that
food played so central a role in the cosmology by which the living explained
their destinies to themselves. The precariousness of survival in the nineteenth
century was reflected in the central importance given to safeguarding fertility:
a woman could not eat the meat of a cow that had died while calving; sour
milk, forbidden to strangers, was often associated with semen and was said to
produce virility.27 Zulu-speaking people in the nineteenth century had no con-
cept of nutrition equivalent to that of the late twentieth century, but their cos-
mology and herbal practices were not inherently hostile to such an idea. They
did not exclude the possibility that one day a concept of nutrition based on the
balance of energy-giving food components (carbohydrates, fat, protein) could
be harmoniously incorporated into their daily lives and beliefs.

Throughout the nineteenth century there is no evidence that the nutritional
welfare of Zulu-speaking people was consistently poor or inexorably deterio-
rating, even though such practices as denying milk to a nursing mother were
probably harmful. Despite the intrusion of white settlers in Natal there was
still enough land available to peasants for the old strategies of survival to suc-
ceed. Economic doldrums kept boundaries and control over land use in Natal
ill defined. Even Africans who lived there as rent-paying tenants enjoyed diverse
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opportunities to earn money by trading in ivory, cattle, or maize; by hunting
on shares with Europeans; and even by acting as agents for absentee European
landlords. In the 1870s whites were vacating the land while Africans in Rich-
mond, for example, were selling large quantities of maize even to the British
army from 1879 to 1882 while it was fighting its last Zulu war.28 Before white
farmers began, at the end of that century, to demand and acquire more African
labor to produce food for the Rand gold and Natal coal mines, their African
neighbors’ and tenants’ inherited strategies for leading healthy lives remained
relatively unassailed.

These inherited strategies were enriched by innovations and by selective
adoption from Europeans and other Africans of new dietary and farming tech-
niques. During Shaka’s rule people adopted new culinary practices like carry-
ing their milk in gourds rather than in skin sacks, frying meat and green corn
pancakes in soup fat, and, later, cooking in three-legged metal, rather than
simply clay, pots.29 Beliefs about the connection between food and health
changed slowly, but converts to Christianity were known to throw over old
taboos rapidly; thus, Protestants were said to refuse to eat the meat of a beast
dead from sickness, and Christian women generally were permitted to milk
cows. Their openness to innovation allowed pagans and Christians both to
survive and prosper as long as land and labor were abundant.

Conclusion

Nineteenth-century travelers wrote vividly about the new world of southern
Africa, but they did not provide a reliable basis for comparison with the later
medical history of the region. As Harwin’s reflections indicate, their visions
were often idealized, designed to foster colonial intervention. In any case, their
medical knowledge differed so profoundly from today’s that their analyses are
hard to correlate with what is now known. They considered sickness to be
caused by foul air rather than by bacteria or viruses; Henry Fynn, for example,
believed in the early nineteenth century that the Portuguese in Delagoa Bay
suffered from fevers and ague because they breathed noxious vapors from
swamps.30 The European folk knowledge of the time blamed diseases among
westernized Africans on such perceived habits as not changing into dry clothes
after being caught in the rain. Another example of European preconceptions
bodes particularly ill for the accuracy of early medical statistics. Europeans
found a good deal of syphilis in nineteenth-century South Africa, because they
had come expecting to find it and because they often confused its symptoms
with those of leprosy. Though nineteenth-century perceptions can be mis-
leading, they do at least reveal the following facts of life.

South Africa is a poor country, and life was hard in precolonial times. As
Turner observed in 1909, people were indeed subject to debility and disease
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on a seasonal basis. When spring approached and people found their winter
stores low while the cold, dry weather continued, they were prone to suffer
from lack of vegetables and milk. Particularly debilitating was scurvy (vitamin
C deficiency), which could afflict people after months without vegetables and
fruit; their gums and gastrointestinal tracts would bleed, and their wounds
healed slowly. The rainy season brought its own maladies when rain washed
excrement into streams and wells so that people were likely to contract diar-
rhea and dysentery that, in turn, prevented their food from nourishing them.
The result would be immobility or lethargy and greater susceptibility to infec-
tions such as pneumonia. Some diseases were caused by conjunctural misfor-
tunes like the coincidence of drought with a plague of locusts and an epidemic
of measles.

People survived in the difficult environment of southern Africa by adapt-
ing frequently and creatively to the challenges posed by the land. They moved
and changed the shape and density of their settlements as required by security
and by shortages of water, fuel, and fertile soil. They embraced, and even
sought out, new cultivating and culinary techniques. Their circumstances did,
of course, constrain their choices and make them averse to risk. Without
elaborate state structures, long-distance transport, or long-term food storage,
they remained shrewdly cautious, though hardly lazy or improvident.

Accusations of improvidence and laziness missed the point that the survival
and prosperity of individual African households depended upon an abundance
of hard-working people. More cattle meant more wives, and more women
laboring in the fields brought in bigger harvests and more beer to entertain
and to pay work parties. Household size and social standing were one: a
monogamist had to bear taunts because he would have little or no beer to
serve visitors. He would be called “a poor fellow who has nothing,” and no
one would sing his praises. A Zulu prayer aptly draws attention to the inter-
dependence of wealth and numbers of people: “I pray for cattle, that they may
fill this pen . . . for corn, . . . that many people may come to this village of
yours and make a noise and glorify you. . . .[and] for children, that this village
may have a large population.”31 Small households worked harder and pro-
duced less, and their children were more likely to be sickly. They would find
it difficult to experience the good life—ukunumuza, that is, to pass amasi
around with a spoon. This truism of precolonial life—that household size
meant prosperity—characterized the entire region. The next century would see
this ideal turned upside down.

In the nineteenth century, group strategies for health and survival in this
difficult landscape were predicated on an abundance of land, allowing people
to move to escape war, to find fresh fields and leave old ones fallow, to locate
more plentiful water supplies, fields of veldkos (wild food), and game. The land
supported life because it was so thinly populated that people could easily shift
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across it, hunting and herding, foraging and cropping. These flexible strate-
gies were one day bound to become constricted when sheer demographic
growth necessitated the adoption of new strategies, including the introduc-
tion of private land tenure, a process dramatically hastened by European col-
onization. The problems plaguing Africans’ health grew as their ways of life
changed, living in closer and less sanitary quarters, working with greater exer-
tion on the mines and in factories, and as low wages prevented them from
adapting to these changes in a manner likely to foster healthy lives.32

Modern Europeans disparaged African food culture not only because it
seemed monotonous, but also because it reflected what they would have called
magical values. Much southern African medical, including nutritional, lore
was charged with sexuality or reproductive power. Safeguarding fertility was
one of the goals of local medical as well as of ritual practice. Dietary taboos
were often linked to procreation, and milk was treated with care because it car-
ried energy that should properly circulate only among people who formally
shared a household. As Jack Goody has argued, it is not illogical that “the two
activities central to the domestic domain, cooking and copulation, should be
closely entwined, each one subject to specific prohibitions and preferences that
in their turn define those important aspects of the socio-cultural system, mar-
riage and eating.”33

Many of the following nutritional practices derived from beliefs about the
paramount necessity of safeguarding fertility, and they were not necessarily
healthy. Mothers may have been weakened when prevented from consuming
milk products while pregnant and nursing. Nguni men missed valuable sources
of vitamins and protein by spurning greens and eggs. While the diseases of
affluence like obesity and heart disease probably afflicted few people, consid-
ering their hard labor and the rarity with which they consumed sugar and
meat, amasi did contain a good deal of animal fat, and so some of the more
idle rich were rather rotund, as may be seen in early drawings of Nguni chiefs.
Zulu royal brides were deliberately fattened on a diet of meat, sugar, salt, and
millet beer, so that by the time of the wedding they could no longer walk.34

When Rousseau celebrated the moderate consumption of “natural man,” he
was seriously wide of the mark.

While European societies closely associated cuisine with class, agrarian
societies linked food with fertility. These beliefs belong to the category of
thought that Weber labeled “enchanted.” People see “mysterious incalculable
forces” emanating from the ancestors, whose spirits must be implored or pla-
cated in order for people to survive. A worldview that treated nutrition as a
“technical means” of governing survival was part of the “process of disen-
chantment, which has continued to exist in Occidental culture for millennia”
and to which “science belongs as a link and motive force.”35
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At the same time as preindustrial people tried to control nature through
spiritual means, by feeding the ancestors, for example, they possessed more
scientific knowledge than industrial people commonly do. They knew more
about the properties of the natural world than the people who came to teach
them modern science. Weber recognized that “the savage knows incompara-
bly more about his tools” and knows perfectly well “what he does in order to
get his daily food and which institutions serve him in this pursuit.”36 George
Albert Turner, the medical officer whose thoughts began this chapter, knew
less about South African nature than did the “South African natives in their
kraals.” He made grave mistakes about what constituted a healthy diet; think-
ing that fresh vegetables, for example, consisted mostly of water, he wrote that
they supplied limited nourishment to the body. One crowning irony of impe-
rial cultural chauvinism is that people who themselves possessed less local sci-
entific knowledge disparaged those who knew more.

The hubris of conquest would ensure that Turner’s science would reign
dominant, little affected by local knowledge. In most cases when syncretism
and imitation occurred, it would take place on the African side. This chapter
suggests that cultural racism was not actually a response to African improvi-
dence, lack of enterprise, or conservatism, because these traits did not really
exist. It arose from the gap between preindustrial people’s vulnerability to
hunger, on the one hand, and the industrial societies’ apparent freedom from
hunger, on the other. It grew from European pride in their “disenchanted,”
scientific belief system as opposed to African ones that still used spiritual
means, in addition to their own local scientific practice, to try to ensure group
survival. European faith in the idea of scientific progress proved to be one of
the principal popular wellsprings of twentieth-century cultural racism.
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Part Two

The Benevolent Father
An Embattled Rationale for White Supremacy





chapter three

The Politics of Famine

State Paternalism in Rural 
South Africa, –

I am distressed at the sufferings of my children. . . . But while I 
sympathise . . . I cannot but remember that it is partly their own lack 
of foresight that has brought them to their present extremity.

A. H. Stanford, chief magistrate of the Transkei, 1912

European travelers who ventured far beyond Cape Town in the early
nineteenth century sometimes encountered victims of famine wandering in
the dry hinterland. These hungry Africans, leaves or grass hanging from their
mouths, excited pity and wonder. One missionary observed “walking skele-
tons,” looking worse than victims of famine he had seen in India. If they
crossed into the Cape Colony, how was government going to provide for
them?1 Well over a century later, in 1946, one angry member of the South
African parliament used similar terms when he lambasted his colleagues for
ignoring the hunger prevalent among Africans: “I know it is easy for the Sena-
tors in this House to keep cool. . . . They do not see their children eating
grass.”2 Both the missionary, John Philip, and the senator, Hyman Basner,
were expressing a common image of famine, an extreme deprivation no decent
government could ignore.

From time immemorial famine has been one of the most potent emblems
of social suffering, unambiguous and irreducible. Demanding charity from the
better-off, it can evoke fear or political exploitation. It is conventionally
defined as a critical shortage of food that leads through hunger to starvation
and that substantially increases mortality in a community or region. But like
hunger and poverty its meaning is imprecise. How many people have to die,
and of what causes, before widespread hunger is considered a famine? Because
of silences in the historical record, we cannot be certain how often famine, of
whatever definition, occurred in precolonial southern African history.
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During South Africa’s first four decades as a united and independent coun-
try, from 1910 to 1950, only about half a dozen famines occurred, following the
state archives’ use of the term. “Famines” reveal much about changing South
African attitudes toward African rural poverty, especially among those offi-
cially responsible for administering African areas and safeguarding African
welfare, employees of the Native Affairs Department (NAD).

The three famines considered below occurred over a thirty-four-year time
span—1912 to 1946—broad enough to reveal two processes, at first sight, con-
tradictory. They show famine itself being eliminated in modern South Africa.
They indicate official sympathy for the victims of food crises demonstrably
waning. International and domestic trade allowed food to be shipped into
areas suffering from dearth and, at the same time, the NAD was growing more
expansive and efficient in providing relief; this department was the most pater-
nalistic of all the South African government agencies, dedicated to “uplifting”
black people. And yet, especially in the 1940s, the NAD records show a
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marked increase in administrators’ impatience with the needy, and the enhanced
intent and effort to discipline them.

State Paternalism

In 1910, when the four parts of modern South Africa were fashioned into one
country, the new government was weak, but it did possess a bureau, the NAD,
charged with overseeing the African reserves and, therefore, with intervening
in rural crises like famine. As employees of the NAD, magistrates bore direct
responsibility for the government and welfare of Africans, but until 1924,
when the NAD gained a full-time ministerial head, they enforced no articu-
lated and coherent native policy. Instead, individual local officials—magistrates
or native commissioners, in principle enforcing NAD proclamations and abid-
ing by precedent—determined what happened on the ground. Each of the
principal African reserves (the Transkei and Ciskei, Zululand, the northern
Transvaal) was overseen by a chief magistrate or chief native commissioner,
who reported to the secretary for native affairs in Pretoria.

A hierarchical skeleton underlay the sometimes benevolent skin of NAD
overrule. In September 1910, a delegation from Chief Marelane of eastern Pon-
doland proposed going to Cape Town to welcome the duke of Connaught as
he opened the first Union parliament and to interview the minister for native
affairs. NAD officials were of two minds about this trip. A. H. Stanford, the
chief magistrate of the Transkeian territories, where Pondoland was located,
thought that officials had justified past encounters between chiefs and repre-
sentatives of the British king as occasions that expanded African “ideas of the
power and greatness of their rulers and strengthens their loyalty.” But, per-
sonally, he worried that the visits would lead to “an exaggerated sense of their
own importance and a consequent unruliness.” The chiefs would show their
pride and indiscipline by trying to bypass their “immediate superior,” the res-
ident magistrate, and communicate directly with the government in Cape
Town or Pretoria. “[W]hile of course access is not to be hindered it is neces-
sary at such times to emphasise the fact that it must be through the proper
channels,” Stanford wrote. The minister for native affairs wired back that
though the Pondo delegation should not be discouraged, it ought to travel to
Cape Town at its own expense. Undeterred, the Pondo still wished to meet the
minister, “especially if [he] would be prepared to explain fully to the Pondos
what government by Proclamation means.” He was not prepared, and nine
years later Marelane’s secretary was still trying to get NAD officials to define
how laws affecting the Pondo were made and how they might influence them.3

NAD paternalists infrequently referred to the possibility that one day the chil-
dren would be grown and able to govern themselves.
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If the “proper channels” were followed, the NAD was likely to respond to
African needs with sympathy, so chiefs and their delegates regularly framed
their requests for help in terms that acknowledged the “power and greatness
of their rulers.” The idiom was patriarchal, an appropriate form of address for
the patron-client relations within preindustrial societies. Officials admired
their own idealized image. One magistrate contrasted himself to self-interested
white traders by noting, “The Pondos think the speculators have no eye and
no mercy—the only mercy they can expect is from the Government under
whose protection they are.” Such NAD employees opposed absorption into the
justice department in 1923 on the grounds that they would then be placed
“before the native no longer as fathers, but as correctors pure and simple.”4

Particularly during the early years of Union the chief ’s men habitually addressed
the magistrates as their “fathers,” and, in return, the “fathers” tried to safeguard
their “children” from disasters like famine.

State paternalism shared many rhetorical traits with the patriarchy of the
chiefs. They both used the language of fatherhood, labeling subordinates as
“children” whose welfare would be looked after by a benign father. The father
figure would sometimes have to discipline his juniors. Saving them from their
errant ways might even entail a degree of violence, as when a Tswana chief
forced reluctant subjects to contribute their labor to a communal project like
building a dam or when a magistrate arrested a tax defaulter.5 The relative
importance of the three core values shared by paternalists and patriarchs
alike—discipline, benevolence, and the exaltation of seniority—changed over
the course of the Union of South Africa’s first four decades.

While the shared language of political fatherhood surely facilitated the
interaction of chiefs and magistrates, the chiefs undoubtedly felt stifled by
their designated role as underlings. They all knew the fate of recalcitrant
nineteenth-century leaders, like Hintsa, who refused to surrender to the
British in the eastern Cape in 1835 and was shot trying to escape. The chiefs’
sense of resentment and their manipulative counterstrategies are not always
easy to read from the historical record. The above case of the Pondo chief ’s
attempt to visit the British high commissioner, minister for native affairs, and
prime minister in Cape Town was simply the latest episode in that chief ’s
efforts to bypass local magistrates and communicate directly with more pow-
erful men. The sentiment of deference cannot be assumed simply because the
language was there.

Magistrates were caught in a contradictory relationship with their wards,
one they seem not to have acknowledged and perhaps never to have perceived.
On the one hand, they saw themselves as benevolent father figures who
sought not only to ease social suffering such as famine but to educate Africans
toward the day when they would assume more modern political rights. On the
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other hand, they frequently blocked African initiatives. Certainly, the promise
of political adulthood had always been vague: there was no detailed plan for
governing in the present or the future and certainly no timetable for self-
government. Political changes were intended to be gradual and minimal.6

The Native Administration Act of 1927 aimed to centralize African admin-
istration and to make it more modern, that is, nationally consistent and effi-
cient. From then on, the minister for native affairs could rule over all Africans
simply by proclaiming a law, the extension of “government by proclamation”
the Pondo chief had inquired about insistently and fruitlessly in 1912. The 1927
act also set up native commissioners’ courts to adjudicate cases between all
Africans, according to “traditional law,” thereby “retribalizing” educated people
who wished to be free of “tribal” strictures.7 In addition, the act entrusted
magistrates with the task of identifying and acquiring new land to increase the
size of the reserves. While the act signaled the intention to govern more
closely, it did not create immediate change, apart, no doubt, from increasing
the paperwork magistrates had to submit to the head office.

The NAD skeleton was ossifying for several reasons. In the late nineteenth
century its British colonial heritage began to be modified by the labor needs
of the mining industry. In the early twentieth century it had to serve the seg-
regationist program formulated by the South African parliament and cabinet.
As Saul Dubow has argued, the functioning of the NAD was increasingly
informed by an ideology of national efficiency that had been growing in
England since the turn of the century. By the 1930s, the NAD was displaying
a “technocratic approach to government” that celebrated scientific solutions
to social problems as if “objectively valid solutions” could be discovered and
imposed without reference to the majority’s wishes.8

The NAD’s increasing desire for tighter social control was provoked by its
changing relationship to local people and often associated with highly unpop-
ular legislation. The 1913 Land Act had not granted sufficient land to Africans;
the NAD and its wards agreed upon that fact. Where they differed was in their
analysis of the consequences: Africans argued that the finite size of the reserves
caused their poverty; beginning in the 1920s some NAD officials countered
that they misused the land by overstocking and farming it inefficiently, and
that was why they were poor. In the course of defending this interpretation of
the causes of African rural poverty, NAD officials demonstrated their great-
est rigidity, formulating “betterment” schemes in the 1930s and mandating the
culling of excessive stock. They went on in the 1940s and 1950s to require
Africans to terrace their land and to rotate their stock through different pad-
docks rather than allow them to range free. By the late 1950s these agrarian
reforms had evolved, through the Tomlinson Commission report of 1955 on
the future of the homelands, into a mandate that people should live in villages,
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not beside their fields and pastures. This development program came to be
backed by force. Ivan Evans, another historian of the NAD, has suggested that
“betterment” was symptomatic of magisterial “blindness” to the inherently
coercive nature of their rule and to the complex social changes over which they
were presiding. Whatever its inconsistencies and its destiny, the NAD hierar-
chy embodied and exemplified state paternalism toward Africans. Along with,
to a more limited extent, the Department of Public Health and, after 1944, the
Department of Social Welfare, it provided social welfare to Africans. It played
the legitimizing role that “citizenship” and “social service” played in demo-
cratic and democratizing countries.9

Magistrates and Africans often disagreed about what constituted a famine.
Many Africans tended to use the word starvation as a metaphor for degrees
of hunger and even more generally for “poverty,” obliging magistrates to try
to measure the need precisely in order to justify their requests for relief grain
to the head office in Pretoria. They also had to divine who deserved to receive
it. A dead weight of unproductive dependents was to be avoided at all costs;
the country, they believed, simply could not afford it. One important trait dis-
tinguished the articulated values of paternalists from those of patriarchs: the
NAD officials said that they believed in the free market and so were wary of
being perceived as philanthropists, while the chief as patriarch knew that he
won political support by being perceived as the giver of gifts.

Feeding the Hungry and Vetoing African Initiative: Pondoland, 1912

NAD officials were at their most benevolent in energetically dedicating them-
selves to rescuing their wards from threatened famine as in the 1912 crisis in
Pondoland caused, as always, by many factors, including one that was new:
food was available but the transport system was temporarily out of order.
Africans and white administrators at all levels of government focused their
resentment not on each other but on profiteering traders. Even the Chamber
of Mines, which used these traders as labor recruiters, saw them as potential
threats to the mutual trust essential for the survival of the labor migration
system. During this crisis, NAD officials rarely displayed impatience with
Africans or African culture, only occasionally criticizing younger men who
drank beer rather than work for wages. (Some older African men agreed.) The
NAD indicated that while wedded to free-market principles it was willing to
loosen those commitments when necessary and step in to guarantee some
social security. What it was unwilling to do was allow African initiatives to
flourish independently of their control.

At first sight eastern Pondoland seems an unlikely place for a famine. Dra-
matically hilly country extending fifty miles inland from the shores of the
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Indian Ocean, it received such plentiful rain that its black soil roads became
slippery and impassable far more frequently than its fields were parched.10 And
yet people did know the hardship of food shortage in precolonial times. The
causes had tended to be the result of different kinds of bad luck intersecting.
An epidemic of influenza coinciding with a summer of low rainfall followed
by a hailstorm could reduce people to hunger just as remorselessly as a con-
sistently parching drought.11 A succession of years with only fair crops would
make people unusually vulnerable to a visitation of pests such as grub worms
or locusts. Sometimes the shortages had one clear cause, as most famously in
1828 when the repercussions of Zulu empire-building to the north hit the
Amampondo. They lost most of their herds to marauding impis then, just as
they would lose them again to cattle disease when the animals were afflicted
by lungsickness in the 1860s, red water fever in the 1880s, and rinderpest in the
1890s. From the late nineteenth-century the chief, as before, might have a few
buckets of grain to give to his people when famine struck, but now he had a
new layer of government to appeal to.

The “sky was adamant” in eastern Pondoland in the spring of 1912. For the
second year in a row the rains had failed, causing a drought that, in the words
of the chief magistrate, was “unprecedented in the memory of all” mature
adults. Because the crops failed to grow, one missionary saw “starving Pondo
children, who seemed to be all ribs and knees.” Both the cattle kraals and the
grain pits at these children’s homes were empty since drought was not the only
scourge in eastern Pondoland; an epizootic of a tick-borne disease called East
Coast fever was wiping out cattle herds, depriving people of the beasts that
drew their plows and carts; perhaps less than a third of Pondoland’s cattle sur-
vived. As the missionary wrote, “The sun smote on us fiercely and the stench
from the carcasses of the oxen that have died in plague and have been left to
rot on the veld, was almost insupportable.”12

Watching the skies in November 1912 for rain that never came, and staring
at traders’ shelves either bare or with only exorbitantly priced goods, the
Amapondo were living in a state of rising panic. “We are starving here,” one
headman wrote to the chief magistrate, adding that he was looking to him for
help because the magistrate was “our father.”13 Rumors circulated that some
traders had been murdered and their stores robbed. What the chiefdom could
not grow during this dry time it was having trouble importing. The problem
had nothing to do with money; through selling their cattle hides and labor,
the Amampondo had amassed enough cash to buy food. Rather, the shelves
of traders’ shops were virtually bare. Disease had stopped transport dead in its
tracks. In an effort to block the spread of East Coast fever, the government had
forbidden wagons pulled by possibly diseased oxen to travel along any major
routes. Further contributing to the lack of transport, people were likely to
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withdraw their “salted” or immune oxen for use in their fields as soon as
enough rain fell to allow plowing. No railway tracks extended into the chief-
dom; a train ran south from Durban through Paddock to Harding in south-
ern Natal and another route was being constructed north from the eastern
Cape to Umtata, but eastern Pondoland lay between the two terminals. In
these circumstances, “even Croesus may starve,” one magistrate wrote.14

How many Amapondo would become “walking skeletons” or die? Only fif-
teen people were reported to have died in Lusikisiki district from the “mod-
erate epidemic of fever” that followed, “caused by the presence of numerous
unburied carcases about native kraals and the falling of unseasonable rains.”15

Hunger was probably apparent mainly in children suffering from edema and
adults from scurvy. No images of people eating grass and leaves appeared in
the sympathetic and concerned memos that magistrates sent through the
NAD bureaucracy as they argued for, and obtained, higher advances of mine
wages and added transport, two boons of modernity that helped to hold the
front against famine. The market for produce and labor was also pulling the
curtain down on the nineteenth-century scenario of suffering: grain could
be imported from overseas and from commercial farms elsewhere in South
Africa, and men could sell their labor on the mines.

While the rains and disease vectors had failed the Amampondo, their local
government did not. The ethic of service among magistrates, seven in Pon-
doland, varied with individual character. At best, some officials meticulously
monitored rations and relief work and were aware of the need to protect
Africans against employers, the elements, and traders. They were benevolent
men but they did not, of course, challenge the existing distribution of power.
By presenting Africans as children in need of protection, they did prime the
fledgling bureaucracies of the new Union to respond sympathetically to requests
for help from the paramount chief, Marelane, who ruled eastern Pondoland
in council and through local chiefs and headmen.

From October into December 1912, the resident magistrates threw them-
selves into energetic and imaginative attempts to meet the shortfall of grain.
One suggested opening a shallow local port, Port Grosvenor, by ordering
lighters from Durban to be hauled into the bay by hand. He also mentioned
Port St. Johns, situated on the western boundary at the mouth of the Mzim-
vubu River, as a possible, though difficult, means of access to eastern Pondo-
land. Another magistrate wired the chief magistrate in Umtata that government
had to supply transport—by which he probably meant mules—in order to
“prevent [a] holocaus [sic].”16 Yet another magistrate thought that the gov-
ernment should import a shipload of American mealies; Argentina was also
considered a likely place to buy corn. Most of the seven district magistrates
in Pondoland agreed at least tacitly with the request put to them by their
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“wards”: that the Chamber of Mines should be persuaded to increase the
amount of money it paid in advance to each mine recruit. The going rate was
two pounds, but the magistrates thought five pounds might reassure men that
their families would be able to buy food in their absence; the men themselves,
supported by a few extraordinarily generous magistrates, lobbied for ten
pounds. Magistrates tried, in vain, to estimate how much food their districts
required.

These schemes reached the desk of A. H. Stanford, the chief magistrate in
Umtata. His standard response was to restrain the activist sympathies of men
in the field while passing their requests up to the next tier of desks in the NAD
bureaucracy in Pretoria. The chief magistrate’s main rhetorical tool against his
local supplicants was to accuse them of “improvidence,” meaning that they
apparently preferred brewing beer to thriftily saving their grain for days with-
out rain. In 1912, Stanford admonished a Libode headman, Qangiso Ndamase,
for asking for protection against price gouging; Stanford’s tone vividly cap-
tures the father-son role that lay at the heart of their relationship. “I am dis-
tressed at the sufferings of my children. . . . But while I sympathise with your
people in their trouble I cannot but remember that it is partly their own lack
of foresight that has brought them to their present extremity and I trust that
they will learn a lesson from the hardships of this year and in future waste less
grain in Kafir beer [sorghum beer] but instead store or sell it after storing suf-
ficient for their needs.”17 The magistrate was ignoring not only the practical
fact that beer parties mobilized and rewarded communal work but also that
drinking together has historically had “potent social significance” in the politi-
cal and social life of chiefdoms.18 It was an uncomprehending refrain that
echos again and again through magisterial correspondence: beer brewing
drew the line between the deserving and the undeserving poor. One magis-
trate worried in January, even while watching people resow their fields due to
drought, “The Natives must be fully aware that the agricultural prospects are
poor and in the face of this knowledge considerable stores of grain are used
for beer brewing. If, later on, the shortage of grain becomes serious they do
not deserve to receive aid.”19

The stern father was also a benevolent one. Stanford argued in a wire to
Pretoria that government should provide transport either by its own mule
wagons or by hiring transport riders. In addition, he recommended raising the
mine recruits’ advance from two to five pounds, because, given the price infla-
tion of the time, the normal two pound advance would buy only one bag of
grain.20 Receiving these recommendations, the NAD in Pretoria arranged a
Saturday meeting for members of the cabinet and, significantly, the Cham-
ber of Mines to discuss the “threatened famine.” Some of the most powerful
men in South Africa—its government ministers and mining officials—were
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worried that the famine would cause the labor supply to shrink, drawing this
conclusion from their knowledge of the sometimes “unscrupulous” men who
served them as labor recruiters. These agents were white traders, generally
residing in magisterial towns, who sold food and commodities to Africans at
the same time as they recruited men to work underground in the gold mines
of the Rand. Trading in the Transkei was known as a “safe and fairly profitable
form of business,” perhaps because local traders tended to charge double the
price that grain sold for in Johannesburg.21

In the words of E. Barrett, an NAD official reporting to Stanford on the
high-level meeting in Pretoria, the mines were “particularly anxious that the
money [for higher advances] shall not pass through the hands of their agents
the more unscrupulous of whom would not hesitate to juggle with figures to
the disadvantage of the Native who in many instances is already in the debt
of the trader”; if the traders received the advances, they might insist on pay-
ing them out in goods worth far less than the cash they received from the
Chamber of Mines. Africans would have to be protected against such behav-
ior for their own sakes and for the sake of the mining industry. Barrett feared
that “the more suspicious Natives” would be deterred from signing up to
work on the mines if they did not trust the recruiters to pay them fairly.22

Even General J. B. M. Hertzog—serving as minister for native affairs from
June to December 1912, and a proponent of segregation rarely remembered
for his paternalism—suggested that the director of native labor, Colonel S. M.
Pritchard, should be sent to Umtata to discuss with the chief magistrate ways
of preventing the “evil plight [of the residents of the famine-stricken districts]
being turned by unscrupulous persons to private account. Pritchard discov-
ered that traders were “generally not charging inordinate prices but on the
contrary [were] fully alive to [the] seriousness to themselves of Native famine.”
He also found a situation so dire that the African population might “in [the]
immediate future [be] reduce[d] . . . to a state of starvation,” and he backed
the increased advance: two pounds would be paid on recruitment, and the
remaining three pounds once the recruit actually arrived on the mines, so that
the chamber would be protected from absconders.23

The specter of having to provide famine relief at great expense, it must be
added, did frighten the government, although it was, of course, cheaper to be
proactive than reactive. Pritchard wired from the field that the NAD should
“insist [on] self effort on part of Natives to protect themselves against distress
and thereby prevent the imminent possibility of its being forced to undertake
relief measures at enormous cost.”24 Stanford obligingly asked resident mag-
istrates to tell their headmen that government would not distribute gifts of
seed or grain “as long as people are able to earn money by working for their
living.”25
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The men from the Chamber of Mines and the NAD had not been wrong
in placing part of the blame for the food shortage on traders. A few were
indeed profiteering. Some traders within the Transkei itself were using the
shortage of grain to charge unprecedentedly high prices; the price of a bag of
mealies had more than doubled to as high as fifty shillings, and they main-
tained these high prices even after improved transport had eased the short-
age.26 Many traders refused to answer magistrates’ inquiries about the extent
of their business because they feared the government would interfere.27 At
least one resident magistrate believed that any numbers they produced would
have been incorrect, as “in every case their opinions appeared to be influenced
by their personal motives or trade considerations.”28

Africans who were in debt to them were unlikely to have regarded the
traders’ profits as fully legitimate. Nor does it seem that they won the magis-
trates’ respect, perhaps simply because they were in trade. Scattered about five
miles apart across the Transkeian landscape, they rented land (about four and
a half acres each) from which they ran so many different operations that one
observer in the 1930s said they “represent Western civilization in the Territory.”
They and their family members acted as bankers, dressmakers, pharmacists,
undertakers as well as the conduit through whom new commodities—cloth,
plows, sugar, tea—entered the reserve, and local produce—wool, hides, grain,
African tobacco, cattle—left it. Their activities provoked some local Africans
to resent their virtual monopoly of the trades. They and their commodities
were said to be “the most important direct cause of the Native ‘drift’ to the
mines and to the towns.”29

Debts to traders were the household equivalent of drought. Whenever the
Bunga, the council voicing the concerns of the whole Transkei, including Pon-
doland, discussed family budgets and the subsistence of the very poor, the
vexed issue of traders arose. They dried up a family’s resources. Although the
councillors never used the expression “a just price,” they clearly believed that
one existed and that traders seldom offered it. Traders not only combined to
pay uniformly low prices for peasants’ grain and cattle, but they also charged
high prices for grain and lanterns. Often, cash never entered the transactions
at all; traders either extended credit indiscriminately, driving their customers
into helpless debt, or paid for peasant produce with slips of paper “good for”
the purchase of goods at highly inflated prices. In the councillors’ verbal sce-
narios, a widow usually appeared as an exemplar of hardship. What if a widow,
they asked, sold her green mealies to a trader and received a slip of paper only
“good for” the purchase of sugar, which she did not want?30

Older African men, while blaming their “hunger” on the “flesh and blood
merchants” who recruited labor for the mines, targeted their own errant sons
as well, complaining that they spent their advances on clothes rather than on
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food for their families. Enoch Mamba protested in 1914, for example, that
dandified young men were spending money on “girls instead of giving it to
their fathers.” Mamba, an Idutywa headman and one of the more educated and
progressive members of the Bunga, as well as a former labor recruiter himself,
regaled his audience with a colorful tale of a son squandering money on fin-
ery for a girlfriend and himself—“a high collar that would stand up until sun-
set, tanned boots as if he were a theatrical artist about to do a stage turn.” The
son would not have revealed that the garb was bought on credit. Soon his
father would look up from the hard work of plowing and find that a stranger
on horseback had arrived, a labor recruiter to tell him that his son would now
have to work to pay off his advance. The father would be left to finish his
plowing alone.31 In this case famine was not only a metaphor for social suf-
fering or poverty, but it also allowed people to discuss other issues that trou-
bled them. Mamba’s tale reveals that improvidence and loss of control galled
African fathers as much as it bothered European magistrates.

Moved by Mamba’s forceful oratory, the other Bunga councillors argued
strongly against paying out advances in Johannesburg where the money could
be easily squandered, and maintained that they should be paid at home. While
the government and the mines feared that recruits would never reach the Rand
if paid an advance in the reserve, Councillor Lehana argued that unless the
advance was paid at home, “many families . . . would die of sheer starvation.”
Perhaps ruefully, one councillor remarked that in these “enlightened” days,
sons were not content to live together in the homestead neighboring their
father’s; now each son “wanted to have his own kraal and wood for his own
fire.”32 In other frayed families, sons living apart from their fathers were said
to be waiting for them to die so they could claim their property. Undoubtedly
these sons had complaints to level against their fathers’ attempts to control
their hard-earned money, but the Bunga, a forum for seniors, never expressed
them, and we are left with an image of subsistence being threatened by selfish
sons rather than by indolent fathers, although both types of behavior surely
inhibited the women’s work of providing large healthy meals to their fami-
lies each day and of helping them to survive famine.

Labor-hungry white farmers were also suspected by NAD officials of try-
ing to profit from the famine. They differed from the traders in writing to the
NAD about their needs and interests. Farmers from as far afield as the Trans-
vaal and the Orange Free State wrote to magistrates stating their needs for
families of farm hands and the rates they would pay. One Free State farmer
asked the chief magistrate for ten Pondo families used to farm life to work as
herders for fifteen shillings a month and food or, since “all natives here prefer
working for stock,” for eight good sheep for six months’ work.33 The official
reply was cool: the offer would not help the aged, infirm, or large families
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with small children, and most able-bodied men preferred mine labor because
it paid better.34 The farmers’ lobby was not yet organized and so no one had
to bow to it. On the contrary, the secretary for native affairs, Edward Dower,
replied tersely to a similar request that the government had “no power to
compel Natives to come out to work in any particular branch of industry.” And
Stanford explained his wards’ logic to other farmers: they were immobilized
“by their unwillingness to leave their families unprovided with food.”35

Despite such references to African “children” learning from their “fathers,”
the exchanges between ruler and ruled offered precious little evidence that
African initiative would be rewarded. Whenever a member of the political elite
of Pondoland—its paramount chief, councillors, and headmen—suggested
using its own power and tax monies to address the famine, the idea was vetoed
by the administration. The justification for the rejection was sometimes legal,
at other times practical, but the message was clear. The responsibility of the
Amampondo was “to send their young men out to work.”36 Beyond this ini-
tiative, the “children” were to remain children.

While members of the chief ’s court must have found this implicit attitude
frustrating, they carefully framed their responses in tones of gratitude and def-
erence, only occasionally revealing their dissatisfaction. Because Marelane, the
paramount chief, was often indisposed by either drink or illness, his well-
educated and capable secretary, E. Tshongwana, a former teacher at Lovedale,
had to handle these encounters in his stead, and did so with remarkable per-
sistence and grace. “The Pondo could now only seek the shelter of their father
the Government,” he would say before proposing a detailed scheme of action,
generously seasoned with praise for the chief magistrate’s help. In November
1912, Tshongwana proposed that the Amampondo be allowed to send their
wagons across the Umtamvuna River to Paddock and Kokstad where grain
cost less.37 Such autonomy had no precedent, and his proposal was refused.
The reasons for refusal had nothing to do with the proposal itself; they
amounted to an explanation of what the NAD had already done—commu-
nicating with East London merchants so a sufficient supply of grain would be
brought in, facilitating mule transport, getting mine advances increased, as
well as the assurance that competition, especially from overseas grain, would
cause prices to fall eventually. The formal explanation for rejection is less sig-
nificant than the pattern: no African initiative succeeded.

The following year, in April 1913, when yet another calamity visited—in this
case, grub worms infesting the mealies—Pondo opinion was said to run strong
on the subject of famine relief. People could not see why the Pondoland Gen-
eral Council should be denied the right to use its own funds to “turn itself into
a temporary merchant” by purchasing relief grain.38 The official reply was that
they would be obliged to charge even higher prices than the traders charged
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because they would have to pay for transport, build grain stores, and hire offi-
cers, and so the offer was refused. Fearing that Pondo disappointment in their
failed scheme would be bitter, the chief magistrate ordered “a sympathetic
reply . . . be sent to soften the edge of the refusal.”39

Undeterred by this rebuff from the secretary for native affairs, Tshongwana
led another deputation to the chief magistrate’s office on a related issue in
June, only three months later. He congratulated Stanford for enabling eastern
Pondoland to survive the “time of famine” by filling the hands that “his chil-
dren” had extended for relief even while the traders had tried “like bulldogs”
to restrain him from giving them anything. Then he began to argue, unsuc-
cessfully because the tax had been passed by parliament, against the adminis-
tration’s efforts to impose a new dipping tax hard on the heels of the recent
famine. The Amampondo were too deeply in debt to traders already and their
stock continued to be plagued by disease. Why did they need more dipping
tanks, some wondered, when their cattle kraals were empty except for the
pumpkins growing in them? Tshongwana strategically and eloquently expressed
his loyalty and his dilemma in the following words: “In their opinion there
was no other Native tribe like the Pondos which evinced the same pride in and
loyalty to their Government. No matter how heavy the stone round their neck
they had been taught by Faku [their founding chief ] to endure it.”40 Tshong-
wana was too diplomatic to say so directly, but it is not far-fetched to imagine
that he thought the “stone” around the neck of the Amampondo was the
heavy hand of the father—the chief magistrate or the government—guiding
them benevolently and stifling their initiative.

Tshongwana refused to see the law as immutable. Given his deferential cir-
cumlocutions it would be possible to see him as a simpleton, failing to under-
stand that parliament was accountable to its electorate, one that, of course,
excluded him. In 1919, for example, he told the chief magistrate that in Cape
Town he had asked to be shown the law “but people could point only to the
leaves of trees.” He was actually arguing that since proclamations were writ-
ten they could easily be altered by the chief magistrate and the prime minister;
it would be a mistake to regard the laws as “a God.” The case in point was the
school inspector’s intention to shut down a Pondoland school by denying it
funds that were properly allocated only to primary schools (ones teaching
through standard six). Tshongwana wanted this higher school to receive
money from the Tank Fund, but the chief magistrate said funds could not be
transferred from one purpose to another in this way. Tshongwana replied that
people had lost their cattle, which they had formerly pledged to build schools,
and they were facing famine next year. In this case the chief ’s secretary seemed
to be using famine as a metaphor for poverty; he was implying that people
needed higher education to gain skills that would earn money in order to sur-
vive lean times ahead.41
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If judged by their own ideals of service and trusteeship, a flattering portrait
of NAD officials emerges from this tale. Individual magistrates carefully mon-
itored the food shortages experienced by their wards and lobbied energetically
and creatively for them to be filled. Their respect and sympathy for African
society may have been based partly on their own role as paternal figures, but
it was real and it did produce concrete results in famine relief. These early mag-
istrates were willing to modify their free-market principles in emergencies.
They demonstrated no racial chauvinism by siding with labor-hungry white
farmers whom they saw as unethical or white traders whom they believed were
price-gouging. In fact, there appears to have been a good deal of collusion
between magistrates and older African men; both were intent on keeping the
patriarchal social order intact.

The portrait of the NAD itself is not without forbidding blemishes. The
higher levels of the department were vulnerable to direction by certain pow-
erful national constituencies, notably the gold mines, though not yet by white
farmers. Their faith in the colonial hierarchy allowed them to veto reasonable
African initiatives and to misunderstand the reciprocities, such as beer brew-
ing, that made African agriculture work. When some magistrates, at this time
a minority, criticized Africans for their “improvidence,” they were ignoring
abundant evidence of Africans’ determination to provide for themselves dur-
ing periods of dearth. The Amampondo stored a good deal of their 1913 har-
vest, and they needed it the following year when borer worms as well as
drought afflicted their crops; they gathered along the roadsides to buy small
quantities of grain from transport wagons to tide themselves over until their
crops were ready; they traveled to neighboring but less badly affected districts
to buy cheaper grain; they lied about how much grain they had in their stor-
age pits in order to keep pressure on the NAD. While some magistrates criti-
cized young men for failing to remit money to their relatives, the Pondo chief
actually did something about these failures of support; he sent two headmen
to Johannesburg to urge Pondo laborers there to send money home.

As in a similar Zululand case—a threatened famine from 1911 to 1913—the
only official word of judgment leveled against local society was phrased accord-
ing to the Victorian distinction between the undeserving and the deserving:
improvident men are undeserving of relief; they should rather work in the
mines.42 Ironically, the low wages paid on the mines were fostering that very
improvidence, if we accept its contemporary definition as beer brewing. No
one, though, was calling the hungry people ignorant.

Defending the Hungry: The Lebombo Flats, 1927

In the 1927 famine on the Lebombo Flats of the eastern Transvaal the NAD
came up against a slightly different and potentially more formidable lobby
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than the trader-labor recruiters they had blamed for profiteering in 1912. Offi-
cials now saw as local enemies the farmers who strenuously resisted relief
efforts because they wanted to sell grain to hungry Africans and to hire them
to work on their farms. But, while strident and possessing some political clout,
the farmers were not particularly well organized and thus were unable to block
the paternalism-in-action of the NAD, which remained as energetic and solic-
itous at the local level and as sensitive to cost at the higher bureaucratic levels
as in 1912. No NAD denigration of African culture occurred, and no African
initiative was vetoed; on the contrary, the chiefs in question knew how to
manipulate their native commissioner, to make him represent them forcefully
within the state bureaucracy. Although none of the actors in this particular
drama drew attention to white farmers’ need to organize nationally, that is the
direction in which the farmers would have to move in order to make a suc-
cessful end-run around the paternalism of the NAD.

The landscape here was radically different from Pondoland, on the undu-
lating Lebombo flats in the eastern Transvaal, a hot and drought-prone part of
the lowveld near the Komati River on the Mozambique border. The winters
are warm and dry, the summers hot and rainy. The area is plagued by East
Coast fever, controlled only by dipping stock. Its ability to support stock rear-
ing is inhibited also by the presence of nagana, animal sleeping sickness, which
can be controlled only by clearing the bush and destroying game infected by
the tsetse fly host. People depended for their subsistence principally on maize.
Because little rain falls on the flats (fifteen to twenty-five inches a year), local
Africans, a mixture of Sotho, Shangaan, and Swazi-speaking people, tended
to farm in clusters along rivers where the soil was rich.43

Between 1922 and 1935 the people living there drew dangerously close to
famine on three occasions, as drought compounded damages wrought by
locusts or the pest known as “army worm,” by high-priced mealies, by low
wages, and by cattle too sick or weak to walk through dipping tanks unassisted
or too thin to be sold to the Johannesburg quarantine market. During each of
the crises individual native commissioners sympathetically represented their
people’s plight to administrative superiors in Pretoria, urging the department
to take forthright and dynamic steps to relieve the suffering by buying African
cattle, fixing grain prices, opening a depot to sell grain at fair prices, and dis-
tributing mealies to the hungry on credit.44 In 1927 this active paternalism
nearly provoked bloodshed.

The antagonists were a benevolent local magistrate, G. F. Bennett, and his
African wards, on the one hand, and local white farmers, on the other. In
the eyes of Africans living on the flats the whites, with few exceptions, were
exploitative. Often doubling as local traders, they charged high prices, in cash
or bartered cattle, for their grain when African harvests were poor. They paid
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low wages to their farm laborers, sometimes holding back their pay at the end
of the month. And so, young African men from the region preferred to
migrate to the cities to find work. Perhaps for these reasons a radical work-
ers’ organization with rural appeal, the Industrial and Commercial Workers’
Union (ICU), had had some success in recruiting new members in the nearby
small gold-mining town of Barberton. The white farmers would have denied
the charges made against them, arguing instead that they suffered from a
chronic labor shortage the government should remedy by allowing them to
recruit migrants from nearby Portuguese East Africa, or alternatively that the
government should simply let local Africans be driven by hunger to work on
their farms, not try to help them get enough to eat.

Although Bennett had known since 1926 that drought and the pest known
as army worm would shrink the maize harvest to a fraction of its normal size,
he was alerted to the full gravity of the situation when eight local chiefs visited
him in March and April 1927, to ask for mealies to distribute to their people
for repayment when times were better. By the middle of April some families
had plowed and sowed five times for nothing.45 They feared that the few local
traders willing to buy their cattle would offer them unfair prices. Saying they
had used up all their money buying expensive grain, the chiefs suggested that
Bennett emulate the republican government of Paul Kruger that had provided
them with grain after the 1896 locust invasion.46 They went on to air the com-
mon patriarchal complaint that the majority of their young men laboring away
from home squandered their earnings by spending them on themselves rather
than sending them to their families. While the praise of President Kruger, not
often remembered for his generosity towards Africans, may have startled Ben-
nett, he supported the request for relief grain, sending it upward for approval
in the NAD hierarchy.47

However, Bennett’s superior in Pretoria, E. R. Garthorne, the undersec-
retary for native affairs, demanded proof more tangible than the testimony
of eight chiefs that starvation loomed and that all able-bodied men had gone
to work in the cities and mines. “They should be advised,” he wrote to Ben-
nett, “that on no account will the Government come to their assistance until
they have exhausted every means of helping themselves and particularly till
every able bodied man who can be spared has gone out to work to supply
funds and is not sitting at home consuming food that should be given to the
women and children.”48 Undaunted by this austere lecture and clearly fired by
an ideal of service, Bennett managed to win Garthorne’s approval for spend-
ing the profits of the local dipping fund on grain for families he personally
knew to be hungry.49 A couple of months later Bennett requested “a very lib-
eral supply” (nine thousand bags) of white mealies to distribute for repayment
in a year.50
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Bennett’s act of charity falls within the long-standing NAD tradition of
resisting involvement in farm labor recruitment. Magistrates tended to blame
white farmers for causing their own labor shortages by offering their work-
ers poor conditions. Even the secretary for native affairs J. F. Herbst, a Natal-
ian who has been called a stern bureaucrat without the liberal sympathies of
his predecessor, E. Barrett, accepted the NAD’s role as a protector rather than
a procurer of labor. A recent political change had modified but not trans-
formed his stance: when Hertzog was elected prime minister in 1924 and
assumed the office of minister of native affairs he did not want the department
to be seen as hostile to the farmers, a significant part of his constituency. And
so, Garthorne acquiesced to farmers’ pressures, saying the NAD would be
willing to cooperate with a farm labor recruiting bureau under the auspices of
the department of agriculture “in every way possible short of identifying itself
with the actual recruiting of natives.”51

Despite this recent breakthrough, Bennett’s charity smacked of the old
paternalism and ignited the tempers of local white farmers, already living under
stress as they struggled to grow maize on dry land. They had only recently
won the battle against the tsetse fly that had infected their herds of cattle with
trypanosomiasis, and malaria on the lowveld had continued to thwart their
attempts to grow cotton.52 Three farmers’ associations—Lowveld, Komati
Agricultural, and Middelburg Farmers—now marshaled their talents for agi-
tation and for exerting political pressure and fought back. They complained
directly to Secretary Herbst that the distribution of relief mealies prevented
local folk from having to work in the farmers’ labor-starved fields and from
having to buy their grain. (The local farmers tended to be traders as well; the
Africans living in the vicinity were “a natural market for their products.”53)
They also wrote to the Nelspruit member of parliament, W. H. Rood, asking
that the gifts of grain be stopped because “we have orders on hand for 150 men
and boys and are unable to fill them, in consequence local farmers are having
to curtail their output.” Bennett disagreed, and the following day he shot off
a telegram to the NAD office in Cape Town calling the farmers’ depiction of
the problem “quite incorrect.” There was no justification for denying assistance
to Africans. Herbst himself was more impressed by the farmers’ pressure and
asked Bennett to modify his proposals; when Bennett refused, he cut his allo-
cation from the nine thousand bags requested to two thousand.54

While these bags were being transported by rail to the eastern Transvaal,
the Komati Agricultural and Industrial Society (KAIS) formed a vigilance
committee to take them by force. Its secretary, H. S. Webb, who prided him-
self on his forceful oratory, maintained that the farmers felt betrayed “in favour
of pusillanimous petting of the natives, and of encouraging the natives in
indolence and evasion of man’s duty to labour.” He “proceeded to gather a
number of farmers of standing and long residence in the district, to proceed,
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unarmed, to prevent any distribution” until Major Herbst had investigated
the issue. “There is emphatically no need for immediate distribution,” the soci-
ety wired to Pretoria, “no distress and no famine.” Webb swore that “if mealies
are issued to the old and impotent they will be eaten by the hale and lusty.” The
farmers argued that distributing the grain would constitute unfair trading
competition and interfere with their labor supply. (They usually drew their
labor from Portuguese East Africa or from local folk who were forced to work
by “the pressure of a bad season.”)55

A crowd of local Africans had gathered at the siding and threatened to take
the grain to the native commissioner’s camp and guard it there “to prevent any
white man from interfering.” Webb warned that any bloodshed would be on
Bennett’s head. The following day the secretary for native affairs wired a con-
ciliatory and vaguely cautionary reply: “Confident your association will not
allow possible misunderstanding form basis of precipitate action,” at the same
time wiring Bennett, “Please get in touch with association and endeavour
arrive at understanding.”56 Bennett’s reply was swift and dismissive: “Owing
[to the] determined and defiant attitude” of the society, there was no hope of
arriving at any understanding.57 Perhaps because the authority of the NAD
was being challenged, Garthorne told Bennett to proceed with the distribu-
tion and suggested calling in the police. Webb’s tendency to hyperbole cannot
have inspired much confidence in the NAD, and when he alleged in his letter
of 17 July that the drought was “caused” by overstocking, one official circled
the word in apparent amusement or consternation. Africans’ love of cattle and
small stock was said to be guilty of almost all ecological damage, but rarely the
cause of lack of rain!

The principal impulse within the higher levels of the NAD was to react
defensively rather than assertively against the attacks. Herbst not only cut Ben-
nett’s grain request by more than a quarter and urged him to account for the
money he had spent from the dipping fund in case there was an inquiry, but
he also acceded to the farmers’ wishes that the district not be opened to mine
recruitment as a form of famine relief. Prime Minister Hertzog, replying to
Rood, the local member of parliament, displayed the tension between the
triple imperatives of bureaucratic consistency, paternalism, and service of an
enfranchised constituency that had characterized the whole affair. Apologiz-
ing for the “unpleasantness,” he said that it was too late for the NAD to inves-
tigate the trouble since nearly all the mealies had been distributed by local
officials “really convinced” of the threat of hunger. In the future, he concluded,
no further mealies would be purchased for distribution, and “where there is
a healthy Kaffir that can work he will have to do so.”58

Hertzog’s pro forma display of sympathy did not mean that every farmer’s
future wishes would be granted. Nearly a decade later, in 1935, when the
people of Komati suffered from an invasion of locusts hard on the heels of two
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drought years, they would again need a relief supply of maize. Their cattle
were in danger of growing too thin to be salable, and the price of mealies had
risen from sixteen to nineteen shillings a bag. Despite Webb’s earlier attack on
its “pusillanimous petting of the natives,” the NAD did distribute relief grain.
It, too, distributed maize in the aftermath of a foot-and-mouth epidemic in
1938, again in the face of KAIS protest, because “it is far more equitable to
assist the Natives by the introduction of a relief scheme than to allow them to
incur debts which they may possibly never be in a position to liquidate.”59

Local paternalism retained its vitality and even continued to resonate upward
in the state bureaucracy.

Not until the 1940s would these frightened and angry white farmers find
their situation easing. Only then would large-scale bush-clearing and irriga-
tion schemes develop the local cultivation of subtropical fruit, tobacco, citrus,
winter vegetables, and sugarcane to the extent that substantial numbers of new
settlers would move to the region. The hard land of South Africa needed to be
tamed by money, and, in 1927, farmers were still struggling to tap the capital
the mines had produced.

No blood was shed in 1927. Neither is there any evidence that the drought
developed into a killing famine; in this sense, the white farmers may have been
correct in denying that a genuine famine was occurring. Despite their access
to the highest political circles, they had proved unable to stop the distribution
of relief grain. At best, they succeeded in keeping the level of relief low. The
fact that their organization was local rather than national considerably weak-
ened their impact. That they organized at all was their most significant achieve-
ment, one whose meaning would soon become clear.

Politicized Hunger and Bureaucratized Paternalism: 
The Eastern Cape, 1946

During the famine of 1945–1946 in the eastern Cape, NAD paternalism turned
sour. Officials’ tones were changing, and they now spoke harshly of African
culture, while, paradoxically, launching larger and more creative schemes than
ever before to relieve hunger. The reasons for this newly impatient and deni-
gratory attitude were various. The crisis of rural poverty had grown in mag-
nitude while the fiscal structures for redressing it had not, and thus NAD
officials seemed genuinely fearful of the cost of fulfilling the widespread
postwar hopes for a better-fed world. Further, their department had lost its
monopoly on expertly addressing the problem of famine and communicating
it to the wider public.

In the eastern Cape in 1946, the harvest failed, as in much of South Africa,
for the second year in a row. Its precise effect on people’s health was, as usual,
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hard to gauge. Some said a famine was occurring, others called it “distress.”
Visitors to the eastern Cape, one of the worst hit areas, tended to describe the
consequences in pitiable anecdotes. A man walking east from Alice was picked
up so exhausted from starvation that he did not know his own name. Perhaps
he had been searching for the dirty water that people could now find only after
hiking five miles or more. Mothers on similar treks ran the risk of exposing
their infants to infections like measles, as well as to intestinal parasites; both
readily killed the weak. Children were coming down with scurvy; as if adver-
tising their need, some were seen eating orange peels discarded by people
studying their plight. “Small numbers” were dying.60

Cattle were dying in droves (over 50 percent of the entire Ciskeian herd
according to one official assessment), while most of the survivors were too
weak to pull plows. Milk supplies had dried up, and even ewes had trouble
producing enough milk to keep their lambs alive. When rain finally fell in Feb-
ruary 1946, it came so late that no wild food, such as spinach, prickly pear, and
pumpkins, had grown to tide people over until their mealies became green.
Further, the impact of the rain was so weak that it barely penetrated the
ground. For all these reasons the drought was said to be the worst the east-
ern Cape had experienced since 1927.61

Drought was only one catalyst of hardship. An invasion of army worms and
an attack of East Coast fever in 1945 also helped to blight subsistence. In the
immediate aftermath of World War II, as in 1912, there were too few motor
vehicles to carry grain from railway terminals into remote areas. Dearth had
marked the entire span of the war, especially in rural areas. The reasons for the
shortages extended beyond inflation and ordinary deprivations of wartime. By
1946 international food distribution networks had still not adjusted to peace-
time: the U.S. was sending grain to Europe; Canada’s granaries were said to
be empty; it was hard to get supplies from Argentina; Kenya had already sent
its surplus to South Africa; and Rhodesia had none. Internationally there was
unprecedented alarm about food shortages, as if Malthus were finally going
to be proved right. These global disruptions were compounded in South
Africa by the national control white farmers had managed to win in the late
1930s over the prices and distribution of their crops. Marketing boards made
food expensive in South Africa. In this particular case, the Mealie Industry
Control Board was partly responsible for the shortage because it skewed
mealie distribution in favor of cooperative societies—six of the twelve white
farmers’ representatives on the board came from farmers’ cooperatives—which
created distributive bottlenecks and in this way encouraged a black market to
flourish.

Lying underneath all these conjunctural causes of food shortage was the fact
that land allotments in the Ciskei were too small to provide subsistence for the
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number living on them. As Margaret Ballinger, a natives’ representative in the
lower house of the South African parliament, observed in 1943, the Glen Grey
Act of 1897 had laid out small parcels “and they have simply been getting
smaller under the new pressure” of a growing population.62 In 1945, D. L.
Smit, secretary for native affairs, had told the Ciskeian General Council that,
even if the government actually bought all the promised additional land in the
area, “there would never be enough land to enable every Native in the reserves
to become a full-time peasant farmer.”63

Though the wartime economy had opened up employment to a large num-
ber of workers, either as laborers or soldiers, this newly expanded labor force
had not necessarily eaten well. The cost of living soared beyond the reach of
many of these beneficiaries of the wartime boom. The price of food had
been rising steadily from 1936 to 1939 and steeply from 1940 to 1945. Many
employed Africans could no longer afford to buy meat. The gap between earn-
ings and basic costs was widening, as report after report during the early 1940s
testified.64 Most African men over eighteen years of age resented having to pay
annually a one pound poll tax, not in itself excessive but a significant propor-
tion of their already stretched salaries. Prewar attempts to lower the tax
foundered in parliament when nationalist M.P.s such as J. G. Strijdom and J. J.
Serfontein lobbied vigorously against it on the ground that the money spent
on Africans should come from African taxes.65 In addition, high duties levied
on foreign agricultural produce to protect South African farmers from com-
petition led the price of food to increase while wages did not.

In the face of such threats to the livelihood of its “wards,” the NAD con-
tinued to provide relief along the lines that had guided its rural policies earlier
in the century. Its initial response was extreme caution. When food shortages
first appeared during a drought in 1941 the chief native commissioner of the
Ciskei, stationed in King William’s Town, refused to provide relief work—pay-
ing people to carry kraal manure to their fields—when requested to do so by
one of his subordinates: “Only when famine conditions are imminent will the
Department be prepared to consider provision of relief.”66 The upper echelons
of the native affairs bureaucracy feared attracting public criticism if they pro-
vided relief when labor was in short supply. At that particular moment during
World War II, service in the Native Military Corps had not proved popular.
Perhaps hunger would encourage more African men to sign up.

Lower level magistrates, as before, tended to be more sympathetic to local
needs.67 They continued to condemn as “unscrupulous” trader-farmers who
sought to exploit hunger by buying African cattle at low prices or selling grain
at grotesquely inflated prices. Some quarreled with farmers who withheld
rations from their employees, and refused to prosecute Africans who deserted
those farms. Other magistrates blamed the agricultural marketing boards for
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driving up food prices and failing to serve African consumers’ needs. One
nutrition officer visiting the eastern Cape during the 1945 “distress conditions”
was moved to pay a backhanded, though accurate, compliment, that no mat-
ter how “trivial” its efforts may seem, the department was unfailingly “sym-
pathetic.”68

Scrupulous monitoring of local conditions continued to be the strong
point of NAD administration.69 Two programs, pauper rations and drought
relief schemes, had long reflected the paternalistic ethic of the department, and
each month the native commissioner would distribute rations (one pound of
mealie meal daily in 1946) to individuals living on the edge of survival, usually
the very old and sick, often widows. The state had defined poor relief in min-
imal terms, as “foodstuffs . . . calculated to maintain the recipients at slightly
above starvation level.”70 Most of the poor were expected to work for their
own rescue and, during crises, a magistrate would formulate local development
schemes and employ the needy, paying them in cash or food. He designed
public works projects such as road repair to provide local relief without
inculcating habits of dependence. These plans also involved building dams
and contour walls against erosion or carrying kraal manure to the fields on
sledges. Men received higher rates of pay than women (one shilling for men
as opposed to nine pence a day for women, plus pauper rations that amounted
to three-quarter pounds of maize weekly until December 1945), presumably
so that they would be encouraged to retain patriarchal responsibility for their
families’ welfare. The same logic informed the decision to deny to Africans
old-age pensions: “the guiding consideration has been that benefits should not
be provided in such a form or in such amount as to conflict with or break
down their tribal food-sharing habit.”71 This aspect of African culture was one
that most white observers praised in tones of wonderment.

Pauper rations and drought relief schemes continued to be accompanied by
paternal criticism and advice. Vernacular messages to the mines and barracks
exhorted absent wage earners to send money home. In tones of exasperation
magistrates tended to urge their “wards” to stop thinking of their cattle as
wealth and start thinking of them as meat. For the time being these exhorta-
tions remained only words—there were no organized stock markets in most
rural areas—but their tone was ominous, carrying the threat of “rigorous and
regular de-stocking.”72

Destocking was one component of the development schemes variously
called “reclamation,” “rehabilitation,” and “betterment” that the NAD had
begun to launch in the 1930s. Proclaiming a location as a betterment area
entailed dividing it into several residential and arable zones as well as different
grazing camps. People would be relocated into villages, which were, like the
pastures, fenced, and within them, they were expected to plow on the contour
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and rotate their grazing paddocks in order to prevent the soil washing away
and to ensure that it would rest. While such planning aimed at making the
reserves self-sufficient, its initial stages entailed spending more, not less,
money. And so, unprecedentedly large sums of money now had to back NAD
projects; in 1945 the department spent ten thousand pounds in the Ciskei
alone on imported seed potatoes and wheat seeds, as well as on tractors and
plows that could help, as some critics observed, at most a few families.73 The
money for these purchases came originally from the South African Native
Trust (SANT), an organization set up in 1936 to enlarge the reserves and
develop African communal agriculture on expropriated, formerly white, com-
mercial farmland. Betterment to stoke reserve economies and make them
self-sustaining in the long run was one thing; the immediate cost of feeding
hungry people was another. Who was to foot the bill?

The department of social welfare and the Cape provincial government both
denied responsibility for “mass starvation of children.” The process of state
denial was protracted but inexorable. In May 1945, the Lovedale hospital
board had complained to the native commissioner in nearby Alice that it
needed another “medical man” and government funds if it was going to care
for and house in military huts or tents the twenty to thirty thousand under-
nourished children needing help. The NAD referred the request to the Public
Health Department, which in turn forwarded it to the Cape provincial admin-
istration. The province replied that mass starvation of children was a matter
for Social Welfare or the NAD. Social Welfare denied that it was involved. The
NAD again asked Public Health for advice and for another medical officer.
Public Health “replied that the Province could hardly be expected to provide
accommodation for children suffering from nutritional deficiency” and that it
had no jurisdiction in such provincial matters. And so, an NAD bureaucrat
advised his own department in August 1945, “In the circumstances it seems
that nothing further can be done in the matter.”74 The secretary for native
affairs tried once more to exert pressure on the Cape provincial secretary, stat-
ing that the responsibility belonged there; there was no money left in the
SANT fund in any case. The problem of hunger was left in the hands of the
NAD, where it had always been. But need was mounting faster than resources
in the immediate postwar world and there had to be some way to define state
responsibility toward poor Africans so narrowly that the electorate would not
find the fiscal burden intolerable.

In the 1946 famine, children alone were made the beneficiaries of extraor-
dinary famine relief. Paternalistic rhetoric that had until recently framed Africans
as children was changing to focus only on Africans who were, in fact, children.
In response to needs defined by the board of the Victoria Hospital (Lovedale),
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the NAD set up a scheme to feed 25,000 preschool children in the southern
Ciskei. After receiving a report from a nutrition officer, the head office of the
NAD established more than two hundred cooking centers there at the cost
of £23,000 a year.75 Only children under seven years of age were to be fed by
these field kitchens “erected on a military pattern.” In an attempt to prevent
dependence on their philanthropy, workers at the feeding centers warned
African mothers that they should not “refuse to feed the children at home
upon the grounds that they had already received food.”76 (Semifit men and
women would continue to be paid a small wage and receive rations for repair-
ing roads, constructing dams, and eradicating noxious weeds, as well as plant-
ing spineless cacti.) The porridge offered at the field kitchens was intended
to be supplementary, not a completely balanced meal, and it contained what
proved to be a surprisingly palatable mixture of ingredients—fish oil, sugar,
peanut butter, milk powder, yeast, and three different kinds of meal (soy,
whole, and mealie)—that would have been expensive to buy. This unique and
innovative program arose out of the collaboration of one nutrition officer,
J. M. Latsky, with the NAD. In a 1946 issue of the medical student journal The
Leech, Dr. T. W. B. Osborn, referring to the Ciskei famine, praised the gov-
ernment’s communal feeding scheme as the only way to avoid famines like
those that had just occurred in the European theater of the war.77 Osborn was
equating the social suffering in a war-torn continent with a country that had
known no internal combat.

Part of the effort to fight starvation entailed introducing the commercially
processed food people had earlier spurned. Sometimes the foods donated as
famine relief were memorably bizarre, and surprisingly popular, such as shark
biltong (dried shark meat).78 Officials urged oatmeal upon local consumers as
an adequate substitute for mealie meal or sorghum porridge. Occasionally,
advocates of new types of processed foods pressed their ideas on government;
one enthusiast wanted officials to subsidize for African consumption the man-
ufacture of “predigested” (hydrolyzed) protein from cattle too inferior to be
butchered or from whale meat, and he angrily blamed his lack of success in
launching his scheme on vested interests in South African agriculture.79 Less
eccentric plans entailed fortifying existing foods by, for example, treating mealie
meal with soya meal, fish liver oil, dehydrated vegetables, government sugar,
and powdered milk.80

The problem with all these new foods was that, unless they were to be
distributed free during a famine, they all cost money. This issue alone should
have highlighted the problem of wage rates. In the Ciskei famine, the only
people to call attention to how little money people were earning in the mines
and industries were liberal and African critics. As Margaret Ballinger, natives’
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representative since 1937, lamented, “[S]o long as the mass of the people are
unenfranchised and the enfranchised are a privileged minority who suffer lit-
tle from any dislocation in our food market, I am not hopeful of the results.”81

If the people of the Ciskei were at all fortunate in 1945 and 1946, it was
because they had a couple of exceptionally engaged observers trying to figure
out and then broadcast the significance of their hunger. One was Dr. Rose-
berry Bokwe, educated at the University of Edinburgh, a district surgeon in
the small town of Middledrift. During the worst of the famine he corre-
sponded with Margaret Ballinger, joking that as one of the natives’ represen-
tatives she was branded as a communist, agitator, and troublemaker “just
because you choose to state the bare facts as they are!”82 Together they sought
to link this particular misfortune to increasingly urgent issues for the future of
the nation, such as wages and land rights. One sign of their success is the vigor
with which the Keiskammahoek Rural Survey sought three years later to dis-
cover and document the extent of malnutrition in the area.83

Both Bokwe and Ballinger were determined to define what was happening
as “gross starvation” rather than as a particularly bad bout of malnutrition.
They tried to use the drought to publicize what Bokwe called “the steadily
deteriorating health of the people, owing mainly to increasing poverty.” To win
this definitional struggle, they had to bring into their camp experts sent by
Pretoria to determine what was going on. Ballinger frankly stated that her own
goal was to get South African land policy redefined as providing “an economic
unit on which a family can make a living in order to stop the migrant labour
system.”84 She and Bokwe selected as one nemesis Dr. Latsky, the Department
of Public Health officer in charge of its nutrition section since 1943, who vis-
ited the eastern Cape three times in 1945.

A definitional struggle was launched. After his first stay, Latsky reported
back to the secretary for public health, “I saw no children dying of actual
hunger or starvation. It is more a question of chronic malnutrition or lack of
proper and enough food than one of actual famine and starvation.” Latsky
lacked neither sympathy for the victims nor awareness that the problem was
grave, but he did feel hampered by the absence of reliable statistics revealing
whether the situation was deteriorating. He also believed that “the problem
of the Native remains an economic and educational one.” The longer term
dilemma, as he saw it, was to make nutritionally sophisticated cooks out of
African women and progressive farmers out of African men. Latsky believed
that the “ignorance of Native mothers especially is appalling” and that “the
root problem [was] overstocking with scrub cattle.” He summed up his view
of the origins of the crisis: “Only 5 per cent of the Ciskeian Native communi-
ties are at present settled on betterment areas. Too late they have realised the
value of proper veld management, rotation grazing and of avoiding over-
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stocking. Unfortunately the Ciskei is now reaping the fruits of ignorance and
deeply ingrained tribal tradition and the Government is handicapped by [sic]
coming to its immediate rescue by several factors chief of which is the world
shortage of food.” A dietician named Miss Taute, sent out in June, also by the
Department of Public Health, to devise recipes for the feeding centers, con-
cluded her evaluation report by wondering what would happen when the next
drought occurred. “To this I can see only one answer,” she wrote, “and that is
that the Natives in the Ciskei will never be able to face a bad drought under
existing conditions. They are not producing enough food to feed themselves
at present; and it is doubtful whether they ever will unless their whole point
of view and system of farming is radically changed very soon.”85

Ballinger met Latsky upon his return to the Transvaal and urged him to
extend the preschool feeding scheme with maize that the manager of the maize
marketing board had agreed to donate, thanks to her intercession. “All he did
(not being a conspicuously strong man),” she wrote to Dr. Bokwe, “was to
send my letter to the N.A.D. and so far I have heard nothing more.” (Latsky
did indeed express more idealistic and activist goals at a medical student con-
ference that same year than he did in his correspondence with the secretary for
public health.86) Ballinger sought from Bokwe a fuller sense of what was hap-
pening on the ground. A good publicist, she also wanted to “make all the
noise we can about the present position so as to get all we can while emotions
are fluid.”87 Bokwe did provide a far more comprehensive portrait of life in a
famine-stricken area, his analysis extending beyond the bodies of the hungry
to the range of their fears and suspicions, and to the state of the nation.

According to Bokwe, the source of the problem was “NOT ‘Overstock-
ing’ but ‘Overpopulation’ or congestion and what is therefor needed is just
more land for THEM and their already LIMITED amount of stock.” Like
Latsky he lacked figures, but he felt certain that each family had, at the best
of times, too few stock and too little land to provide itself with “the bare
minimum necessary to enable it to have milk and to plough its land.” The
drought had simply worsened or highlighted this underlying poverty. Instead
of responding to this structural crisis, the government had failed to deliver on
its 1936 promise to provide more land for African occupation. “The people,”
Bokwe reported, “ask, naturally where the land is that Hertzog promised.”88

This failure made Africans suspicious of the “Govt.’s present war cry” of
“rehabilitation,” that is, erosion control, stock limitation, and settlement in vil-
lages. “Why,” Bokwe asked, “this sudden unholy rush to ask the people to
accept a scheme which is to revolutionise their past and present mode of liv-
ing? Are the millions to be voted for this to go the same way as those voted
for the Native Trust, mainly into European pockets by way of enhanced prices
for their farms and salaries for numerous agricultural officers of the Trust? Very
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little of this money has come our way and that mainly by insignificant grants
to Hospitals etc and the employment of a few hundred poorly qualified and
under-paid agricultural demonstrators.” Meanwhile, Bokwe wrote after yet
another unproductive encounter with Latsky, he was having to parry official
dismissals of the situation’s gravity. “These people did not look starved, at least
not the Belsen type,” Latsky and another visitor told him in November; rather,
they looked simply hungry. When asked where the line should be drawn
between starvation and hunger, Latsky replied that only those with “swollen
ankles” and “puffy faces” were actually starving. But, Bokwe said, “It [is] my
duty to intervene long before those conditions become apparent.” Bokwe
blamed the local and chief native commissioners for having, in conversations
with Latsky, minimized the importance of the shortages in order to deflect
“criticism of their administration.”89

The fiscal ethos of the time had probably primed the visitors to oppose the
expansion of state welfare. No one wanted to hang a dead weight of depend-
ents on the national exchequer, especially before the economy recovered from
the war effort. This conservatism was sometimes explicitly stated but more
often glossed with a peculiar interpretation of African culture: it had to be pro-
tected from certain kinds of social change. And so, welfare or charity could be
seen as evils if they broke down the “Native Custom” of sharing. During
Bokwe’s encounter with his visitors, this perspective emerged in an argument
against feeding a widow whose sole support, a brother, had gone to Port Eliz-
abeth to find work. “Oh yes,” one of the visitors imagined, “the Brother has
now said, I am not going to do anything more as Bokwe can feed you!”
Bokwe found the NAD official’s analysis that he was breaking down African
custom to be “amusing under sad circumstances.” He was left to wonder,
“Now, what is their long term policy to be?”90

If NAD paternalism was cheap, there were other organizations trying to
bridge the gap between hunger and plenty in the aftermath of the war. Mis-
sionaries and a few new philanthropies acted as catalysts. In 1945 the NAD had
been spurred to act because medical doctors at Lovedale, founded by the Free
Church of Scotland, had warned that they were about to be overwhelmed by
local need; they had 250 beds for a population of perhaps 200,000, the hos-
pital was running a deficit, and parents were increasingly dumping their mal-
nourished children there.91 The following year the Presbyterian church urged
that food stocks unused by the Union Defense Force be sent to the area. It also
argued that the price of mealies be lowered by subsidies and by importation
from the United States. In addition to pressures exerted by such accustomed
groups, dynamic new philanthropies had emerged in the postwar world. One,
the African Children’s Feeding Scheme, founded in Johannesburg, operated
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soup kitchens mainly in cities. In rural areas emergency aid was often supplied
by the Red Cross, though its offer to help in the Ciskei was spurned by the
NAD in 1945 with the defensive explanation that the “situation was well in
hand.”92

Two newcomers to the field of philanthropy had unusual backgrounds.
One was the African Drought Relief Fund Committee, chaired by Dr. A. B.
Xuma, president of the African National Congress; its personnel was entirely
African and its scope was national. It collected funds to buy mealies, mealie
meal, and sorghum to distribute in the Ciskei, the northern Transvaal, north-
ern Natal, Zululand, and the eastern Orange Free State. The second was the
African Food Fund, initiated in 1945 by the Guardian newspaper (a commu-
nist weekly printed in Cape Town) specifically to meet the famine conditions
in the Ciskei; it supplied free food to district surgeons and organized soup
kitchens. Like Ballinger and Bokwe, the fund linked Ciskeian hunger to per-
sistent social conditions like migrant labor and overcrowding. In the process
of setting up the soup kitchens, its employees carefully observed the condi-
tions around them. One, C. Papu in Middledrift, counted the number of
people who owned no stock and held no land. His figures, he said, “give the
lie to two misrepresentations about conditions in the reserves,” proving that a
large proportion of the people were landless and that “the Reserves are not
as overstocked as is often asserted.”93 Wide-ranging social criticism was part
and parcel of postwar philanthropy.

The father-child metaphors that had once signified local deference toward
NAD officials by their wards were less in evidence in 1946 than during the
previous famines. The black middle class was growing more radical and
assertive, and, alarmed by the process of impoverishment that threatened to
level African wealth, it made little use of paternalistic concepts either up or
down the social hierarchy. Just before the drought began, a councillor on the
Transkeian Bunga eloquently expressed the growing political economic per-
spective. Asking for a commission of inquiry into the “root cause of poverty,
indebtedness and starvation” of Africans in the neighboring Transkeian terri-
tories, Councillor T. Ntintili noted that, “To-day people who used to be rich
men before and who rose in the morning to hear the lowing of their cattle
now get up at the sound of their poultry.” Despite the government’s appoint-
ment of agricultural demonstrators, establishment of a department of agri-
culture, and subsidy of seeds, starvation still existed. Worse, it was “becoming
rife.” “If a man starves,” he argued, “it is because he is poor and there are cir-
cumstances which have placed him in that position—conditions that tie men
down so that they are not able to move freely, conditions which call for
investigation.”94
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The debates in the Bunga reveal the widening chasm between black and
white assessments of what was to be done. They also reveal the coming
together of middle-class and poor Africans in their analysis of what was
wrong. Some white liberals and radicals were indeed forging links with African
leaders; Margaret Ballinger, for example, urged such luminaries as Z. K.
Matthews and D. D. T. Jabavu, highly educated members of the black mid-
dle class, and Roseberry Bokwe to complain directly to the minister of agri-
culture, J. G. N. Strauss, about the inadequacy of the recent food subsidy,
restricted to maize and wheat. Meanwhile, the NAD rejected item by item the
range of welfare benefits proposed by delegates to the Bunga: pensions and
schemes for invalids, workmen’s compensation, the supply of stud bulls to
indigent Africans, the establishment of markets for African produce, the pur-
chase of additional land for the reserves, the payment of doctors’ salaries,
hospitals for the aged and mentally ill, and school feeding schemes. These
proposals ranged from the imaginative to a simple plea for extension of wel-
fare benefits already enjoyed by Europeans. Instead, the Bunga delegates
complained, their animals received better health care than the people of the
Transkei did. Money was being thrown away on education because people
were too poor to put into effect what they had learned. As Councillor Ntintili
observed, starvation existed because people who wanted to rise were unable
to do so.

Bunga delegates argued that their poverty was becoming inescapable. The
government would deny a pension to a man who owned five head of cattle. If
he complied with the government’s wishes and sold his cows, which he kept
for their milk, he was likely to become malnourished. Another dilemma arose
around the issue of beer brewing. When an NAD official, J. J. Yates, tried to
enforce greater thrift by legally restricting brewing “in excessive quantities,” he
ran the risk of damaging the local economy. Councillor B. Siroqo argued, in
1947, that he brewed beer precisely because he did not have “enough money
which I am getting as my wages from the Government to be able to afford to
pay people to plough my lands. If I want to fetch my wood supply from the
plantation I have to brew beer to pay for the supply, because I cannot afford
to employ servants and pay them money.”95 In these cases and many others,
the Bunga delegates implied, the government seemed to want the people to
be poor.

The NAD’s behavior towards its wards exhibited many outward signs of
continuity in the postwar years. Some lower level magistrates did take unilat-
eral initiatives to feed the hungry, scrupulously monitoring local conditions so
pauper rations and famine relief could be doled out fairly. At the same time,
they continued to veto African initiatives in the 1940s just as they had in the
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1910s. But there were significant changes. Instead of referring to all Africans
as their children as noted above, magistrates made African children the chief
objects of their benevolence. Although larger sums of money—£26,000—had
been made available for famine relief in 1946 than ever before, the need, too,
appeared to be greater. State bureaucracies, frightened by the likely expense
posed by the growth of indigents, sought ways of keeping costs down, lead-
ing not only to the stress upon children but also to the advocacy of nutrition
education and fortified food, not of higher wages. It also encouraged a static
vision of African culture—as a food-sharing entity—that must be protected
from disruptive change. One of its highest officials, the undersecretary, attrib-
uted the crisis not to drought worsened by marketing problems but to “over-
stocking combined with ignorance in regard to how to live.” He urged upon
a delegation of missionaries that they “should do [their] best to persuade the
Natives to kill and eat their surplus stock.” Betterment schemes to improve
rural productivity were a logical response to this definition of the problem;
“the position clamours for further desperate efforts by the [NAD] to effect rig-
orous and regular destocking.”96 Such solutions, especially when backed by
force, proved to be so unpopular that they helped to kill the father-child
metaphors that formerly gave a natural gloss to rural power relations.

Conclusion

The three famines of 1912, 1927, and 1946 do not fit conventional notions of
famine. There were no “walking skeletons.” It is safe to say that few people
starved to death. Nevertheless, the word famine was used freely by the press,
the hungry, liberals, and the NAD, reflecting what could be called a famine
syndrome, a tendency to think of African social suffering as famine, but with
no consensus about what the word meant. People engaged in an intense strug-
gle to define what was happening (distress or poverty) and its causes (igno-
rance or land shortage).

As John Iliffe has observed, “improved measures for combatting famine
coincided with increased susceptibility to it”; this process occurred a genera-
tion earlier in South Africa than in the rest of the continent.97 While famine
was waning in the twentieth century because of trade and technological inno-
vation, growing numbers in the reserves were hungry largely because they had
either too little land or none at all. The many preindustrial strategies for sur-
viving in a difficult landscape were dwindling to one: access to cash. Families
depended on migrants’ cash wages.

The cause of famine’s decline was intimately related to the rise of hunger in
one other way, as well. Access to state monies had allowed commercial farms
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to produce more food, but organizations representing white farmers’ interests
kept the cost of that food high, enhancing the risk of hunger among South
Africa’s poor. Famine excites pity, while hunger invites expense.

As the nature of famine changed, the South African government con-
fronted two stark choices. It could either follow the paternalistic imperatives
of its inherited “native policy,” or it could repudiate them. Erecting an umbrella
of welfare to protect all South Africans would have been expensive for white
taxpayers, and the fiscal structures to oblige them to pay up simply did not
exist. Denying responsibility, on the other hand, entailed remolding images of
African famine that had existed for decades. The image of improvidence
endured, but it was being superseded by a new scientistic rationale for deny-
ing welfare: Africans were unscientific farmers whose actions starved their own
children. 
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chapter four

Scientific Paternalism

Hunger and the Measurement of 
Urban Poverty, –

With the control of Nature with which modern science has endowed us, any
economic system must be accounted a failure, root and branch, if with proper
planning it cannot [give the workers a “human” or “civilised” standard of life].

Alfred Hoernle, 1942

A young white woman entered the squalid Johannesburg township of
Alexandra in 1944, armed with a notebook and pen. The Alexandra Health
Centre and University Clinic had sent Gertrude Kark to survey that black resi-
dential area, set in the white sea of northern Johannesburg, so that it could
establish a welfare center for African families living there. For two years she
described, measured, and tabulated their way of life. She found the record-
keeping hard. When she visited one overcrowded “hovel,” for example, she
needed a flashlight “to identify the mass of huddled limbs” of people so wary
of intruders that they kept the window—she measured it to be two feet
square—closed during the daytime. She struggled to keep accurate figures of
people’s income and employment, even though she was reduced to writing
in the column beside “Beer Brewer” the words “fearful of revealing details,”
because that profession, common among African women, was illegal. She dis-
covered that measuring the “food intake” of the very poor was “impossible”
because they depended on gifts, rations, and free milk.

Gertrude Kark was one of a small number of social scientists who had been
trying since the late 1920s to measure black poverty in South Africa’s cities.
Supported initially by liberal organizations and later by universities, these
researchers set out to record the kinds of statistics—what people ate, how
much they spent, what maladies they suffered—that the government showed
no interest in collecting. They wanted to document the social changes occur-
ring in South Africa’s rapidly industrializing cities. They were also struggling
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to understand what subeconomic and sub-subsistence really meant. In a sense they
were attempting oxymoronic research: to quantify the “subeconomic” as if
precise numbers had the power to reflect the reality of surviving on unquan-
tifiable gifts and illegal earnings, to discover how people subsisted at “sub-
subsistence” levels. Faced with such daunting complexities, they chose to
emphasize an index of poverty called the “bread line,” that is, the minimum
level of food consumption necessary to ensure that a man or woman could
work. This measure conveniently suggested to social reformers that poorly
paid and, therefore, weak workers could inhibit the productivity of the nation.
And it conveyed in unsentimental and scientific terms the concept of decency,
so that social reformers could use it to lobby on behalf of African welfare.1

These social scientists were not only struggling to define and measure
African poverty in towns, they were also in effect searching for an idea on
which to base an urban moral economy. Paternalism enjoyed a degree of
popular acceptance in the countryside: its father-son metaphors facilitated
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communication between social seniors, whether they were chiefs or magis-
trates, and the juniors who were begging for largesse. In the cities relation-
ships between governor and governed lacked any mutually acceptable
metaphor or ideal. This lack was reflected in the ethos of urban native admin-
istration. As one NAD official observed, that administrative spirit had evolved
through four phases: between 1910 and 1923 it was preoccupied with super-
vising urban Africans so that they “did not become a menace to the health of
the European population”; from 1923 it had emphasized control; and during
the 1930s it had been animated by the “importance of ensuring that the con-
ditions under which [the urban African] lives are such as to enable him to be
physically and mentally fit to do the work required of him.”2 None of these
fashions enjoyed the consent of the governed. None made even an allusion to
morality. And yet, implicit in the efforts of the social scientists who were inves-
tigating subsistence was a search for decency and justice in South Africa’s
towns.

The Idea of the Bread Line

The idea of the “bread line” originated far from southern Africa. In the north
of England at the turn of the twentieth century, B. S. Rowntree struggled to
define the poverty he saw around him in the city of York, and every South
African surveyor of urban poverty subsequently quoted his work. Rowntree
latched on to food, or, more precisely, its lack, as a convenient and revealing
means of measuring socially unacceptable levels of deprivation.3 He drew an
absolute poverty line; below it, people did not earn enough to buy the “mini-
mum necessities for the maintenance of merely physical efficiency.” If working
men did not consume 3,500 calories of food energy daily, and women four-
fifths that amount, their intelligence became dulled and their stature stunted.
This quite pragmatic definition of hunger, the “underfeeding” that would
destroy a person’s stamina, served for Rowntree as the index for judging
Britain’s “social progress.”4 Unlike medieval ideas connecting poverty to spiri-
tual salvation, this idea of progress reflects the industrial era by being explic-
itly tied to labor.5 Food allowed the human machine to work efficiently. From
the point of view of international commercial competition, an underfed work-
ing class could retard Britain’s development, but the issue was not simply utili-
tarian. It also had a moral dimension.

Rowntree suggested that his findings were related to British national ethics.
He concluded his study by first noting that the “dark shadow of the Malthu-
sian philosophy” had “passed away”; people no longer had to worry that their
numbers would outstrip the world’s food supply. Then he alluded to the ethi-
cal challenge of living in a post-Malthusian age. “[N]o view of the ultimate
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scheme of things,” he wrote, “would now be accepted under which multitudes
of men and women are doomed by inevitable law to a struggle for existence
so severe as necessarily to cripple or destroy the higher parts of their nature.”6

While leaving undefined exactly what he believed the state ought to do, he was
effectively challenging well-fed British people to take care of the bodies and
therefore the spirits of poorer Britons. His challenge raises the question of
how concerned citizens living in a situation of racial domination would deal
with poverty.

Rowntree’s “poverty line” is today more interesting for what it reveals
about his hopes for society than for its ability to define decency. He set his line
extraordinarily high; today between 2,000 and 3,000 calories are accepted as
an adult’s minimum daily requirement, and even these figures exceed what the
average person needs.7 He probably estimated 3,500 calories as the daily mini-
mum because he was writing at a time when western European caloric con-
sumption had reached its peak; in the twentieth century better-off Europeans
showed their affluence by changing the composition of their diets rather than
increasing the amount of calories they consumed.8 Furthermore, caloric
levels do not reveal how food is distributed within a family, whether the father
is given more meat than his children, for example, or from what food types the
calories derive; it is likely that diets eaten at the time Rowntree was writing—
high in sugar and expensive cuts of meat—were, in the words of the anthro-
pologist Sidney Mintz, “unhealthy and uneconomical.”9 For all these reasons,
applicable with equal force to the surveys in this book, poverty lines represent
the perception of a social problem more accurately than its actual dimensions.

For reasons other than their crudity, Rowntree’s measurements and his
heart-searching references to the poor did not appeal to all his contemporaries,
many of whom continued to blame the inadequate diet and therefore weak
physiques of the British urban poor on their improvidence, laziness, and igno-
rance. A commission set up in 1904, for example, to investigate the “deterio-
rating” physiques of British men, recently recruited to fight in the South
African War, denied that a crisis was at hand, but it did chastise the perverse
preferences of the poor for eating pickles and vinegar, as well as their gener-
ally wasteful expenditure on pleasure rather than on good food. It concluded
that remedies like cooking classes would “reduce evils which are not only a
standing reproach to certain classes of the nation, but constitute a serious men-
ace to its general well-being.”10 Despite this widespread impatience with the
working classes and their profligate habits, Rowntree’s implication—that it
was morally unacceptable for a nation to allow its people to engage in a severe
struggle to survive—would dominate British policy nearly fifty years later.

Rowntree was part of a trajectory in early twentieth-century Britain that
would lead to the creation after World War II of a welfare state. The ideas of
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its chief architect, William Beveridge, that all individuals should be guaranteed
social security from the cradle to the grave, flowed logically from Rowntree’s
pairing of national health and ethics. Rowntree had used the concept of nutri-
tion, the minimum calories needed to preserve physical efficiency, to draw
tight the link between the two. When Beveridge first publicized his scheme for
social insurance in 1942, he defined his goal as redistributing the national
income so that all citizens benefited “up to subsistence level, as of right and
without means test.” No one would be excluded. By this time, the “bread line”
was commonly referred to as the poverty datum line. The change in language
reflected a shift from focusing mainly on food as fuel to a more full-bodied
conception of physical want and minimal living conditions, one that included
abolishing the giants blocking the road to postwar reconstruction, that is, “dis-
ease, ignorance, squalor and idleness.”11 While hunger was subsumed in this
litany of pressing social ills, it had been explicitly at the heart of early attempts
to deal constructively and humanely with modern urban poverty.

In mid-Victorian Britain social science associations had been popular
among socially active members of the middle class. They had inquired into the
conditions of the poor—their housing, crime, health, prostitution—analyzing
society in a highly positivist manner and setting its improvement as their goal.
They believed that middle-class progress could be made universal. This ethos
affected people who still thought in terms of evolutionary models of social
development; they argued that societies had “spiritual personalities” with a
“moral will.” Rousseau’s ideas about human perfectibility influenced this
movement more than Hegel’s brand of potentially nationalistic idealism,
argues the intellectual historian Jose Harris; most influential was Plato’s idea
that society was “an organic spiritual community” over which the state should
exercise justice rather than force. Although British idealists differed on the pre-
cise relationship between the individual and the state, they all seem to have
agreed that the highest purpose of social welfare was “inculcating citizenship.”
In Britain, especially around the time the Union of South Africa was created,
many social idealists argued that the state’s proper role was to remove the
causes of ill health and malnutrition, as well as low wages and unemployment,
in order to allow the full flowering of popular “ethical self-fulfillment and par-
ticipation in public life.” This ethos became professionalized in Britain prior
to World War II, but popular idealism remained strong. William Beveridge,
Harris notes, was part of this idealist tradition.12 There was no such wider cul-
ture or heritage of social reform within South Africa.

What happened to these measurements and the social welfare trajectory
from Rowntree to Beveridge when they were transferred from the metropole
to the periphery in South Africa? A 1909 article by a Grahamstown physician,
J. Bruce-Bays, suggests how metropolitan ideas were being modified by
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colonial experience. Bruce-Bays warned that Africans were adapting so badly
to urban living, specifically to their new housing, diet, and clothing, that their
race ran the risk of being “doomed to speedy extinction.” While the 1904
British dietary commission had specifically rejected Darwinian analogies, they
were alive and well in provincial South Africa, and early in the century they
were clearly more popular than the scientific moralism of Rowntree.13 Bruce-
Bays avoided calling urban Africans poor. They were, rather, adjusting badly
to conditions brought about by “contact” with whites.

Bruce-Bays’s thoughts reveal that it was possible then to define poverty
along racial lines, and so to exclude Africans. This racial division was based on
the sentiment that Africans were not so much poor as members of cultures
occupying lower rungs on the ladder of civilization, ones that they might or
might not ascend to greater heights. The study of hunger in South Africa
would, therefore, beg basic questions: Who is poor? What are the nation’s
responsibilities to those living within its borders? Who must be fed, and who
could be left alone? The movement of Africans to cities made answering these
questions increasingly important.

From the time of Bruce-Bays’s article throughout the Union’s first three
decades, food, or more precisely pauper rations, defined national welfare pol-
icy toward Africans.14 They were meager. An official committee of inquiry
reported in 1937 that material relief was measured by “foodstuffs calculated to
maintain the recipients at slightly above starvation level.”15 NAD officials
feared that any benefits given out in the cities would encourage an urban
influx it would have to stem. And so, during the drought and depression of
the early 1930s, relief food that had begun to be distributed to Africans in town
was stopped. The NAD had strict standards for choosing worthy recipients of
its rations or its small monthly payments: the blind had to prove they lacked
an income; invalids and the destitute had to prove they had no supporting rel-
atives; and the elderly who had lived in the city for less than five years did not
qualify for pensions.

Certain welfare benefits were extended to every South African under the
Children’s Act of 1937 when J. B. M. Hertzog was prime minister, though the
levels of state support for “orphans, widows with young children, deserted
families and families whose breadwinners are incapable of earning” differed
according to race. Two years later the Justice and Native Affairs Departments
withdrew these grants from African rural children, saying that they would
“probably lead to an evasion of the responsibility resting upon the Natives
under their own customs.” No cash allowances were to be paid to women in
town, either, because they would provide “an incentive to Native women to
flock to the urban areas.” For this reason, indigent children would be repatri-
ated to the care of rural relatives; where there was no rural family, the child
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would be sent to a crèche subsidized by the Department of Social Welfare or
be given food paid for by the South African Native Trust.16 Jan Hofmeyr, then
the great hope of South African liberalism, appreciated both sides of the wel-
fare debate. Especially when he was minister of finance from 1939 to 1941, he
feared mainly that social security’s cost, if extended to everyone at equal levels,
would be more than the government and the economy could afford, but he
also believed that too few benefits were being extended to urban Africans
because of the tax structure. (Since 1923, when native revenue accounts were
set up for each township under the Natives [Urban Areas] Act, money spent
on Africans’ social welfare derived almost exclusively from the fines and rents
they paid and in many places from the sale of African beer.) Hofmeyr rhetori-
cally asked his National party opponent J. G. Strijdom in 1944, “Which coun-
try in the world would tolerate a position under which the money for social
services for the poorest section of the population had to come from that sec-
tion of the population only?”17 The experts who sought to apply the lessons
of Rowntree or Beveridge to South Africa’s urban poverty inevitably ran into
Hofmeyr’s question.

The Social Scientists

In the late 1920s, efforts to collect and analyze “native budgets” in Johannes-
burg and Durban marked the beginning of the movement to assert that
African urban poverty, as opposed to maladjustment, existed, and that it was
a South African problem.18 To these ends, a number of intrepid researchers,
most of them female, went into the townships from about 1928 armed with
questionnaires and the determination to measure how representative house-
holds spent their money. The budgets they collected were part of a real strug-
gle to define—and, perhaps, to act upon—a social problem that others wished
to ignore or dismiss.

The four researchers whose stories are told below exemplify different con-
tributions—Fabian socialist, Christian humanist, anthropological, statistical—
to the growing idea of an inclusive welfare state in South Africa. Together
these perspectives would help to forge a new kind of paternalism, one appro-
priate to an urban setting. The social scientists all were, or would become,
social meliorists involved in efforts to improve the quality of African life. Their
budgets reveal more than dietary data. They also looked at education, crime,
leisure time, housing, sanitation, and interracial relationships. But food was
central. Just as Rowntree recognized, food was the sine qua non for analyzing
and comparing physical want. They all used evolutionary theory as a more or
less unconscious starting point for their recommendation: welfare policy
should aim to educate people to adapt to social changes already undergone in
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European history. Their efforts reflected far more than self-interest, as they
sought to improve South Africa’s race relations and ensure a future without
conflict.

Fabian Gradualism

The Durban survey, launched in 1928 by the Joint Council of Europeans and
Natives, a liberal forum for interracial discussion and some socializing, marks
one of the first surveys of urban African household budgets in South Africa.
It was part of an attempt made by the Joint Councils of Johannesburg, Bloem-
fontein, Cape Town, Potchefstroom, and Cradock “to ascertain the cost of liv-
ing for natives and the native family budgets.” The Wage Board in turn used
these budgets as part of its 1928 inquiry into the adequacy of African wages.19

The Durban sample was so small that its findings have mainly curiosity value
today. Its organizer, Mabel Atkinson Palmer, was fully aware that the data she
collected on the scant eight households, divided into three classes (intelli-
gentsia, artisan, unskilled), were no better than “estimates,” and “defective”
ones at that, though “not without sociological interest,” that is, insights into
the psyches and health of urban Africans.20

Born in the north of England in 1876, Mabel Atkinson became an active
member of the Fabian Society in her youth. Its most eminent leaders, the
Bernard Shaws and the Sidney Webbs, had personally encouraged her. Fabian
ideas about gradual, government-regulated social change would influence her
work as a member of the Joint Council and its offspring, the South African
Institute of Race Relations, a liberal research organization and pressure group
founded in 1929. She is best known for her commitment to education, having
taught economics and economic history at the Workers’ Educational Asso-
ciation, Durban Technical College, and Natal University College. Her blunt-
ness won her admiration but probably few close friends, especially among the
Indian and African women she most wanted to help.

Sixteen years before arriving in South Africa in 1920, Palmer had produced
an M.A. thesis on local government in Scotland that clearly bore the stamp of
Fabian socialism. She had written in 1904 that the task of modern social
reformers, working “in the plain daylight of our modern world,” was no
longer the romantic one of destroying hierarchies of privilege that had been
handed down from the Middle Ages. The twentieth century was a time for
building institutions so that people could work in railways, factories, and
mines “without self-destruction and self-demoralisation.” An efficient admin-
istration and “well-made laws” would “gradually raise the nation from step to
step.”21 What happened to these ideas when they were transplanted from an
industrialized society with a dynamic and mature labor movement to the
divided and rapidly industrializing society of South Africa?
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Palmer’s thoughts on South African poverty continued to reflect her Fabian
background, especially in stressing the necessarily evolutionary nature of both
social change and social reform. She gave a speech to the South African Soci-
ety for the Advancement of Science in 1930 that clearly derived from her ear-
lier gradualist perspective. In her view South Africa was passing through stages
that Europe had undergone in previous centuries, subsistence economies
naturally giving way to money economies. Arguing that South Africa was
inextricably bound together by one evolving productive system, she declared,
“We cannot indefinitely preserve in the same country the machine-, money-,
and capital-using civilization of Europe and the primitive subsistence economy
of tribal communities.” It was, in fact, “impossible” to preserve the primitive.
The road to be traveled in the twentieth century led in one direction—toward
private landownership and market economies and, she was aware, to evictions
and indebtedness as well. “The complaints one hears of the vagrant native
flocking into the towns carry a distinct echo of the early sixteenth-century
laments in England over the perverseness of the evicted labourer in persist-
ing in taking himself into the centres of population where work might be
found, or charity, or at the worst, where thieving was likely to be most prof-
itable.” The distant echoes from the British past could be instructive, she
implied, if properly used. Experts could “help the [African] community as a
whole to adapt itself ” by sharing modern economic wisdom through, for
example, setting up native treasuries and credit societies.22

Displaying the Fabian aversion to revolutionary change, Palmer noted that
while “difficulties of this transition” were presently acute, they were “often
mistakenly attributed to wrong governmental or educational policies.”23 She
emphatically did not advocate attacking South Africa’s hierarchical structures
in the romantic manner that, she said, had been appropriate in medieval
Britain. Perhaps her reticence was due to the gradualism of her Fabian politi-
cal faith, or perhaps she found it difficult to romanticize peasants when seeing
them at close quarters. As Shula Marks has pointed out in her edited collec-
tion of Palmer’s letters, Palmer displayed surprising ignorance about the eth-
nic geography of her region, thinking, for example, that the Transkei, a Xhosa
area, was a “Zulu reserve.”24 What is most important here is that she presumed
African development would follow the European model and that political
tampering could not help this difficult but inevitable process. Given the
paucity of her data, she seems to have been engaging in social science by
analogy.

Though Palmer failed to criticize openly the government’s policies in 1930,
she did raise troubling questions about the way the transition was proceeding:
Was male labor migration ruining families? Were African schoolmasters going
to teach efficiently on such low salaries? Why did Africans alone have to pay
school fees? Did it make sense to subsidize African housing and thereby justify
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their low wages? “Is the diet of natives in town adequate, and does it contain
all the food values necessary? In particular, do native children in towns get suf-
ficient milk?”

Palmer’s economistic spirit animated her efforts in 1928, eight years after
arriving in South Africa, to collect African budgets in Durban with the aid of
“an intelligent native woman, Mrs. Charles Dube.” Palmer thought, as Fabi-
ans were wont, that people were not spending their money wisely. In this
observation she was in accord with Beatrice Webb, though Webb went on to
observe that because consumers were poisoning themselves by responding
to their appetites, they should ideally be restrained by sumptuary laws. With-
out going this far, Palmer was unable to restrain a chiding tone; she noted that
one man spent an “unnecessary” ten shillings a month on medicines, another
family an “excessive” amount on tea or coffee, and a rickshaw puller a lot on
drink and tobacco. She “very much doubt[ed] whether this budget,” com-
pounded by such unwise purchases, “provides the necessary food values.” She
also observed how high a proportion of the income of even the best-paid man
was spent on food, a “point always characteristic of low incomes”; in every
case the largest proportion of the budgets (between one-third and two-thirds)
was devoted to food. Consequently, she noted, people could make no provi-
sions for their old age, insurance, holidays, or edifying leisure via books or
games.25 We have no record of what Mrs. Dube thought.

Although Mabel Palmer was helping to introduce African poverty to pub-
lic debate, her evolutionary perspective on historical change allowed little room
for political economic analysis. She made no explicit mention of exploitation,
referring rather to the precedent of low wages laid down by the first white set-
tlers “to which industries and the commercial agriculture of the white men
naturally adjust themselves.” She was also evenhanded rather than accusatory
in her recognition that the changeover to wages capable of supporting a family
“must, for a time, cause acute difficulties, indeed suffering, both to the African
worker and to the European employer.” Employing male labor alone, sepa-
rating him from his family in the reserve, was “most unsatisfactory,” but, she
added, “it is defensible as a temporary expedient, designed to introduce the
native a step at a time, to money economy.” This help was imperative because
“their wages are not full subsistence wages [for an entire family]. And to this
extent South African industries are parasitic on the labour expended on land
cultivation in the reserves.” She described the moral consequences of these
policies harshly: “It is unnatural to divorce working men from family life, and
the country which practises it will pay for it in inefficiency, discomfort and
almost certainly, in the long run, immorality and degeneration.”26

European social commentators in the nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies, as noted, frequently used “degeneration” to connote moral decay that
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could also be apparent in the human form. In this sense, although Palmer did
not draw the connection so explicitly, a malnourished person embodied the
consequences of the gradual but inevitable process of transition to a money
economy, as if the human body were exhibiting the weakness and decay of
an outmoded social order. Conversely, healthy, well-fed bodies could be read
as signs of efficiently run modern societies.

In the person of Palmer, among others, Fabian ideas traveled easily to
South Africa and contributed to the process of documenting the impact of
industry and city living on the lives of the poor. Reflecting on what her house-
hold survey meant, she maintained that the road to future progress followed
the European historical path. Her faith lay in the remedial power of education
more than in social services or the church.

Christian Social Reform

When Ray Phillips first went to South Africa in 1918, one year after graduat-
ing from Yale University as a bachelor of divinity with a specialty in “social ser-
vice,” he brought with him a background of experiences and associations quite
different from those of Mabel Palmer’s Fabian past. He took care to remark in
the preface to his book The Bantu in the City, published in 1938, that he was an
American who had spent his youth in the racially mixed city of Duluth, Min-
nesota. The fact that he highlighted this aspect of his background suggests that
he believed race was a more important attribute than culture and that the Ameri-
can experience of race relations was directly translatable to South Africa.27

During the sixteen years he lived in South Africa (1918–1926, 1927–1935) before
publishing his book in 1938, he sought to “assist in the development of a social
welfare program” on the Witwatersrand, initiated by Frederick Bridgman, an
American minister of the Congregational church. He was an urban mission-
ary. For this reason alone, his book is connected to the moral earnestness of a
world of Christian social reform that Palmer simply did not share. As Bridg-
man noted, their goal was to save the body as well as the soul of the African.28

To this end, Phillips went on to head the Bantu Men’s Social Center in Johan-
nesburg, to found the first school to train African social workers (the Jan
Hofmeyr School for Social Work in Johannesburg), and the first meeting of
the South African Institute for Race Relations took place in his Johannesburg
living room in 1929.

And yet, Phillips’s efforts to document African urban life reflect many of
the core values animating Palmer’s work. He believed that factual knowledge,
of which there was a “paucity,” could help Africans to make the “transition
from the tribal state to the civilised life.” Because so little data existed, few
Europeans realized how much Africans had to economize in order to make
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ends meet. Armed with a questionnaire, he set out to measure the extent of
African urban poverty among the 200,000 Africans living permanently on the
Rand in the mid-1930s. He collected data on African wages, savings, expenses,
and debts, as well as their religious affiliations and views on marriage, their
thoughts on local organizations ranging from the police to debating societies.
His final question summed up the spirit behind all his queries: “What changes
must be brought about to make life—fine, clean manhood and womanhood—
zestful and worth while to the coming generation of Africans in the cities?”29

In this way, he threw the weight of his experience and conviction behind a
vision of South Africa as one country, not two or many, where Africans had a
right to live permanently in the cities. Four years after Phillips arrived in South
Africa, Frederick Stallard, chairman of the Transvaal Local Government Com-
mission, had laid down the famous dictum that became the basis for South
Africa’s urban racial policy: “The native should only be allowed to enter urban
areas, which are essentially the White man’s creation, when he is willing to
enter and to minister to the needs of the white man, and should depart there-
from when he ceases so to minister.”30 The American urban missionary implic-
itly rejected this proposition.

The size of Phillips’s sample was, like Palmer’s, too small (forty-eight fami-
lies “of educated men”) to reveal the full dimensions of African urban poverty.
Even more important, most Africans had too much at stake to admit the
extent of their informal earnings and debts, despite his gentle admonition to
those filling out their household budgets, “This is not easy to do, but we
would greatly value an honest estimate.”31 Phillips seems to have been aware
of the factors inhibiting honesty.

The question of what it would cost an African family to buy a “well-
balanced food supply” had “never been seriously discussed,” he noted. “And
yet it lies at the heart of this whole problem of the ability of the African people
to adjust themselves to the new social order in which they find themselves.”
Hungry men, frequently sick, worked inefficiently.32 Phillips named their
sheer lack of means, rather than ignorance, as the cause of their reliance on
mealie meal, bread, and sugar. Quite simply, people with higher wages could
afford to eat more meat, fruit and vegetables, and fresh milk, and they did.
Even though individualistic competition was growing, urban Africans con-
tinued to share their food and, for this reason, starvation was rare in South
Africa’s cities.

His language, like that of most of his meliorist contemporaries, was care-
fully apolitical, as in his references to the “problems of transition” or “cultural
adjustment” or “contact” that bedeviled South African race relations. These
words reflected his determination to control his emotions, especially when he
felt “human rights” had been trampled on.33 His word choice reflects not only
his efforts to encourage whites and blacks to “see” one another; it also displays
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his view of world history, that civilized life and individualism were destined to
evolve out of tribal life and communalism. He shared Mabel Palmer’s evolu-
tionary vision. Individualistic competition was “transforming the more primi-
tive life of so-called backward peoples” in South Africa, as it already had in
Europe and America. “Is the transition from tribalism to a civilised type of life
being easily accomplished or are there maladjustments?” he asked disingenu-
ously in his preface.34

It is easy to lose sight of the vigor of Phillips’s critique of South African
society by overstressing his devotion to uplifting leisure activities. Paul Rich
has accused the American board generally of using such palliatives as film shows
to divert urban Africans from politics, and founding social clubs to instill
docility.35 Phillips did argue that Africans could gradually accommodate to
urban living through such private ventures as those he himself had launched—
the Gamma Sigma debating society, for example. But he also argued that
Africans were in the cities to stay and should be paid a civilized wage. Con-
cluding The Bantu in the City, he implicitly rejected the Stallard doctrine by
naming African poverty as the core dilemma that the Stallardist restriction
on permanent urban migration would be unable to solve: “The poverty of the
people is the problem.”36

Neither Phillips nor Palmer was posing as a social scientific expert. Rather
than flaunting their expertise, they were trying as laymen to understand cur-
rent reality by using contemporary social survey techniques as best they could,
without making excessive claims for their findings. Their efforts were pio-
neering and even valiant in the face of evasion, on the part of many Africans,
and indifference, on the part of many whites. Though their belief in the
stages of civilized development was arguably conservative in the sense that it
crowded out talk of a political solution, they were also opening the way logi-
cally for the eventual importation of European ideas of the welfare state and
for the inclusion of Africans within it.

Their work documenting and measuring African poverty also represents the
gradual process by which evolutionary theory was being refashioned by social
reformers. The explanation of poor urban diet was shifting from ignorance to
poverty, and education rather than the struggle to survive was identified as the
way the species should rightly adapt. With these two exceptions, however,
evolutionary theory remained the unquestioned starting point for these efforts
to shape an urban moral economy.

Anthropological Study of Culture Contact

When Ellen Hellmann, a candidate for a master’s degree in anthropology at
the University of the Witwatersrand, began to visit the Johannesburg slum
called Rooiyard each morning in 1933, she mingled chiefly with the women
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living there, asking them questions about how they managed their homes. The
object of her study was “culture contact and change.”37 The women gener-
ally regarded her, she noticed, with “amused indifference,” finding the choco-
lates she was carrying far more interesting than her notebook. At times,
though, people greeted her queries with outright hostility. They called her
“that rich young woman who comes here in her grand motor car and looks
at you as if she didn’t see you properly. They say she is a spy working for the
police. . . . She asks questions all the time; silly questions about what we eat,
how many children we have, what money we earn, and so on.”38 Sometimes
she would discover that an informant who had been carefully trained to “keep
a daily budget of expenditure—a valuable index of confidence” had been
warned by her neighbors that any recording of vital statistics was “reckless”
and would bring “dire consequences.” They had legitimate cause for their
fears. Because they brewed beer, the denizens of Rooiyard were technically
“a criminal class,” as Hellmann knew, and they were so suspicious of her pur-
poses that some blamed her for the increasingly frequent police beer raids.
Because of this hostility and the constantly shifting population among the
nearly four hundred people housed in the triangular yard with a row of back-
to-back rooms running down its center, she was able to collect only fourteen
household budgets from the 107 rooms. Soon thereafter the slum was bull-
dozed, a casualty in the war the Johannesburg City Council was waging
against such unsanitary and criminal pockets in the midst of the white city
center.

Hellmann’s twelve months of research nevertheless allowed her to produce
a detailed portrait of African urban life, cited by subsequent researchers as a
classic. Her analysis resoundingly advertised the poverty of her subjects. The
urban African, she wrote with reference to diet, was caught between two con-
tradictory pressures: “the expansive influence of assimilation,” on the one
hand, and “a restrictive influence in the shape of poverty,” on the other. As if
to demystify some of the choices made by African consumers, she wrote, “It
is only his utter poverty that restricts and hinders him and gives rise to the
malapropisms of culture contact as exemplified by the picture of half-naked
children huddling together for warmth under a piano.” Her choice of this
image bears some relation to a common middle-class vision of cultural “mal-
adjustment”: in the words of J. D. Rheinallt Jones, then secretary of the South
African Institute of Race Relations (SAIRR), new arrivals in town preferred
to “put money on their backs instead of into their stomachs.”39

When in 1948 her thesis was published in the Rhodes-Livingstone series of
anthropological monographs, she expressly regretted the “political immatu-
rity” that had guided her research. In 1933, she wrote, she had not been aware
of the “implications of national policy in this country.” Her subsequent career
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more than atoned for this period, as in 1949 when she edited the massive
annual survey for the SAIRR and went on to become a stalwart in the orga-
nization; she would later call it “passing strange” that the SAIRR did not
regard its recommendations as “political” until after 1948.40 It is true that she
drew no connection in her text between what she was observing and the laws
of South Africa. She ignored the color bar that limited black earning power.
She did not mention the Natives’ Land Act of 1913 and the Urban Areas Act
of 1923 that prohibited Africans from owning land in cities. Nor did she
allude to Prime Minister Hertzog’s long and strenuous campaign to exclude
all Africans from the vote.

And yet, despite her relatively apolitical analysis, Hellmann effectively
advanced the argument that Africans were in South African cities to stay. “A
new composite culture” was being born there, one that would not allow
“detribalization” to be equated with “Europeanization.” “The Bantu of South
Africa,” she wrote in the conclusion to Rooiyard, “are not a supine people. They
are not succumbing either physically or morally to European domination and
colonisation.” These words were at odds with her warning that a paralysis was
“creeping over many Native customs as a result of contact with a newer and
superior culture.”41 Her use of the word superior was probably suffused with
pride in modern technology, a pride she shared with many contemporaries
whose political views she would come to oppose.

Whatever ambivalence characterized the work of its individual practition-
ers, it is clear that the discipline of social anthropology was attacking scientific
racism or the idea of essential racial difference. As Saul Dubow has recently
remarked, it did so by celebrating “cultural interaction,” albeit between “supe-
rior” and “inferior” cultures, and cultural “complexity.”42 People like Hellmann
were bringing the study of African societies within the ambit of history. They
knew that anything they witnessed was a function of historical circumstances
rather than an immutable characteristic of African culture. The ferment of life
in cities rendered absurd any argument that African races or cultures had cer-
tain essential traits. Too much change was visible in town, and Hellmann’s dis-
cipline was documenting it richly, even if she and others would later rue the
apolitical nature of the observations they made in the 1930s.

The Quest for Social Security

Edward Batson, professor of social science at the University of Cape Town
and a follower of Beveridge, was one important link between the movement
to establish social security in Britain and in South Africa. In the mid-1930s the
Cape Town City Council had supported the establishment of his chair for
purposes of researching poverty in Cape Town. W. H. Hutt, professor of
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economics, had instigated hiring Batson away from his job at the London
School of Economics because of his expertise in statistics, gained there as a stu-
dent of the renowned statistician Arthur Bowley. Other members of the UCT
faculty doubted the validity and feasibility of scientific research into contem-
porary society, but Batson’s own regard for his methodology was little short
of enthusiastic. Understanding social science to be “the application of scien-
tific methods to the investigation of social phenomena,” he described its inno-
vative powers with pride: “We are now far from the days when pundits could
. . . assert that there were no scientific laws of the social world, or that, if there
were, it would be impious to inquire into them. We recognize now that just
as the nineteenth century saw the extension of scientific method from the
inanimate world to the world of living things, so we in our turn are witness-
ing its further extension into the still more complex world of social relations.”
And so he went on to replace the “bread line” with the more scientific poverty
datum line, “raising the general level of welfare so as to assure to every human
being that standard of living which our consciences at present prescribe for
paupers.”43

After arriving in Cape Town in 1935 at the age of twenty-nine, Batson imme-
diately began conducting the first systematic survey of black urban poverty
in sub-Saharan Africa. Local charity needed his expertise. The previous year
H. F. Verwoerd, chair of sociology and social work at the University of Stel-
lenbosch, had criticized the Cape Town Board of Aid for unscientifically dis-
tributing its money so that it failed to encourage “the ultimate aims of real
charity—rehabilitation and prevention.”44 By 1938, Batson had surveyed 808
Cape Town households to discover how much they spent on six essential food
groups, and compared their diet with the still rather inflated minimum daily
standard recommended in 1933 by the British Medical Association. His figures
revealed that half of Cape Town’s Coloured people lived below the poverty
datum line. The massive social survey continued so that by the early 1950s he
and his research team, funded initially by the Department of Public Health
and subsequently by the Center for Scientific and Industrial Research, had
documented Cape Town’s habits of consumption spanning about fifteen years.

Besides proving that a large proportion of Cape Town’s population was liv-
ing below healthy and “decent” standards, Batson refuted some common
social scientific assumptions such as that ignorance determined the poor diets
of poor Capetonians, a perspective that, he said, had recently become “fash-
ionable.” He had in mind the words of F. G. Joslin, the secretary of the Cape
Town General Board of Aid, the agency distributing civic and provincial poor
relief, who wrote that, “Present-day poverty is caused to a large extent by
thriftlessness and the desire to possess furniture, radios, etc., comparable with
a neighbour’s, and regardless of the future.” On the contrary, Batson wrote,
most people simply could not afford to eat better.45
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His research enthused his students, who knew him to be a “captivating” lec-
turer and famously engaged scholar.46 He encouraged their participation in
voluntary aid agencies running clinics, night schools, and a welfare commu-
nity center that Mayor Hyman Lieberman had set up in the central city slum,
District Six. And yet he was aware that such efforts were palliatives. In 1943,
participating in a symposium on poor relief organized by the Cape Coordi-
nating Council of Social Welfare Organizations, he called attention to a pecu-
liarly South African dilemma: how low could the dole be set in a society with
such a low standard of living? He drew the conclusion that there could be no
Beveridge-like comprehensive system of social security in a socioeconomic sys-
tem where poverty was widespread. Only a long-term policy of minimizing
the need for the dole would do. Like Beveridge, he wanted the existing social
services to be integrated boldly and scientifically with a national system of
poor relief that excluded no one. And yet he knew that there were limits to
which poorer countries like South Africa could emulate Britain’s efforts to
guarantee social security. After all, the cause of South African poverty was not
unemployment but “maldistribution of our potential labour capacity.” The
Social and Economic Planning Council, appointed by Prime Minister Jan
Smuts in 1942 to draw up plans for postwar “planning and reconstruction,”
had recently proposed an examination of the country’s social services and the
conduct of nationwide social surveys. In Britain such research techniques had
led to the Beveridge Report. In South Africa the causes of poverty were
“already becoming known; we are even approaching the stage of measuring
them by scientific methods.” While South African social science was lagging
behind Britain’s and the poverty of the country kept its social insurance in the
“experimental stage,” there was no evading the imperative of ensuring some
form of welfare to everyone: “To provide for one section of her people and
neglect the other will not give South Africa social security,” that is, a future
without conflict.47

All the above social scientists were making three potentially radical statements:
nonwhite people were in the cities to stay; they had no essential social or bio-
logical traits that were racial in origin; and their social suffering derived from
poverty as well as ignorance.48 The “bread line” was important largely as a
transitional measure of urban poverty. It lay between traditions of famine relief
and the wartime ideas of a poverty datum line to which some all-inclusive
form of state welfare was proposed as a solution. It derived from traditions of
paternalism that played little part in South African urban life, and it led to calls
for government action in a system where the vast majority of the needy pos-
sessed no political leverage. The surveyors apparently believed that the social
order would respond in an appropriately minimal but positive manner to the
demonstrated need of Africans, and, given the rarity with which they referred
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to legislation, they seemed unaware of the role national policies played in cre-
ating the conditions they were witnessing. Especially prior to 1948, they
seemed blinkered by their faith in white benevolence. They could not see, as
Ellen Hellmann later recognized, that their calls to conscience were feeble in
a society where no laws or structures had given rise to collective responsi-
bility for the poor.

Out of a mixture of evolutionary theory, self-interest, and ethical vigor, the
surveyors were busy fashioning a new, scientific paternalism. Their faith that
it would meet the needs of their times foundered also on the realities of town-
ship life.

The Failure of Urban Paternalism

The idea of the bread line was fine moralizing rhetoric, but it did not reflect
urban reality in a particularly accurate or vivid fashion. Its numbers suggested
precision that even their collectors could not endorse. Neither did urban
Africans name hunger or malnutrition as a major grievance. In addition, the
issue invited solutions—education and pauper rations—that were simply
inadequate to address the gravity of the challenges South Africa’s cities increas-
ingly faced.

The Shortcomings of the Bread Line

If the researchers’ findings are studied apart from their judgments, a picture
emerges of urban diet that was not as dire as some researchers alleged in the
1930s, though it did worsen dramatically in the 1940s. People tended not to
starve in town. In fact, one reason for moving there was to escape the fragility
of subsistence in peasant economies, subject to lean seasons and famines.
Urban hunger had an entirely different meaning from rural hunger; in the
countryside a person might be forced to eat grass in order to survive a drought,
but in town she might be fed by neighbors who, in turn, expected her to share
food with them when their times were lean. People could earn wages or steal
in order to survive, and transportation networks brought in foreign foods dur-
ing a regional subsistence crisis.

Many of the social surveyors mistakenly believed that urbanization was the
problem, whereas sometimes it was the solution to rural malnutrition. Over
the course of the twentieth century the trend was toward less poverty in South
Africa’s cities than in rural areas. It is difficult to date precisely when moving
to town improved one’s life chances. Risk depended on the rural area and sea-
son, as well as one’s new circumstances in town. For example, malnutrition
was likely to be least present in the families of an urban wage earner and more
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prevalent in what some researchers called “fractured families,” that is, urban
households headed by widows, abandoned wives, or young unmarried moth-
ers. These were the sorts of urban families likely to suffer from pellagra because
they had forsaken the stone-ground mealie meal and home-brewed beer of
their rural homes. The urban-rural dichotomy posed by many surveyors was
thus diversionary from more formative issues such as wages, prices, and familial
coherence.49

People did feel hunger in the cities, partly because they expected food to
make them feel full. They spoke of not wanting to eat vegetables and fruit
when they were hungry because spinaches and apples did not fill their stom-
achs.50 As one “progressive Shangaan” eating-house proprietor said in the
early 1930s, “If a man is hungry, he wants to fill himself for 6d. and this he does
by eating mealie meal or rice and stew. If he is not so hungry, then he can
afford to take vegetables.”51 Eating mealie meal without relish (a stew of meat,
potatoes, onions, and occasionally tomatoes) could give rise to the sense of
being hungry, of living below an acceptable level of consumption. A child
from a poor family could feel hunger while watching a better-off child devour
a slice of bread covered with butter and jam. People were growing to need
sweets, whether in beverages such as heavily sugared tea or in cakes and jam.
Foods made with sugar were losing their luxury status, just as they had dur-
ing the European industrial revolution. A modern sense of hunger, one that
sociologists would call “relative deprivation,” was being born.

In the countryside people commented on the wide range of subtle distinc-
tions that could be drawn between grains of different types depending on
whether they were roasted or boiled or baked, but people with money found
that purchased sugar, salt, and curry powder overwhelmed these subtleties
with their sharp, emphatic overtures to the tongue. Like meat, sugar had a
compelling taste that town life afforded in abundance. Many household budg-
ets reveal that people consumed a pound of it weekly. This sweet seduction
was undoubtedly what rural children had in mind when they threatened their
parents, “I can go to town and get better food there than you give me.”52

Shopkeepers sometimes gave sweets free to children who made purchases in
their shops, just as Ellen Hellmann carried chocolates into Rooiyard to ease
her way.

And yet, rather than complaining about their city diet, people often pre-
ferred it to what they had eaten in the countryside. Tastes such as meat, that
people already found compelling and delightful, were more readily available
in town. Even poor urban households were able to consume meat several
times a week, although that often meant watering down a stew made with
what Europeans considered inferior cuts of beef, the forequarters and offal.53

In the reserves, on the other hand, people consumed meat mainly when game
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had been killed or when a festive occasion demanded the slaughter of one of
the household’s goats. People seemed to regard drinking less milk, especially
fresh from the cow, and eating fewer greens and no fruit as a tolerable com-
promise for gaining meat. Europeans rather than Africans were the ones to
comment on the “monotony” of their diets.

African urban cuisine was, indeed, made from a small range of food types
and spices. The household budgets reveal that they amounted mainly to meat,
sugar, mealie meal, or bread or rice. In this sense, Africans displayed as cooks
little of the flamboyant initiative and ingenuity that they showed in other
aspects of their new urban lives, such as their beer brewing, their “cafe de
move on” carts (vendors selling tea, coffee, and cakes), and their evasion of
regulation.54

The reasons for the simplicity of African meals were simple: one of them
was that women, especially, suffered from shortages of time, energy, fuel, and
most other resources; most women worked as domestic servants, laundresses,
and beer brewers in addition to caring for their families. As a result, they pre-
ferred quick cooking methods, such as frying or boiling porridge for a short
period of time over a Primus stove. That no high cuisine developed among
these early urban Africans made African cooking the butt of white jokes.

The social scientists’ budgets do suggest the precarious hold on subsistence
of even the most prosperous and acculturated African families, such as those
headed by teachers. They were all in the habit of sacrificing food to pay rent.
They all depended on “undependable” sources of food: gifts from neighbors,
relatives, parishioners, and strangers; the sale of eggs; beer brewing.55 Even
the poorest families gave food away. The cost-of-living index adopted during
World War II was said to have no relevance to African households because
they all earned less than the minimum that Europeans considered necessary to
guarantee decency and health. The net effect was that they spent a consistently
high proportion of their incomes on food (well over half in two of Batson’s
Cape Town surveys dated 1938 and 1951), and if their incomes went down so
did the amount of food they bought.56 The prices they had to pay in town-
ship stores were high both because they tended to buy in small lots—paying
three pence for an ounce of tea, for example—and because the stores charged
higher prices than in white areas. This meant that they consumed fewer calo-
ries than Europeans did.

Fear of hunger was only one stimulus of the generic sense of anxiety that
was part of urban living. The stresses of adapting to urban life must have made
attractive such promises as pills that purified organs (Partons’ Purifying Pill,
De Witts Kidney and Bladder Pill, Feluna for women, Chamberlain’s Colic
and Diarrhoea Remedy) and tonics (Ashton and Parsons’ Infants’ Powders,
Virata and Phospherine—the last “used by white people all over the world for
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many, many years”). Medicines took up at least half of the advertising in South
African newspapers oriented to a black readership. Throughout the 1930s com-
mercial images also lured people to buy processed foods like Ovaltine, sweet-
ened condensed milk, brown sugar, coffee, tea, and incumbe (fortified milk
powder) produced by a firm in Durban.57 Along with the adoption of Euro-
pean fashions of dress, food was one major way that Africans became absorbed
into the consumer culture of town soon after their arrival.

The specific sense of anxiety over hunger may have been growing more
acute after 1940. The events and conditions of that decade showed that the
solution to basic problems of African urban welfare was bigger than private
philanthropies themselves could achieve. The urban influx of the 1940s
threatened to overwhelm South Africa’s urban infrastructure as well as the
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ideological structures of the 1930s and earlier that had conceptualized wel-
fare in terms of education and poor relief.

How these structures were breaking down can be seen in Alexandra, the
township Gertrude Kark began to survey in 1944. It was studied not only by
Kark, but by many other researchers of the bread or poverty datum line. It is
worth examining, too, because its existence in white South Africa was inse-
cure, and its present and future generated a good deal of vociferous debate as
elements in white Johannesburg tried to get its residents removed to a town-
ship controlled by the NAD. Because the township was one of only four in
Johannesburg where Africans could own land, they found it an attractive,
because relatively secure, place to live. Alexandra illustrates the limited ability
of aggregate statistics to reflect community conditions; a look at the township
makes the poverty datum line seem mainly an index of consumerism, and so
an inexpressive and, in the end, inadequate indicator of social well-being.

Standards of decency more than survival were at stake in South Africa’s
cities. For the people who live there, slums are probably best defined by what
they lack, and Alexandra is no exception. For all intents and purposes, Alexan-
dra township had no “civic amenities” at all, because its residents were poor
and its local government, the Alexandra Health Committee, received almost
no monies from sources other than the sanitation fees its property holders
paid. A visitor in the 1930s would have seen no ambulance; because the roads
were poor the ambulance would come only as far as the clinic located on the
western boundary. There was no police station; one staffed by fifteen white
and three black policemen was located in the neighboring suburb of Wynberg.
There was no cinema until an African entrepreneur built one in 1942. There
was no hospital. There was no post office, so the non-European lines at nearby
Bergvlei were so long that people complained about them. There was no
library, and black people were prohibited from visiting city or local libraries.
There were no law courts and, with the exception of three public squares and
the cemetery, no land was set aside even for municipal or public purposes. The
dirt or mud roads were not graded. There was no waterborne sewage system
or piped water, so people drew their water from wells. There were no street-
lights, garbage cans, or garbage removal, though a partial removal system was
introduced in 1937.58

Perhaps the most graphic, and certainly the most pungent, illustration of
Alexandra’s squalor comes from the world of sanitation. By the mid-1940s
three buckets might serve as latrines for one stand in which a hundred people
could live, a decline in standards since 1932 when four to six families per bucket
had been more common. Initially once a week, biweekly by 1933, night-soil
collectors sloshed the fetid contents of these brimful, if not overflowing or
leaking, buckets into the back of ox-drawn scotch carts. Frequently spilling the
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night soil because the flap doors leading to the buckets tended to break and
the roads were always badly rutted, they then drove the oxen on a low bridge
or causeway across the Jukskei River to the depositing site, located next to the
cemetery, on its eastern bank. In August when the grain supply for the oxen
fell short, in January if the river flooded, or at any time of the year when the
wagon sank in the muck, they struggled to dump their load in trenches, often
succumbing to the temptation to fill them completely instead of stopping at
two feet below the surface. (This latter technique was a surer method of pre-
venting flies from breeding in the rainy season and carrying bacteria away to
the food on the other side of the river.) The collectors were instructed to throw
earth and a liquid disinfectant over their deposit to prevent maggots from
growing on the surface, and they performed their work before sunrise, when
the flies became active, for the same reason.

In other places in the township insects could also breed. People scooped
out their yards, for example, in order to make raw building bricks from the
soil, and they threw their garbage into the resulting pits, which filled with
water when it rained. Thus each household made its own cesspool. In addi-
tion, because the whole of Alexandra lay on the west slope of the river, it was
scarred with dongas or gullies caused by erosion; at the bottom of them lay
such detritus of the township as tin cans and dead dogs. Because Alexandra’s
water supply came from wells, there was always the danger that it would be
polluted by such refuse.59

Throughout its history, this square mile patch of land, located nine and a
half miles north of Johannesburg’s center, offered its inhabitants so few ameni-
ties that its squalor should surprise no one. If its population had remained
small—only nine hundred people lived there shortly after it was founded as an
African and Coloured township in 1912—it could perhaps have maintained
some standard of civic decency. Instead, its population was periodically
swamped by newcomers. These influxes occurred most notably in the mid-
1930s, when five thousand people arrived from bulldozed spots elsewhere in
Johannesburg such as Ellen Hellmann’s Rooiyard, and in the late-1940s, when
six or seven thousand squatters tried to settle in its open squares. The story
of Alexandra is the story of a physical space and its services being repeatedly
overwhelmed by economic refugees from the countryside and from other
urban areas.

The township was poor because, throughout its history, little money had
come into it from anywhere, neither through its denizens’ wages, state aid, nor
charities. Because it existed outside the Johannesburg city limits, it was not
served by the Native Revenue Account set up for such townships by the Urban
Areas Act in 1923. In other townships this account received money from rents
and profits from services and municipal beer halls to fund slum clearance and
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the building of subeconomic housing. Without its own revenue account, local
government in Alexandra amounted to enforcing health regulations by spend-
ing the residents’ sanitary and license fees.60

Although a few well-to-do Africans did live in Alexandra, earning their
money as owners of real estate, buses, or a cinema, the vast majority of its people
earned very little. In fact, variations in acculturation were said to be wider than
variations in income. If they were lucky enough to have a job in Johannesburg,
most men worked as messengers, gardeners, or builders or in factories. Even
when wages rose and were supplemented by a cost-of-living allowance during
the war, especially for those employed in the formal (municipal, building,
commercial) sector, they continued to fall under the poverty datum line.
Because women tended to earn money as washerwomen and domestic ser-
vants, unprotected by wage regulation, their wages rose not at all in the early
1940s, even while the price of fuel, soap, and starch did. The township itself
afforded only limited and occasional employment, much of it clandestine,
such as beer brewing and gambling (particularly a Chinese game of chance
called fah fee), and no researcher managed to quote the level of those earn-
ings accurately.

During the war the cost of living in Johannesburg escalated faster and
higher than wages. The cost of living index rose from 100 (1938) to 104 (1941)
to 161.1 (1949). Prices for staple foods increased 91 percent between 1939 and
1944, partly due to profiteering. And when the local bus companies tried to
raise their fares a penny, they put such pressure on already strained budgets
that they precipitated bus boycotts in 1940 and 1943. Rent was high partly
because land was expensive: the stands sold for artificially elevated prices
because there was a limited amount of land available for purchase by Africans
in Johannesburg. The average price of one of Alexandra’s attractively spacious
stands (80 by 140 feet on average) in 1940 was higher (at two hundred pounds)
than the asking price of a similar piece of land in a neighboring white suburb
and among the highest priced in the Union. Since large banks refused to lend
to such risky ventures as purchasing a house in Alexandra, individual whites
offered loans to blacks at what one official commission of inquiry called
“extortionate rates of interest,” that is, 12 percent rather than the 6Ω percent
banks offered to white home buyers; and they offered no grace if payments
were late. Rent increased in the early 1940s because urban living space was
growing more scarce as thousands moved to find work in the city during
World War II. Summing up the cumulative effect of the rising costs of main-
taining a household, the 1944 commission inquiring into the bus boycotts
concluded, “since 1940 the gap between family income and the cost of meet-
ing the essential needs of the family has widened considerably, owing to
higher prices.”61
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Consequently, the township’s fee collection generated very little money to
spend on local services. The chairman of the Alexandra Health Committee, the
township’s local government, summed up in about 1940 the fiscal implications
of its residents’ poverty in the following understated way: “In the case of
Alexandra almost the whole population is living below the breadline and can-
not contribute to rates except to a very modest extent.” Far more evocative of
the extremity of Alexandra’s finances than the word modest were the debates
the health committee conducted over how to spend its paltry revenue. Its cal-
culations were minute. Wouldn’t it be cheaper to repair leaking two-year-old
sanitary buckets than to buy new ones? Shouldn’t old sanitary-cart oxen be
sold so that their thirty shilling monthly upkeep could be saved? Weren’t
garbage cans too expensive to provide? Stand holders, that is, people in the
process of buying land as opposed to their voteless tenants, paid for these
amenities in the form of an annual sanitation fee, as well as various local taxes
(water, land), and everyone was liable to pay some other fees (cemetery, plan-
ning) and licenses (bicycles, dogs, and trading). They paid more in taxes than
they received in services.62

The health committee did manage to improve some of the township’s con-
ditions in the 1930s and 1940s, but beside the enormous scale of Alexandra’s
poverty and the continual influx of more poor people, these improvements
could only seem paltry.63 By the mid-1930s, the committee had graded some
of the roads, sunk a couple of wells, and provided a two-pail sanitary service.
Its other services included raids on unlicensed dogs, inspections of building
plans, milk and dairy inspection, and the burning of disreputable shanties.
By the early 1940s, it was replacing the old water supply system of wells and
water carts with a few metered standpipes. Meanwhile Alexandra’s population
grew by about 10,000 to 15,000 thousand people between 1939 and 1944, and
this pattern continued after the war as nearly 59,000 more African men found
work in Johannesburg between May 1945 and September 1946; some of them
had to cram into Alexandra township. The result was greater squalor.

Resources flowing into the township from charities augmented the paltry
services it was able to buy with its own revenues. Throughout the 1930s the
money tended to originate overseas. These gifts sometimes galvanized local
donations, but their foreign origin meant that they were readily interrupted
by the depression or war. The Alexandra Health Centre is a case in point. In
the late 1920s the only medical help available in the township had been pro-
vided by a Swiss woman, Dr. Marguerite Crinsoz de Cottens, who made rounds
part-time from her base in the inner-city neighborhood of Doornfontein;
the city of Johannesburg offered no medical services to the township. Then,
in 1927 the Boston-based, Congregationalist American Board of Missions
sent Ruth Cowles to open a clinic in Alexandra. In 1936 the Johannesburg
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municipality reversed its long tradition of refusal and made a grant—of one
hundred pounds—toward health care in Alexandra, a gift that led Cowles to
observe that it was “the first time that the Municipality has ever taken respon-
sibility for the thousands of workers who daily labour in her midst.”64

Local charitable organizations became more active around the time the war
began. The University of the Witwatersrand Medical School gave the great-
est boost to local services in 1939 when it first affiliated with the health center
and a full-time medical officer was first appointed. In 1942 the university’s
newly established social welfare department began to investigate needy cases,
a research effort that expanded two years later into Gertrude Kark’s systematic
study of the township’s needs. In 1944 a family welfare department occupied
one wing of the new, expanded clinic building, and its work was funded both
by student charities (the “Rag Fund Committee”) and by the Johannesburg
branch of the Union of Jewish Women. In 1945, Cowles organized Alexandra’s
residents to solicit funds from their employers in white Johannesburg and net-
ted over £816 from these efforts. The burst of local philanthropy could not
meet the township’s burgeoning needs, with its population growing and the
cost of living soaring.

Dr. A. B. Xuma, medical officer of health in Alexandra for roughly a decade
between the early 1930s and the early 1940s, reflected on these conditions and
found the social surveyors’ categories of analysis wanting. He thought malnu-
trition to be a denigratory term, as used in South Africa. He angrily attacked
the national minister of public health, Richard Stuttaford, for saying that
Africans would squander higher wages on “cinemas, drink and finery” rather
than on “protective foods.” Of course people spend a lower percentage of their
incomes on food when they earn more money, Xuma wrote. “Man, especially
twentieth century man, has many other wants and inclinations than food,” but
most black South Africans were paid so little they were having to “stint them-
selves on food.” Due to their low wages, they were failing to meet the “mini-
mum nutritional requirements.”65

Xuma also thought the concept of hunger was vague. In 1934 he could only
suggest that the diet of urban Africans was “possibly deficient” in qualities nec-
essary for the increased activity of modern life, as he wondered how the new
“soft carbohydrate or starch” diets, made from refined rather than bulky meal,
would affect people’s health in the long run. In explaining why tuberculosis
was on the rise in the late 1930s he did find malnutrition a useful concept.
Oceans of medicine would prove useless, he wrote, if people could not afford
to provide themselves with good food and housing. In a lengthy and meticu-
lous annual report written in 1939, he blamed tuberculosis on “bad socio-
economic conditions,” that is, a much more general state of deprivation than
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the bad sanitary conditions that produced enteric fever. Tuberculosis was a dis-
ease emblematic of the general phenomenon of poverty, rather than one like
enteric or even the causes of infant mortality that could, misleadingly, be
attributed simply to unclean habits. “[I]f only certain depressed classes are the
victims [of tuberculosis],” then this disease must result from the “bad distri-
bution of economic benefits.”66

To prove the danger posed by hunger, or any malady, required precise
medical and demographic figures, and they did not exist. In 1940, Xuma dis-
missed South African vital statistics as being “misleading and valueless to one
who wishes to know the whole truth” about the country. He had been mak-
ing the same point to the Alexandra Health Committee since at least 1933. In
that year, he expressed his frustration with the police at the nearby Wynberg
police station who frequently registered deaths as “Cause of Death Unknown
or Not Mentioned,” thus preventing any “reasonable figures for calculating
even the ‘Infant Mortality Rate.’” Because most people never bothered to reg-
ister the birth of their babies and did not have to do so, he was unable to quan-
tify the net effect of the unclean food and water in the form of an infant
mortality rate. He noticed that half the reported cases of enteric fever did not
hold up under clinical examination; he was irritated by a local medical doc-
tor who persistently diagnosed malaria in cases that likely had other causes.
The following year in a speech entitled “Changes Taking Place in Health and
Diet of Natives in Urban Areas and Their Effects,” he condemned the “[l]ack
of reliable official vital statistics.” Ticking off four points under this heading,
he complained that “African native health, socalled [, was] treated as some-
thing distinct and apart from European health,” that only the gold and coal
mines kept African mortality rates, that the last census of the African popu-
lation was in 1921, and that the registration of African births and deaths was
not compulsory.67

Due to the dearth of statistics, he could say with certainty only which infec-
tious diseases were most lethal: that gastroenteritis killed mainly in the sum-
mer and bronchopneumonia in the winter. To combat intestinal infections
killing the vast majority of infants, he inspected and reprimanded local dairies
for pouring milk into dirty cans or diluting it with unclean water. He con-
demned leaking or blown cans of condensed milk sold by local shops as well
as the offal that local butchers hawked even when it was unfit for human con-
sumption. He lobbied for a clean biweekly pail service and ordered wells filled
if they seemed likely sources of infection. By 1938 the health committee was
negotiating to get its water supply from the mains at the nearby white suburb
of Orange Grove. “If this plan is accomplish[ed],” he told his welcome-home
party in Alexandra, when returning from a trip to the United States and
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London, where he had received his doctorate in public health, “we shall have
gone a long way in preventing certain infectious diseases that are now still too
prevalent in Alexandra Township.”68

Although Xuma’s job was defined as controlling disease, he wanted princi-
pally to prevent it. Perhaps his years as a medical student in the United States,
Hungary, and Britain had put him in touch with modern ideas of preventive
medicine. Certainly his years as president of the African National Congress
(ANC; 1940–1949) provided him with ample opportunity to publicize his
belief that the root causes of South Africa’s health problems were economic,
and that higher wages by implication would be the best preventive of all.

In 1940, the year he was elected president of the ANC, Xuma gave a speech
elaborating this economic and political perspective to a joint meeting of two
sympathetic groups, medical students at the University of the Witwatersrand
and the Joint Council of Europeans and Natives in Pretoria. The speech car-
ried an implicit reproach to those arguing that African physiques and physical
needs were different from those of Europeans, a view held by many Africans
as well as Europeans. (Kark would discover that many of her African inform-
ants in Alexandra believed their bodies and needs were indeed different from
whites.) While medical officers of health recognized that “disease is democratic
and colour-blind,” those who “held the purse-strings in the country” did not,
and so “we must educate white South Africans for a proper and intelligent atti-
tude toward the Native Health Problem.” Disease patterns, Xuma stressed,
could be tied to specific pieces of legislation, that is, the Natives’ Land Act
(1913) and the Urban Areas Act (1923), which caused African poverty in rural
and urban areas, respectively, and the color bar in industry. Quite simply, the
low income level of Africans was responsible for their illness.69

While Xuma is today remembered primarily as an elitist former president
of the ANC, he was a democrat on health issues and a fairly radical analyst of
political economic conditions. “First and foremost,” he said, “the economic
status of the African must be raised. The African must be paid an economic
wage. . . . If, the legislative, the land, and the industrial restrictions against
the African were removed, he would thereby be enabled to be better housed,
better fed, better clothed and therefore healthier.”70 Senator Hyman Basner
remembered Xuma for his timidity, accusing him of displaying militancy only
when he ran no risk of clashing with the authorities, who would not, for
example, have been present at this Joint Council meeting in 1940. Xuma, Bas-
ner believed, had no faith in or stomach for mass action, instead hoping that
such speeches would bring about change if only they were heard in the right
quarters, that is, by Smuts and his cabinet ministers.71 Despite Basner’s impa-
tience with Xuma for staying clear of Alexandra during the bus boycotts, the
doctor’s analysis was more radical than that of any meliorist social scientist.
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And yet, he was ministering to the health of a township that was about to
leave him and the paternalist world behind.

The Politicization of Township Poverty

Certain conservative elements in white Johannesburg displayed no interest at
all in the township’s hunger, because they saw themselves faced with a human
flood that threatened to deluge them. They measured African poverty in terms
of the crime and disease with which it could afflict whites. The very impreci-
sion of their allusions to African poverty was a source of their strength.
Appealing to vague fears of pollution and invasion, they demanded the town-
ship’s abolition. Their response to Alexandra’s squalor demonstrated the real
shortcomings of hunger as an issue capable of provoking reform.

The conservative goal was to destroy Alexandra. The spearhead of the
movement to remove Alexandra—an organization called the North Eastern
Districts Protection League, founded in 1938—became exceedingly active in
1942. Reacting particularly to the alarming influx of new residents during
wartime, the league organized meetings calling for the “early abolition of
Alexandra Township with its attendant danger and evils, and the reestablish-
ment of the inhabitants in healthy and congenial surroundings” to the south-
west of Johannesburg.72 The chairman of the league, G. Hibbert, a poultry
farmer whose land lay just outside Alexandra, spoke to such local groups as
the Rotary Club, exhorting them not to take their health for granted. “The
health of our native servants, delivery boys, who handle most important food-
stuffs, workers in shops, abattoirs, dairies, factories, chauffeurs, nursegirls,
washerwomen,” he said, “is a matter of vital importance in maintaining the
health of the white population, as is the[ir] efficiency.” His language was
infested with medical metaphors. Calling the township “the greatest potential
plague spot in the Union” and a “cancerous growth,” he warned that “a major
operation” was necessary to remove the danger, quoting the minister for
native affairs for whom Alex had become a “running sore of evil.” And yet, the
only disease he specified during this speech was venereal disease.73

While such exhortations did make extravagant, though largely metaphori-
cal, use of health issues, the fliers and speeches also called attention to the
threat that the township posed to material security. Hibbert, for example,
would quote the police as having stated that “there was more crime in Alexan-
dra Township than in any other Native Township in the Transvaal, and with
the advent of Native taxis and buses it has become the greatest centre of crime
on the Witwatersrand, the police being powerless to prevent it.” Hibbert cited
no statistics. In his Rotary Club speech he hinted at “the repercussions upon
the white population of an uncontrolled native township in its midst,” one
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where, in the words of Deneys Reitz, the minister for native affairs, “the
King’s Writ runs with difficulty” and “toughs and roughs and criminals con-
gregate.” The league also republished an August 1942 article from Libertas
magazine, modeled on the American magazine Life. Though the article tried
to galvanize remedial action against Alexandra’s squalor, presenting it as “an
immediate challenge to democratic action” and part of “the general problem
of the exploitation of the African and Eurafrican,” the league’s new covers told
a different story.74 Full of exclamation points, they warned that only abolition
could bring “security” to the entire community. Similarly, the Rand Daily Mail
paraphrased the native commissioner of Johannesburg, reporting that “the
township is a refuge and harbourage of native criminals of every type and
degree.” He blamed the newly rampant vice on “growing lawlessness, the lack
of parental control, the prostitution, the defiance of authority and the signs of
moral degradation,” especially of the young.75

Like the white Johannesburgers who wanted to get rid of Alexandra, urban
Africans rarely mentioned hunger in talking about their poverty. They expressed
their grievances increasingly loudly in the 1940s and with reference to other
issues, indicating once again both the weakness of hunger as an index of urban
poverty and the lack of a moral economy binding the two races together.
Whenever African groups broached the subject of urban squalor during this
period, they focused on money rather than health: How much money was
actually in the health committee’s coffers? Why were plot prices escalating?
Would the government subsidize the township’s services? The Standholders
Committee of Alexandra Township was made up of property owners or people
in the process of buying their stands, and their gravest fear was that they
would lose their investment either through inability to pay their bonds and
taxes or through the abolition of the township. These issues crowded out
health concerns, except insofar as people argued that the township was not
as peculiarly unhealthy as its white neighbors made it out to be. After all,
they argued, the health committee was ensuring that all new buildings con-
formed to a healthy building code, and it was also overseeing the demolition
of old, unhealthy dwellings. In the African townships of western Johannesburg
(Sophiatown, Newclare, Martindale), “more overcrowding exists and even
worse conditions prevail,” but no one was agitating for their removal because
speculators were not eyeing that land as they were coveting Alexandra’s
square mile.76

Even while suggesting that the health committee be made more account-
able to the people it governed, the Standholders Committee glossed its requests
with the residual language of patriarchy. Its members had written to the min-
ister of native affairs in 1935 “as our protector” because, they explained, they
had no other form of redress.77 Seven years later, another “vigilance and pro-
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tection” committee earnestly stated its desire to “become a model native town-
ship.”78 And when the principals of Alexandra’s schools asked the chairman of
the health committee to release them from having to pay water and sanitation
fees, they addressed him as a “sympathetic Father.” They even used the rural
idiom for requesting patronage by referring to the schools as “starving.”79

The conventions of verbal and behavioral deference tell only part of the
story. Far more significant, because it advertised the advances of African
nationalism in the early 1940s, was the increasingly restive, even resentful, tone
of Africans, ranging from Dr. Xuma to women protesting the poor quality of
the new water supply, toward the paternalistic white leadership of the health
committee. In 1942, for example, Alexandra’s stand holders expressed to the
minister of native affairs their frustration with “the delay in returning to us our
democratic right to elect our own rulers in the township,” especially in light of
the current war “we are fighting [against] dictators in defence of democracy
throughout the world.”80 They frankly disliked the presumption that they
could not represent their own needs to government.

In 1943 a group of Alexandra residents, calling themselves the Alexandra
Anti-Expropriation Fund Committee, decided unilaterally to visit the minis-
ter of native affairs, Piet van der Bijl, in Cape Town and present their case
against removal. (According to Senator Basner, van der Bijl was a singularly
inappropriate minister of native affairs, a wealthy Cape Afrikaner who prob-
ably only encountered Africans when shopping in Cape Town and meeting
delegations like this one.81) Their memorandum gave a highly critical view
of South African history: “Since the day the Whiteman landed in South Africa
the Non-Europeans of this country have never had any security of tenure, they
have been driven from pillar to post in order to make way for European inter-
est, and they now feel that the time has come when they should no longer
tolerate such a state of affairs particularly in the land of their forefathers.
Alexandra Township,” they went on, “is one of the many Townships which
came into being as result of the policy of the Whiteman of depriving Non-
Europeans of their land for the purpose of control and exploitation.” They
drew attention to their belief that, by “investing their meagre and hard
earned wages in this Township,” they had “at last . . . secured a home from
which no Whiteman should drive them away.” Any attempt to abolish Alexan-
dra now would be “a retrogressive step, dictated by the desire to suppress their
progress, to deprive them of the right to develop their life to the full and the
right to manage their own affairs.”82

They concluded with a hard rhetorical blow to the integrity of the Johan-
nesburg City Council’s proposals to take over the township as a prelude to
abolishing it in a time of world war: these proposals conflicted “with the prin-
ciples of democracy in defence of which Non-Europeans are shedding their
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precious blood in the fields of battle and . . . they are inconformity [sic] with
the methods practised by the enemies of democracy in their dealings with the
defenceless and helpless.”83 At least two hundred men from Alexandra were
serving in the non-European units of the army, and the committee was hint-
ing at the consequences of their disloyalty in wartime.

Significantly, several of the signatories of the memorandum to van der Bijl
were conservatives within the context of African nationalist politics: Selope
Thema, for example, was hostile to boycott tactics and the radical left of the
ANC, and Richard Granville Baloyi, as the owner of a real estate agency and
bus company, was one of the richest men in Alexandra and an unpredictable
political figure. The reference to “exploitation” may well have come from J. B.
Marks, an ANC and Communist party member, who was also a member of
the deputation. Clearly, the removal threat was forging a coalition of African
nationalists holding diverse political points of view. None of them referred
to the township’s squalor or to the menace it possibly posed to their own
health, except perhaps indirectly when they referred to the need to prevent the
growth of “evils which may challenge its continued existence.”84 Some actu-
ally denied it, as when Dan Gumede wrote to the Star, “The residents wish
to point out that Alexandra Township is one of the healthy native townships
on the Witwatersrand and that is why some of the Europeans are agitating for
its removal.”85

Paternalist leadership was under assault. Upon their return from Cape
Town, the Alexandra Anti-Expropriation Fund Committee angrily upbraided
Alfred Hoernlé, the chairman of the health committee since 1941 as well as
president of the SAIRR, for having prevented their success by corresponding
secretly with the NAD.86 They were accusing him of something he had not
exactly done, though he had written confidentially to Donald Molteno, a
natives representative in the House of Assembly, and to Harry Lawrence, min-
ister of the interior, saying the committee represented “only a minority section
of the standholders.” Hoernlé advised both men to avoid encouraging public
action on the abolition issue since it would only play into the hands of the
“swart gevaar” (black peril) element in Johannesburg politics.87 Dr. Xuma, he
said, agreed with him, though this support would not have reassured the
stand holders who were known to distrust the doctor. They also feared
Hoernlé was willing to tolerate Alexandra’s removal if it would lead to
improved conditions.

Hoernlé, on the other hand, suspected Africans of being unable to repre-
sent their needs effectively to white authorities.88 “It would be foolish to
argue,” he wrote in 1943, “that a Health Committee of purely African mem-
bership, employing purely African officials, can, here and now, undertake the
running of the Township without European advice and assistance”; but the
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franchise should be extended to include longer-term tenants, and more money
should be devoted to advancing the material improvements that the health
committee had already begun. This money must come from the Union gov-
ernment; it had to tackle such social problems as juvenile delinquency and
crime “on a national scale.”89 The urban crisis was leading inexorably to
meliorist calls for state intervention, even though still short of Beveridge-like
welfare measures.

All the above actors—the philanthropists and the people they were trying
to help—were about to be deluged by a human wave that none of them could
control. In January 1947, the stand holders of Alexandra were threatened not
by abolition but by an invasion. Six or seven thousand squatters poured into
two of the three open squares in the township and built several hundred
shacks of sacking. Their numbers included people from Alexandra who could
no longer afford to pay the rent for their rooms in the backyards of stands, as
well as men and their families who had moved to the city in the war years to
take advantage of the explosion in jobs. They were organized by one Schreiner
Baduza, chairman of the Bantu Tenants Association of Alexandra, a man who
earned his living by installing burglar bars on local homes, and a twelve-per-
son committee that, official investigators recognized, had “assumed many of
the functions of government.” The squatters had, in other words, slipped into
the yawning hiatus of local government, overwhelming by their sheer num-
bers the Standholders Committee and the Alexandra Health Committee itself.
In the process, they evoked “extreme bitterness” from Alexandra’s stand hold-
ers who threatened to occupy one of the squares in central Johannesburg if
they were not removed. Because these six thousand or so people shared only
three standpipes and some pit latrines covered with sacking, they presented
another and familiar menace. The Union Department of Public Health rushed
into the breach confronting the underresourced Alexandra Health Commit-
tee, inoculating the squatters against typhoid and smallpox. Then the city
council intervened and from the end of June until mid-July moved the squat-
ters to Klipspruit, a new location to the southwest of the city. In this way, they
averted an epidemic that could have threatened not only the squatter popu-
lation and the inhabitants of Alexandra, but “the people of Johannesburg for
whom many of the squatters and other inhabitants of Alexandra work.”90 The
political strategies of less well-off Africans had dragged the reluctant govern-
ment in.

Conclusion

Using imported techniques to define and measure decent subsistence, social
scientists had raised public awareness of African urban poverty. They asserted
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that Africans were in the cities to stay and that their poverty was a South
African problem. They came out of a meliorist political tradition that defined
good social policy toward the poor in terms of pauper relief, nutritional edu-
cation, and soup kitchens. Following this imported trajectory, they found
themselves after World War II conveying rising expectations for a welfare
state. They helped push the issue of wages into the public eye before popular
urban movements of the 1940s made it and the cost of living impossible to
ignore. Even within the government, they won converts to the idea that the
state should play a larger role in ensuring public health and welfare.

These experts’ efforts were riven with unresolved struggles. They debated
but never quite decided whether urban malnutrition resulted from ignorance
or poverty. While asserting that a new urban culture was arising, they never
abandoned a European model of the right and proper direction for South
Africa’s future development. They imported a welfare trajectory to a country
whose political and fiscal realities opposed its adoption. Their remedies—edu-
cation, hygiene, a healthy diet—never dealt with the magnitude of the social
problem, as defined by Africans. Without supporting evidence, they believed
that people in power would respond to their findings.

The communist senator Hyman Basner excoriated the experts for having
sold out to the gold mining industry; most of the money in the SAIRR, he
believed, came from the Chamber of Mines. The NAD did maintain almost
daily contact with the SAIRR, which, in Ellen Hellmann’s words, “enjoyed
easy access to Cabinet Ministers.” The meliorists’ blinders, however, came not
from money, I believe, but from their pride in their own paternalism and the
scientific achievements of European society. The European model of histori-
cal development was great and dominant, they believed, because it contained
moral and scientific progress. This core belief is reflected in the following
words written by Alfred Hoernlé in 1942: “With the control of Nature with
which modern science has endowed us, any economic system must be
accounted a failure, root and branch, if with proper planning it cannot [give
the workers a ‘human’ or ‘civilised’ standard of life].”91

By the late 1940s, the rising numbers of the African urban poor were ren-
dering paternalism ineffectual in terms of both ideology and organization.92

Attempts to modernize and make a science out of it were demonstrably fail-
ing prior to the 1948 elections. The meliorists and their search for a new, sci-
entific paternalism were about to be swamped by the rising tide of urban
poverty, as exemplified by the 1947 Orlando squatters; these homeless people
were controlled by none of the three parties—the social surveyors, bourgeois
Africans, and white conservatives—who were publicly discussing African
poverty during the interwar and war years. An African language of rights was
similarly swamping meliorist discussions about welfare.
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Part Three

People without Science
A Modern Rationale for White Supremacy





chapter five

The Threat of “Race Deterioration”

Nutritional Research in Industrial Context

It is by no means an exaggeration to affirm that comparatively the 
average Zulu can boast of a larger share of pure scientific knowledge 
than the average European.

A. T. Bryant, 1909

Mostly and fundamentally, the causes [of African hunger] are overstocking
combined with ignorance in regard to how to live.

F. Rodseth, 1946

In the early twentieth century, many leaders of South African white
opinion, reflecting popular insecurity about the destiny of the new nation,
worried openly that both whites and blacks were degenerating physically.
Answers to the questions—who was deteriorating, in what ways, why, and
what should be done about it—changed over the course of the century, but
the concern endured deep into the era of apartheid.

The objects of nutritional research shifted in tandem with political and eco-
nomic needs, specifically to sustain a strong labor force and to maintain a sense
that South Africa was a civilized nation. In the course of responding to these
two pressures, medical researchers produced ideas with far wider impact than
the state could control.

Early South African medical journals reflected a general malaise about the
medical destiny of the new country. Faced with epidemics of smallpox (1882–
1883), plague (1900–1904), and influenza (1918), doctors worried about how
to contain infectious disease and also how to improve the sanitation of the
poorest so that all would be free from dysentery. Could habits of eating and
dressing be altered to withstand the rigors of industrial life in a subtropical set-
ting? Some concluded that the low wages and high rents in South Africa’s
cities might make adaptation not only difficult but perhaps impossible.
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One doctor reminded his South African Medical Journal readers in 1893 that
“the large earning power of a nation is indissolubly bound up with its vitality.”
Such nationalistic imagery had long been current in Britain, where virtually all
of South Africa’s first doctors had been educated. As early as the sixteenth cen-
tury, according to Paul Slack, European humanists had used the “analogy of
the body politic to underline the dangers of civic and national disease and
decay,” perhaps reflecting anxiety about the consequences of belonging to an
increasingly wide community.1 In this new colony a sense of national com-
munity was tenuous at best; perhaps inevitably in these colonial circum-
stances, fear of deterioration, of loss of vitality and, therefore, of prosperity
was expressed in terms of race.

Around the time of Union (1910), many medical observers warned Euro-
pean immigrants of the dangers of failing to adapt to their new environment.
Reflecting the vogue for the evolutionary schemas of Charles Darwin and
Herbert Spencer, they defined what standards for fitness would guarantee sur-
vival. “[W]ant of adaptation to environment . . . in a living species, is believed
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on porridge and the acidulated beverage meant to protect them from scurvy. (Cape
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to presage its extermination,” Dr. Wilfred Watkins-Pitchford told the South
African Medical Congress in his 1908 inaugural address as its president. He
suggested the colonists eat the fresh produce of the region rather than canned
food. “We must admit that the physique of our savage races is at all events as
good as our own, and the deduction seems allowable that their diet is as serv-
iceable—it is certainly much cheaper.” Nor should the colonists try to dupli-
cate in the heat and humidity of Durban the physical exertion and dark
clothing appropriate to life in Glasgow. Also, they could prevent their own
“moral and intellectual degeneration” by organizing cultural events that would
invigorate “the mind of the community.” Watkins-Pitchford’s definition of
“community” excluded black people, whose “moral ideals and social habits
[were] widely different from those of educated Europeans,” and who, there-
fore, should live apart from whites in their own “specially allotted district of
the town,” thus helping to contain communicable diseases and uphold social
standards and feelings of community.2

In 1909 an article in the South African Journal of Science by J. Bruce-Bays,
the Grahamstown physician, bore the unmistakable stamp of social Darwin-
ism. The “unfittest” were perpetuated in Britain, Bruce-Bays wrote, with
charities keeping “puny” Londoners alive. The same fate—“constant deterio-
ration”—awaited Africans in South Africa, if tuberculosis and other respiratory
and digestive diseases of civilization took their toll. In rural areas, no one could
have found “as regards their physique finer specimens of humanity” than
Africans, or so Bruce-Bays assumed, but those who moved to town dressed so
poorly that their skin lost its “self-regulating” mechanism. Further, mothers
began to feed their children tea and white bread, and even adults became
enfeebled by this diet. Africans’ ability to resist disease was eroded, and their
mortality rate soared. Bruce-Bays gloomily predicted, “unless the natives are
able to acquire some immunity and power of resistance as the result of the sur-
vival of the fittest, the present native races of this colony may . . . in course of
time become as extinct as the dodo.” He reverted to the common theme of the
body politic or national destiny. “[T]he provision of a supply of strong and
healthy labour is one of pressing importance in South Africa, where from
racial and social causes the supply is unable to keep pace with the demand, and
where in consequence undertakings of great importance to the commercial
prosperity of the country languish or collapse.” Bruce-Bays, like many other
Darwinians, was proposing that the process of adaptation was essentially bio-
logical and hence no one could interfere with it. Some of his contemporaries
were so convinced that the Bushmen, for example, were a “dying race” that
they searched villages to find human specimens to photograph before they
were extinct and make plaster casts of their bodies for display in Cape Town’s
South African Museum.3 Neither Bruce-Bays nor Watkins-Pitchford had
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much data to support their theories. On the eve of its birth as a nation, South
Africa lacked not only medical schools and sufficient laboratories, but also the
information that might have laid to rest, or at least focused, these diffuse anx-
ieties about the future.

In the following decades with the rising standard of living, fears of white
degeneration waned in some quarters, but the fate of blacks continued to
draw wide medical attention. Even after the social Darwinist vocabulary of
“degeneration” became unfashionable, the underlying ethos remained: Could
primarily rural people adapt to modern conditions of work and urban living
so that South Africa could thrive? On the eve of World War II, the concept
retained some vitality. In parliament Dr. K. Bremer, a medical doctor and also
a nationalist M.P. for Graaff Reinet, defined the duty of the Department of
Public Health as protecting “the individual health of every member of the
population so that the people will not be threatened by inferiority or retro-
gression”; he added thoughts appropriate to the brink of war, that all South
Africans had, in fact, “retrogressed physically until in times of crises we have
reached an alarming state of affairs.”4

During South Africa’s first fifty years, people commonly expressed fears of
degeneration in terms of malnutrition. The belief that South Africans were
deteriorating because they ate badly was so widely held that it was used to
explain a wide variety of maladies, so pervasive that it might be called an intel-
lectual syndrome. From about 1900 to 1930 scurvy gained the lion’s share of
attention from nutritional researchers; thereafter and through World War II
investigation into general debility dominated research; and from the late 1940s
into the 1960s protein deficiencies led nutritional research agendas. The
double-edged heritage of scientific authority gave rise to an analysis that could
support the status quo, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, created
provocative, new knowledge about the consequences of political and eco-
nomic inequality.

Scurvy

Scurvy provoked the first nutritional research in South African history. The
stigmata of the disease are difficult to ignore: gums bleed and teeth may fall
out, legs swell, skin and tissues hemorrhage so that people suffer easily from
nosebleeds, and their skin may be blotched with broken blood vessels. An
injury may give rise to a wound that will not heal. Death may ensue from the
sheer inability of the body to maintain the walls of blood vessels and tissues.
In less extreme cases a person may simply be too weak to work hard; “mus-
cular weakness,” one health official wrote, was “probably as important a symp-
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tom as any in Scurvy,” and, for all these reasons, the mining industry found
scurvy a scourge.5

The precise catalyst of South Africa’s first phase of nutritional research
occurred in the summer of 1902. Between November 1902 and April 1903,
12 percent of the miners, or 186 men, who died on the Witwatersrand gold
mines succumbed to scurvy.6 These deaths provoked the mines to investigate
causes and possible cures. A second upsurge in fatalities occurred between 1918
and 1920, and scurvy incapacitated many miners through the 1920s.7 With
their labor supply under threat, the mining companies funded and controlled
research into its causes; one pressingly important quandary was to determine
whether scurvy originated in the home reserves or on the mines.

The incidence of scurvy on the mines in the late nineteenth century is not
known. In this period the mines suffered from an erratic food supply, as south-
ern Africa was unable to produce enough to feed its miners. In 1889 drought
and the heightened demand for food caused by the sheer proliferation of min-
ing companies led to shortages in the mining camps and in the city of Johan-
nesburg. The new companies—none older than three years—begged the
South African Republic to lift import duties on mealie meal, flour, butter, and
canned goods, so their employees could be fed more cheaply. Paul Kruger’s
government responded by donating five thousand pounds to the newly estab-
lished Chamber of Mines, which used the money as a bonus for owners of
wagons carting supplies from the nearest railheads on the line being laid
from Cape Town to the Rand. The health consequences of relying on grain
imported from Argentina and America and hauled long distances by train or
cart soon came under critical scrutiny. In 1899 the medical plague officer told
the secretary of mines that miners should be fed fresh South African, rather
than dried imported, mealies as well as vegetables and fresh meat, and lime
juice, not alcohol, in order to avoid scurvy.8 When the Anglo-Boer War
broke out that year, scurvy was reported in besieged towns, internment camps,
and jails.

After the war, when the supply problems began to be solved, the goal of
eradicating scurvy among South African miners confronted a more intractable,
economic obstacle. Considering the great expense of mining low-grade ore at
deep levels and the fixed price of gold, the dietary remedies had to be cheap.
One way of trying to control the cost was to lobby the government for lower
railway tariffs and maize prices; another was to feed the miners no more than
necessary to safeguard their health and strength.9 A commission of mine medi-
cal officers in 1903 decided that “kaffir beer,” known to possess “an anti-
scorbutic value,” was a “useful” but “not necessary” part of miners’ diets, and
a “rather costly” one.10 Similarly, because meat was “a most expensive article
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of diet,” another doctor wrote, its issue on the mines was necessarily restricted
“to the smallest amount compatible with health,” and African desire for more
meat was “not . . . likely to be met with”; mealie meal was the black miners’
staple “because of economic factors,” as well as “the native’s habits.”11

The second obstacle to ending the threat of scurvy was sheer ignorance.
Researchers had to learn more about the cause than that scurvy was a “dietetic
disease.”12 The long history of naval encounters with scurvy, and the earlier
effective prophylactic of lemon or lime juice, suggested that the miners’ diet
needed to be improved, but not exactly how. Most persons with some medi-
cal knowledge were convinced, like the plague officer of 1899, that fresh meat
and vegetables would help, but early twentieth-century doctors were uncer-
tain whether scurvy was contagious, a nitrogen deficiency, or the consequence
of ingesting tainted or rotting grain. Autopsies on corpses of men with
swollen legs, loose teeth, bleeding gums, and bleeding gastrointestinal tracts
revealed cases of scurvy. A few suspected that such conditions were symptoms
of rheumatism provoked by the wet conditions on the mines, or from a con-
tagious form of beriberi brought in by Chinese miners in 1904. In 1912 one
Johannesburg physician wrote that “the origin [of both beriberi and scurvy]
seems to be unsuitable food.” Others arrived at such vague or confusing expla-
nations as “impoverished blood brought on by low diet and scurvy.”13

Not all conditions diagnosed as scurvy were scurvy. During the first several
decades of the twentieth century in South Africa it was a fashionable disease
to identify. In mines and jails autopsies of men dead of many other diseases
might read that death occurred as “the result of scurvy, occurring in a weak-
ened constitution, caused by old tubercular disease of both lungs.”14 It could
have been said instead that the man died from tuberculosis, a disease becom-
ing rife in rural areas of South Africa, where it was spread by returning min-
ers. In one 1903 case, also drawn from a prison, the men listed as dying from
scurvy may have died from unclean water or from an infection. The Kenhardt
jail in the northern Cape served its prisoners one and three-quarter pounds of
mealie meal daily and nothing else. Many were compelled to undertake
extraordinarily hard physical labor and to live in crowded, unclean conditions
(the Kenhardt jail drew its water from a shallow open well and allowed no
light into its cells). Six other people were diagnosed as having died of “scurvy”
there that year and twenty other men as afflicted with it, but it seems unlikely
that scurvy alone killed or disabled them.15

Were diets predisposing workers’ blood vessels to break down? This ques-
tion cannot be answered definitively; rations varied widely from mine to mine
within the gold mining industry, and on diamond and coal mines, all of which
produced cases of scurvy. There were discrepancies between what miners ate
and what was said to be served. “It is common knowledge among us,” one
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mine medical officer said, “that there are considerable variations on the mines
in the quantity and quality of food issued.”16 The one constant was heavy
reliance on mealie meal porridge. Before the Anglo-Boer War, in the words of
the commissioner for native affairs, Sir Godfrey Lagden, “it was the custom
to feed the native absolutely and entirely on one article of food, namely, mealie
meal; it was thrown to him, he cooked it, ate it, and suffered.”17 Even after the
war, when some efforts were made to vary the rations, cornmeal porridge
remained the principal item of the miners’ diet, accompanied by one to three
pounds of inferior meat a week. Similarly, the coal mines of Natal in 1905 fed
their black miners mealie meal all week long, with meat at one meal only.18

The word most frequently used, even by the mine managers themselves, to
describe this diet was monotonous. One doctor accused colleagues, who had
blamed the 1902–1903 outbreak on American mealies that were “tainted and
musty,” of seeking a foreign culprit: “In my opinion the monotony of the food
is by far more responsible for scurvy than even this scape-goat for all diseases
among Natives—the American mealies.”19

If official provision lists are to be believed, throughout the first decade of
the twentieth century the gold mines fed their black miners daily only mealie
meal, beans, and coffee.20 Some supplemented this limited fare with weekly
rations of meat (a few mines offered three pounds of raw meat to each miner
for grilling in his free time), “kaffir beer,” and a soup made from meat and veg-
etables, while lime juice was issued “when required.”21 More men might have
come down with scurvy had they not sought out eating houses, located out-
side the mine compound, to buy bread and soup or bread and meat for a few
pence. Two pounds of mealie meal daily served by the mines may sound gar-
gantuan, but this was normal African fare in early twentieth-century institu-
tions. Around 1902–1904 hospitals fed their patients a half pound of mealie
meal three times daily, with a supplement of lime juice (four ounces) and sugar
(two ounces) for scurvy patients; and a jail in the northern Cape served one
and a half pounds of mealie meal daily with no supplements at all.22

On the gold mines, black miners worked extraordinarily hard—hand-
drilling, shoveling, trammeling—on only one meal a day. White miners ate
breakfast and were brought to the surface for a midday meal, but black min-
ers arrived at the shaft heads at about 4 a.m. without having eaten anything,
and labored underground for up to ten hours, still without food. One mine
medical officer, Abraham Orenstein, who did not approve of this regimen,
later explained that the lack of a morning meal was the result of “a prevalent
belief that natives do not care for food early in the morning, partly because
of the disinclination of natives to rise earlier than absolutely necessary, but per-
haps principally because of the difficulty of distributing food so early in the
day on mines where the average barracks house about 4,000 natives, most of
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whom go to work at almost the same time.” Africans were thought to “dis-
like taking food down the mine to eat” and to consider it “not healthy to eat
down in the darkness underground.” And so, Orenstein argued in a pamphlet
designed to serve as an operating manual for compound officials that they
must be “educat[ed]” to eat a substantial meal before going underground and
also to eat something—a loaf of bread, for example—in the middle of the
shift.23 Such opinions suggest that mine doctors tended to regard the mines
as essentially benign organizations, and African habits, not their own parsi-
mony, as the cause of hunger.

Yet mine managers, in providing meager rations, were disregarding the
protests of African miners themselves, who had a history of striking and com-
plaining when labor recruiters fed them poorly—with less mealie meal than
promised, for example, or with meat from a lungsick ox.24 In 1903 miners
were said to “grumble at being kept constantly on mealie meal porridge and
nothing else; all the natives grumble at that,” according to the report of a
Durban-based missionary, F. Suter, who visited the Rand mines.25 Complaints
about diet came in tandem with other grievances such as broken promises,
rough treatment, and, mainly, low pay. The investigator of the 1913 miners’
strike, H. O. Buckle, chief magistrate of Johannesburg, acknowledged “some
complaints of insufficiency of food”; in particular, “natives who had been
detained underground exceptionally late came up to find the food all finished”
and, of course, “a large number of natives will always want more meat.”26 In
1923, three thousand miners picketed a compound kitchen saying the mealie
meal was of such poor quality that they couldn’t stomach it. Many miners
absconded, leaving few records of their disgruntlement or maladies and no
redress.27

The Chamber of Mines largely disregarded the dietary advice of the one
government agency charged with protecting African interests. The NAD, and
after 1911 its native labor section, seldom intervened on dietary issues, and, in
addition, had no clout. In the early twentieth century most NAD officials were
unprepared or unwilling to tell industries what to feed their workers. The only
legal backing for requiring dietary improvements was a masters and servants
act, the legacy of the first British administration in the Transvaal (1877–1881),
an act stipulating that employers were to provide their workers with “good
and wholesome food.” In 1903 the commissioner for native affairs, concerned
with “the great mortality,” that is, the 186 miners who died during the summer
of 1902–1903, organized a committee of six mine medical officers. Like subse-
quent NAD efforts to regulate diet in 1911 and 1922, the improved ration scales
drawn up by such experts were simply suggestions. The 1911 minimum ration
scale suggested a hot morning ration, recommended providing miners with
a loaf of bread to take down into the shafts with them each day, and urged
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compound kitchens not to undercook beans. There was no bite to its provi-
sions since any employer could make changes, “provided that in the opinion
of the medical officer such changes do not reduce the physiological or calorific
value of the diet as a whole.”28

Each mine prepared its food differently, and the factor determining quality
or quantity was often the whim or parsimony of the compound manager more
than the ration scale. As one mine medical officer said in 1941, “I regret that
there are still compound managers who are inclined to consider that keeping
feeding costs low is one of the most important things they have to do—more
important than the health of their boys!” Another mine doctor noted that
“practically all mines issue foods in considerable excess of the quantities laid
down,” but about half of his sample of ten mines failed to feed their men
groundnuts, a food mandated in the 1922 ration scale. Rations were so irreg-
ularly apportioned that men coming up to the surface at the end of their long
shift could be fed a thin, meatless gruel, after having had no breakfast. And
sometimes the fermented grain beverage lambalaza was served in the morn-
ing too hot to be drunk by miners rushing to catch the elevator going under-
ground. The large amount of discarded food, especially samp, indicated that
monotony was not a characteristic of African tastes but of the mines’ own
dietary regime. Most significantly for scurvy, the food tended to be over-
cooked because it began to be cooked in the morning, with the result that
much of the antiscorbutic value of the fresh vegetables was lost by dinnertime;
in any case, neither oranges nor fresh vegetables were available throughout the
year.29

When the 1922 diet revision was first mooted, the cost of adopting it
shocked mine management, so the Chamber of Mines’ actuary and labor
adviser wrote to DNL Pritchard, calling it “a most alarming increase in cost.”
The extra expense to the mines would be “not far short of a quarter of a mil-
lion sterling per annum!” In addition, “many mines contend that an excessive
quantity of food is required under the new scale and that a great deal of waste
occurs.”30 Mine managers protested that calling for an increase in quantities
of specific food types, such as whole wheat flour, cocoa, peanuts, and germi-
nated beans, would necessarily lead to a decrease in others, such as the old sta-
ples of mealie meal, meat, malt, mealies, and beans. In fact, the impact of this
new regime depended utterly on the responsiveness of mine management to
the reports made by NAD mine inspectors and the inability of those inspec-
tors to prosecute offending mines. According to Matthew Smith’s history of
health on the mines, “inspectors’ reports were seldom acted upon.”31

Nor did international scientific authority prove to be more effectual in
changing mine diet than African and NAD complaints. The attack on a nearly
exclusively mealie meal diet had been given a substantial boost by the visit of
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an eminent foreign visitor, Colonel W. C. Gorgas, in 1913, the year before he
became U.S. surgeon-general. Because he was famed for eradicating diseases
like malaria and yellow fever during the construction of the Panama Canal, the
Chamber of Mines had invited him to the Rand to recommend means of
ending a pneumonia epidemic then claiming so many African lives that the
British government was threatening to curtail recruitment in its neighboring
territories.32 While Colonel Gorgas focused on the need to improve sanitation
and the desirability of housing workers in small villages rather than in barracks,
he also investigated mine rations and appears to have been appalled. “I have
never seen,” he wrote, “so large a proportion of the ration supplied by one
article as is here [on the mines] supplied by mealie meal. . . . [It] is too large
a portion of carbohydrates for men doing the hard manual labor that the
natives do.” His report, in the words of H. O. Buckle, the man investigating
the 1913 strike, “has thrown doubts upon [the ration’s] adequacy, and I pre-
sume that the question will now be reconsidered by the medical authorities.”33

But the Chamber of Mines was committed to a migratory labor force and thus
ignored Gorgas’s recommendation that it pay miners enough to buy and pre-
pare their own food.34

Although Gorgas had cited the diamond mines at Kimberley as having
solved the problem of industrial feeding by employing a settled labor force,
evidence of worker health there belies his praise. It also shows how intimately
nutrition was influenced, not by African family life itself, but by wages and the
individual worker’s strategies for saving money. Especially during a time of
recession when wages were dropping, the rates of scurvy could soar as alarm-
ingly as those on the gold mines. In 1920 on the alluvial diamond diggings at
Taung, north of Kimberley, the tin, wood, and sack shanties of the African
locations on the diggings within the Taung reserve were perched above the
Harts River on a hillside so strewn with boulders that the land was difficult to
cultivate. Workers’ subsistence was, therefore, unusually dependent on their
earnings. As more workers arrived at the diggings and as the price of dia-
monds dropped by an astounding 40 percent in early 1920, white diggers paid
black laborers lower and lower wages.35

The local registrar of deaths recorded five fatalities from scurvy in late 1920,
four cases were apparent to the NAD inspector at the time of his visit, and
there was no telling how many people were sick at the diggings themselves.
With their waning incomes, Africans had to buy water as well as food; they
bought cheap cuts of meat—sheep’s heads, legs, and offal—that had been
grilled over a fire outside the butcher’s shop.36 One disapproving NAD
inspector, visiting the Taung diggings from Johannesburg, reported, “[while]
the Native is the back-bone of the Alluvial Diamond Digging Industry, the
[licensed, white] Digger is generally a person of straw and impecunious,
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[taking] little or no interest in his employees welfare, he expects his men to
work long and arduous hours and does not scruple to omit payment of wages
should his week have been one of many blank washes.” Workers scrimped on
vegetables and supplemented their mealie meal with meat only when they
could get it “without purchase,” a sign that stock theft may have been rising
in the area.37 Gorgas’s idea of settling the workforce foundered on the fact
that poorly paid workers had to cut back on their purchases of supplemen-
tary food.

Employers, and even some civil servants, were evolving a story to justify
their disinclination to spend more money on rations. Whether they fed their
employees or not, they blamed them for their own ill health. Laborers on the
Natal sugar fields were said to arrive from the Transkei “prone to scurvy.” A
little work in the field, not poor rations, was said to precipitate them into the
sickness itself. Also, because African men from some regions of the country
were not used to eating spinaches, considering them women’s food, they
picked the leaves out of their porridge, and thus the secretary for public health
testily suggested to the director for native labor that men who contracted
scurvy by discarding spinaches be punished by deducting their sick time from
their pay.38 It was rare for a government official to suggest such stringent pun-
ishment, but individual employers often did; some in 1927, for example, repa-
triated scurvy-ridden Fingo canning workers from Lüderitz (South-West
Africa) for malingering, and others explained after a scurvy outbreak at a Sal-
danha Bay whaling station that those sick employees had been “overindulging
in whale meat.” A canning worker in Lüderitz complained to the NAD, “our
employer took no notice of complaints of sickness and the result was that I
and three others of the same company contracted scurvy.” One of the workers,
Ndandani, complained that he spent one week, and others six weeks, confined
to bed before a doctor came to examine them. When they were discovered to
be suffering from scurvy, the employer shipped them back to Cape Town,
saying that he had never promised to provide food and quarters. Ndandani
said the food on sale in the local shops was too expensive to buy and so he
had lived on stamped mealies, bread, and meat.39 The resulting investigation
lost its momentum in the workings of the NAD bureaucracy, which was ill
equipped to impose standards on industry, and the sick man received no
redress. The same story was played out that year in Durban when some
employees of South African Railways and Harbours were hospitalized with
scurvy; their diet consisted only of mealie meal. When a physician told them
that the mealie diet was the source of their sickness, other employees demanded
a pay raise from the compound manager so they could buy their own food.
The Durban police, investigating the incident because an African union, the
Industrial and Commercial Workers Union, was involved, found the diet
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grievance to be legitimate, but the secretary for native affairs decided “the Rail-
way authorities must be left to determine what diet scale they will adopt.”40

Substantial changes in workplace diets were initiated neither by African
protesters nor by compound managers nor, for that matter, by the NAD, but
rather by mine medical doctors and, more specifically, the world of scientific
research. Before the 1920s, medical doctors were as prone as others to blame
Africans for coming down with scurvy. After working among the Tswana since
1903, D. M. MacRae, principal medical officer of the Bechuanaland Protec-
torate, analyzed “tropical residence and food in relation to health and disease.”
“The Native,” he wrote, “shows the languor and inertia due to climatic effects,
and does not work from inclination, but under compulsion, and if not well-
nourished under European conditions of labour, will . . . develop scurvy or
some other disability.” His ideas were not unusual for his time, though by
1920, when he submitted his thesis to the University of Glasgow, they were on
the brink of becoming outdated by the new understanding of vitamins.
Because the Tswana loved eating meat, going so far as to cut up dead horses
and mules and cattle and even devour locusts avidly, he concluded that they
were suffering from “nitrogenous starvation,” that is, lacking an element to
replace worn tissues. They lived “in a constitutional condition little removed
from scurvy,” a state glaringly evident whenever their supply of milk or grain
ran short. Prisoners in Gaborone jail (usually incarcerated for stock theft,
another sign of their craving for meat) became so sick from scurvy that their
teeth fell out during their sleep. MacRae recommended returning to the wis-
dom articulated by David Livingstone fifty years earlier, that people protect
their health by consuming plenty of meat and milk.41 Because MacRae had
lived seventeen years in Bechuanaland, he was proud of basing his thesis on
experience rather than on research in books. Nevertheless, the theme he
touched upon—that rural folk were weak and languid because they lived, at
best, in a subscorbutic state—was widely shared. It was also applied to pel-
lagra, a niacin deficiency found frequently among people whose diet is super-
refined maize. One doctor, investigating pellagrins in a Natal jail, claimed that
“a large portion of the native population are in a subpellagric state,” a condi-
tion worsened by the admittedly deficient prison diet coupled with hard labor
in the hot sun.42 A pattern was emerging in scientific writing that rations
played a role in sickness but that blame had to be shared with peasant diet at
home.

An early allusion to the “subscorbutic state” of rural people appears in the
writings of G. A. Turner, a medical officer employed in 1909 by the mine labor
recruiting agency, the Witwatersrand Native Labour Association. Turner had
already studied an outbreak of scurvy in and around Kimberley in 1898, and
the hardships he had witnessed there led to his observation that “certain races
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on account of their anatomical development are preeminently suited to with-
stand prolonged periods of famine.” This idea of profound racial—anatomical
and evolutionary—difference, like MacRae’s focus on nitrogen, was becom-
ing distinctly old-fashioned. How was it, then, that people who appeared to
be resilient in the countryside came down with scurvy on the mines? Turner
answered the question in this way: “if after such privations [of a limited food
supply] they are given severe muscular labour, even when supplied with a
good nutritious diet, they are very liable within the first few months of com-
mencing work to develop scurvy.”43 Thus, the fault lay not in diet on the mines
but in rural life. He was not alone in this judgment: a Johannesburg doctor,
H. A. Loeser, observed that Africans developed scurvy despite a good nutri-
tious diet on the mines because they had previously endured privations and
then on the mines had undergone severe muscular labor; and a public health
officer, E. H. Cluver, wrote, “in the lazy life [Africans] live in the kraals, scurvy
may not develop,” whereas “they develop scurvy during work.”44

To what extent were miners arriving through the 1920s at the mines in a
subscorbutic condition? Could their propensity to develop scurvy be fairly
blamed on poor eating habits in the countryside? The idea was not absurd
because the rates at which people from different areas came down with scurvy
did differ.45 There may have been some truth to the suggestion that recruits,
weakened from drought or winter shortages, readily came down with scurvy
after only a little work in the sugarcane fields of Natal or on the mines. In
preindustrial times scurvy would have occurred during the winter months; the
months following a poor harvest or the last weeks of winter in a normal year
were times of great susceptibility. Fortunately these times also required the
least labor. Mine schedules, on the other hand, paid no attention to these sea-
sonal distinctions, and neither, initially, did miners’ diets; men fell ill at a mark-
edly higher rate during their first three months of mine service, perhaps
because the stress of labor and of fighting off infections raised their need for
vitamin C, which their diets were not meeting.

These experts who blamed rural areas for producing scurvy-prone men
were about to propose a rural remedy: African beer. Ironically, beer brewing
was attacked by NAD officials as a sign of improvidence at precisely the same
time that the government was investigating its health-promoting qualities.
Turner was thus caught in a contradiction. While positing an image of people
barely able to provide for themselves, he argued at the same time that Africans
were brewing both a cure and a prophylactic for scurvy. He urged the mines
to adopt “kaffir beer”—as well as meat and fresh vegetables—because of its
strong antiscorbutic properties. His views gained wide currency because they
were published in the Transvaal Medical Journal and issued as a pamphlet by
the government printer in Pretoria. By the time Turner published his report,
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both the mines and the government had already been testing the powers of
African beer for at least six years.46 Around 1910 the mines began to brew and
issue beer in order to control scurvy. In 1916 the director of native labor was
so impressed when commissioners investigating tuberculosis advocated “kaffir
beer” that he recommended employers brew it and issue it to their employ-
ees for free.

Dr. Marion Delf, a biochemist with a D.Sc. degree from the University of
London, was hired in late 1919 by the South African Institute for Medical
Research (SAIMR), whose founding in 1912 was initiated and largely funded
by the Chamber of Mines. Her presence in South Africa resulted indirectly
from Gorgas’s visit six years earlier. The Rand Mines had invited back an
American member of the colonel’s party, Dr. Abraham Orenstein, to serve as
a medical adviser, and Delf arrived to work at the SAIMR on Orenstein’s rec-
ommendation; he wished her to carry out “certain researches into the vitamin
content of the diet of black mine labourers.”47 Only three vitamins had been
identified as of 1919—A, B, and C—and none had been isolated, that is, made
available in any form other than nature provided. In September 1921, fewer
than two years after her arrival in Johannesburg, Delf published “Studies in
Experimental Scurvy,” arguing for the addition of fruit and vegetables to min-
ers’ diets and warning against the damage done by overcooking. She had
reached these conclusions by inducing scurvy in guinea pigs, a technique pio-
neered at the Lister Institute in London, and then trying to cure it by feed-
ing common South African foodstuffs to the animals.48 Oranges, lemons, and
pineapples proved to be of higher antiscorbutic value than pumpkins and
squash. Green mealies, cabbages, and sweet potatoes were also valuable; and
so, the miners would be happy to learn, was sorghum beer, though its pre-
cise antiscorbutic power depended on how it was brewed. Her report laid out
the implications for changes in mine diet and stressed that prevention was
cheaper than cure.49 Pumpkin, sugarcane, and beer may have managed to
stave off scurvy in rural African households, she wrote, but they had failed to
do so in the hard labor conditions of the gold mining industry. Even though
the mines’ ration scale was immediately amended to reflect Delf ’s findings, the
problem of scurvy persisted.50

The director of the SAIMR, Wilfred Watkins-Pitchford, prefaced Delf ’s
report by raising the old alarm of race deterioration. He stated that the health
of everyone in South Africa was at risk of being undermined by infections
against which they had no protection with a diet periodically lacking fresh veg-
etables and fruit. However, “town-bred people” were most in danger; their
growth was stunted and their teeth were decaying because they, like people
“throughout all the civilised nations,” had diets deficient in vitamin C. The
official historian of the SAIMR referred to Watkins-Pitchford’s judgment with
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some embarrassment as a sign that “the best of scientists can have lapses,” but
these ideas were continuous with others Watkins-Pitchford had expressed
soon after his arrival in South Africa, and they were commonly held. This fun-
damental unease, not backed up by any scientific evidence, preceded and
informed the later focus on the black “race” as in danger of “deterioration.” As
the food historian Harvey Levenstein has observed, people in early twentieth-
century Europe and America commonly feared the impact of modernity or
industry on popular health through artificial or patented foods.51 In South
Africa this fear was transmuted by the developing patterns of wealth and
poverty into a concern that a particular race was facing degeneration to the
point of extinction.

Despite Delf ’s research revealing that more vegetables and germinated
pulses needed to be added to mine diets, and not overcooked, the problem
remained how to improve mine diets cheaply. F. W. Fox, a British biochemist
trained like Delf at the University of London, began to tackle this problem at
the SAIMR when he arrived in 1925. Recruited by Watkins-Pitchford to start
the biochemistry department, he was introduced to the field of nutrition by
the scurvy problem, and went on to found the study of nutrition in South
Africa. For the following five decades, Fox wrote more than seventy articles
principally on the properties of South African foodstuffs, discovered by run-
ning biochemical tests, not the more complicated and time-consuming animal
tests Delf had used. In 1934, the year after vitamin C was isolated and synthe-
sized, Fox and his SAIMR colleagues began to measure the amount of the
vitamin in common South African foodstuffs and especially in sorghum beer.52

Fox’s colleague L. F. Levy confirmed Delf ’s finding that cooking foods like
cabbage in a lot of water and for a long time reduced their vitamin C content.

Even though by 1929 improved diet, following Delf ’s recommendations,
had lowered the incidence of scurvy among mine laborers, the symptoms of
this deficiency persisted, and this fact puzzled researchers. Was it caused by
mine recruits arriving from rural areas in a “depleted state,” especially during
the early summer months when they had been eating food from last season’s
harvest?

In 1939, Fox set out to find the cause. In a study of the livers of victims of
fatal accidents he found that black miners showed a lower level of ascorbic acid
than that occurring in either urban Africans or Europeans. Maybe rural areas
and not the mines were to blame. Or were the mines, even in 1939 after all
their dietary improvements, still responsible for the debilitated and hemor-
rhaging state of some African workers? Fox determined that the persistence of
scurvy among African miners was a result not of their home diets, but of the
“precarious” nature of their “border line” or “minimal” mine rations, which
left them “little or no margin of safety.” With less than 10 percent of scurvy
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cases contracted within the first month of service, he concluded that “scurvy
is not so much brought to the mines, but develops there as a result of the
Native’s reactions to mine conditions.” (This article is not cited in the official
SAIMR history of important breakthroughs in scurvy research.) Systematic
attention had to be paid, he wrote, either to the “choice, storage and han-
dling” of the vegetable ration or to the administration of an additional daily
dose of a measured quantity of ascorbic acid (via orange juice or concentrate
or synthetic ascorbic acid). Eventually, according to the official history of the
Mine Medical Officers Association, ascorbic acid was added to an acidulated
cold beverage (fermented maize flour called marewu) offered daily to the
African miners.53

This story is one that would make Adam Smith happy. The invisible hand
of the profit motive had reduced, perhaps not speedily, morbidity rates in the
case of scurvy, and medical researchers had served as major catalysts for this
improvement. Delf ’s and Fox’s research reveals that mine revenues, indirectly
through their expenditure on the salaries of mine medical researchers, did help
to improve miners’ health through better rations. Scurvy never occurred again
at the high levels of 1902–1903 and 1918–1920, though it did not disappear, and
this nutritional deficiency, as well as the term subscorbutic itself, virtually dis-
appeared from the pages of South African medical journals, at least when
doctors discussed the health of miners. From the 1940s on, statistical data
demonstrated that miners gained weight, and fell ill from scurvy less fre-
quently, hardly ever dying from it.54 Scurvy was the first focus of South
African nutritional research because it was a serious medical problem, a visi-
ble sign of gross malnutrition during an era when the discovery of vitamins
shaped scholarly agendas and understandings internationally. Two ironies
emerge from this tale. First, rural African diet, in the form of beer so fre-
quently linked to proverbial improvidence, provided the favored, because
cheap, cure and prophylactic. Second, despite Fox’s research the idea of rural
debility resulting from African laziness and dietetic ignorance persisted.

Research into scurvy may have facilitated a shift from one way of marking
differences between the races to another. In the early twentieth century, the
idea lingered that the bodies of Africans and Europeans might be essentially
different. G. A. Turner, for example, had suggested, in 1909, that African bod-
ies might withstand famine better than white bodies. H. A. Loeser, on the
other hand, wrote three years later, “If [the African] were entirely capable of
living on vegetable food we should, from analogy with lower animals, expect
to find that the alimentary canal of the negro differed materially from that of
the European, which is not the case.” Rather, “when through abnormal con-
ditions, such as famine, war, or unsuitable dieting by his employer,” the
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African, like all other men, “is deprived of one of these [dietary] essentials, the
result is marked by physical breakdown, indicated by an outbreak of scurvy or
by an increased tendency to contract infectious disease.” “The feeding of the
coloured labourer,” Loeser wrote, had become “deservedly . . . a matter of pub-
lic interest as well as of industrial economy.”55 Nutritional research was help-
ing to propagate the idea of physiological equality. African debility needed
other explanations.

Debility

One potential, and two actual, catastrophes helped to launch the second phase
of South African nutritional research. In the late 1920s and early 1930s a severe
drought dried up many of the springs and rivers that fed the fields and stock
in that already arid land. The international depression coincided with the
drought. Only when South Africa left the gold standard in 1932 did the
economy begin to grow again, but the recovery threatened South Africa’s
resources in one new way. Secondary industries were being developed, creat-
ing a demand for unprecedented numbers of laborers. What if the health of
rural Africans had been so undermined that they were simply too few or too
weak to serve the country’s burgeoning need for more labor? The question
reflected the tenuous confidence in the South African economy’s ability to
grow.56 Medical men and employers voiced this malaise when they took note
of the spread of tuberculosis among black miners and when they learned from
rural doctors that half the African children born in the reserves died before the
age of five. (They, of course, had to rely on their own observations because the
state did not register African births and deaths.) These specific indices of
African debility, together with more general fears of a stunted and inefficient
labor force, fueled a nearly two-decade-long spate of investigations into the
nutritional well-being of all South Africans.

About twenty surveys of South African nutrition produced between 1929
and 1945 reflect the redefinition of “race deterioration.” The social Darwinist
phrase was going out of fashion, as was the concept of extinction, but the inse-
curity remained. The researchers chose indices of the condition often as dif-
fuse as the fear itself. Some researchers did focus on, and try to enumerate,
such observable symptoms as dental decay, rickets, pellagra, and infant deaths.
The earliest South African research on malnutrition, published in medical
journals before about 1937, tended to examine these precise defects.57 After
1937 there was an increasing tendency for researchers to measure height,
weight, and the circumference of forearms in an elusive search for numerical
indices of normality and nutritional health. But it was often impossible to
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learn whether and how such measurements were connected to ill health or
weakness. The word debility captures the generic sense of alarm extending
throughout both these phases.

What is remarkable about the researchers’ efforts is that as they broadened
the scope of their search for a medical definition of deterioration, they were giv-
ing the imprimatur of scientific authority to discussions of social conditions.
By the early 1940s nutritional research was not only proving correlations
between poverty and malnutrition, it was helping to bring the concept of
African poverty into public discourse. Science was validating inquiries that had
a political trajectory.

Before examining the studies to discover what they reveal about South
Africa’s interwar malaise and the sense that nutritional experts were making of
it, it must be stressed that South Africa was not alone in these concerns. In
fact, the desire to define and bring about nutritional health was imported to
South Africa from Europe, especially from Britain. The 1904 study of British
physiques had been followed by others reflecting the belief that working-class
diets—heavily biased toward tea, bread, and jam—needed to be made more
robust and that such time-honored British staples like oatmeal and milk
should be added. However, during the 1920s, when people in Britain and
America talked about nutrition, they mainly focused on the health of infants
and invalids. (Adults ideally ate well simply by responding to their appetites.)
Curative medicine was, in any case, the order of the day; eating well to pre-
vent disease was not a common medical concept.58

In the late 1920s concern about nutrition was burgeoning, and it spread
to the empire. John Boyd Orr, head of an animal research institute in Scot-
land, joined John Gilks, head of medical services in Kenya, to compare the
value and impact of Masai and Kikuyu diets. Their conclusions owed more to
their preconceptions that it was unhealthy to eat blood or simply vegetables
than to the rigor of their logic. Measuring muscular strength with a dyna-
mometer or recording the incidence of tropical skin ulcers, after all, revealed
very little about the labor value of either group. Nevertheless, Orr and Gilks
thought that a “general improvement of agriculture and animal husbandry
amongst the Akikuyu will almost certainly be accompanied by an improve-
ment in the health and working capacity of the natives themselves. . . . [T]he
loss of health and efficiency attributable to deficient diet,” they concluded, “is,
therefore of considerable economic importance.”59

The League of Nations took up the subject of the quality of colonial diets
in 1933, encouraging further research in both the French and Belgian empires.
Anthropologists adopted the inquiry with enthusiasm, and, in 1936, an entire
issue of the journal Africa was devoted to studies of food consumed through-
out the continent. The nutritional interest of Audrey Richards, author of one
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of the articles, stemmed from her work with a family welfare settlement in
Frankfurt in 1924, yet another indication that nutritional concerns originated
in European cities in the 1920s among middle-class persons worried about the
fate of the working class. Richards, a student of the anthropologist Bronislaw
Malinowski, was eager to apply what she learned from the social sciences to
improve colonial societies.60

The effusion of international interest in nutrition during the interwar years
resulted from the discovery and isolation of vitamins around the time of
World War I. Biochemists were the heroes of these scientific breakthroughs,
well into the 1940s. Scientists who applied their vitaminic insights to the
colonies tended to focus on soil quality, maintaining that if people were mal-
nourished, it was because they had overused the land where they grew their
crops and herded their cattle, and so depleted it of essential minerals.61

In brief, this story about the degradation of African land came to promi-
nence in the 1930s from diverse roots. One was nineteenth-century mission-
aries seeking, according to William Beinart, “to legitimise their activities by
projecting their task as one of restoring ecological balance and plenty to a dev-
astated land of unbelievers.” Another was drought commissions criticizing
white and black farmers for overfarming the land. Yet another was propaganda
from the United States, where Department of Agriculture officials were cop-
ing with their own dustbowl. Finally, there were “the political imperatives of
segregation.” This last point is well illustrated by the words of I. B. Pole-Evans,
a senior official in South Africa’s Department of Agriculture, who wrote in
1938 that the greatest social problem in South Africa was urban migration
caused by “poverty and hunger.” “Land that formerly produced virile whites
and healthy and contented natives,” he went on, “no longer continues to do
so. The original valuable vegetal cover has been removed, the soil has lost its
fertility, and much of the precious land has been washed away. Man has mis-
used the land that formerly gave him health and wealth.” The consequent drift
to town, lamented by segregationists, had resulted in a “competitive associa-
tion of the races in the struggle for existence.” As Beinart has argued, the nar-
rative bears greater truth with reference to some overpopulated areas, like the
Herschel district of the Transkeian Territories, than others. It also slights “the
rich experience of practical experimentation [with soil types and planting
times, for example] in the African rural areas.”62

The story that South Africa’s land was deteriorating framed virtually every
discussion of African diet during the Union’s first fifty years. The medical offi-
cer E. H. Cluver wrote thankfully in 1939, “The marriage of health and agri-
culture, as it was felicitously phrased at a historical meeting of the League of
Nations, has certainly proved advantageous to health.” Three years later,
Dr. Sidney Kark warned, “all our efforts to combat malnutrition were doomed
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to failure if soil erosion continued to devastate the land.” Most analyses of
African debility could be traced back to the assumption that the land in the
reserves was dying.63

Nutritional knowledge from Europe transplanted to the colonies con-
tributed to another major interpretive stress. The study of diet had led European
researchers away from biological determinism, that is, from any conclusion
that the working classes had inherited certain physiques and capacities. If
Europeans were scrawny, it was probably because they ate too many pickles
and too much vinegar, as the 1904 parliamentary inquiry suggested, rather
than that they had inherited meager physiques. In South Africa the bio-
chemists, whose work presupposed that human bodies were essentially the
same, succeeded in demolishing the logic of racial determinism so that it
played virtually no role in clarifying the causes of the perceived physical degen-
eration of Africans. The weight of explaining malnutrition thereby fell either
on wage rates or on African culture. In the former case, there were unavoid-
able political implications. In the latter case, eating poorly could be read as a
sign that time-honored African habits were not up to the challenges of moder-
nity. If this interpretation were true, then science in general, and nutrition in
particular, were among the greatest gifts that the imperial powers had to give
to the colonized.

Between 1929 and 1946 researchers produced at least seven significant stud-
ies of the nutritional health of white South Africans. The fear that whites could
not live in South Africa had clearly died. In place of this definition of race dete-
rioration—to which the only logical solution would have been to return to
Europe—a new idea appeared: how to save the poorest whites and assess the
damage poverty had inflicted on their bodies and minds. The first study was
launched in 1929 under the auspices of the Carnegie Commission’s investiga-
tion of the “poor white problem” in South Africa. The six-member commis-
sion devoted one volume of its report to “health factors.” The author of that
volume, Dr. W. A. Murray, sent by the department of public health, used
data—chest, weight, and trunk measurements—similar to those Orr and Gilks
had collected among the Masai and Kikuyu.

Murray, nevertheless, complained that his data were too subjective, and
much of his chapter on malnutrition laments the impossibility of making
comparisons across time and space. The few extant figures did allow him to
inquire, inconclusively as it turned out, whether malnutrition retarded the
onset of puberty among “necessitous” youth. He also noted that children who
lived on the high Transvaal plains seemed to be bigger than those in Natal,
probably because the atmospheric pressure on the coast inhibited “the increased
assimilation of nitrogen.” He did not check out the labor potential of poor
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white adults and how it was affected by their nutritional status. In fact, Mur-
ray expressed frustration with his data far more frequently than he conveyed a
sense of urgency about white strength. He even suspected the situation was
improving: the continuous decline in the proportion of the malnourished seg-
ment of the white population in the Cape from 1918 to 1929, he observed, was
probably a result of “the excellent work done by local committees, with State
support, in providing necessitous school children with a daily nourishing meal
at or near the school.”64

White-focused studies such as Murray’s appeared often after his volume was
published in 1932. The authors shared Murray’s desire for anthropometric data
and, like him, drew conclusions that the measurements themselves did not
quite support. The paucity of their data highlights their preconceptions. When
parliament mandated a survey of European schoolchildren in 1937, using three
different kinds of examinations (clinical, somatometric, dietary) as recom-
mended by the League of Nations, it discovered “malnutrition . . . in minor
forms,” but no gross deficiency or starvation.65 Without a historical baseline
of data, researchers were left to draw comparisons between the provinces:
Natal schoolchildren had apparently grown heavier over the 1930s, for ex-
ample, though the significance of this observation is hard to define. Not only
did careful measurements fail to reveal what change over time meant, they also
had no clear nutritional significance. Their interest lies partly in documenting
that whites in South Africa decreasingly feared they were facing extinction or
even a physiological crisis.

A 1941 report by F. W. Fox, the SAIMR biochemist, and Douglas Back, an
agricultural researcher, explicitly confirmed this sense that the white nutri-
tional crisis was passing. “We see no reason for supposing,” they concluded,
“that malnutrition is on the increase, or that, speaking generally, conditions in
the rural areas are deteriorating; in fact many of those best in a position to
judge assured us that conditions in their own areas were at least better than
some time ago, or were even steadily improving.”66

Reports on whites, in contrast to studies of black health, tended to stress
less explicitly their labor potential. Dr. C. Louis Leipoldt, for example, urged
that poor rural whites be “husbanded for the State” by being cured of malaria,
and “fed, trained and disciplined properly.” The results would repay whatever
“treasure” had been spent to uplift them. With this exception, poor whites and
poor blacks tended to be discussed in similar terms. Fox and Back wrote about
the “poverty of knowledge, ambition and industry as well as poverty of pur-
chasing power” among rural Europeans. Once again targeting soil erosion as
“the first and greatest nutritional problem,” they implied that poor white man-
agement of the soil was no better than black efforts.67 No nutritional study
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after Murray’s drew attention to the specific ethnicity of the European poor,
that is, that they were disproportionately Afrikaners.

The eleven or so studies of nonwhite people during this period demon-
strate the belief that the physique of Indians, Coloureds, and Africans was
worsening, unlike that of poor whites in the above studies. The first such sur-
vey was also conducted by Fox and Back on a five-thousand-mile journey in
April 1937 in the Transkeian Territories. They collected data on infant mortal-
ity and the heights and weights of African children in areas where milk was
abundant and where it was not. Their three-and-a-half-month trip was clearly
inspired by concern that rural children would not develop strong bodies. It
was likely that the labor force would shrink just as labor needs were increas-
ing; the infant mortality rate was widely believed to be high. On the first page
of their survey, Fox and Back quoted the Witwatersrand Native Labour Asso-
ciation’s 1936 report: “it is being increasingly realized that some of these [fac-
tors guaranteeing the continued availability of African labor] are altering
appreciably and not always for the better.” The Chamber of Mines had sent
them to the Transkei and Ciskei for the explicit purpose of ascertaining such
facts. With the local Native Recruiting Corporation offices as their bases, they
established contact with the local magistrate, medical men, and hospitals, as
well as “Native chiefs, village groups or kraals, getting in this way into fairly
close and frequent touch with Native life and the Native point of view.”68

Many Africans, so Fox believed, considered their traditional diet cheap, sat-
isfying, and nourishing. However, its very simplicity was making it vulnerable
to “contact with Western civilization,” especially with local traders from whom
Africans, imitating European consumer habits, were buying machine-ground
mealie meal, white bread, tea, canned fish, and condensed milk, as well as a
considerable amount of sugar. They were growing to despise traditional dishes
such as wild spinach. The major problem looming in the future, he consid-
ered, was rapid deterioration of the land from overgrazing, especially by the
sheep of the small wealthy minority and by cultivation of steep hillsides. He
did not mention the Natives’ Land Act that had established the small size of
African reserves, but noted that shifting cultivation and communal grazing
were viable agricultural techniques only as long as the land was unlimited. Fox
credited Orenstein with “the happy thought of combining the agricultural
with the nutritional approach”; linkages between health and agriculture were
already common in dominions like Australia. The Native Economic Com-
mission report of 1932 had influenced his analysis by noting that “[b]efore the
time of the present disastrous overstocking, milk was plentiful.”69 The narra-
tive of degeneration was spreading from concern with deterioration of the
people to the deterioration of the land.
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When Mrs. K. Malherbe, a member of parliament, asked the South African
House of Assembly in 1937 to sponsor nutritional research, she was giving
voice to all the above influences: the contemporary international trend to
investigate vitamin deficiencies; the fashion of linking malnutrition to impov-
erished soil; anthropologists’ efforts to facilitate the modernization of colonial
societies; and South African white fears about the shrinking of the local labor
supply caused by the high infant mortality rate and by the incidence of tuber-
culosis. The same vectors primed government officials to respond positively,
and parliament in 1937 directed the Department of Public Health to set aside
six thousand pounds to fund nutritional surveys. The amount of money was
not large; it was simply unprecedented. Over the next four years researchers
spent that money documenting the food status of segments of the body politic.
Each of the four racial groups was studied independently. In 1938, one-fifth of
the white schoolboys throughout the four provinces were measured and placed
in one of the four categories on the Dunfermline scale: nutritional status that
was excellent, adequate, needing attention, or requiring immediate hospital-
ization. Given the vagueness of the measures, it is perhaps not surprising that
malnutrition of one degree or another was said to exist in fully 40 percent of
this white schoolboy population. Also in 1938 the Bantu Nutrition Survey, con-
ducted by Sidney Kark, a medical officer, and Harding LeRiche, an anthro-
pometrist, focused, with the same techniques of measurement, on the incidence
of malnutrition among schoolchildren: 71 percent of African boys and 66 per-
cent of girls were found to be suffering from malnutrition. Meanwhile, Dr.
B. A. Dormer studied one thousand Indian schoolchildren in Durban for evi-
dence of disease caused by food deficiency. The remaining thousand pounds
went to Dr. John Fleming Brock, professor of medicine at the University of
Cape Town, for his Cape Nutrition Survey, similarly devoted to measuring
schoolchildren, though Brock included blacks, whites, and Coloureds and ran
biochemical (vitamin C saturation, hemoglobin and blood, x-ray of bones, and
calcium and phosphorus metabolism), not only somatometric (body measure-
ment), tests.70 His study found that, in selected districts, approximately half of
the children in each group were malnourished. Nevertheless, he expressed
doubt about the reliability of conventional indicators of nutrition.

Nutritional concern pervaded discussions of South Africa’s future. The
South African Institute of Race Relations held a conference in Cape Town in
1939 whose proceedings were published in a special issue of its journal, Race
Relations. The institute credited that gathering, which called for a national sur-
vey of food resources, for the creation the following year of the National
Nutrition Council, which had been advocated five years earlier by the League
of Nations.
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After 1940, in a significant new direction, many researchers, frustrated by
the unreliability of such categories and measures as the Dunfermline scale,
began to seek causes and consider remedies. What caused the patterns of mal-
nutrition? What correlations could be drawn between those patterns and other
social variables? And what could be done to improve them? A biochemist,
Leon Golberg, wrote in a 1942 issue of the South African Medical Journal that
since the existence of malnutrition had been proven, the postwar task must be
“remedial . . . reconstruction.”71

Scientific research was becoming linked with social science. When Miriam
Janisch, a social research officer in the Non-European and Native Affairs
Department of Johannesburg, surveyed African income and spending in
Johannesburg in 1941, Fox contributed an appendix on diet. J. L. Gray, head
of the Department of Social Studies at the University of the Witwatersrand,
discovered a “regular and formidable increase in malnutrition” accompanying
a decline in family income among Europeans on the Rand. Edward Batson,
with Carnegie Foundation funding for a socioeconomic study of the Cape
peninsula, found a positive correlation between poverty and malnutrition.72

Soon their findings would be cited by government commissions of inquiry—
into the conditions of urban Africans (1942), miners’ wages (1943), and the
creation of a national health service (1944), for example—and by parliamen-
tarians debating such issues as school feeding.

In 1939, Henry Sigerist had carried the message of social, or community,
medicine to South Africa. Invited to receive an honorary degree at the Uni-
versity of the Witwatersrand, Sigerist delivered about fifty lectures during
his four months in the country, and the SABC radio broadcast his farewell
address, urging South Africa to develop the public services that would protect
the health of all South Africans. “You are a nation, not of two, but of ten mil-
lion inhabitants.” Regretting that no vital statistics were available for Africans,
he referred to the commonly stated figure that half of all children born never
reached maturity. He appealed to white self-interest: “Disease knows no
colour bar, and a sick native population is not only an economic handicap, but
a direct menace to the health of Europeans.” The mines seemed to have
grasped that fact, he said, because, by feeding their workers scientifically and
providing medical services, they were earning large dividends. This apostle
of socialized medicine—two years earlier he had written a study of it in the
USSR—named low wages as the “basic evil.” His broad and inclusive vision
apparently inspired a generation of South African doctors; when, nearly sixty
years later, I asked Dr. Sidney Kark to name the origin of his own holistic view
of medicine, he mentioned Sigerist.73

The rising tide of tuberculosis proved to be another potent catalyst. In 1937
physicians were calling attention to the “astonishing” increase, and the
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7. Shops near miners’ hostels carried processed foods to sup-
plement mine diet, such as the imported malt extract praised in
this Imvo Zabantsundu advertisement (1938) for its energizing
powers and quick preparation.
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following year an NAD commission on indigent tuberculates reported that
the mines played “a less important role than formerly” in the spread of the dis-
ease; rather, the low milk supply in the reserves brought about by soil erosion
and inferior stock was stated as the cause. By 1945 a state of “white public hys-
teria” had arisen about the tubercular threat to the labor supply and public
health. Randall Packard has argued that, by the late 1930s, doctors commonly
linked this incidence to overcrowded housing and poor diet, whereas, he
wrote, earlier in the century, medical opinion had tended to conclude that
black people were peculiarly susceptible to the disease. After his Transkeian
tour, Fox was convinced that a definite deterioration in people’s resistance to
tuberculosis had occurred since 1935 “due to the prolonged drought” with
shortage of milk seriously damaging health. Nearly 2 percent of Natal’s urban
Africans were suffering from TB, Dr. Dormer found in his 1938 study of
twenty thousand Africans, because of overcrowding, hard work, and a diet
inadequate in vitamins and calories.74

Perhaps because of the tuberculosis scare and certainly because of fears of
future labor shortages, some mines were caring for their workers’ health more
assiduously. Wartime enhanced this concern. In July 1941, L. S. Williams
reported on his “investigations into the food and feeding of the Native labour-
ers on a certain group of our mines [five mines within the New Consolidated
Gold Fields Group]” to the annual meeting of the Transvaal Mine Medical
Officers Association, of which he was then president, noting “the almost fren-
zied efforts and research” of wartime. Based on the “immense advance in the
science of dietetics” by Fox and others, Williams had devised an improved diet
for miners at New Consolidated Gold Fields, one he hoped would become
standardized throughout the industry so that feeding could be “more scien-
tifically controlled.” He ordered an increase in the daily ration of meat, fat, and
vegetables by adding “whole orange juice,” soya bean flour, and “a definite
sugar ration.” The miners were facing greater stress by requirements to work
deeper underground, but their health improved on this new diet: the mor-
bidity rate per thousand laborers fell from 257 in 1938 to 211 in 1940.75

The doctors listening to Williams’s talk, the first on the subject in the
twenty-year history of the mine medical officers’ association, must have greeted
his paper with enthusiasm because two months later, in September 1941, they
devoted their general meeting to a laudatory discussion of the paper. Fox pro-
posed establishing a “centralized food laboratory.” One doctor suggested send-
ing the paper to the Chamber of Mines in the hope that the chamber would
ask the government to revise its minimum ration scale. Would the added
expense of an improved diet be justified? “I think it may be generally accepted
as a scientific fact that physical efficiency depends largely on wise and adequate
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feeding” and the miners were, after all, “such an important cog in the mining
industry’s machine.” Also, a “shortage of labour” would soon result from the
development of secondary industries, and “it behoves us to conserve the health
of the labour we get.”76 By 1943 the contribution of manufacturing to South
Africa’s GNP surpassed that made by mining.

Referring to the significant increase in miners’ weight upon their discharge,
Williams noted, “One may merely infer that the Natives respond very quickly
to any form of diet which is better than the one they receive at their homes.”
Dr. Goldsmith also put forward an opinion widely shared at the time but
never demonstrated, not even in Williams’s study: “I am of the opinion that
the majority of Natives are all in a state of slight malnutrition, due to a gen-
eral lack of protective food elements, in which they are not actually ill but in
which at least they cannot give maximum efficiency, and are predisposed to a
larger degree of illness.”77

Despite putting this spin on their discoveries, nutritional researchers were
contributing to potentially explosive knowledge by documenting the physical
consequences of privilege and poverty. Even the smaller studies of the late
1930s revealed with startling clarity the discrepancy between the quality of
black and white urban life; in Benoni in 1938, for example, C. C. P. Anning, a
medical officer, revealed that Europeans consumed one thousand more calo-
ries daily than Africans did, by eating twice as much meat and drinking more
than twenty times as much milk. As long as South African industries needed
many strong African laborers, this discrepancy would have pressing practical
importance; one authoritative medical voice after another called attention to
the danger in speeches and in the pages of medical journals. The Pietermar-
itzburg medical officer, M. Maister, warned in 1940, “Apart from humanitar-
ian reasons, we cannot afford to stand calmly by, for the cost of repairing
the damage consequent upon this malnutrition is already enormous. South
African economics depend upon cheap Native labour, yet that labour must be
drawn from neighbouring countries because enough of its own Native labour
force is not fit.” Cluver extended this economic observation into the realm of
politics when he wrote, “malnutrition, the cause of most of our ill-health, [is]
one of the main causes of inadequate citizenship.” And the National Health
Services Commission noted that malnutrition demanded a broad-based,
society-wide attack; “Nutrition, we found, was a field so broad and so inter-
woven with every phase of modern life that no single approach can, by itself,
prove effective.”78 The mid-1940s marked the end of the research inquiring
whether Africans were debilitated, because by the end of the war, the problem
had been revealed. Now was the time to do something about it.
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Kwashiorkor

In the 1950s kwashiorkor dominated medical research agendas in South Africa
and also in the international arena. The word came from the Ga language of
West Africa, describing the sickness an elder child may get when a younger one
is born. The child, typically between the ages of one and four, becomes slightly
swollen with fluid, at first at hands and feet, then patches of skin darken and
thicken, then fall off, exposing raw pink skin. The child may develop diarrhea
and grow irritable or extremely listless. Death commonly follows.

Since 1933, when the condition was first publicized under that name, re-
searchers have debated its causes. Earlier, it had been called atrophy or “malig-
nant malnutrition” or “infantile pellagra,” revealing that its origins were
commonly believed to lie in vitamin deficiencies. The symptoms did bear a
good deal of resemblance to the “butterfly cast” on the skin of adults who suf-
fered from pellagra. In 1944, H. C. Trowell, a British doctor who had worked
in Kenya, suggested that the cause was protein deficiency, but two years later,
working in Uganda, Trowell said he was still unable to answer the question
whether “this syndrome [is] confined, almost exclusively, to Africans and their
descendants, occasioned largely by race and heredity?” Some subsequent
researchers, such as Rhodesia’s Michael Gelfand, thought its origin lay in an
unknown toxic factor in certain batches of corn and cassava; how else to
explain the fatty liver, the sole abnormality found in postmortems? Research
in 1950 swung the balance of opinion toward a lack of protein. But was that
the sole deficiency? Five years later, the diverse histories of young patients sug-
gested that the absence of certain key minerals might also be at fault and, even
more important, that their diets may have been lacking in calories, that is, chil-
dren fell ill because they ate too little. Reflecting the staying power of that
observation, medical opinion still holds that the condition is caused by “pro-
tein-calorie malnutrition.” Early warning of its onset is provided by tracing a
child’s rate of growth against North American standards of weight, height, or
arm circumference, correlated with age. It is treated by boosting the number
of meals the sick child eats daily. Having been variously regarded for most of
the twentieth century as a condition arising from a toxin, the lack of a B vita-
min, deficiencies of either protein or calories or both, it is now commonly seen
as “a problem whose complexities have not yet been fully unraveled.”79

The ultimate causes have been as contentious as the proximate ones. The
fact that most cases occurred in the Third World led researchers to pose the
question: Was kwashiorkor caused principally by maternal ignorance or by
poverty? Cecily Williams, the British physician in the Gold Coast who had first
publicized the Ga name, attributed kwashiorkor to mothers’ feeding their
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weaned children only maize gruel and seldom high-protein foods like milk,
eggs, fish or meat, or a protein-rich mixture of vegetables such as beans and
rice. Like scurvy and debility, protein-calorie malnutrition led directly to ques-
tions about the nature of South African society and even the global distribu-
tion of wealth.

The prominence of kwashiorkor internationally from the late forties stemmed
directly from the lessons on nutrition World War II had taught. Once again,
war had revolutionized how people thought about food.80 Men with experi-
ence in relief operations in postwar Europe now assumed important positions
in the World Health Organization (WHO). The American physician Nevin
Scrimshaw, for example, had seen emaciated children in Europe and, subse-
quently, in Guatemala, and helped to push protein issues high on the agendas
of the new United Nations organizations concerned with world poverty. At
nine meetings of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization/
WHO Joint Committee on Nutrition, held between 1949 and 1975, kwashi-
orkor was featured. UNICEF was founded in 1949 primarily to distribute sur-
plus American dried skimmed milk to the hungry of the developing world, a
strategy based in part on the efficacy of such a distribution program in post-
war European schools. In the late 1950s, UNICEF added $100,000 to the
$250,000 given by the Rockefeller Foundation to WHO’s Protein Advisory
Group, its purpose “to advise on the safety and suitability of proposed new
protein-rich food preparations.” It is no wonder that Brock, South Africa’s key
player in international kwashiorkor research, called the 1950s the “protein
decade.”81

Kwashiorkor struck a responsive nerve within South Africa. It aroused the
diffuse fear of race deterioration that experts had been articulating at least since
the turn of the century. It reinforced anxieties over the adequacy of the coun-
try’s future labor supply that had sent Fox and Back on their journey around
the Transkei in 1937. The Ga name made more specific the threat of the high
infant mortality rate. Also, white taxpayers were apprehensive lest the cost of
treatment fall heavily on them. As Dr. Halley Stott, founder of the Valley Trust
in rural Natal, noted in 1960, the “tremendous” amount of more than a mil-
lion pounds a year was spent on urban hospitalization at King Edward VIII,
one of Durban’s two non-European hospitals, and the vast majority of its
kwashiorkor cases came from the reserves. This meant that Africans themselves
were making only a token payment of a few shillings “towards a cure which
has probably cost the taxpayer a considerable sum of money.”82 Stott’s own
records at the Botha’s Hill Health Centre showed kwashiorkor mounting in
1965 to a peak of 180 cases per 10,000 children under the age of seven attend-
ing the center for treatment.
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The prominence of kwashiorkor research in South Africa owes a great deal
to the energies and international eminence of Dr. Brock. He was also in the
forefront of medical efforts to give greater emphasis to the prevention of dis-
ease and not to concentrate wholly on cure. Leaving the University of Cape
Town in 1926 to study animal physiology at Oxford University as a Rhodes
Scholar, he encountered a discipline that was contriving to raise productivity
of food—more eggs and milk, and faster-growing piglets—by improving ani-
mal diet. The study of human nutrition, on the other hand, was then devoted
mainly to concocting diets for invalids. During his entire medical training at
Oxford and then at the London Hospital (1926–1932), he said, “I never heard
any talk about applying nutritional science to the prevention of disease or to
the achievement of good and lasting health except in the sphere of infant feed-
ing.” His appreciation of the importance of diet was undoubtedly stoked by
his year at Harvard Medical School in the early 1930s; he found American rec-
ommended daily allowances for food, and especially dairy, consumption to be
phenomenally high, a product of the local food industry’s promotional talents.
In 1936 he took these American lessons on the importance of diet, however
overblown, to Cambridge University where, assisting Professor J. A. Ryle,
he developed his lifelong commitment to “social,” later known as “commu-
nity,” medicine. Ryle taught that medical science properly looked after a per-
son within the context of his entire environment, that is, “the whole of the
economic, nutritional, occupational, educational, and psychological oppor-
tunity or experience of the individual or the community.”83 Nothing contex-
tual was irrelevant to health. In 1938, Brock returned to South Africa to apply
those lessons there.

Brock’s successes owed much to foreign donors. In 1939, the year after he
became professor of the practice of medicine at UCT, he received one of the
thousand pound grants that parliament had been dispensing for the study of
South African nutrition since Mrs. Malherbe’s motion in parliament. Research
money was generally hard to obtain, however, and much of his subsequent
success depended on overseas, especially U.S., support. In 1949 he was
appointed to the nutrition panel of the WHO, which sent him and M. Autret
the following year around the continent of Africa to collect information on the
epidemiology of kwashiorkor. His classic report “Kwashiorkor in Africa” was
based on this trip. Also in 1949, the South African Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research established a clinical nutrition research unit under his
direction at the University of Cape Town, and from that base, Brock led a pro-
ductive research team that would put South Africa on the international map
of leading nutritional research for the next two decades. Funds from the Merck
pharmaceutical company and the Williams-Waterman Fund of New York
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enabled this team to conduct the first South African intercity clinical trial in
pediatric nutrition, with special attention to the treatment of kwashiorkor.
In 1957 the National Institutes of Health, U.S. Public Health Service, began
its decade-long support of the metabolic ward and laboratory at the Red Cross
Memorial Children’s Hospital in Cape Town.

In between his first trip to Central Africa in 1944 and his return in 1950
under the aegis of WHO, Brock collaborated with F. W. Fox in analyzing how
nutritional factors affect human health and welfare in Africa. Their 1949 arti-
cle in the South African Medical Journal suggests how difficult it would be to
apply Ryle’s lessons to African societies Brock himself knew only as a visitor.
Brock noted that “Africa has been backward in applying existing knowledge of
nutritional science to the welfare of mankind,” its agriculture “wasteful and
inefficient”; “apathy, ignorance and superstition” had led to “starvation in the
midst of plenty.” Undoubtedly influenced by Fox, he noted the need to con-
serve soil resources in the South African reserves rather than allow them to
be depleted by “primitive agriculture and the effects of the lobola system on
pastoral methods,” an allusion to overstocking. While he did say the reserves
had “inadequate area in relation to population,” he skirted policy issues on the
distribution of land. He was more forthright on wage issues. As early as 1943
he had written that the “only final solution is to raise wages” paid to every
employed person among South Africa’s ten million population.84

After his research trip around Africa with Autret, Brock would once again
address the question of “backwardness,” but now saw it as an effect rather than
a cause of malnutrition. “It would not be too far-fetched,” they wrote, “to
attribute to protein deficiency, at least in part, the backwardness of the African
people.” He recommended milk as the best prophylactic and cure. Six years
later, Brock and John D. L. Hansen demonstrated that skimmed milk was the
best treatment; it approximated the combination of amino acids, glucose, and
a salt mixture that they had successfully devised.85 Brock’s clinical research
pointed out the general need for more and better food for all sectors of the
population and gave no support to those who urged that African health should
be improved simply by fortifying their staple foods with vitamin additives.

Brock, perhaps sensitive to his dependence on government funding, engaged
in no political activity until after his retirement in 1970, when he joined the
Progressive party. In his articles and surveys he depicted South Africa as one
all-inclusive country, every race within it running the risk of malnutrition. As
a doctor he knew he could insist only that politicians reorganize the country’s
agriculture and economy, rather than decide on the remedies himself. And so,
his critiques of policies and the attitudes supporting them tended to be
oblique. He told medical students in 1945, for example, “Capacity for hard
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physical work over a limited number of years is not the sole objective of
human evolution,” as if to caution them not to think of Africans simply as
units of labor.86 The doctors he helped recruit and train would develop even
more explicitly the political implications of their research.

Hansen helped to heighten the sociological tenor of kwashiorkor studies.
Returning to South Africa in 1953 after working with a neonatologist in
Boston, Hansen was adopted onto Brock’s research team and, for the next
three years, studied why skimmed milk cured kwashiorkor. While engaged in
this project, he observed the high incidence of kwashiorkor patients at the Red
Cross Hospital—20 percent of the children there were afflicted—and this
insight stimulated his further research. In a paper on the symbiotic interaction
between gastrointestinal infection and malnutrition, he drew attention to the
differential rates between Europeans and non-Europeans. Virtually no Euro-
pean infants had died in either Cape Town or England in 1957 from gastroen-
teritis, he wrote, but close to forty of every thousand deceased non-European
infants in Cape Town had succumbed to such infections. Taking a leaf from
social medicine, he itemized in the South African Medical Journal environ-
mental factors like the poor quality of most nonwhite housing, a demoralized
and insecure population, and the fact that most people had too little money
to meet such basic needs as proper feeding. He backed up this last point by cit-
ing research on Cape Town incomes recently collected by Edward Batson. He
now suspects that this kind of wide-ranging exploration of the nonmedical
roots of childhood disease is what led to him being called a communist in the
Afrikaans press in the early 1960s.87

In 1962, Hansen noted no material difference in the birth weights of the
four South African “races,” adding that the retarded growth and weight of
poor nonwhite children began after the age of six months. The poverty of their
families, not their genes, was taking its toll. Two years later he integrated this
perspective into the research design of his study of Bonteheuwel, a Coloured
housing estate in Cape Town where, by dividing the household sample by
income, he found economic status and protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM)
“very closely linked,” and concluded that “adequacy of income and the capacity
to earn such an income” were basic to improved child health. He explicitly
rejected maternal ignorance as the cause of illness: “even if a mother is ade-
quately educated in nutritional and other principles, she has to have sufficient
income to buy protective foods to maintain the normal growth and health of
her children.”88

Hansen, like Brock, publicized kwashiorkor so assiduously that the state
declared it a notifiable disease in 1962. Neither he nor Brock brought politics
into their analyses. Rather than target issues of wage rates and land distribu-
tion, Hansen wrote that South Africa’s industrial revolution was responsible
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for its health problems: “rapid industrial development, causing among other
things a shift in population from country to town, is producing a demoralized
and insecure society that has not yet succeeded in adapting itself to the pace of
current change.” He did not fault the Medical Research Council, as some of
his colleagues did, for shifting research funds after 1970 away from kwashior-
kor and toward lipids and fats and the associated diseases of affluence. Instead,
he found their awards fair. He accepted that research priorities depended on
and hence were highly responsive to government policies because “academ-
ics in South Africa are virtually public servants.”89

Despite such research as Hansen’s, the ignorance paradigm remained a for-
midable opponent of socioeconomic arguments. Its resilience may be observed
in the work of A. R. P. Walker, a British biochemist who replaced F. W. Fox at
the SAIMR upon his retirement in 1954. After receiving his M.Sc. degree from
the University of Bristol in 1939, Walker had traveled to southern Africa in
search of better employment opportunities than Britain afforded; he con-
ducted biochemical tests on food purity for the Department of Public Health
in Johannesburg before beginning to work with Fox at the SAIMR in 1946.
Walker wrote a series of articles taking what a historian would call a longue
durée (long-term) perspective on the health and physique of South Africa’s
black people. Walker maintained that change would come slowly and natu-
rally, as it had in Europe, with rising privilege one day improving the admit-
tedly poor “Bantu” vital statistics: life expectancy, tuberculosis mortality, and
infant mortality rates. The process would not be fast because it depended on
education in “understanding, self-reliance, and responsibility,” that is, how to
spend their money wisely and live hygienically. Only an idealist would assert,
he wrote, that there was a “readily available ‘blueprint’ whose adoption could
guarantee instant or even quick success when applied under South African
conditions.”90

And yet, his historical attempt was married to an ahistorical one. As late
as 1960 he was arguing that food resources in the reserves depended on the
quality of the land, the presence of parasites, and also “the providence and
intelligence of the peoples themselves,” as if subsistence farming were still pos-
sible in those cash-dependent areas.91 But the vast majority of his sources were
other articles in medical journals; he cited his sources without referring to
the time they were written, and he quoted no Africans. While in principle
acknowledging regional differences, he tended to speak of “the Bantu” as an
undifferentiated category. This tendency was strengthened by his habit of
drawing analogies to the health and physique of black Americans, as if race
were a superhistorical determining factor.

Walker sought to defend his adopted country from the slings and arrows of
international outrage and exclusion. After the WHO excluded South Africa in
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1963, international medical journals began to show “hesitancy” about pub-
lishing articles by South African authors. Walker perceived this onslaught as
unfair and “over-simplified” because foreign critics falsely supposed that the
infant mortality rate, for example, could be lowered “by a greater degree of
intervention, direct and indirect, by health and other authorities.” He mar-
shaled arguments from medical journal articles to demonstrate the real limits
to what any program could achieve: a well-nourished mother does not pro-
duce better-quality milk, poor women need less calcium than more privileged
women do, “country Bantu run well, often despite poor nutritional status and
infections,” and degenerative diseases like hypertension and coronary heart dis-
ease afflict privileged populations. “The benefit of school meals to health status
remains unproven,” he said, and provisions of pure water do not immediately
lower rates of morbidity and mortality from gastroenteritis “until the hygienic
practices of the population involved are greatly improved.”92 Walker’s profes-
sion had trained him to focus on the microscopic and, possibly as a result,
Walker missed the wider social context of national health.

This third fashion of nutritional research waned in the late 1960s for a
variety of reasons. The archival data to explain why is not yet available. The
government withdrew funding from the UCT nutritional unit on Brock’s
retirement in 1970. Hansen notes in explanation that technical advances in
pediatrics had lowered interest in child nutrition and also that good nutri-
tionists, such as his colleague Stuart Truswell, chose to leave South Africa as
apartheid came increasingly under international fire. With the government set-
ting up the homelands beginning with the grant of self-government in 1959,
African rural areas, where the majority of kwashiorkor cases were now occur-
ring, were becoming the responsibility of Bantustan departments of health.
The long-standing problem of an African labor shortage was being trans-
formed by mechanization into a labor surplus. Within this context, a new fash-
ion of nutritional research began when, in the 1970s, cholesterol became the
focus of researchers’ money and time. Walker had noted that coronary heart
disease afflicted the privileged primarily, and it was in this direction that the
bias of South African nutritional research now turned. The idea of race dete-
rioration was not dead. Within the context of nutritional research, it had
simply swung, over the course of the twentieth century, from a focus on spe-
cific vitamin deficiencies to subnutrition to starvation to diseases of plenty.93

Conclusion

Kenneth Carpenter writes at the end of Protein and Energy that a general prin-
ciple “can lie so strongly at the back of scientists’ minds that it, rather than the
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observations, is the unconscious starting point of discussion, so that interpre-
tation is not truly open to discussion.” One unconscious starting point for dis-
cussion of African hunger was the idea of race deterioration. It had multiple
origins: diffuse European fears generated by rapid industrialization and urban-
ization; the unease of those who transplanted themselves to colonies; the lin-
gering popularity of the social Darwinian idea that only the fittest would, or
even should, survive; and perhaps what Oliver Sacks has called “the Eden of
lost childhood, childhood imagined, . . . an Eden of the remote past, a magi-
cal ‘once’, rendered wholly benign by the omission, the editing out, of all
change, all movement.”94 In South Africa, the concept of physical decay seems
to have been increasingly defined racially in this period, along lines similar to
those by which the upper classes judged the lower classes in Britain. People
even applied the concept to the land.

South African research on these matters shifted as international scientific
research paradigms changed. This is not surprising: the historian of science
Thomas Kuhn taught us to expect such shifts.95 South Africa’s political ten-
sions and the whole question of the national destiny also affected the ques-
tions researchers raised about people’s health. Researchers talked candidly about
the economy’s need for a strong and healthy labor force, and the economy had
indeed shaped and funded their research agendas. As targets of research,
scurvy, debility, and kwashiorkor reflected the toll that industrial development
was taking, especially on poor people. Some nutritional researchers deployed
evolutionary theory to argue that nothing need be done because race deteri-
oration was a consequence of biological processes. This rationale, in turn,
freed them from discussing issues of social and political power. Time alone,
they said, would take care of the social aspect of bodily decay; in the mean-
time, the state should intervene in issues of malnutrition mainly by educat-
ing rural folk. Not all researchers subscribed to this evolutionary perspective,
but many joined the social Darwinists in bypassing discussion of the role low
wages or land loss played in African malnutrition.

And yet from this unpromising nexus of “unconscious starting points” and
political and economic needs, understanding of the origins and dimensions of
African poverty grew. That knowledge would later prove useful to critics of
segregation and apartheid. It ran counter to any state-sanctioned ideology or
industrial labor needs. Scientific authority gave weight to statements that
Africans were suffering physically because of their poverty, and it documented
the consequences of material and political inequality. When international
research on nutrition shifted from an investigation of animals to chemicals and
from vitamins to proteins, it inadvertently but inexorably led to scientists’ tes-
timony on African poverty. Nutritional research was helping to quash the idea
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that European and African bodies were fundamentally different in their
nature. Following this research, racialist analyses of why Africans lived differ-
ently from Europeans came to focus less on the inherent limitations of their
bodies and more on their unscientific culture. Concern about race deteriora-
tion spilled over to the land, and in the process provided a basis for the grow-
ing ideology of African ignorance.
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chapter six

Missionaries of Science

The Growth of the Malnutrition 
Syndrome, –

There have been limits to the extent to which non-scientific people can
take part [in a scientific experiment].

Halley Stott, 1975

Rural medical doctors treated Africans debilitated by scurvy and tuber-
culosis, the dementia and sores of venereal disease, and leprosy. They tried to
keep wasting infants alive. As they reflected on the causes of these afflictions,
many tended to see African disease as fundamentally rooted in poor native
diets. The idea that “[m]ost . . . disease has its roots in inadequate nutrition”
was linked to the belief that malnutrition was the “most important [medical]
problem” in rural South Africa.1

The malnutrition syndrome was a successor to the earlier paternalistic habit
of thinking of rural Africans’ bodily suffering as principally the consequence
of famine. It also followed what Maynard Swanson called the “sanitation syn-
drome” that characterized South African public discussion of urban health
early in the century. Swanson wrote, “the imagery of infectious disease” was
a “societal metaphor” that “powerfully interacted with British and South
African racial attitudes to influence the policies and shape the institutions of
segregation.”2 In the same fashion, malnutrition gained emblematic power
that influenced state officials’ thinking about the problems of rural South
Africa and, therefore, eventually the policies of apartheid.

It is hard to say how much malnutrition really existed in rural and periur-
ban areas during the four decades 1920 to 1960. Symptoms of malnutrition
may be produced by a conjuncture of maladies, from psychological illness to
parasites. Neglect and unhappiness may suppress appetite, and infections,
rather than poor feeding, may prevent a child from obtaining nourishment.
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Accurate statistics on food intake are notoriously hard to collect, and few exist
historically for the height, weight, and age, including age at death, of black
South Africans. Further, the quality and quantity of milk yield per cow may
have deteriorated over time, but this is not a certainty.3 Malnutrition did afflict
the newly poor, whose numbers were probably increasing in rural areas since
the 1920s. The problem with the malnutrition syndrome is not that it is inac-
curate, but that it can reduce the complex causes and attributes of poverty to
a single dimension whose cure can be framed in narrowly technical terms.

The stories of the founding of two rural hospitals or health centers tell a
good deal about the distinctly South African face of the malnutrition syn-
drome. Though one was a standard rural mission hospital and the other was
a “socio-medical experiment,” both happen to illustrate interpretations of the
malnutrition syndrome that were less critical of the South African social order
and more impatient with African food culture. The archival record confirms
the ordinariness of the opinions expressed within them. Outsiders, like district
surgeons or professors, discussed the two institutions fairly uncritically, as if
they represented the mainstream of rural medical practice. Individuals and
other institutions made charitable donations to their budgets. Critical scrutiny
during these four decades focused occasionally on their finances, but rarely,
if ever, their philosophies.
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The first is Holy Cross Hospital (HCH), located in the part of the Transkei
known as eastern Pondoland, and established in 1920 by the Rev. Dr. Frank
Swinburne Drewe, who was to serve that area for the next thirty-five years.
The second is the Valley Trust and Health Centre in Botha’s Hill, Natal, where,
in 1951, Dr. Halley Harwin Stott founded a center based on his comprehensive
vision of the causes and cures of disease among the Zulu. Both founders had
an intense and coherent mission—the former religious, the latter holistic in a
secular fashion—to improve the fate of Africans, and their experience gave
them extraordinary power to disseminate scientific knowledge about rural
Africa.

Precursor to the Malnutrition Syndrome: Christian Healing at 
Holy Cross Hospital, 1920–1940

Drewe’s wider purpose as a Christian missionary helped shape his under-
standing of the connection of local culture to local disease. He had become a
doctor in order to become a missionary. The son of an Anglican priest serving
Port Isaac, a fishing village in north Cornwall, Drewe had first studied mili-
tary history, strategy, and tactics at Lincoln College, Oxford, receiving his B.A.
in 1910. Then, following his father’s example and probably also the inspiration
of a Plymouth Brethren aunt who had raised him, he began to prepare for the
priesthood, reading theology at Cuddeston College, Oxford. Learning that
medical missionaries were in greater demand than preachers, and hearing one
missionary doctor speak about life in China, he asked the Anglican missionary
society, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (SPG), to pay his fees
at St. Thomas’ Hospital in London. His training there enabled him in 1918
to pass the exams giving him membership in the royal colleges of physicians
and surgeons (MRCP and MRCS). With the exception of refresher courses,
also paid for by the SPG, that he thereafter took every five years while on nine
months’ leave in Britain, Drewe’s formal medical education had ended.

Drewe came to Pondoland equipped with a canon, that pagans could be
converted by caring for their bodies. He hoped to win over the medicine men,
the “brains” of the tribe; he envied them the natural drug they had found for
treating epilepsy and enteritis and wished they would share it with him. He
photographed “the honourable opposition” smiling for his camera and labeled
one print of two nurses standing beside a skin-clad herbalist “nurses old and
new,” noting, “I feel if only we could get him to use his good qualities and
see the error of his ways, we might be shown a fresh approach for Christi-
anity to the native mind.” He sought to replace their god, who was believed
to “live behind the thunder, knowing of individuals but not caring for or
loving them.” Converted to both Christianity and, by implication, science,
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those practitioners would come to see that germs and not the spirits called
tikolosh caused sickness. Then “the race will rise,” Drewe believed, explicitly
contradicting an eminent, unnamed doctor who had recently said Africans
would never attain the heights of the white man. He foresaw, in 1934, that the
hospital would one day be run entirely by Africans.4

Drewe had been taught to think of medical remedies for ill health in terms
of hygiene and moral behavior. He thought the Amampondo lacked both:
he found them “fascinating in their humility and childlikeness . . . exasperat-
ing in their unmorality, and lack of ambition, and enthusiasm.”5 His sketches,
watercolors, and photographs, as well as the warm memories of local people,
attest to his rapport with and affection for Africans generally, but he also grew
frustrated caring for people whose language he never learned to speak fluently,
relying on interpreters both to preach and to take case histories.

A major preoccupation of the Pondo paramount chief (the head of the royal
lineage) was to develop his “nation” so that it would maintain maximum pos-
sible independence, despite its colonial status. In 1894, Chief Sigcau reluc-
tantly, under threat of “consequences disastrous to himself and his tribe,”
submitted to being ruled by the Cape Colony. The Pondo chiefs had tried to
select innovations that would make their rule as strong as possible in these
dependent circumstances, and a hospital was one powerful emblem of moder-
nity. Chief Sigcau had made it known that he wanted modern medical care in
his territory only five years after incorporation when he decided that land
should be set aside for lepers. In 1911 his son, Marelane, granted to an Angli-
can priest, Robert Callaway, the right to establish a mission on a ridge between
two rivers where Callaway had already planted a cross. The young chief added,
“we want also a school and a hospital.” The hospital and its parent mission
might become a bulwark against any challenge to the Pondo chieftainship by
either educated Africans (“school kaffirs”) or Europeans. He wished the hos-
pital to be established for the “entire and exclusive use of the Natives.” No
doubt wanting to test the power of European medicine more than he craved
the Word, a chief cut off Callaway one day in 1912 when he tried to prosely-
tize. The chief instead discussed East Coast fever, a cattle disease then ravaging
local herds so severely that the stench of rotting cattle reached to the new hill-
top mission. In 1916 Marelane and his councillors urged the visiting bishop of
Glasgow to set up a hospital, and suggested to the chief magistrate, J. B. Mof-
fat, that the Amampondo be taxed so that a hospital could be built at Holy
Cross Mission. Callaway’s death in French trenches during World War I left
Marelane and his men on their own to try to acquire a hospital “to uplift and
develop the nation.”6

As the modernizing words uplift and develop imply, the Pondo chiefs saw
medicine as part of nation-building, that is, of keeping the Pondo chiefdom
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as independent as possible, and Drewe fell in with this agenda. Marelane
underscored who were the intended beneficiaries of the hospital when he
welcomed Drewe in 1920. He slaughtered a heifer in honor of Archdeacon
Walter Leary, who had brought the young Cornish doctor a “gift from the
English people to the Pondo race.” Drewe, adopting the chief ’s nationalistic
language, fashioned a suitable motto for the hospital—“For Jesus Christ and
the Pondos”—a motto every nursing sister at HCH would wear on her badge.7

Having accommodated the chief ’s political goals, Drewe had to come to
terms with local medical beliefs. Drewe’s first patients wondered why he
needed to ask questions about their health. Why couldn’t he tell without ask-
ing, as an African doctor could, how many children a woman had borne and
what they had died of? When Marelane took Drewe to see his ill daughter,
he expected him to explain what was wrong without asking any questions. “I
told them that I was not a native doctor but an English doctor,” Drewe said,
“and that the English custom was to ask questions.” The Pondo also loathed
the idea of being hospitalized. Staying at HCH not only separated them from
their families, but also made them vulnerable to malign forces possibly lying
around the mission. Some patients moved around the hospital grounds to
avoid the invisible snakes (ntlwanti or canti) that might harm them. Drewe, in
turn, was ignorant of the forces conjured up by the medicine men: the short,
stout, hairy man with superhuman strength (tikolosh), the bird that caused
thunder and lightning (mpundulu), the flying baboon (mfene) that carried
people vast distances at night on its back. Disease was believed to derive from
a relationship gone sour. A man with venereal disease, for example, may have
thought that a jealous man had baited a girl to make her carry the infection to
him. “No doubt it is the question of bewitching that is going to be our great
difficulty,” Drewe wrote in 1922.8

Many Amampondo, maintaining their beliefs in the spiritual causes of sick-
ness, sought to mix indigenous and imported techniques for protecting their
health. Pondo medicine was by nature an eclectic combination of strategies.
There was no canon of “witchcraft,” as Drewe and other Christians called local
“methods of causing sickness to other people” by targeting enemies.9 People
did not believe that all diseases were caused by ill will; they would have found
laughable, for example, the idea that the common cold was sent by an enemy.
At first, Drewe was used as the doctor of last resort. Witchdoctors sought out
Drewe for their own illnesses and brought patients to him, expecting to get
paid for their efforts at referral. But patients came only after a local diviner, the
man charged with finding the sender of malign forces, had failed five or six
times, or when a homemade mixture of patent medicines, sometimes com-
bined with Drewe’s or a witch doctor’s drugs, had failed. Drewe’s early cases
tended to be so advanced as to be hopeless.10
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When Drewe gave priority to faith over science in his proselytizing efforts,
he earned a gentle rebuke from the African overseer of the hospital farm, H. S.
Matee, in a fascinating critique of missionary methods. In a 1935 report enti-
tled “Witchcraft from the Native Point of View,” Matee eloquently urged mis-
sionaries to teach science rather than dwell on evil spirits: “The best advice is
that the native should be led to see that there are disease-carrying germs and
that they are those things that he has been calling by such horrible names [e.g.
tikolosh], but now he is a bit civilised he must call them by scientific names.”
Instead of genuinely teaching science, missionaries tended to “aggravate the
position” by incorrectly calling the tikolosh “evil spirits,” thus helping to spread
rather than dampen a “spirit of fear”; the tikolosh were not evil spirits but mes-
sengers sent to do harm by people with evil intent. “The Church with all its
Medical Missions should not find it difficult to arrange for lectures on Health
by Medical Experts,” Matee concluded, “so that the intelligent natives should
be led to know the real causes of sickness.”11 Matee was taking care to distin-
guish himself from the uneducated, but he was also asserting that everyone
was capable of learning science if approached in a less adversarial way than the
missionaries when they derided local spirits.

Drewe’s efforts were lonely. The nearest hospital lay more than one hun-
dred miles away in Umtata. As the district surgeon in Lusikisiki, W. P. Nicol,
had complained in 1915, “In these wild native districts there is practically no
such thing as Public Health.” The Cape Colony had once “quite seriously con-
sidered” establishing small “native” hospitals throughout the reserves, but
nothing had been done. “It is strange,” Nicol added, “that whereas special pro-
vision is made for the care of cattle, sheep and goats, man himself should be
neglected.”12 The district surgeon (DS) in each of the four magisterial towns
of eastern Pondoland—Tabankulu, Lusikisiki, Flagstaff, Bizana—provided
skeletal public health services, designed mainly to prevent epidemics: as an
employee of the Union Department of Public Health, the DS periodically
inoculated people against smallpox, certified lepers, performed postmortems,
and tended to the health of people on white farms and in the towns. They
serviced very few rural people. The state continued mainly to ignore rural hos-
pitals throughout Drewe’s career at HCH and, as a result, the hospital came
close to closing on several occasions.

The hospital had been founded when church wardens collected one hun-
dred pounds from members of a Wimbledon congregation one Sunday in 1919
as they filed from the Anglican church where Drewe was priest; subsequently,
the managing director of a Durban drug company agreed to help him found
the hospital after learning how little capital he had. These spontaneous gifts
apparently set the pattern for funding in the decades to come. For most of
Drewe’s stay, private donations pulsed into Holy Cross in fits and starts. When
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the hospital appeared about to close for lack of six hundred pounds, white
farmers in Kokstad, Natal, were persuaded to make the necessary donation.
The SPG made small annual grants, but the level of gifts from Britain fluctu-
ated with the fortunes of the British economy. The patients themselves had to
contribute two shillings for medical care, which in lean times they paid with
their scrawniest sheep or goats, or in mealies. Local people contributed their
labor to erecting the hospital buildings and, in a way, so did Drewe. Devoid
of personal venality though he invested wisely in the stock market to ensure
his wife would be provided for after his death, Drewe himself donated directly
to the hospital his pay from the health department for working with lepers and
for helping a district surgeon. He canvased for funds so relentlessly that a
Pondo praise song depicted him as “shooting with his lips at a conference [so]
a ten shilling note will pop out.”13

For three and a half decades Drewe’s efforts to provide a wide range of
Western medical services to cure and prevent disease were weakened both by
his isolation and the lack of official support. Initially, Holy Cross received
small amounts from the NAD for building and to defray deficits. The Bunga
contributed funds each year from the mid-1920s on, collected from Trans-
keian taxpayers. The Union Department of Public Health paid, in 1938, three
shillings daily for the hospitalization of patients with infectious diseases. The
Cape Provincial Council gave a small amount (£150–£300) each year, but in
1938 its executive told Drewe that it would not consider paying for African
hospitalization until it could tax Africans for this purpose.14

Mining companies and their labor recruiters gave small targeted gifts irregu-
larly, as well as more regular support to TB victims. Holy Cross Mission, as
distinct from the hospital, had started because Callaway had lobbied the heads
of the mining companies in 1911 and obtained a five hundred pound check that
paid for its first buildings.15 Medical emergencies evoked further gifts. In
response to Drewe’s request for help the Native Recruiting Corporation
(NRC) donated one hundred pounds in 1922, a “starvation” year. From 1923,
the year the hospital officially opened, the NRC did donate one hundred
pounds annually for the upkeep of chronically sick, usually tubercular, miners
it had transferred to Holy Cross. A typhoid epidemic provoked donations
from the NRC as well as the Union government; an isolation wing was added
to the hospital around 1931. The Deferred Pay Board, spending the interest
earned by miners’ wages before disbursement in rural areas, funded the con-
struction of the maternity wing, also in 1931. The mines were more generous
than the sugar estates of Natal. The secretary of the Sugar Association in 1937
dismissed Drewe’s personal appeal, made on the advice of the Paramount
Chief, after failing to reply for three months: his business, the sugar official
said, was sugar, not philanthropy.16
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The low level of funding available for his hospital periodically depressed
Drewe’s sunny and creative temperament. At first, he could remark with pride
that he had successfully operated on a gangrenous appendix by scraping it with
a spoon, or that packing cases had served as his operating table, or that the for-
mer home of a “witch doctor” served as his surgery. The thrill eventually
palled. By 1932 lack of financial support caused him to take leave on the verge
of a breakdown.17 Over the years he never stopped struggling hard for money
to keep the hospital open. He must have been distracted by the dilemma of
always being short of cash and by the indignity of going hat in hand to ask for
donations from South African businesses that, failing to see African health as
their responsibility, rebuffed his pleas.

Drewe was a creative man, and he devoted a good deal of energy to tuber-
culosis, a tough enemy to defeat. He established a tuberculosis ward in
1925–1926, purchased an X-ray machine in 1935, and set up a laboratory for test-
ing sputum for the tuberculosis bacillus. Most notably he established a train-
ing program for African nurses, some of whom went on to pass the nonracial
state exam and become registered nurses. One of the major innovations, in
harmony with the large role that the chief ’s permission and initiative had
played in the founding of HCH, was the hospital committee, jointly run by
the hospital and the paramount. It dealt with all African affairs such as debts
and complaints. Mothers who were furious that their children had been left
unattended inside the hospital complained to the committee, which
responded by setting up the children’s ward in 1938. In addition, there was a
board on which sat members of the mission, the four local magistrates, the
paramount chief, and four district councillors. In 1939 the NAD requested the
board’s appointment, noting that it should bear responsibility for finance.18

While this tactic safeguarded the government from claims on its resources, it
appears to have been an unusual example of African participation in hospital
management and did signify Drewe’s dream that the hospital would one day
be run by Africans. Drewe started clinics in remote places, as well, such as in
Lukanyisweni, Ntafufu, and Palmerton, and organized weekly visits to them.
Over the years the numbers of people willing to try his innovations grew; 5,783
patients visited HCH in 1942, up from 3,200 in 1926.

People felt increasingly attracted to Drewe’s hospital perhaps because of the
respect he showed them. Three weeks before Drewe was due to return from
leave in 1932 the nurses went on strike. In his absence they were taken to the
paramount chief who learned that their grievances were essentially two: hos-
pital censorship of their letters to certain young men, and food. The chief cau-
tioned Drewe upon his return to “understand that these girls were drawn from
the chief ’s kraals,” that is, their status merited greater respect. Drewe acknowl-
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edged that “our personal contact with these girls was poor” and that they
needed better housing and food.19 There is no record of his precise reforms
except that he did institute study groups and devise the Holy Cross badge, a
blue cross on a white ground, symbol of Drewe’s personal responsiveness to
the nurses and their acute need for respect commensurate with their status. One
Holy Cross nurse, later the wife of ANC activist Robert Resha, praised Drewe
and the British nurses as “sympathetic to all the nurses and devoted to their
work of teaching us and seeing to our welfare and that of the patients.”20 Not
only did I hear these sentiments echoed by older nurses remaining at Holy
Cross in 1989, I have never heard or read any complaint against Drewe. His
devotion and his achievements, especially in the face of his chronic lack of
resources, were remarkable.

While Drewe’s devotion was unimpeachable and he appears to have had an
good deal of respect for local people and in return to have been highly respected,
there remains the question of how efficacious this early and weak, because
underresourced, effort to introduce Western medical care really was. The
answer to that question lies in the maladies he treated and the way he con-
ceptualized African health problems in the years leading up to the malnutri-
tion syndrome.

Medical ideas like the diagnoses of scurvy that were precursors to the mal-
nutrition syndrome were absent from discussions of HCH’s founding. For
one thing Pondoland rarely suffered from dearth and hardly ever from famine.
Having expected “dry, red, dusty sandunes [sic],” Drewe was pleasantly sur-
prised by the green rolling landscape before him. Soft, soaking rains falling
mainly between October and March appeared to keep the area well supplied
with grain (maize and sorghum) and free from erosion.21 Over the next quar-
ter century Drewe saw it visited only two or three times by “acute distress” and
only once by “real starvation,” in 1922 when people ate one meal every day or
two. Far more problematic and frequent than drought were rains so plentiful
that a profusion of weeds choked the maize and sorghum. Heavy rainfall
swelled the rivers and made the paths so slippery that horses and oxen fell in
the mud. At such times Holy Cross became more remote and inaccessible than
usual, and the journey of sick patients, whether an adult on an ox-drawn sledge
or a child on its mother’s back, was prolonged. The six days it ordinarily took
for Drewe to travel to Durban, the nearest city, where he bought his drugs
(antiseptics and anesthetics such as ethyl chloride and ether) could then mul-
tiply. The remoteness from town led many outsiders, African and European,
to call the area and the people around Holy Cross primitive and wild.

Drewe had been forewarned that the three most prevalent diseases he
would encounter would be leprosy, syphilis, and tuberculosis. Each could be
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attributed to a hygienic or sexual lapse. The palliative for each one—there were
no cures in the days before sulpha drugs and penicillin—was confined to
modifying the patient’s behavior.

To treat the lepers and prevent the spread of their disease, Drewe isolated
them in his government-funded Mkambati Leper Institution on the coast.
There he made them take daily baths in a stream of clean water and rub their
bodies with chaulmoogra oil, an Indian medicine that at best eased sores and
prevented infections. He hoped that antimony would help prevent further
ulceration of fingers and toes, paralysis, and violent outbursts. Drewe’s respon-
sibility at Mkambati, he was told by a government official in 1920, was to
make the patients comfortable, but he knew “they would all die inch by inch.”
He could not cure them; not until the time of his retirement was the cheap
and highly effective antibiotic known as dapsone introduced to Africa, and it
became widely available only in the 1950s. The importance given to leprosy
seems to have derived partly from European images of the dark continent; the
number of times British donors mention leprosy in their gifts to the SPG mis-
sion is out of all proportion to the number of patients actually residing at
Mkambati; in 1941 only forty-two certified lepers lived among the seventy
thousand people of Lusikisiki District.22 One is tempted to think that para-
mount chief Sigcau was shrewdly assessing the disease’s appeal to British donors
when he named leprosy in 1899 as the primary scourge of his land.

The second part of the deadly trinity was syphilis. Initially, Drewe had been
shocked by the “terrible immorality” of even those Pondo who had converted
to Christianity; he sent away communicants who had been found guilty of it.
He delicately avoided specifying the precise behavior that had given rise to the
disease, but, as the years passed, he attributed the disease not to all Pondo, but
mainly to the dikazi or sexually promiscuous single women who frequented
beer parties and, more generally, “to the low status of women in many African
minds.” But, in 1930, when he gave Wasserman tests to his patients, he deter-
mined that the prevalence of syphilis had been exaggerated. Only 7 to 10 per-
cent of the Pondo suffered from it, he estimated. “We do something to combat
[the conditions giving rise to the disease],” he wrote, “by continually teaching
the nurses of their duty and the part they can play in the lifting of the African
view on the women.”23 In the absence of a nontoxic cure for syphilis until
penicillin became commonly available, Drewe’s and the Western medical pro-
fession’s best remedy was, perforce, moral exhortation; meanwhile, local medi-
cine men achieved some success by treating less advanced cases with poultices
and boiled extracts from local leaves and roots.

Drewe considered tuberculosis “the scourge of the country,” and he made
it the object of his “chief energies.” Its prognosis was as grim as leprosy; only
severe TB cases would consent to admission, and the ward where they stayed
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was known as the “house of death.” Drewe found the Pondo susceptible to a
particularly virulent form of the disease. “The disease gets hold of them quickly
and completely, there seems hardly any holding of it,” he wrote in 1922. Many
died within months of showing symptoms. He tried to prevent the spread of
the bacillus by urging people to ventilate their homes and schools, rather than
keep them closed, dark, and filled with smoke. He was concerned that people
slept with their heads wrapped in blankets. While never directly blaming the
mining industry for the spread of the disease, he was fully aware that men who
had returned to Pondoland from their fourth or greater mine contract “are
liable to silicosis of a very, very acute type . . . [that] will progress so far as to
kill them in ten or fifteen years.” He wondered whether Africans should be
allowed to go to the mines more than four times, even though he thought
they liked working there and their first four visits actually developed their
physique. He regretted that “our results have not been startling. . . . In any
case we are able to show the family that little can be done when the disease is
advanced.”24 Once again, there was no cure.

Malnutrition fell far below the aforementioned trinity in Drewe’s roster
of common Pondo maladies. He did not ignore it, but he failed to treat it as
centrally important. He more frequently attributed the high infant mortality
rate—half the children born in Pondoland died before the age of three, he
estimated—to common infections such as gastritis, enteritis, pneumonia,
measles, and whooping cough, as well as a narrow birth canal, the result of
women carrying heavy weights on their heads.25 Drewe was not alone in
thinking about infections to the virtual exclusion of nutrition.26 So, too, dis-
trict surgeons writing reports in the 1920s focused on diseases like typhus and
smallpox without mentioning the nutritional status of those who fell ill. Nor
had his medical training stressed it. As the drugs he brought in from Durban
testify, his principal medical strength was his ability to operate hygienically
and to relieve pain.

Although Drewe did not blame most infant deaths on poor feeding, he did
judge some Pondo mothers harshly, like many European doctors of his time.
He thought mothers were wrong to feed their infants on demand; the child
might be crying simply because he had a stomach ache.27 Soon after Drewe’s
arrival at Holy Cross, a mother carried her dying nine-month-old child seventy-
five miles on her back to seek Drewe’s cure. She believed all her earlier chil-
dren had died from “rainbow”—bewitched by crossing a stream that a rainbow
had touched; she had been feeding the infant sorghum beer and pork. This
sort of incident would lead Drewe to testify to the Native Economic Com-
mission in 1930 that “the feeding of the children is wrongly done.” Mothers
left infants in the care of younger children in order to cultivate their land.
They were “ordered off to the lands,” presumably by the older women in the
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household.28 While the new mother was hoeing or harvesting, a sibling
would hold the infant on his or her lap and scoop handfuls of amasi (thick
sour milk) into its mouth. Given the impurity of the milk, this method
undoubtedly did cause enteritis.

Belief in witchcraft could indeed kill infants. The deadly chain of events
might be forged when a woman believed her milk to be “bad” and withheld
it. “The heathen woman and her child,” Drewe wrote, “are prey for witchcraft
should the baby sicken, as the trouble is more often than not put down to
the mother’s milk. The child has the only food that might save its life taken
from it, and the mother may be told by the Witch-doctor that she is respon-
sible for the child’s illness, in fact that she has bewitched the child. This is the
most terrible state of affairs. . . . The mother is left with her child, she watches
it die firmly believing that she herself is killing it and can do nothing to arrest
the tragedy.”29 To avoid this tragic scenario, Drewe, by 1930, had set up four
or five huts at Holy Cross where women were “taught to look after their chil-
dren.” Still, people continued to believe that a thin and sick child or one with
a bloated belly had black matter in its stomach (iplate) and should be washed
and given an enema to purge its stomach of its poisonous contents; the evil
entering the child at night had been sent by a jealous person.30 Malnutrition,
Drewe believed, existed largely because such superstitions still ruled women’s
lives; these beliefs would continue to kill young Amampondo as long as their
mothers resisted the lessons of modern science and of Jesus Christ.

Local medical logic was at loggerheads with Drewe on the issue of milk.
Whether from women or cows, milk signified social boundaries in Nguni soci-
eties both in abstract and quite concrete and powerful ways. Sour milk was
often associated with semen and so was said to produce virility. Perhaps for this
reason, a man would eat sour milk only in neutral places such as the homes
of his closest relatives; he could not marry a girl where he had eaten sour milk.
No one who was ritually impure could, in principle, drink cow’s milk: a new
mother had to avoid it for ten days; a bride could drink it in her husband’s
home only after completing her ritual incorporation into that home and sev-
ering her ties to her father’s umzi (household); and after a death, milk was
spilled from all calabashes except, interestingly, those of the children. Before
putting her child to breast, a new mother, after walking in areas where malign
forces might lurk, would chew on a charm made from a root, spit on her child’s
body, and squirt her own milk on the child and on the ground. In this way,
and also by wearing a special charm for the first three or four months after giv-
ing birth, she would try to ensure that her milk had not been bewitched.31 It
is not surprising that such a potent signifier of social boundaries could also be
seen as carrying malign power.
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Educated Africans like Mr. Matee, the overseer of the hospital farm, joined
the chorus blaming mothers for neglect, “superstition,” and “ignorance.” An
African medical doctor, Dr. M. R. Mahlangeni, explicitly tied the 60 percent
infant mortality rate he had estimated in his Mount Frere practice to maternal
neglect, implying that this negligence occurred most grievously in matters of
hygiene. Based on a careful twelve-month survey, Dr. Mahlangeni reported in
1930 that the most prevalent cause of infant death was enteritis because moth-
ers were “very backward in the way they handle the children, the feeding and
the care are bad.” Another African witness to the Native Economic Commis-
sion, B. S. Ncabene, spoke as harshly: pregnant rural women did not know
how to treat themselves and their infants, and because there were no midwives
no one looked after them, “just like a wild beast in a field”; they became preg-
nant again too soon after giving birth, and consequently mother and child
never became strong; their huts were unhygienic; newborns were not prop-
erly fed because “children, even of seven months of age, are allowed to eat
cooked mealies and to eat nearly everything.”32 In 1944, the paramount and
two of his chiefs asked Drewe to give advice on infant feeding and welfare to
women in their locations each month. These local judgments indicate that the
malnutrition syndrome had local roots lying partly in men’s judgment of
women’s work; African men, used to looking for the causes of disease in social
relations, were now phrasing their blame in social scientific terms by suggest-
ing that uneducated women were poor mothers. The idea of culpable moth-
ers was not simply transplanted from metropolitan medical circles.

The Fiscal and Medical Crises of the 1940s

During the 1940s the malnutrition syndrome grew from a conjuncture of
forces, some medical, others financial. The net effect was that by the time the
National party won the 1948 election many were primed to see rural African
life in a state of disarray deriving from basic cultural deficiencies. In this decade
can be seen the seeds of change that led from the qualified respect for African
culture characterizing Drewe’s first twenty years to the common tendency in
the 1950s to denigrate it and to blame sick Africans for their own suffering.

The first crisis hit South African medicine when donations from Britain
were cut off by World War II. HCH fell into an eight hundred pound debt
in 1940, and Drewe was forced to travel to Johannesburg to appeal for more
money to the NRC and the Chamber of Mines. In newly straitened circum-
stances, he met a familiar response. The general superintendent of the NRC,
H. C. Wellbeloved, told Drewe he was frankly fearful that if he gave money to
Holy Cross, he would be inundated with appeals from other missions.33
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Perhaps because private industry remained cautious, the government was
slowly repudiating its heritage of neglecting African health. Its assumption
of greater responsibility was partly financial but mainly rhetorical because the
question of who was fiscally responsible had still not been sorted out. In
response to Drewe’s 1940 plea, the NAD did pledge seven thousand pounds
for new wards, a water supply, and maintenance. The big push to modernize
and extend South African medicine came in August 1942, when Henry Gluck-
man was charged with drawing up plans for a national health service. The
following year Gluckman visited Holy Cross bearing the promise of more
government aid. He praised the inclusion of Africans on the hospital commit-
tee and board, adding that if Drewe wanted regular and guaranteed official sup-
port the government would require fuller representation on the board. More
government aid would come with more government control. The prospect
frankly worried Drewe, not because he foresaw apartheid, but because gov-
ernment, with its emphasis on efficiency, could not offer the mission’s moral
commitment to “service, sympathy and religion.”34

The 1940s saw the crisis and impending defeat of the old mission order as
it faced new bureaucratic as well as medical challenges. Government officials
were clearly growing impatient with those missionary attitudes that could
hardly be described as modern. In 1942, Holy Cross was inspected by the
Department of Public Health employee Dr. Rijno Smit, who criticized it for
hospitalizing patients on average for thirty-seven days, in contrast with fifteen
at Umtata hospital. Drewe explained that he wanted to win the confidence
of patients and to treat them humanely.35 These goals cost money, and some
state officials felt the overcrowded hospital could not afford this luxury. In the
late 1940s, Drewe went one step further: he refused to allow the Cape provin-
cial administration to take over the hospital entirely because he believed
“we must keep our missionary character. We must be allowed to preach the
Gospel.”36

The second crisis was also economic. Government officials feared that
South Africa was losing strong African laborers and that weakened men would
put a burden on the state in the form of disability payments. Better nutrition
was a cheap way to ensure the survival of a strong labor force. The magistrate
of Bizana complained about one malnourished sugar estate employee—the
man was “otherwise perfectly healthy [but] could barely walk”—in the fol-
lowing terms: “the native . . . was given exemption from taxes and might apply
for a pension, and would live the rest of his life in idleness—a complete loss to
industry—in this case, the sugar farming, one which is crying out for labour.”37

It would be much cheaper, he argued, for the government to supply vitamins
such as nicotinic acid (niacin) to the district surgeons than to pay for hospi-
talization of such sick men. Given the imperviousness of the sugar industry, it
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is not surprising that the magistrate failed to suggest that the sugar estates
improve their workers’ diets. These concerns for worker health, framed in
peculiarly South African terms, built on the increased attention being paid
internationally to malnutrition from the 1930s. The magistrate’s solution—that
the government provide vitamins—may reflect either his aversion to criticiz-
ing employers or his disbelief that the mines and sugar companies would
assume responsibility for their workers’ health. Whatever the origins, some
government officials were clearly worried that the country would not only run
short of laborers, but would also have to shoulder a prohibitively expensive
bill of caring for broken men.

The tuberculosis epidemic of the 1940s sparked the greatest official alarm.
District surgeons’ annual reports from Pondoland at the time frequently linked
tuberculosis and malnutrition; one district surgeon noted, for example, that
the “chief factors in the hitherto uncontrollable spread of [TB]” were malnu-
trition “caused chiefly by the lack of a well balanced diet, and overcrowding in
the huts.”38 In 1947 the Department of Public Health even set up a course in
Johannesburg where district surgeons could be lectured on, inter alia, infant
feeding. Many of these rural doctors blamed the upsurge of tuberculosis on
mothers and the African love of cattle or “cattle complex,” rather than on the
mines.39 A Bizana magistrate worried, “until we can get them to regard cattle
as cattle and not as wealth,” children would be fed milk only after the calves
had drunk their fill, and they would be susceptible to tuberculosis.40

South African businesses were generating new kinds and levels of disease,
but African agriculture was branded the culprit. The transfer of responsibility
occurred in the following way. The malnutrition syndrome was growing along
with the scare that African agriculture was turning the reserves into deserts. A
1941 circular entitled “Save the Veld,” drafted for Transkeian schools, drew this
anxiety to its logical conclusion: “if we do not preserve the veld the Bantu may
yet disappear from the list of the peoples of Africa.” State officials explicitly
blamed overstocking—Transkeian stock had nearly tripled between 1918 and
1939—for precipitating this decline by ruining pasture so that the ill-fed cows
had nearly dried up: that was “why so many children die before they are two
years old and why many of those who do survive grow up to be thin and ill-
nourished boys and girls.” With more imagination than accuracy, Dr. Mary
McGregor testified to the 1941 Overstocking Commission that infants suffered
from diarrhea “of the fermentative type” because they ate too many carbo-
hydrates. Adding that children readily got infections because they lacked “fat
soluble vitamins,” she concluded that “the biggest enemy” of medical work
in the Transkei was “malnutrition: and the greatest lack is fresh milk.”41

The malnutrition syndrome provided useful ammunition in the armory of
native administrators trying to cull Transkeian cattle, a policy to which local
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Africans were “distinctly hostile.” The officials drew tight the causal link
between malnutrition and overstocking. Mr. Hyde, the agricultural supervi-
sor at Umzimkulu, argued that “overstocking and resultant erosion” had led
to “the undernourishment so evident among the people”; their harvests had
recently declined, and “because Native stock are to-day subsisting on a star-
vation diet, milk at the Native kraal is a thing of the past.” The chief magistrate
justified his support for culling by calling the provision of milk “the most
urgent need for action,” stressing “it is no kindness to the Native himself to
allow him in his thoughtless ignorance to destroy for ever the heritage of his
children.”42 Without scientific farming and feeding, there would be no African
future.

This scare penetrated the confines of Holy Cross, and in 1942 when the
chief magistrate of the Transkei, W. Mears, visited Holy Cross to open the
Drewe wing, he urged people to take greater care of their stock and lands so
that there should be no malnutrition, as if wages were not an issue. In 1945 the
manager of the Holy Cross farm, P. Peppin, wrote that it was imperative to
teach the Amampondo good farming so that their children would grow into
strong adults. Africans had to be taught that farming was a year-round job that
involved rising early and working late, “something to teach a cheerful, happy-
go-lucky race like the Pondos.”43

Africans, too, seized upon the malnutrition syndrome and used it to express
their opposition to culling. One Bunga councillor linked the infant mortality
rate to “babes sucking milk from underfed mothers.” Since mother’s milk
actually remains healthful long after the health of the mother has begun to suf-
fer, this analysis reflects popular alarm more accurately than it conveys fact.
Some councillors blamed the practice of dipping for keeping alive beasts bet-
ter left to die than to breed and produce inferior offspring. Others named the
state-mandated castration of inferior bulls: the shortage of bulls was encour-
aging bull owners to charge “service fees” from those wishing to get their cows
impregnated; many poor were having to go without milk, even if they owned
cows, because they could not afford the fees. In 1940 several African witnesses
to the overstocking commission presented an alternative vision of the causes
of their “abject poverty”: they needed more land rather than fewer cattle; if
they were paid a “living wage” many would abandon agriculture and stock
raising; the rules of the veterinary department governing the dipping and
inspection of cattle had increased erosion by causing them to drive the cattle
along the same routes.44 Malnutrition was proving useful to both sides in the
political fight about culling.

Drewe appears to have been reluctant to join this nutritional clamor. He
had rarely drawn a connection between agriculture and health; to the Gluck-
man Commission he simply stated that people’s health would improve once
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they recognized the value of proper cultivation, especially of vegetables, but
he continued to stress the importance of teaching Africans more about disease
and the value of fresh air.45 This perspective would soon be overwhelmed by
the malnutrition syndrome and its agrarian corollary even at Holy Cross.

Drewe’s career at Holy Cross marked the last phase of the syndrome’s
precursor when the emphasis was more on Christian mission and less on sci-
ence. Perhaps Holy Cross was too remote from urban centers to be easily
reached by such fashionable currents. In addition, Drewe’s medical training
had occurred during World War I, before the isolation of most vitamins, hence
his stress on hygiene. Certainly he was preoccupied with raising money for his
mission hospital, an enterprise that even at the time of his retirement in 1949
was being replaced by more modern—that is, technological and state-funded—
hospitals. Though he was aware that mine service was connected to tubercu-
losis, his professional bias was toward belief systems; his focus on African
beliefs led him to slight factors other than culture that affected such practices
as infant feeding. Because his career took place almost entirely before antibi-
otics became commonly available, Drewe reflects an era when medical atti-
tudes were not as marked by the hubris that would come to characterize them
in the 1950s when his legacy at Holy Cross Hospital of relative respect for
Africans and African culture would be overwhelmed.

The Rise of the Malnutrition Syndrome and the Biomedical Clinic:
Holy Cross Hospital in the 1950s

When Drewe formally retired as superintendent of the hospital he had founded
nearly thirty years earlier, his farewell ceremony lauded his achievements and
ominously foretold many of the developments in the decade to come. In
December 1949, he rode on horseback, accompanied by the men of the hos-
pital, to the Great Place of the paramount chief, Botha Sigcau, to be honored
by dancing women led by the chief ’s wife, and by the slaughter of a black and
white ox. In words undoubtedly aimed to flatter the sixty-two-year-old mis-
sionary’s life of Christian service, Sigcau explained the symbolism of its color-
ing: the white represented Drewe’s clerical collar and the good things Drewe
had taught the Amampondo, while the black stood for the black fever of igno-
rance and superstition pressing down on the people when Drewe first arrived
in Pondoland. Despite these symbols of continuity with the old paternalism,
the moment contained seeds of a new order. Drewe ceremonially handed his
stethoscope to his replacement, James E. Cawthorne. A young doctor from
suburban London, Cawthorne had three months earlier visited the provincial
administrators in Cape Town in order to discuss the hospital’s perpetually par-
lous finances. (The hospital was in danger of closing.) One of the officials had
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surprised him by asking a question in Afrikaans. Not only had an Afrikaner
nationalist regime come to power, but the internal ethos of the hospital was
changing. Cawthorne and the doctors who followed him in rapid succession
would refer less and less frequently to their Christian mission in their letters
to the SPG. And so, in many respects, internal and external, a new order was
coming to Holy Cross, its land then turned by drought, Cawthorne noticed,
into a “sunbaked expanse of dust and rock,” just as Drewe had expected it to
look thirty years earlier.46

During the 1950s malnutrition gained unprecedented prominence as a
major malady afflicting Pondo life. Every report sent back to the London
office of the SPG mentioned it. Many diverse maladies were attributed to it.
By the end of the decade some Holy Cross doctors were even citing a new
deadly trinity in their reports, replacing Drewe’s with, first, tuberculosis, sec-
ond, wounds incurred by young men in “faction fights” (a term used to
describe, though not to explain, armed clashes between groups of young men,
often beginning at beer drinks), and, third, malnutrition caused by “poverty
and ignorance.” When Cawthorne blamed what he called an African tendency
to do only as much work as could not be avoided, he attributed this laziness
to the climate and also to malnutrition that had lasted “for decades, if not for
generations.”47 This innovative perspective—that malnutrition lay at the root
of much rural behavior—was thus linked to the age-old colonial judgment that
Africans were lazy.

British nurses, like African men in the recent past, blamed Pondo moth-
ers. Eileen Hope wrote in 1950, for example, “One of our great difficulties is
trying to teach the mothers how to feed their babies properly; they have an
awful habit of giving porridge, sour milk and sour porridge to babies of a few
weeks old. Mother’s milk (or any other) is not considered food. That is just an
extra!” Doctors believed Pondo women fed their children either too little milk
or milk that was unclean, making them fall prey to infections like tuberculo-
sis and dysentery. Dr. Dennis Patient expressed amazement in 1961 at the
prevalence of tuberculosis of the chest, which, he said, “springs mainly from
malnutrition.” His wife buttressed his statement that children fell prey to
tuberculosis and dysentery because they were given a bare minimum of nour-
ishment, adding “children do not often have [milk] though the dogs may like
it.” By suggesting that people preferred feeding milk to their dogs, Mrs.
Patient was revealing her ignorance of the historic centrality of sour milk in
the Pondo diet, as well as a warped version of the cattle complex. She was also
choosing to blame Pondo maladies on an inadequate diet rather than on par-
asites from unclean drinking water. Failing to exempt the educated, who so
keenly wished not to be grouped with uneducated heathens, the medical mis-
sionaries saw all African mothers as equally afflicted by this peculiar ignorance.48
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And so Holy Cross started a baby clinic in July 1954, open to all babies,
with the special object of preventing malnutrition. One doctor remarked that
the “phenomenal” amount of dried milk consumed on the hospital grounds
was “only a palliative of course for the immense amount of malnutrition
around here.” In 1958, Dr. Spalding told the story of a mother who brought in
a baby with swollen legs and abdomen, peeling and ulcerated skin, diarrhea,
vomiting, and pains; she had fed it only mealies and water plus herbs from the
“witch doctor” and balked at admitting the baby to the hospital without ask-
ing her husband’s permission. The staff interpreted the incident as a sign of
regrettable Pondo patriarchy. But, despite having to fight premodern attitudes
of this kind, the medical staff saw signs of progress. They noted that mothers
appreciated their formula-fed babies gaining weight, an impression confirmed
by my own interviews in 1989 with mothers in the Holy Cross area. “Gener-
ally they come,” Spalding concluded optimistically. “We have not had many
children with this trouble lately and they improve dramatically with a few
weeks of good feeding.”49

The tone of medical reports from Holy Cross had become newly trium-
phant in the immediate postwar years, in marked contrast to the more tenta-
tive and spiritual victories recorded by Frank Drewe. The era of wonder drugs
had reached Pondoland. Medical science at Holy Cross had won indisputable
victories in the baby clinic through use of new antibiotics that cured such dis-
eases as whooping cough and syphilis. In addition, dried milk, with which
Britons themselves had been unfamiliar as recently as the 1940s, had become
available.

There was, however, a dark side to the hospital’s record in the 1950s. A new
tone of impatience began to permeate its reports as medical personnel, drawn
principally from Great Britain, vented frustration, that Drewe had rarely
expressed publicly, with the beliefs and habits of the Pondo. This attitude
could lead doctors and nurses to blame patients for their own misdiagnoses.
A case in point occurred in 1950 when a two-year-old child weighing only
eleven pounds was brought to the hospital by his pagan grandmother. “The
size of a miserable six month old baby,” the child had been fed on skimmed
milk. Diagnosed as malnourished, the child was dosed with water, glucose,
salt, and vitamin B every two hours when he was admitted. After two weeks,
Nursing Sister Hope fed him spinach, carrots, minced meat, and gravy, but he
showed little sign of improvement. The nurse asked the grandmother about
the child’s mother and was told she was being injected for syphilis. Exclaim-
ing, “They had not thought it worth telling us!” the nurse began to adminis-
ter penicillin and the syphilis-infected child did begin to improve.50 Diet was
emphatically not the cause of the child’s sickness, and the “malnutrition syn-
drome” clearly impeded the cure. In this case the syndrome had crowded out
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the taking of a useful medical history, the result of a failure to locate the mal-
ady in its broader context.

Holy Cross’s European nurses treated infant feeding as an orthodoxy that
knew no fashions. In fact, they were as enmeshed in culturally determined
habits as the people they were advising and were even somewhat behind the
times. Since the beginning of the century medical people had debated whether
infants should be nursed on schedule or on demand. African mothers were
seen as too ready to respond to their infants’ tears with more food rather than
realize, in the words of one South African doctor, “a good cry is the baby’s
mode of taking exercise.” This perspective was popularized by a New Zealand
pediatrician named Truby King, whose criticism of indulgent Western moth-
ers during the 1910s and 1920s had influenced the nurses who came to Holy
Cross and persisted there even after the perspective was beginning to lose
favor in Britain. Until 1920, European doctors had taught mothers to offer no
solid foods to infants under the age of twelve months. From the mid-1930s this
advice was beginning to change and, by the late 1950s, doctors were finding
no reason to avoid supplementing milk with solid food when feeding infants
over three months old. Ignoring this shift in medical fashion, Holy Cross
nurses continued to oppose feeding infants anything but mother’s milk before
at least eight months.51

What was actually happening? The chart on the next page suggests that,
in the late 1950s, malnutrition afflicted infants seasonally. The peak months for
admission to Holy Cross Hospital for malnutrition were between September
and November, the time for planting and weeding, and March to June, when
green and then dried grains were harvested. The first period conforms to his-
torical expectations of hunger; people were most likely to be malnourished
when the remnants of the previous year’s harvest were being scooped out of
the mealie pit and the new year’s crops were not ready to be picked. The sec-
ond period is more puzzling because the period from March to June repre-
sents the months of plenty.

Many hypotheses could explain these patterns, but the HCH staff raised
none of them, too wedded to the cattle complex to look further than Pondo
values. In their eyes Amampondo health was undermined by preference for
feeding milk to calves rather than children and, in addition, they blamed the
Pondo practice of feeding sour milk to infants. Because these explanations
ignore time they fail to explain the seasonal flux. My own conversations with
Holy Cross staff suggest that nurses accepted cultural explanations to the
exclusion of observing or formulating time-sensitive ones. Occasionally their
explanations did take time into account, but these usually entailed condemn-
ing Pondo values. Some medical missionaries accused mothers of neglecting
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their children to attend beer parties, generally held after harvest ended in June;
in any case, the chart fails to confirm this interpretation as the number of cases
drops then.

One plausible hypothesis concerns the steadily mounting demands on
women’s labor. Increasing numbers of Amampondo men were leaving to find
work in town in the 1950s, and so, the number of people living in each Pondo
household was declining. Harvest was, of course, a labor-intensive time; Dr.
Spalding noted in 1958 that during harvest there were empty beds in all the
wards, an indication that every hand was needed in the fields. Why would the
peak period for malnutrition occur then? Was it perhaps because a mother was
absent from her umzi, working in the fields from sunrise to midafternoon? In
that case her infant, instead of nursing, was probably being fed on inembe, the
water in which maize had been boiled. Another noncultural and time-specific
hypothesis may explain the first peak of malnutrition cases between Septem-
ber and November. These months occurred roughly nine months after migrants
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had come home for the Christmas holidays. Perhaps the impending birth of
another child had caused the preceding one to be weaned.52 The waning of
polygamy decreased the time between births.

Other women may have been under such stress—worrying about their fail-
ure to receive remittances, for example—that they produced little milk them-
selves. Still other mothers might have left their children with their own
mothers when they departed to find paid work. Mothers who went to work
in Durban or Johannesburg usually had to rely on the energy, wealth, and wis-
dom of other family members for the proper care of their children. In cases
where these qualities were in short supply or embattled the returning mother
might well find her infant sick. One former cook in the nurses’ home at Holy
Cross got a better-paid kitchen job in Benoni after her husband, a cattleless
man working initially at a hotel in Port Saint Johns, had deserted her. She left
a seven-year-old son with her brother and a one-and-a-half-year-old son with
her mother. Both children died. She did not know the cause of the elder boy’s
death, but she believed that the younger one died because he did not live with
his parents. She had weaned him on tinned milk. Despite the fact that the
grandmother was married to the local chief, she was “very poor” because she
was the fourth of five wives. The first wife controlled her and the other junior
wives so tightly that they had to beg her for milk, which, in any case, hardly
existed in winter.53

Such tragic stories are not uncommon among families left behind by wage-
earning women. They are even present among the families of better-paid
women, such as teachers. In these cases, malnutrition was likely to be caused
by the age and energy of the grandmother and her understanding of the ways
in which processed milk can and cannot substitute for mother’s milk. In this
way, the separation of the generations may well have inhibited the exchange
of systematic understanding, whether inherited or modern, about the link
between diet and health. In the poorest and most severely disarranged fami-
lies in which children or enervated and weak old women were effectively rais-
ing babies, the sharing of such wisdom may not have taken place at all. The
“cattle complex” crowded out all such questions about women’s time, and
they were never asked.

Associated in many medical missionaries’ minds with unscientific attitudes
toward infant feeding were unprogressive spending habits. As P. Peppin, the
manager of the Holy Cross farm, had observed, “[p]rimitive natives are quite
capable of selling their milk to buy beads for their personal adornment at the
store.”54 In this way, images of Africans as poor mothers and poor farmers
spilled over into harsh judgements of them as poor consumers, reminiscent of
the way the working classes in London were judged by the well fed at the
beginning of the century.
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While these ideas were not new, there were signs that medical personnel
and Amampondo were becoming newly estranged: after Dr. Drewe’s retire-
ment doctors increasingly cut their contracts short. Dr. Cawthorne stayed for
only four years, leaving after such acrimonious disputes with local people,
including the paramount chief and chairman of the hospital board, that the
board called “his biggest achievement” the installation of a new lighting plant
with all new wiring. Subsequent superintendents stayed roughly as long. After
only two years, Dr. Patient, unable to live up to his name, explained his deci-
sion to leave in the following terms: “Endless patience in the face of persist-
ent provocation” was needed in the job, because the Pondo were “still largely
ignorant, lazy and sometimes stupid; but you love them because of their com-
plete honesty and absolute integrity.”55

Dr. Patient’s reference to “provocation” came during a decade when the
mobilization efforts of African nationalists were being felt throughout Pon-
doland. It presents an illuminating contrast with the way Drewe handled the
strike nearly twenty years earlier. In 1953, twenty-six trainee nurses left the hos-
pital shouting “Afrika!” because their grievances had not been redressed. These
complaints, mainly against the educational and disciplinary system at the hos-
pital, included criticism of the “appalling” diet fed to both patients and staff—
“baptised girls being made to eat beef which at their homes would be cast to
the dogs”—and of the generally “tyranous [sic]” attitude of Cawthorne.56

The protest reflected the estrangement and mutual mistrust of the doctors and
the African people: the Europeans were expressing their low opinion of the
material standards of all Africans by failing to recognize status distinctions
among them. Each party was expressing its distrust of the other in terms of
food. The African nurses were not defending African diet but protesting
against reducing all Africans, including those who adopted bourgeois norms,
to one low status. Food was a potent vehicle for conveying this lack of respect,
as we have seen as far back as the 1932 nurses’ strike.

The problem was bigger than Cawthorne and poor meat. Coming only a
few months after the African National Congress had launched the Defiance
Campaign against discriminatory laws in 1952, the young women of Holy
Cross were fired by a sense that they, too, were victims of discrimination. The
Lusikisiki magistrate backed Cawthorne, noting that the fracas was “probably
engineered by the patient Jackson Hanxa.” Hanxa, a pulmonary tuberculosis
patient, had written several letters criticizing the food: “I am starving here,” he
wrote the native commissioner in Pretoria. “I only get crushed mealies and
porridge. . . . Truly speaking this place is really primitive because we are taken
as red Pondos.”57 Hanxa was angry that he was being treated as an unedu-
cated and pagan native, the kind who would smear his blanket and body with
red ocher, rather than as the literate wage-earner he was proud to be. While
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neither Hanxa nor the nurses mentioned the ANC or larger political or eco-
nomic issues, they were seen to reflect ANC mobilization. They managed to
communicate with a ferocity unprecedented at Holy Cross that European dis-
respect was a matter of pressing concern. This incident differs from the 1932
strike, to which it was otherwise so similar, because it took place within a
highly politicized context.

We have been looking at what the anthropologists John and Jean Comaroff
have called the shift from the moral economy of the Christian mission to bio-
medicine. In his urge to offer salvation through Christianity, Drewe was in
greater harmony than his successors with local medical beliefs, especially the
power of the spirit to affect health. He was also personally more responsive
to the need for respect than the people who followed him, bringing wonder
drugs, irritation, and denigration in their wake. Drewe notably lacked a mod-
ern approach to medicine: he kept patients in the hospital for an unusually
long time in the hope that he would convert them. He resisted accepting state
money if that would entail losing the ability to proselytize, even though tradi-
tional mission donors simply could not provide the funds necessary to update
his facilities. After he retired, his successors displayed such weak commitment
to his ideals that their tone is memorable mainly for its impatience. They des-
ignated malnutrition the source of most maladies partly because it fit logically
with their view of rural culture as suffering from a “cattle complex,” the obdu-
rate overvaluing of cattle.

The story of HCH is the story of the mission declining as a galvanizer of
rural change. In the postwar world the times were ready for a new approach
to rural medicine.

The Malnutrition Syndrome and a Holistic Reaction to Biomedicine
at the Valley Trust and Health Center, 1951–1960

Halley Harwin Stott, founder of the Valley Trust and Health Centre in Botha’s
Hill, Natal, exemplified the postwar zeal to tackle health problems compre-
hensively. Stott wanted to use his organizational skills and modern nutritional
wisdom to combat malnutrition effectively for all time. He exuded visionary
energy similar to that displayed around the same time by Henry Gluckman,
architect of South Africa’s plans for a national health service, as well as by the
doctors Sidney and Emily Kark, in 1940 the founders of a comprehensive
health project at Bulwer in rural Natal, and even by the white South African
war veterans who wished their memorial to be not a statue but funds to build
hospitals for Africans.58 Compared to these people, Dr. Drewe belonged to a
different generation, one whose faith in the powers of science to cure social
ills was less zealous. Stott’s commitment and tone bore traces of the mission-
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ary spirit as he sent out disciples to convert rural Zulus to holistic agriculture,
but he never referred to God or Christ. Independently funded and allied to no
religious organization, he disseminated a message that was resolutely secular
and scientific.

Named after the comet, Halley Stott was born into an old Natal family in
1910 and so, unlike Drewe, he was truly South African. Stott founded the
Botha’s Hill Health Centre in 1951 and the adjacent Valley Trust in 1953 to ful-
fill his holistic vision of what causes sickness. His environmental perspective
ran counter to the popular medical approaches of the immediate postwar
years, an era when wonder drugs were curing many infections. To Stott good
health originated in a good diet. The regrettable commercialization of medi-
cine had resulted, he thought, in doctors treating sickness with drugs, rather
than teaching people to take responsibility for their own well-being through
improved farming and feeding. His inspiration came partly from his experi-
ence in the mid-1940s at King Edward VIII Hospital in Durban where he
observed doctors ignoring the social and economic conditions of their patients,
particularly the many African children suffering from kwashiorkor. Modern
concepts of preventive and promotive, not simply curative, medicine were at
the heart of his work.

“Most of the disease” Stott saw in his practice, he wrote, “has its roots in
inadequate nutrition, largely due to the misuse of available facilities, poor
agricultural methods, defective soil husbandry, bad cooking practices, and
increased reliance on processed foods.” He had not forgotten that there were
other problems complicating African well-being: he listed such diverse factors
as “customary practices and beliefs, social disruption, lack of economic oppor-
tunity, poor education and amenities. . . . [T]he immediate need,” though, was
“improved nutrition.”59 Valley Trust personnel paid far less systematic atten-
tion to complicating social factors, but Stott was fully aware that people lacked
capital and secure land tenure and transport and that overworked Zulu women
now had less time to hunt for wild food and cultivate their crops. He was also
alive to questions of injustice. He addressed these social issues mainly by com-
missioning social scientific research and by personal acts of kindness.

Stott nailed responsibility for the deterioration of African health to several
causes: nutritional ignorance and superstition, consumerism and commercial
interests driven by the profit motive, and soil erosion. “Ignorant as he was of
the importance of food for health, the Zulu had no option but to accept the
refined and processed productions easily obtainable at the trading store,” Stott
wrote, “notably the nutrition-deficient, refined maize products (sifted mealie
meal, samp and mealie rice), white flour products, commercial sugar, tea,
curry and condiments.”60 People were buying white flour dumplings, fat cakes,
sweetened condensed milk, synthetic cool drinks, biscuits, cake, and buns, and
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they were frying onions, spinaches, cabbages, and beans. They were no longer
eating fresh vegetables, sour milk, and peanuts. Infants were fed watery sifted
maize meal gruel. Stott blamed industrial food manufacturers, in particular,
the fertilizer and sugar interests, for robbing food of its value by overprocess-
ing it. Because sugar took minerals and nutrients from the undernourished, it
was effectively a poison. In addition, people had not adapted their agricultural
and cattle-keeping practices to accommodate their own population explosion;
they continued to cut down trees, overgraze pastures and fail to replant them,
burn grass, sell manure to white gardeners on the ridge above the hospital, and
generally misuse the soil.61

Stott’s Zulu patients had lost the robust health their ancestors had once
enjoyed. He tried, in treating malnourished patients, to praise the traditional
Zulu diet and to explain good health in terms of the Zulu idiom of strong
blood. Much of the good in Zulu culture—social security, cohesion, soli-
darity—was being lost, Stott believed, because missionary education discred-
ited and ridiculed ancestor worship and parental authority. Lost collective and
cooperative patterns had been replaced by the “more selfish and exploitive out-
look of urban natives.” But there was still time to stop the decay in the “rel-
atively intact” valley. The story of the Zulu fall from nutritional grace is part
of the broader narrative of “race deterioration” that preoccupied so many
European thinkers from the nineteenth century. Stott and others saw their task
as educators to halt degeneration so that the “natural process” of slow evolu-
tion toward modernity—“[it] cannot be hurried”—could take over. The vast
majority of the people living in the valley, he wrote, were culturally “marginal,
drifting away from tribal beliefs and customs but not yet ready for Christianity
and full westernization.”62 He was asserting his belief in the inevitability of
their passage along this one-track road to the future, and the ability of Euro-
peans to judge African preparedness.

The widespread evolutionary perspective of Europeans had tended to
present African ill health as an inevitable consequence of urbanization. The
secretary of health, G. W. Gale, wrote in 1952 about the anthropologist Eileen
Krige’s report on malnutrition among Africans in Durban: “Gross ill health
of the kind described by Dr. Krige is almost inevitable in any area which is
undergoing rapid changes of both a demographic and cultural nature.” Stott
himself presented the causes of the “almost inevitable” suffering as cultural
rather than political. “Today,” Stott told a British audience in 1958, “these once-
proud people are one of South Africa’s social problems.” Instead of adjusting
to “modern western civilization,” he said, “their way of life seems to combine
some of the worst features of the old and new orders.”63

Stott’s holistic perspective on health derived more from his experience than
from his medical education in the early to mid-1930s at the University of Edin-
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burgh, where he remembers reading only one study of nutrition as part of his
medical course.64 And yet the power of his conviction that, medically speak-
ing, “you are what you eat” was so strong that, in the 1950s, he did not have
his own five children inoculated with the polio vaccine. He was supported in
this decision, as in his work generally at Valley Trust, by the devotion of his
wife, Joyce. None of his children fell ill, thus vindicating his belief in holism,
that good health was a function of a healthy environment rather than drugs.
Halley Stott practiced what he preached. He placed his faith generally in the
capacity of scientific thinking, not wonder drugs, to cure maladies.65

The Valley Trust, which he called “a Socio-Medical experiment” in an effort
to draw attention to its vanguard role, embodied his holistic ideals. If suc-
cessful, this registered welfare organization could serve, he believed, as a model
for the development of medicine throughout postwar South Africa. In the late
1960s he would draw up maps covered with arrows shooting out from the Val-
ley Trust to show how far its trainees and influence had reached. The trust’s
first objective reveals the wide scope of its aspirations: “to promote the health
and well-being of the local Bantu population with due regard to the signifi-
cance both of their social, economic, educational and nutritional customs and
of their total social environment as factors in the aetiology of ill-health.” Its
other goals stressed the importance of gaining local cooperation and not
simply imposing innovations from above, using what was valuable in local cul-
ture, securing the active participation of local people, cooperating with like-
minded official and private bodies, such as medical schools, promoting relevant
social and agricultural research, establishing producers’ cooperatives, and set-
ting up “social amenities” so people could play, worship, and study in a healthy
atmosphere.66 Though Valley Trust represented an intensive effort to realize
these holistic ideals, its definition of “social environment” fell short of “total”
since its publications seldom discussed political and economic influences.

An early promotional pamphlet summed up two key traits that the trust
was designed to inculcate: “self-reliance and self-sufficiency in food, energy
and technology.”67 To this end, a home produce market was set up in 1956, a
maize-grinding mill in 1957. Freshwater fish were introduced to small ponds
to augment the protein in local diets. Five subcenters were set up, and nurs-
ing teams, armed with three-legged cooking pots, visited them and remote
homes of “heathen and illiterate” families, bringing lessons on the nutritional
treatment of disease and how to cook cabbage properly. A food-preparation
teaching unit was built in the trust itself. In 1959 a rotating pool was initiated
to offer interest-free loans to those wanting to build houses and erect fences,
an activity that local people initially considered antisocial. The agricultural
demonstrator R. T. Mazibuko introduced a demonstration garden based on
the trench principle: “costly and dangerous” chemical fertilizers could be
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avoided if local compost—grass, weeds, and topsoil—instead filled the two-
and-a-half-foot trenches where vegetables could be grown. The trust urged
people to buy only foods they could afford and to eat food within their re-
sources to grow.

The goal of using only local resources reflects the sort of postwar utopian
spirit that could at the same time be found, for example, in the kibbutzim of
Israel. The trust itself justified its effort to build self-sufficient communities by
quoting an ancient scholar: “The noblest charity is to prevent a man from
accepting charity, and the best alms are to show and enable a man to dispense
with alms.” And yet, ironically, within the South African context, these goals
fit neatly into the vision articulated in 1955 by the report of the Tomlinson
Commission, urging that African areas of South Africa be more independent
from white South Africa. Stott himself did not intend to support apartheid
ideology, and subsequent editions of the promotional pamphlet dropped the
exhortations to “self-reliance” and “self-sufficiency,” but he did endorse the
expectations of his friend, J. D. Scott, professor of pasture management and
soil conservation at the University of Natal, that agricultural “betterment”
schemes like those the NAD was then promoting would make it “possible to
accommodate in the reserves all those who are domiciled there today, if not
more, without having to acquire more land.” He hoped race relations would
be improved by the lack of European self-interest in the experiment. In 1966
the member of parliament for Pietermaritzburg district, W. T. Webber, drew
the attention of the House of Assembly to the benefits of the trust’s scheme:
“[T]he rural Bantu people are taught to be independent of outside sources of
supply for their food requirements.”68 Proponents of the homeland scheme of
grand apartheid can only have been pleased.

Stott’s vision was backed by a talent for fund-raising, though the trust was
always strapped for money because of the small amounts given by local people.
In the eyes of donors his plan must have had an appealing clarity and his orga-
nization a reassuring transparency. Entirely a voluntary organization, the trust
received generally small donations of a few rand from individuals among
Natal’s white population and larger sums from organizations like the Rotary
Club, the South African Police Golf Committee, and the Staff Charitable Fund
of Stanley Motors (Natal). Four trustees were assisted by a management com-
mittee that included representatives of important local bodies (the Univer-
sity of Natal, the adjacent tuberculosis settlement, the district white women’s
institute, and the NAD). The trust publicized its work and successes in glossy
annual reports that, along with illustrated articles in magazines, won it an
international reputation. Not until the 1960s, however, did larger sums begin
to flow into the trust, first from foreign donors like Oxfam (1962) and after
1966 from South African corporations like Anglo American. The South African
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Sugar Association in 1970, in a remarkable retreat from its earlier refusal to
contribute to African health care at Holy Cross, gave funds that allowed the
nutrition education unit to expand.

Stott received no pay from the trust, and he himself purchased the fifty-five
acres on which it sat from his father’s development company, Botha’s Hill
Estates, transferring ownership immediately to the trust. He was proud to
receive no aid from the state or province, but when J. M. Latsky, the chief
adviser to the national Department of Nutrition, visited in late 1955, he was so
impressed by Stott’s efforts to “integrate these people into a community able
to withstand the impact of Western ways instead of leaving them in their
migration to the cities to drift to that which is false,” that he urged the nutri-
tion department to send a dietitian to help.69 The donor lists at the end of each
annual report produced by the trust attest to Stott’s inspirational power and
to the general popularity of his vision, one that Latsky’s quote captures well.

Of vital importance to Stott’s experiment was social science. The anthro-
pologists Jack and Eileen Krige, who had attended planning meetings in the
Stotts’ living room as early as 1946, remained an influential force at the trust.
Jack Krige was alive to the dangers of engaging in social engineering without
expert knowledge and training. By the late 1950s, he said, Africa was littered
with failed social experiments that “left an aftermath of disorder, suspicion and
often fierce hostility to the white man.” These failures and the models provided
recently by British and American research councils suggested that researchers
should be encouraged to delve into the social heritage of the valley because
“[t]here are many Bantu beliefs and practices that, in the light of modern
knowledge, must be changed. They range from bad land management and
culinary practices that destroy vitamins, to taboos restricting the use of re-
sources and mystical conceptions of the causes of disease, from defective
child rearing techniques, to inadequate notions of the destiny of man and the
nature of the universe.” Thus, psychologists’ and anthropologists’ reports on
the valley reflected this supremely confident era in social scientific research.
The head of the Department of Psychology at the University of Natal, R. C.
Albino, studied “thinking in Africans” by asking them to classify toy animals,
for example, and presenting “a highly standardized series of questions which
only permitted of a few unequivocal responses.” He also designed a very
simple task that demanded “a high level of attention and persistence,” watch-
ing a revolving pointer for 108 minutes. Albino explained African resistance to
these tasks not in terms of boredom or irritation, but as a possible consequence
of life in a rural environment that did not require persistence and attentive-
ness. Another psychological study, based on mere observation rather than test-
ing, concluded that children who have suffered from kwashiorkor “appear
intellectually backward,” a conclusion contradicted by subsequent medical
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findings that “there is no evidence that [kwashiorkor] alone stops children
from learning.”70 Like inconclusive soil analyses performed for the trust by
J. Lintner, this research demonstrated faith in the scientific method more than
it produced useful knowledge.

The anthropological studies overseen by the Kriges were more revealing,
partly because they were undertaken by Zulu speakers. In the 1950s the Kriges
obtained fellowships from the Nuffield Foundation to support fieldwork by
two African students of anthropology, Absolom Vilakazi and Mrs. M. Malie,
who was later replaced by Harriet Sibisi Ngubane. Vilakazi and Ngubane pub-
lished their research in, respectively, Zulu Transformations and Body and Mind
in Zulu Medicine. All three researchers drew attention to the social changes
already apparent in the valley: tension between Christians and “heathens,” the
increased incidence of witchcraft accusations, the victory of the cash over the
subsistence economy, the changing regard of labor migrants for their reserve
homes and wives. In reporting these findings, Jack Krige noted that, “as sci-
entists,” he and his fellows were interested not simply in practical results but
in “arriving at principles that will have universal validity and be applicable in
situations anywhere in South Africa or even further afield.”71 Krige’s words
captured postwar social scientists’ confidence that they had the tools to under-
stand and change reality around the world, a professional pride analogous to
that of postwar physicians. Both had to confront the question: Was the val-
ley already so enmeshed in South Africa’s industrial economy that the goals of
self-sufficiency and nutritional well-being would be impossible to attain?

Care of the Land as Cause and Cure

The trust buildings sit on a hilltop in the Valley of a Thousand Hills, a loca-
tion as spectacular as the name implies. From a high ridge in white Natal now
occupied by the Rob Roy Hotel, the land drops away into seemingly endless
folds of steep granite hills and deep ravines. Its natural beauty does not reflect
natural wealth. Absolom Vilakazi wrote dismissively of the agricultural poten-
tial of the valley: the land was too rugged, the soil too granitic, the slopes too
steep; “highly leached and erodible soils seriously limit the amount of land
suitable for agriculture.”72 In a footnote he explained why this land was des-
ignated a native reserve by quoting the Natal Regional Survey: Europeans had
settled the undulating land suitable for agriculture that lay just to the south.
Stott, less pessimistic about the potential of the land, believed the area could
become self-sufficient in food if terraces stopped the erosion, and if manure
and compost enriched the soil. He deliberately chose the worst agricultural land
in the reserve as the site for a demonstration plot in order to prove his point.

The chiefdoms occupying the immediate and more distant hinterland of
the trust buildings, Qadi and Nyuswa, both trace their origins to near the
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Tugela River in northern Zululand, which some of their ancestors left in the
1830s to escape the wars of Zulu imperialism. Toward the late nineteenth cen-
tury the relations between people living in the two chiefdoms became strained,
erupting occasionally into “faction fighting,” as colonial administrators called
it. The shortage of good land played some role in the deterioration of their
relations. Some of the Qadi had settled on the rich red soils of the Mabedlana
Hills to the north and refused to follow the leadership of the Nyuswa chief.
Colonial reports of the faction fights show women quarreling over the bound-
aries of their gardens and men having to drive their cattle across the footpaths
of their enemies as early as 1895. The local tension was complicated by the fact
that neither people actually had a chief living among them: the secretary of
native affairs in Natal, Sir Theophilus Shepstone, had sent the Nyuswa chief
and some of his followers to live on the south coast at Harding in the 1850s to
serve as a buffer between the Natal settlers and the Amampondo; the Qadi
chief lived a few miles from the coast in nearby Inanda. The local political sys-
tem was, in any case, clearly in disarray. The waning powers of chiefs in a colo-
nial situation made it hard for any one of them to win popular approval. To
complicate matters further, with the development of commercial agriculture
in Natal, African tenants were constantly moving away from white farms
either because they had been expelled or because they wanted more control
over their working lives. Many of these former farm laborers sought inde-
pendence by moving to land in the valley, thereby increasing the pressure on
the land; still, the refugees appear to have been readily accepted, in part
because they could prove useful in shoring up the numbers and boundaries of
the faction they joined.73 One notorious faction fight between two neighbor-
ing clans occurred over a boundary in 1934, when 460 huts were looted and
burned and eleven men were killed, an incident reported even by the Times
of London. Such incidents inspired little sympathy in the NAD. Five years
later, the native commissioner of nearby Camperdown told a meeting of fifty
or more, “You natives who are living in the Reserves are constantly com-
plaining that you are short of land but unless you are properly handling the
land you already possess you cannot expect the Government to give you
more.”74 The area where Stott established his trust had, in short, been growing
increasingly crowded and violent during the first half of the twentieth century.

When Halley Stott praised the dietary habits of his patients’ forebears, the
culinary traits he had in mind were the nineteenth-century staples of fermented
milk, stone-ground cereals boiled as porridge, and cultivated vegetables. One
can easily compare inherited dietary beliefs and practices with those the trust
tried to influence because in 1956 the trust, true to its goal of fostering
research, had Malie, under the supervision of Eileen Krige, carefully record the
names of the local foods and how they were produced. When Malie broached
the subject “To what extent the land supports the people,” she noted losses of
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sour milk and maize variety. People planted a narrower range of crops than
their ancestors had done, and their yields were also lower since each house-
hold had an average of only two acres to farm. “A striking feature of Nyuswa,”
Mrs. Malie noted, “is the absence of izilulu—grass storage baskets or grain
tanks. People tell you there is no need for these as they never have much grain
to store.”75 They now bought a good deal of their food: cabbages, potatoes,
tomatoes, tea, spices like curry and chilies. Purchased food tided people over
seasonal food shortages, but Stott had called it “dead food” because manufac-
turers preserved grain by overrefining it and they had pushed so much lard
onto the market that people were no longer eating enough protein, in par-
ticular, or protective foods, in general.

The origins of this new diet lay at least as much in land shortage and low
wages as in ignorance, but it was a point Stott himself never raised. Buried in
her report, Malie indicated the agrarian effects of what her adviser’s husband,
Jack Krige, would soon label a “pathological economy,” one in which the men
worked in town, leaving the farming to women able to engage only in “inef-
ficient supplementary cultivation.” No longer were fields allowed to lie fallow
since land was so scarce, and the yields were bound to decline as the land
became exhausted. There were so few cattle that not many people had manure
to scatter over their seeds, and milk was no longer a staple. They even offered
to weed in exchange for being allowed to plant crops among those of a landed
person—running beans up the stalks of mealies, for example. Plowing was
rare; only three in a group of twenty families owned plows, and owners kept
borrowers waiting until sometimes too late in the season to plant. Hoeing was
traditionally women’s work, but workers now had to walk farther over the
deforested hills in search of firewood, and their husbands, Malie noted, were
often of little help. Most men worked in town and came home on weekends
to drink “and compare their [wives’] attentions unfavourably with those of
their mistresses.” Jack Krige, reflecting on Malie’s report and the work of
Vilakazi, warned that although programs to improve health education, mar-
keting facilities, and farming would have some beneficial results, “we should
be prepared for disappointments” because workers now saw their future in
wage labor and found that “the pursuit of farming places them at a serious dis-
advantage.” By implication, he saw limits to “our power to influence trends in
policy which we ourselves cannot alter.”76

Krige had in mind the measures that the apartheid government had been
passing for the past nine years, especially the more stringent pass laws allow-
ing legitimate urban residence to the employed only. In its impact on the val-
ley, the Group Areas Act of 1950 was one of the more influential pieces of
recent legislation. It held up the establishment of a general market Stott had
intended “as a means of encouraging the Bantu to self-help, and [which]
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directly, and indirectly, would have educated the Bantu participating in the
scheme in business methods.” Success would have conflicted with the interests
of local European traders. When the European owner of land adjoining the
trust complained, the secretary for native affairs ruled that the market would
have to be located in the reserve and “run by the Natives themselves with the
help of the Department if necessary.”77 To do otherwise would have contra-
vened the dictum of the Group Areas Act that trading areas be separated by
race. By mandating racial segregation of urban neighborhoods it had uprooted
African families from mixed neighborhoods in the area of Durban and Pieter-
maritzburg, sending many to a periurban refuge in the nearby reserves. This
influx undoubtedly worsened the population pressure in the valley, which
would grow graver still when people began to be resettled from white South
Africa to the homelands in 1960. The valley’s population nearly doubled
between 1958 and 1981.

Pressure on valley land grew not only from white farmers evicting laborers,
but also from the magnet of the labor markets of Durban and Pinetown, par-
ticularly apparent during the 1940s. Many of the migrants came to the urban
labor markets without official permission, but the records of those who did
apply to the NAD for the right to move to Camperdown and Pinetown reveal
commonly shared aspirations. Workers applied from across South Africa,
though mainly from the Transkei, the Transvaal, and the Orange Free State, to
take up jobs in the Durban area. Some had already obtained employment at,
for example, the South African Railways, the Durban Corporation, or the
South African Police; only a quarter of applicants in the early 1940s wanted
permission to live as farm laborers, most probably preferring to commute to
urban jobs, or even to retire and live on land they held legitimately. Most
swore that they would be bringing no livestock with them. The net impact on
the valley was that the human population density increased and the size of
people’s gardens diminished. By 1962 the average population density was
between 139 and 181 per square mile, “too dense for a subsistence economy
to be any longer possible.”78 As Jack Krige had written, people no longer saw
their future in farming.

The employed could move more readily to the valley in the 1950s because
local transport was expanding. Before 1951 people had to take the train or rail-
way bus to Botha’s Hill, high on the ridge, and walk down into the nearly
roadless valley. By 1957 there were five African and Indian taxis, and, by 1965,
a bus route ran down the steep dirt roads. The area was becoming periurban.
Stott’s anti-industrial bias ran increasingly counter to reality.

The historical process affecting the valley is apparent in Stott’s medical his-
tories, which, in keeping with his holistic vision, allowed whole family medi-
cal histories to be cross-referenced. These family stories document the medical
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consequences of the historical process in which the valley was enmeshed. To
cohesive families with relatively secure access to wages the Valley Trust offered
advice and help allowing them to make the transition from subsistence farm-
ing without much damage to their health or fortunes. Other families and indi-
viduals were so destitute that the Valley Trust could offer no help at all.

Florence Thabete was a Valley Trust health committee worker whose life
steadily improved. Born in 1927 to a farm worker, she had slept under sacks
with her entire family in a single hut. In 1939, her father, deciding that his
schedule of six months’ labor on the farm and six months’ work for money
elsewhere was “a waste of time,” moved his family to Taylors’ location, outside
Pietermaritzburg near a hostel where he worked, and the family’s fortunes
looked up. Florence began to attend school, though only for two years. The
family bought food from the shops and slept under blankets in two rondav-
els (round, mud houses). Then, in 1957, she and her husband moved to a small
plot of land in Nyuswa because her husband had begged a friend to find a
place for him there; they paid the chief nothing for the privilege. Her husband
could commute to jobs in local cities, first to a Pietermaritzburg kitchen, then
to a bakery in Pinetown, and, finally, the thirty kilometers to Durban, where
he worked as a driver. Because he had a car, he was able to come home each
night. His income now allowed them to educate their six children to become
policemen and teachers. Since 1987, Florence Thabete has supplemented his
wages by weighing babies for the trust.

Florence Thabete enthusiastically endorsed the lessons of Valley Trust.
When I visited her in 1989 she proudly displayed the new fencing she would
use to keep cows away from her garden patch of potatoes, sweet potatoes,
spinach, carrots, beetroot, and onions. She lamented that one of her infants
had died at the age of six months because, instead of breast-feeding, she had
fed the infant poorly measured lactogen. The head of Valley Trust, and not her
mother, she said, had taught her to eat for health. She did not, however, mea-
sure her former poverty in terms of diet. Sleeping under sacks had been a hard-
ship, but she did not complain about the stone-ground mealies, spinaches, and
homemade beer that had characterized her family’s rural diet. At first, she had
not liked sour foods like tomatoes available in the location; she had had to
learn to eat cabbages and rice. “Now everything I ate when a child, my children
don’t like,” she observed. Tastes had simply changed, and she had the money
now to keep up with them. Because the Thabetes could afford to buy seven
cows, they ate amasi daily in the summer; because they had steady incomes,
they bought milk from the shops in the winter along with the food, including
dry mealies, that they could not grow on their small plot.

Most women with whom I spoke in 1989 endorsed the benefits of nutri-
tional education purveyed by institutions like Valley Trust, and even herbalists
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spoke warmly of the lessons they learned about infant feeding, delighted their
babies were growing fatter. They also appreciated the ease with which they
could procure food in shops. Similarly, the settlement of people in villages
under the name of “betterment” schemes pleased many women because vil-
lage life allowed them easy access to clinics and other services. Setting up a
local mill and market and teaching nutrition, the Valley Trust was serving the
interests of those who could afford to make use of its lessons.

These beneficiaries of the Valley Trust tended to be older and relative new-
comers to the valley who planted their gardens to supplement the money com-
ing into their families from a migrant wage earner. They fenced their gardens,
planted fruit trees, ate fish, and bought brown bread. Their ideas about what
causes ill health had already begun to change, perhaps because they tended
to be Christians. After 1963 the kwashiorkor rate would begin to fall. Research
conducted in the early 1980s by Dr. Stott’s successor, Dr. I. B. Friedman, sug-
gests that because the people interviewed professed no knowledge of the need
to avoid sugar and overrefined foods, the decline may have been connected to
other factors like better transportation and higher wages.79 African wages rose
by 6 percent between 1973 and 1977, which might help to explain why, by 1975,
people were eating more fresh fruit and vegetables, legumes, and powdered
milk. Valley Trust’s success stories, like that of Florence Thabete, seem to
derive from the resources the trust provided to well-placed people in a dra-
matically underresourced community.

Halley Stott’s admirable honesty led him to reveal in his annual reports the
setbacks in the trust’s achievement of its goals. For instance, after fish farming
was first broached in 1955, people discovered the ponds were too small to allow
the fish to grow large enough to contribute much protein to a family’s diet.
Similarly, torrential rain could damage the trenches and, in any case, they,
like the fish ponds, required intensive management and hard manual labor; a
minority of people adopted them. By the early 1980s the trust was redefining
its goals toward community development and away from a primary focus on
nutrition. As the population continued to swell, clean water emerged as a major
issue. And trust personnel no longer saw kwashiorkor, for example, as the
result of ignorance but of lack of money and social disorder.

The story of one old man named Samu Ntaka illustrates how malnutrition
was and also was not at the heart of local people’s problems. Samu Ntaka was
born around 1879, the time the British army inflicted its final defeat on the
Zulu army. Ntaka had spent his working life on a white farm called Assagay,
managing to acquire a few cows and a team of oxen with which he plowed for
other Africans. By the 1950s he was alone; his wife and son had died, and he
had tried in vain to find a daughter who had disappeared. From 1952 he began
to visit the health center for treatment of rheumatism, an enlarged prostate,
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spinal arthritis, bladder and kidney problems, in addition to malnutrition. On
August 12, 1955, he returned to the center with further symptoms of malnu-
trition. He had a practical problem that was at least as grave: at the age of
about seventy-six he had just been turned off the white farm where he lived.
A brother refused to help him, and another lived in an inaccessible place, high
up in the hills of Ndwedwe to the north, though that brother’s son, a driver
employed by a friend of Joyce Stott, probably alerted Dr. Stott to the old
man’s plight. Ntaka managed to find a new home for himself and his cattle
about twenty miles away on the Umgeni River but could not obtain the per-
mit to move his stock until he had taken up residence. In the meantime, with
nowhere to leave the animals and fearful of prosecution, he slept out in the
hills with his cattle. Stott, moved by the plight of his patient, who was cling-
ing desperately to pastoral life in an urbanizing situation, got a statement from
the stock inspector that the cattle could be moved because they were not scrub
cattle, but Stott failed to get him a disability grant because the old man lacked
both a pass and exemption from taxes. Ntaka developed pneumonia in his hill-
top refuge and died in September 1955, probably from kidney and heart failure.

Many of the records in the trust archives reveal similar tales of exposure of
weakened individuals, children or old people, suffering alone without family
ties or state aid at the mercy of the elements. The ability of any health center
or trust to intervene in such cases was limited. The old man’s plight had origi-
nated in all likelihood in an economic strategy by the white farmer to ration-
alize his workforce and by state policy determining that he was ineligible for
support. In these circumstances Stott’s sense of justice was aroused, but there
were clear limits to his ability to intervene and stop the suffering.

Stott differed from the Holy Cross doctors who used antibiotics and from
Afrikaner nationalists who subscribed to ethnos theory, but he came to the
same medical conclusions and had similar political goals. Their common focus
was on malnutrition as the alpha and omega of African health problems, a per-
spective that they interpreted in such a way as to crowd out political and eco-
nomic analysis. They treated the reserves as if, even in the 1960s, they were still
capable of autonomy from a money economy. Halley Stott’s story reflects
postwar pride in the power of scientific thinking to cure social ills, a scien-
tific hubris that was not even dependent on wonder drugs.

Conclusion

The malnutrition syndrome possessed three principal actors: soil, women, and
tuberculosis. The ostensibly apolitical or scientific version of this narrative of
South African history went as follows: Africans readily fell victim to tubercu-
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losis because they were poorly nourished; they ate badly because their moth-
ers or wives needed nutritional instruction; overstocking had damaged the soil
to the extent that crop yields were poor, and the supply of fresh milk from
scrawny, underfed cows was waning. Halley Stott and Frank Drewe’s successors
contributed to this story, and it probably had a wider impact on the fortunes
of their patients than the cures they dispensed. By lending their authority, they
helped make this rationale the orthodox medical version of South Africa’s
modern history and, in so doing, they kept in relative obscurity a more overtly
political version of that same history: that the mines had spread tuberculosis;
that milk and produce yield in the reserves was declining because of an increas-
ing man-to-land ratio related to the static size of the reserves; that some
women were caring for the nutritional health of their children less effectively
because they themselves were bearing the economic and physical burden of
maintaining their households in the absence of their poorly paid husbands.

The problem with the orthodox medical version of South African history
is that it was diversionary, the malnutrition syndrome providing a useful
defense against spending money on African rural health, except to cure soil
erosion through betterment schemes. Doctors joined other experts in attribut-
ing to African culture—especially the “cattle complex”—the cause for increased
African poverty and for their own failure to cure all the maladies arriving at
their clinic doors during this period. This denigration of African culture
occurred at the same time as the increased politicization of African poverty by
African nationalists and those whites who made an entirely different use of the
malnutrition syndrome, interpreting it to show the damaging effects of labor
migration.

Three representative quotes highlight changes in the evolving story. The
first came from the pen of a missionary, A. T. Bryant, describing Zulu medi-
cine. In 1909, Bryant wrote, referring to Zulu pharmacoepia, “It is by no
means an exaggeration to affirm that comparatively the average Zulu can boast
of a larger share of pure scientific knowledge than the average European.” By
the 1940s this respect had all but disappeared. Instead, one could hear the
undersecretary for native affairs blaming African hunger on “ignorance in
regard to how to live.” The third quote comes from the 1975 annual report of
Stott, perhaps in reaction to his chief disciple’s failure to live up to his own
high standards of personal honesty and self-sacrifice, especially where money
was concerned: “[T]here have been limits to the extent to which non-scien-
tific people can take part [in a scientific experiment].”80

The idea that Africans were people without science would prove useful in
excluding Africans from the common institutions of South Africa in the same
way that the “sanitation syndrome” had justified segregating cities at the turn
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of the century. This apolitical version of the malnutrition syndrome was, simi-
larly, a “societal metaphor” that interacted with local racial attitudes to influ-
ence the policies and institutions of apartheid. It did so when its focus on soil
erosion helped keep the idea of the political causes of African poverty at bay.
It expressed medical impatience with African society, especially during the
high modernist period of the 1950s. It could be used to justify supplanting an
evolutionary model of African history with a static ethnic one: because African
culture was rural, the cure for African problems like hunger lay in rural areas.
Politicians would use these ideas to great effect.
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Part Four

The Triumph of Scientism and 
Cultural Essentialism





chapter seven

Denial and Coercion

The State Response to the Malnutrition
Syndrome, s to s

If we continue to spoonfeed the Native we shall spoil him utterly.

J. J. Serfontein, 1949

When people are less than full citizens, experts define their problems
and propose the solutions for them.1 What were the consequences for Africans
of having had their poverty defined for them in particular ways? Answering
this question entails discovering what policies the South African government
implemented with reference to hunger, and with what effect.

The apartheid state embodied cultural racism by basing its separate devel-
opment schemes on the idea that each people has essential cultural traits or
“national characteristics.” In the postwar world this stand would eventually
win it the status of pariah. And yet, its ideology might also be seen norma-
tively as an example of “authoritarian high modernism,” James Scott’s phrase
for the hubris that allows modern states to meddle in the intimate details of
the lives of the governed. Bureaucratic states colonize their countries inter-
nally. Officials place grids over the land and its people, trying to enforce con-
formity to the categories they understand and through which they can exercise
control. They are able to do so because of the supreme self-confidence with
which they regard their society’s material achievements, especially ones that
are scientific and technological. The utopian urge goes wrong, Scott writes,
when the subjected people lack the capacity to mount determined resistance
against state control over the smallest details of their lives—such as what food
they eat, where they sleep, how they farm—and they cannot assert the value
of their own systems of knowledge. The meliorists and hunger experts who
are the subjects of this book were among those who gained that right instead.
The impact of their ideas was mediated by vested interests, whose power
sometimes seemed to strike them unawares and sometimes appalled them.2
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10. When World War II ended, campaigns to educate Africans to avoid hunger
began in earnest, as seen in this 1946 exhortation.
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The Entrenched Interests of White Farmers

The depression had given rise to official efforts to regulate agricultural mar-
kets in South Africa as in the rest of the Western world where governments
were overwhelmed by mounds of surplus agricultural produce their citizens
could no longer afford to buy. South Africa’s regulatory bodies tended to be
framed in explicit emulation of those already adopted by Great Britain, by
other British dominions like Canada and Australia, as well as by the United
States. These bodies variously set prices, subsidized certain foods, and decided
what to do with surpluses. Their tight control over production and distribu-
tion coexisted oddly but easily with official rhetoric that praised the free
market.

The Marketing Act of 1937 shaped South Africa’s agricultural markets by
subsidizing cheap exports with high domestic prices. The origins of the low
export prices charged for South African agricultural produce lay initially in the
protective tariffs erected by western Europe around its own produce in 1925;
South Africa had had to set its prices low simply in order to compete on the
world market. The act also grew out of the failed cooperative movements of
the 1920s and the more successful marketing boards of the early 1930s that had
sought to develop reliable export markets for South Africa’s surplus produce.
It was an attempt to develop a long-term agricultural policy that would smooth
out the effects of good and bad years, ensuring farmers a decent income
whether they were suffering through a drought or reaping a bumper crop.
This stability was achieved, under the 1937 act’s authority, by establishment of
many marketing boards, one for every major crop, overseen by the National
Marketing Council. Each board became the sole legitimate channel for the
marketing of that crop and set both domestic and export prices. One of the
act’s architects, S. J. J. de Swardt, argued that the period between 1929 and
1936, when the precursors of the act were set up, as well as the 1937 act itself,
marked “the end of pioneer farming” and the opening of an “umbrella of con-
fidence” that allowed large investments in commercial production. He later
credited the Marketing Act with subsequently allowing South African agri-
culture to meet local food needs during “the enormous mining and indus-
trial expansion from about 1955 onwards.”3

The marketing boards made food expensive inside South Africa.4 Rich and
poor alike were charged high prices for maize, dairy products, wheat, and meat.
At the same time, parliament passed legislation setting tariffs, quotas, and
restrictions on imports. The net result of these controls was strangely unpa-
triotic in the sense that South African consumers paid more for their own
maize and butter, for example, than they would have paid in Europe.5 Because
guaranteed high prices were not accompanied by restrictions on output,
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acreage under cultivation steadily expanded. That growth, in turn, provoked
farmers to demand more labor, even though the effect was to create a food
surplus priced too high for the majority of South Africans to purchase. This
situation caused some economists to pepper their journal articles with excla-
mation points and emotive words like “absurd” and “ridiculous.”6

Especially from the late 1930s to the late 1940s, members of parliament
used that forum to advertise their concern over the poor “distribution of food-
stuffs,” rather than specifically against the control boards. In 1938, for example,
Dr. Karl Bremer (National party, Graaff Reinet) urged, “we must put food-
stuffs under the control of the state, to the extent that the state itself will be
concerned with the business of producing foodstuffs and making them avail-
able.” He was supported by M.P.s decrying the export of butter, cheese, sugar,
and dried fruit for purchase in London at prices lower than people paid inside
South Africa. His motion for a commission of inquiry was seconded by
another M.P. who wanted to know “how we can disperse the surplus products
which we are now sending overseas.” He was joined by others who urged gov-
ernment to buy fruit and vegetables that remained unsold in local markets and
distribute it “among the poorer section of the population.”7

The few left-wing members of parliament criticized these earnest pleas.
Duncan Burnside, for example, scoffed at his fellow parliamentarians for talk-
ing about food to the virtual exclusion of wages. Burnside, a self-described
supporter of the “workers’ movement” (he had founded the South African
Socialist party earlier that year), named “the Marketing Act and the various
control bills” as the culprits, or more precisely as signs of the “crass stupidity
of farmers making money by the growing of foodstuffs, . . . in order to get a
higher price from other people and by exporting the surplus and selling it at
a loss.”8

At first the effects of the Marketing Act were not depicted in racial terms.
By presenting the problem as a case of national “physical retardation,” parlia-
mentary critics included poor whites among those who would cause the coun-
try to “retrogress” and be unable to defend itself. Perhaps for this reason, the
National party registered no dissent, even when the cost of having the state
fulfill, as Bremer urged, the “duty of a father or of a bread-winner” to a nation
of ten million people was likely to be astronomical.9

Some local extraparliamentary critics protested the inequity and injustice of
the marketing boards by saying that they benefited only the wealthy farmer.
Producer subsidies gave small farmers too little capital to pay off their debts
and invest in expensive projects like irrigation schemes, whereas rich farmers
profited without having to increase production.10 Representing producer
rather than consumer interests, the boards were said to push up prices by cre-
ating scarcity. It became more expensive to buy food for humans than feed for
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cattle. Equitable distribution was so ill served by marketing boards that sur-
plus food would be destroyed rather than sold, as happened notoriously in
1943 with a bumper crop of maize and more frequently with fruit. The result
was a chronic food shortage, worsened by the increased consumption of the
war years. Just after the war ended, South Africa found itself in the peculiar
position of producing more food than ever before and of watching its num-
ber of hungry people grow larger and larger.

Through the Mealie Industry Control Board (MCB), white farmers most
dramatically affected African welfare; twelve of the board’s members were
farmers, and only two of the other seven represented consumers’ interests.
Since maize was the staple of African diets, the MCB ran the risk of harming
the health of the majority of the population, especially people who relied on
maize purchases, such as widows, township dwellers, or anyone during a time
of drought. Neil MacVicar, medical superintendent of Lovedale’s hospital,
specifically blamed the upsurge of starvation in 1937 on the newly high price
of maize: “The action of the Maize Control Board in forcing up so enor-
mously the price of this staple and only cheap food of the poorest people dur-
ing a time of drought has been a scandalous misuse of power.”11 By 1946 the
MCB had managed both to raise the price of maize and to diminish the quan-
tity available on the market. These dubious achievements resulted from the
monopolistic powers that the Marketing Act of 1937 had vested in the board.
The act prohibited local barter of mealies, even between neighbors. In addi-
tion, the board was reluctant to allow newcomers to enter the mealie trade and
had halved its number of authorized agents in order, some said, to force the
mealie trade into the hands of cooperative societies.

Searching for reasons why there was an acute shortage of grain for purchase
by Africans in 1945, Margaret Ballinger, a maize board member, made some
unpleasant discoveries. She found that a few milling companies were incor-
porating large quantities of maize into their cattle feed. Other maize found its
way onto the black market at higher prices than were paid by the MCB; black
market trading sometimes stemmed from the sheer inconvenience farmers
experienced when sending mealies to centralized depots instead of selling
them by cash or barter to Africans living nearby. Further, the board was unre-
sponsive to local demand, delaying or reducing the issue of permits to sell
mealies while traders faced the prospect of empty shelves and hungry cus-
tomers carrying ready cash. In Nqutu, Natal, for example, each trader sold his
full quota of maize in a few days and was told to wait six weeks for the next
consignment to arrive.12

Similarly, large quantities of butter and margarine were exported to Lon-
don before the war, by the Dairy Industry Control Board, for less than the sale
price within the Union. When local fat shortages occurred during the war, the
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control board agreed to allow the production of margarine as long as the
Ministry of Agriculture set a low limit to the quantity that could be legiti-
mately manufactured. Initially the dairy industry proposed that a means test
be instituted to ensure that only lower income groups would be able to buy
butter’s cheaper competitor. After the war, the minister of agriculture con-
sulted with the dairy control board and then allowed margarine to be avail-
able for purchase by anyone, but only if it was colored white and sold from
special food vans.13

Shortages of other foodstuffs such as sugar were caused less by bureaucratic
inefficiency and corruption than by the logic of the market. Sugar, a com-
modity whose absence was lamented more by tea and coffee drinkers than by
doctors, was similarly in short supply for Africans after the war even in the
form of cheap sweets. Supplies went, rather, to manufacture more profitable
lines like expensive candies that African traders themselves could not even
afford to stock.14 Shops in remote areas tended to be stocked last.

The political power of commercial farmers that resulted in the 1937 Mar-
keting Act went on to control the movement, pricing, quality standards, and
marketing supply of most South African farm produce until the 1980s. The
Wage Board, on the other hand, was somnolent during the 1950s. Respond-
ing to white farmers who wanted to ensure that large urban pay increases did
not lure away their laborers, it did nothing to stop real wages from falling.15

Because they were researchers and not politicians, the hunger experts had sel-
dom chosen to focus attention on the price and wage issues that lay at the heart
of malnutrition. As a result, their optimism was able to flourish in the 1940s.

Wartime Idealism and the National Nutrition Council

World War II escalated rather than interrupted the prewar promises that more
and better food for everyone was within reach. The imperative to devise
improved field rations for soldiers has long led embattled nations to search for
and discover new approaches to healthy eating. Canning, for example, was a
French innovation discovered during the Napoleonic wars. In the South
African case, soldiers’ biscuits were much improved by advances in milling and
additives such as wheat germ and powdered milk, and their diet benefited
from the mass production of dehydrated vegetables. When the Allies gathered
at Hot Springs, Arkansas, in 1943 to plan the United Nations Food and Agri-
culture Organization, they passed a recommendation that all Allied govern-
ments establish national nutrition organizations to advise them on sound food
and nutritional policies. The rhetorical urge toward a better postwar world
was international, and its wellsprings were partly strategic and partly primeval:
strong bodies made good defenses.
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South African policy-makers were pulled in two quite different directions
as they contemplated the shape their country might take after the war. On the
one hand, documents like the Beveridge Report fed them images of big gov-
ernment tackling and solving a wide range of social problems, including mal-
nutrition; on the other, they were reminded that such dreams could easily
outrun the state’s ability to pay. One vision of postwar South Africa focused
on the need to make the country more prosperous by serving the interests of
new secondary industries; between 1948 and 1958 the number of private man-
ufacturing plants rose and the value of their gross output more than doubled.
As canning and automobile assembly plants developed they would need more
skilled and efficient workers and not simply men strong enough to wield jack-
hammers. In the words of people researching physical efficiency, these firms
might require help in devising “scientific supervision of feeding” so that they
could “transform human raw material into specialised precision workers.” And
yet, some officials saw such schemes, and the “zeal for Native welfare” gener-
ally, as in danger of “outrunning financial discretion.”16

During the war years themselves, no one had to resolve this tension. They
were free to devise creative and innovatory plans for a new South Africa. For
example, when Douglas Smit, secretary for native affairs, and a seven-member
committee reported in 1942 on the living conditions of urban Africans, they
proposed that the government become involved in providing free communal
meals “on a selective basis even if only as an interim measure, pending a really
adequate rise in wage levels.” The Union government would pay half the cost.
(They did note that Europeans found this idea more attractive than Africans
who argued instead, “Give us higher wages and lower prices for food and let
us feed our families ourselves.”) Clearly well versed in the malnutrition sur-
veys, the committee went on to recommend that municipalities distribute at
cost protective foods like milk, vegetables, and fruit, and encourage the keep-
ing of poultry. They concluded by urging that any surplus foods, such as
oranges, be distributed among urban Africans, an idea that would gain greater
publicity in the following decade.17

A prime national example of these innovative wartime projects was Henry
Gluckman’s 1944 plan for a national health service that would overturn South
Africa’s history of providing skeletal public health services. The report
deplored the government’s precedent of intervening in public health only to
redress specific crises. Over the course of its three and a half decades, the
Union of South Africa had managed to devise “an uncoordinated [health
care] system [dealing] with each problem as it arose, or . . . became . . . acute.”
The government had, of course, left a great deal of its health initiatives to pri-
vate enterprise, whether missions or businesses; Transkeian rural clinics, for
example, had been established from a base in Umtata only because the Native
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Recruiting Corporation had taken the trouble to fund them. Such efforts on
behalf of Africans were, nevertheless, rare. The Department of Public Health
had noted “widespread apathy or even opposition” to the serious considera-
tion of non-European health issues. Gluckman and his commission wanted to
reverse that history and they wanted to do so quickly. They no longer had the
patience that characterized the 1936 Collie report on national health insurance:
“with tactful administration and sympathetic treatment by medical officers
genuinely interested in the life and customs of the native people, there is no
doubt that the methods of western medical science will in the end prevail to
the immense betterment of the native population.”18 Characteristic of the times,
Gluckman’s tone, employing words like “drastic” and “desperate,” was more
urgent.

The Gluckman plan proposed that the government levy a health tax on all
South Africans according to their means, so that a preventive health service
would be available to everyone. No one was to be excluded, a virtually revo-
lutionary proposal. Such a preventive scheme was preferable to a curative one
because “unless there were to be drastic reforms in the nutrition, housing and
health education and recreation of the people, the mere provision of more
‘doctoring’ would not lead to any real improvement in the public health.”
Gluckman said the commission learned that nutrition “was a field so broad
and so interwoven with every phase of modern life that no single approach
can, by itself, prove effective.” Malnutrition was, in Gluckman’s case, a means
of getting at the broader issues of national health. Within a few months of the
report’s completion, Smuts responded by rejecting the health tax as financially
impractical, and dismissed central state control as interfering with the consti-
tutional rights of the provinces. The plan, he said, was “idealistic and imprac-
ticable.” As Shula Marks and Neil Andersson have observed, the plan may
genuinely have “exceeded the capacity of the political economy, which was still
so heavily dependent on the primary sectors of farming and mining.”19

The sense of innovation and urgency also characterized wartime efforts to
plan for reconstructing state structures after the war. In 1942, Smuts appointed
the Social and Economic Planning Council with the mandate to make admin-
istration more rational and efficient. As Ivan Evans has observed, its reports
were part of a comprehensive modernizing project, one shared by many gov-
ernments at the time and one that should not be reduced to “devious strate-
gies formulated by state and capital to rationalize the ‘superexploitation’ of
blacks.” In 1944 the council’s report on social security appeared, inspired by
the international movement to achieve “freedom from want.” It called the cur-
rent level of pauper rations “below minimum subsistence needs.” It predicted
that school meals and food subsidies, then in their infancy, “must in time
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become of considerable importance in view of the high food prices in the
Union and the seriousness of malnutrition.” In a single phrase tucked into a
paragraph on the reserves, the council’s 1944 report noted that Africans
needed more land. Flirting with Soviet-style solutions as Douglas Smit had
done, the authors suggested collective farming experiments in the reserves.
They also explicitly rejected ignorance as the “dominating” cause of malnutri-
tion “in urban areas, amongst rural employees, small farmers and Reserve
Natives,” naming instead “inadequate family incomes relative to the price of
necessities.”20

No doubt alarming to a tax-wary electorate was their call for “a redistribution
of income, not only from the wealthy but also from the middle and better paid
working classes, in favour of those in primary need.” The council members
themselves thought the social security scheme would reduce future capital
supplies to a dangerously low level, so “[t]he only possible solution is that
production per head be raised sufficiently by unremitting effort.” Hofmeyr,
the minister of finance as well as education, agreed, specifying that national
income would have to increase 50 percent in order to support such an ambi-
tious plan.21

Among the dangers to the idealistic plans of wartime was the potentially
explosive power of newly politicized populations, Afrikaner and African,
already signifying their disapproval of a vision of South Africa’s future defined
simply in terms of social security for all. Speaking in parliament in 1944 on
behalf of the National party, J. G. Strijdom objected to providing old-age pen-
sions for Africans while there were still poor whites. African nationalists, on
the other hand, were expressing a more activist idea of their role in postwar
South Africa than the concept of welfare suggests. Responding in the Natives
Representative Council to Hofmeyr’s 1946 budget, the African nationalist
Z. K. Matthews said it ignored “the burning questions of the day” such as
pass laws, the color bar, and political rights.22 None of these issues could be
addressed by the National Nutrition Council (NNC), a body that epitomized
the highest hopes of the 1940s that hunger might be ended.

When the minister of public health, H. G. Lawrence, introduced a bill into
the House of Assembly in June 1940 to set up the NNC, he was warmly wel-
comed “by all sides.” The new council’s function was “to investigate and report
to the Minister of Public Health, upon all matters relating, directly or indi-
rectly, to the prevention of malnutrition in and improvement of the diet of the
inhabitants of the Union.” This nonpartisan effort was addressed to the needs
of all the young, rather than to any particular group, as the authors of the bill
signified by naming the “inhabitants” rather than the citizens of the Union.
Lawrence acknowledged that the initial impulse to found the council had
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come from overseas, that is, from the League of Nations in 1935 when it rec-
ommended establishment of such bodies. Its creation was a source of pride to
one of its members, J. M. Latsky, the full-time nutrition officer in the Depart-
ment of Public Health, who wrote in 1944: “I believe that the Council is the
largest permanent statutory body which has ever been created in this country
for a single purpose. Indeed, I am not aware of a larger permanent body in
existence anywhere in the world which has been established for the sole pur-
pose of championing the cause of nutrition. I have reason to believe that,
among the United Nations, the National Nutrition Council of South Africa
is regarded as a national example and is highly thought of.”23

Like Henry Gluckman’s national health service, the eighty-three-member
council was designed to achieve a “coordinated approach” advising the gov-
ernment on how to prevent malnutrition and improve the diet of all South
Africans. It comprised a war committee to give advice on feeding the Union
Defense Force, as well as committees devoted to research, agriculture and eco-
nomics, and education and propaganda. Its members were scientific and lay
experts from different disciplines intent both on pooling all available knowl-
edge and on launching new investigations. They included many of the men
whose work produced the malnutrition syndrome: the biochemist F. W. Fox;
J. F. Brock; the head of the SAIMR, E. H. Cluver; the former secretary for
native affairs J. F. Herbst; Henry Gluckman; two former members of the
Carnegie poor white commission, E. G. Malherbe and J. F. W. Grosskopf; as
well as “the highest officials of the social service departments of the state,
Health, Agriculture, Native Affairs, Labour, and Social Welfare, and experts
from the universities and other scientific institutions.”24 In addition, L. S.
Williams, the mine medical officer then working on improving African mine
rations, advised the war emergency committee on rations for non-Europeans
in the army. If the ideas about African hunger that experts had been publiciz-
ing throughout this book were to have any impact on people’s lives, it was
likely to be through this body.

The council’s first reports warned that the country’s nutritional situation
was one of “extreme gravity,” its definition of risk embracing all those who
lived within its borders. Most surveys, it swore, had under- rather than over-
estimated the problem. Money should be spent on a “unified national health
policy” and should include the teaching of preventive medicine, another sign
that Gluckman’s ideas had gained favor on the council.25 Other comprehen-
sive recommendations included free meals for certain classes of schoolchild-
ren, availability of foods at sufficiently low prices, and the distribution of
surplus food to poor sections of the community. The council recommended
that the Department of Social Welfare be named the sole distributing agent
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for agricultural surpluses and that the Citrus Board, in particular, be asked to
donate its surplus oranges to the poor. The council requested its propaganda
committee to prepare an informational pamphlet on vegetables, asked the
Department of Agriculture to give marketing advice to urban housewives, and
instructed its own research committee to assess the adequacy of the country’s
milk supply and to investigate such ingenious new examples of fortified food
as fish flour. Arguing that the position justified expenditure without limit was
bound to alarm even those who were not fiscal conservatives.

The council’s proposals, which it had no power to enact, merged new sci-
entific insights with old concerns for South Africa’s prosperity. Malnutrition
was now understood to result from a multitude of factors, including disease,
parasites, overcrowding, defective hygiene, insufficient sleep, and emotional
and psychological maladjustment. It made sense to stress food, because “diet
is the one factor which can be adequately controlled,” and, of course, diet is a
politically safer issue than housing or disease. The implications of the situation
were alarming because, with South Africa sparsely populated, “manpower
must be regarded as the greatest [national] asset.”26

The researchers themselves maintained that their goals were not outlandish
because the wartime government was already heavily engaged in economic
planning through the various marketing boards it had constituted and
through the subsidies it had applied to certain foods. They did not attack the
boards but stressed that their own views should be represented. Dr. C. H.
Neveling, an NNC member, deputy chairman of the National Marketing
Council, and soon to be the secretary for agriculture, said the council had to
formulate practicable proposals and stop passing ones that would have no
effect. On the face of it, he was correct. The council did have a propensity to
pronounce ideals, but there was another rationale. Whenever anyone talked of
reforming the marketing boards, farmers’ profits were at stake.

One inauspicious note was sounded by the council when it accepted that
African health was linked to farming in the reserves. It supported the NAD’s
policy of vigorously restricting the numbers of African livestock and thereby
reclaiming the land. Partly because Africans were “more amenable to restric-
tive legislation than Europeans,” the council decided that “it should be a com-
paratively simple matter through Government or Native Trust guidance to
improve the self-sufficiency of the Native in relation to his nutrition.” Plow-
ing African fields communally by tractor, for example, would allow African
cows to be reserved for milk production. In addition, agricultural holdings
might be set aside for Africans outside cities so that “the wage earner [would
be able] to frequently visit his family [living on those farm plots].”27 The NNC
was thus tacitly accepting the doctrine that Africans would live in town only
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as long as they were employed there. It was also retaining the focus on the
“cattle complex” as if it were the cause of rural African hunger, and as if the
cure must be rural.

The council was caught in a further bind: it was devising some foods that
its target population disliked and that its own research revealed were unlikely
to cure malnutrition. Only occasionally did council members discuss African
food preferences, and then they expressed frustration with African resistance
to their guidance. In 1944, for example, Africans were refusing to buy a new,
improved type of mealie meal in which white and yellow mealies were mixed,
with yeast and soya bean meal added, and the germ and bran left in. Calling
this mixture “cattle food,” African consumers preferred to buy mealies whole
and grind them themselves. One perplexing attribute of this thwarted scheme
is the slight advantage that even the council members believed could be derived
from the yellow maize. Fox said it was only “somewhat” better nutritionally
than white maize, and Dr. D. Haylett of the University of Pretoria’s Agricul-
tural Research Institute called its value “small.” The point was to increase
Africans’ intake of vitamin A as a defense against eye disease. Meanwhile, Dr.
Joseph Gillman of the University of the Witwatersrand Medical School, who
was conducting tests on laboratory rats, discovered that the addition of a sin-
gle vitamin to a poor diet was likely to undermine other aspects of the animal’s
health.28 For rats as for humans, a balanced diet was the best preventive. His
findings were interpreted to mean Africans needed to be taught to eat in a bal-
anced way.

In 1952 the NNC issued its last report, its disheartened tones offering a stark
contrast to the grand hopes of its founding just over a decade earlier. The
report began by emphasizing the council’s advisory role and its lack of respon-
sibility for implementation. Its members must have been acutely aware of its
ineffectiveness. In 1944, for example, they had even had to sit through a meet-
ing presided over by three different chairmen as each one left for more impor-
tant meetings. The minister of public health explicitly lamented the council’s
flawed structure, undoubtedly a result of the wartime rush to set it up. The
council was deeply inhibited by its advisory status, reduced to naming prob-
lems more than formulating policy. The few suggestions it recently made had
been spurned. In deciding for the time being not to subsidize foodstuffs the
government had in 1950 explicitly rejected the NNC recommendation that the
state pay for enriching mealie meal. Further, the Department of Agriculture
had not “seen its way clear” to transfer the subsidy on white to brown bread.
Other disappointments stemmed from the apparent intractability of South
African poverty: improved milling was unlikely to ensure a robust diet because
“maize meal was still a poor food” if it constituted nearly the entirety of some-
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one’s diet; iodized salt was unlikely to reach the poor who chose unrefined salt
instead, because it was cheaper.

What then is the significance of the NNC? The council’s brief career illus-
trates the inclusive impulse of wartime idealism. Its minutes also show what
the times to come would reveal as flaws in its collective thinking: it linked
African health with farming; it treated black and white health separately; it had
no power like that of white farmers. It could only tinker with the details of
inequality.

Denial of Responsibility for African Hunger

The 1948 elections brought the National party (NP) to power with a small
majority of seats in parliament. Its electoral vulnerability—most whites in big
cities had voted for the United party (UP)—meant that it would spend its first
four years in power trying to broaden its appeal for the next election. Because
white farmers formed an important part of the NP’s constituency one of the
party’s main tasks was to help channel more labor onto commercial farms. This
meant trying, unsuccessfully as it turned out, to get urban employers to hire
first Africans who were already living in town. It also meant ignoring the
development of the reserves in any vigorous way, so that, in consequence,
peasants would be obliged to become labor migrants, whereupon state labor
bureaus would divide them between urban and rural employers. To appeal to
urban voters, the party tried to keep spending on urban native administration
to a minimum and to devise no development plans that required tapping
white taxpayers’ moneys. As Deborah Posel has argued, through most of the
1950s this electoral dilemma was coupled with an internal debate among party
members about the desirability of complete, in contrast with partial, economic
segregation between the races; as a result, there was, initially, no grand plan
governing the implementation of apartheid, only a unanimous commitment
among NP members to the principle of political segregation. This stand con-
trasted with the UP’s “middle way.” Inheritors of anti-Stallard opinion, UP
supporters were more tolerant of Africans achieving limited political rights
in town, though the party had long avoided addressing the question of who
was to pay for the urban infrastructure that would allow them to live there.29

Ivan Evans has suggested that Jan Smuts was defeated at the polls in 1948
because he lacked a clear native policy: the urban wing of the NAD was in a
state of bureaucratic confusion, and the rural wing was trapped in paternalist
inertia. This pattern began to be overturned when Hendrik Verwoerd took over
the department in 1950. He set out to provide all Africans with labor bureaus
to help them find jobs and only those who had the right to live temporarily in
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town with affordable housing in planned locations. The NAD precisely cali-
brated the cost of providing this housing according to what its numerous
socioeconomic surveys had divined about African spending capacity. Evans
argues that the rapidity of their construction won the admiration of even lib-
eral administrators. In the eyes of white taxpayers their merit must have
included the fact that the construction cost them nothing. Social services apart
from housing were to be limited by what Verwoerd called in 1955 the impera-
tive to teach Africans “how to take responsibility for themselves. . . . The
government has moved away from days of spoonfeeding the Native.”30 With
the single exception of its housing policy, the official ethos of the apartheid
era was devoted to denying that the state had responsibility for African urban
welfare.

The Assault on School Feeding

In 1935 European, Indian, and Coloured schoolchildren had begun receiving
government-subsidized milk and cheese, the result of overproduction in the
dairy industry, but African schoolchildren had to wait until 1943 to receive
milk and butter donated by the South African government. Before then, certain
African schools consumed food provided by ad hoc local charities. Schools
in the area around Alice in the eastern Cape in 1937, for example, got milk,
vegetables, and fruit from nearby South African Native Trust farms (bought
by the state to enlarge the African reserves under the 1936 Natives Trust and
Land Act). Dr. MacVicar, the head of the local hospital, was convinced that
such donations improved the health of local children, because he had observed
his mission feeding nearly 100 poor children since 1924. Fear of tuberculosis
had provoked many of these early attempts to ensure that African school-
children were well fed, and milk was commonly seen as the best defense. In a
similar local effort, the citizens of East London in 1940 began to send £675 a
year to feed “520 small Native children” in its two locations or townships,
selected according to whether they were likely to be tubercular or were demon-
strably “semi-starved.”31

These efforts bore a strong resemblance to feeding programs in American
schools from about 1912 until the depression. In the United States, too, the
initial impulse had come from local philanthropists who, alarmed by reports
of a great malnutrition crisis, footed the bills in selected cities. In 1936, the fed-
eral government, through the Works Progress Administration (WPA), began
to provide cooks and helpers to school feeding programs, though not food or
money. Two of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s chief advisers, Henry Wal-
lace, the secretary of agriculture, and Harry Hopkins, soon to be the secretary
of commerce, favored treating hunger with work relief rather than donations
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and involving state and local as opposed to the federal government. Farmers
and food retailers opposed free food handouts to the poor, but after World
War II began the Department of Agriculture overruled this long-standing
resistance and started providing to schools surplus food purchased from farm-
ers unable to sell their produce on the open market at a good price. The his-
tory of school feeding in South Africa, similar in many ways to the American
case, particularly in terms of the government’s response to farmers’ needs, indi-
cates that social policies about poverty and welfare were not influenced by
racism alone.

As in the case of the NNC, the school feeding idea had been adopted in
South Africa in a rush of optimism but with little apparent forethought about
how it would operate. As a result the conditions of the scheme were chaotic
because it lacked staff and sufficient preparation. The 1943 feeding scheme for
African schoolchildren in South Africa was modest. While the Union Treasury
did pay the full cost of African schoolchildren’s meals, the state contributed a
larger amount of money to each European child (six pence per child daily)
than to each African (two pence per child daily). Similarly, Coloured and Asian
children received less milk, fruit, and vegetables than European children. But
even this differential level of funding provoked parliamentary concern about
the rising costs borne by white taxpayers. The NP opposed the scheme from
its inception, offering the following arguments: it was unfair to deny food to
the majority who did not attend school; children were seen taking food home
from schools; and schools were reported to be empty on nonfood days.32

When the Nationalists won the 1948 elections they were in a position to act
on these concerns, and they formed a committee to report the next year on
school feeding. In the meantime, no new schools were to be added to the
existing scheme, a decision that excluded schools in the new townships now
mushrooming around South Africa’s cities.

The committee’s 1949 report on school feeding managed to straddle two
points of view while giving greater weight to the negative. It admitted that
the scheme was necessary, due to the “deterioration” of African physiques, but
resisted it on the grounds that it reduced parental responsibility and incurred
“state pauperism,” the common expression for dependence. It asked “how
long the little over two million of the European population will be able to
carry the responsibility for the development of the approximately nine million
of the Bantu population.” Echoing NP complaints that had greeted the incep-
tion of the program six years earlier, the minister of education observed during
the parliamentary debates that the scheme was trying to bring about improve-
ments “at the expense of the European taxpayer [and] must be counteracted
because it fails to observe the important educational principle of self-help and
creates the danger that the Bantu community may become accustomed to the
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dole system.” Since government currently had no means of controlling spend-
ing on the scheme, the report recommended setting a limit of £1.2 million for
the coming fiscal year, the expense to be balanced by withdrawing equipment
grants from African schools. The minister of education, A. J. Stals, told par-
liament this sum was “unduly high” and tightened up the provisions even fur-
ther: native school feeding “would have to be limited and gradually decreased
until eventually there would be nothing left.”33

By cutting the school feeding program begun by the Smuts government in
wartime, the new NP government incurred the wrath of liberals who gave
impassioned speeches in the 1949 parliament. While Nationalist members of
parliament failed to speak with the eloquence of their opponents during this
particular debate, their stated opinions did starkly reveal that party thinking
on the subject of African welfare was governed by dread of the tax burden.
Also worrisome was the impact school feeding would have on the influx to the
cities—and the loss of labor to white farmers—should the program be con-
tinued in urban areas alone. According to M.P. Labuschagne, “We farmers
experience the drift of our Natives from the farms to the towns because there
are no school facilities on the farms. They drift to the towns where they are
loafing and where the children receive their gratis school-feeding.”34

The Nationalists parted company with the UP not in its concern for cost
and dependency, because Smuts shared these worries, but in their elaborate
cultural rationale. Glossing, but hardly obscuring, their preoccupations with
money and labor, the NP members stressed the welfare of African culture and
the African psyche. Feeding would destroy self-esteem: “[You must not]
destroy the native’s self-respect,” M.P. Maree argued. “If we continue to
spoonfeed the Native we shall spoil him utterly,” added member J. J. Ser-
fontein. By maintaining that the state would stunt parents’ sense of responsi-
bility for their own children they ignored the fact that the two pence daily
subsidy to African children was only one-third what the state spent on Euro-
pean schoolchildren’s meals. This amount was spent mainly on milk and
cheese in European schools, while African schools served starchy foods—bread
and mealie products—and sugar and jam, because they were cheaper.35

Apartheid ideologues’ devotion to ethnos theory emerged in statements
warning that the “white man’s food” was destroying the formerly balanced
customary diet of Africans. To Nationalists, it was another example of Smuts’s
UP “destroying the Native’s self-esteem and his national characteristics”; the
“dole system . . . [was] crushing national characteristics under the cloak of phi-
lanthropy.” And so, according to Dr. Hertzog, the “child of nature who moves
away from his people and who thus also moves away from the balanced food
of his people becomes sickly and decrepit. . . . [T]he children of the so-called
half-baked Christian . . . [are] weak and sickly and shrunken.” He queried
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whether Africans were hungry at all. Wasn’t the problem, rather, that they
were malnourished because they were squandering their incomes through
“incorrect eating . . . [and] incorrect spending?” He went on, “the father and
mother spend their money on gramophones and nice clothes rather than on
the sound feeding of their children.” He quoted a 1947 Johannesburg munici-
pality survey saying that it lost £25,000 a year because the African—with a
white loaf in one hand and sugar water in the other—was so ill-nourished he
could not do the work of an ordinary man. Further, if Africans flocked to town
because children were fed in schools there, the urban murder rate would rise.
Whites could protect themselves against these various aspects of race deterio-
ration only by offering medical and social welfare services to Africans in the
reserves, and by making them pay for it.36

Given the force of these sentiments, it is not surprising that the 1950s saw
a rapid scaling back of the state’s involvement in feeding schoolchildren. In
1951 the government terminated its preschool feeding schemes in the Trans-
keian territories and cut back its subsidy for African, though not for European,
school meals.37 In 1953 the amount of money funding the scheme declined still
further, but the heaviest blow was dealt in 1955 when schools were offered the
choice of receiving state money for a feeding scheme or for extending their
facilities so they could take in more pupils. The majority of school boards
chose the latter alternative. In 1957 the minister of native affairs reported to
parliament that the feeding scheme operated in only 20 percent of the school
board areas, adding, “I have no doubt that without any pressure being
brought to bear upon them they will also abandon it. Rather than giving this
double benefit to a handful of children they would also prefer to see that the
amount involved is spread out more fairly; in other words, to make room for
new pupils.” It would, he said, cost the government £3 million a year to pro-
vide for every African school child a meal costing three pence a day.38 For this
reason, in just over one decade the state had moved from accepting to deny-
ing responsibility for protecting African preschool and schoolchildren against
malnutrition. The meliorists had elicited crude expressions of cultural essen-
tialism from the Nationalists in the course of debating school feeding, and yet,
the ideas underlying the references to “national characteristics” were not rad-
ically different from those of the UP: the dole bred dependency, and feeding
all African schoolchildren would be prohibitively expensive.

Palliatives: Food Fortification, Subsidy, Surplus

The government’s principal interventions in food markets into the 1960s
were palliatives. They fell under three main categories—fortification, sub-
sidy, the disposal of surplus. The Department of Nutrition, founded in 1951
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and terminated in 1959, spent its energies devising fortified foods that con-
sumers themselves often disliked.39 Mealie meal and bread were the prime
targets for fortification. Bremer bread, named after Minister of Health Karl
Bremer, and introduced by the Department of Nutrition in 1952, was said to
be nutritionally improved by the addition of groundnut flour, skim milk pow-
der, calcium carbonate, and fat, while mealie meal was enriched and whitened
with soya bean meal, milk powder, casein, food yeast, and calcium carbon-
ate. Both foods were, in 1954, “improved” by the addition of a tasteless and
colorless “fish flour.” Though none of these foods appealed to African con-
sumers, the department could not be deflected from its preoccupation with
marketing, and in 1955 recommended the selling of milk in Coca-Cola–styled
bottles so that Africans would buy it instead of mineral waters. By 1956 the
Center for Scientific and Industrial Research reported that these enriching
programs cost more than they were worth, and in 1959 a member of parlia-
ment noted this fact in parliament as the Department of Nutrition was being
abolished.40

In 1960, Prime Minister Verwoerd announced that attention was going to
be paid to providing more nutritious food for Africans, but subsequent gov-
ernmental intervention amounted to mere exhortations to employers to pro-
vide one meal for their workers daily and to Africans to eat a better balanced
diet.41 At the time the government had failed to convince employers to hire,
preferentially, Africans already living in the city, because the managers of the
burgeoning manufacturing sector preferred the more docile labor force of per-
sons newly arrived in town. In these circumstances, Verwoerd was in effect
telling employers that, since they had persisted in ignoring the government’s
Urban Labour Preference Policy, the well-being and efficiency of their work-
ers rested on their shoulders, not on the government.

Plans in the early 1960s to distribute surplus food were related to fears of
losing agricultural markets more than to consumer need. South Africa’s abil-
ity to export its surplus food began to founder in the 1960s for two reasons:
commodity prices were declining on world markets, and countries were
increasingly closing their doors against South African produce. In Novem-
ber 1961, Britain tried to protect its own producers by asking South Africa to
cut back its export of subsidized dairy products to Britain. They were sold
overseas at a loss because there was no market for them in South Africa. In the
words of the SAIRR, “a large proportion of the population cannot afford . . .
[butter and cheese], and many have as yet not developed a taste for them.”42

The situation was expected to worsen when Britain joined the Common Mar-
ket. The Dairy Industry Control Board responded by dropping the consumer
price of butter by 14 percent. In the hope that a local market could be devel-
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oped in the townships the board even hired an African public relations officer
to advertise the product.

Rather than redirecting the surplus of fruit and maize internally, as parlia-
mentary critics had been urging the government to do since the late 1930s,
farmers were given incentives to produce less. The maize surplus was attrib-
uted to its high guaranteed price, that is, farmers received a guaranteed price
per bag through a price stabilization fund to which they made contributions.
In 1961 this fund spent between 10 and 12 million rand on maize that was
exported at a loss. To reduce production, the producer price of maize was low-
ered in 1961. The consumer price stayed the same. In 1963 the Maize Board
sent a mission to the United States to study curbs on production and also to
set up a marketing promotion department to boost domestic sales. The size of
its surplus was so “huge” that South African Railways lacked the capacity to
carry it to local ports for export. A similar story applied to the fruit industry.
Because the return on exported fruit was five times higher than on fruit sold
locally—one hundred cents as opposed to twenty cents a pocket—it was con-
sidered “bad economics” to sell citrus at home rather than plow it under as
compost.43 Thousands of pounds of surplus citrus fruits and bananas were
therefore dumped to rot in early 1962.

Local charities were left to devise schemes for the needy. They did so by fly-
ing in the face of the NP’s attempt in 1954 to ensure that welfare would be
given and received within one’s own group, while churches confined their
ministry to spiritual matters.44 In 1962 after the SAIRR failed to convince the
government to buy and distribute farmers’ surpluses of oranges and bananas,
a group of concerned “personalities” formed a corporation to do just that on
a private and nonprofit basis. They moved on to develop outlets and markets
for other surplus food as well, selling food at prices lower than normal while
covering their operating costs.

Eager to reassure businesses that it would not clash with their interests, the
corporation, calling itself “Kupugani,” a permutation of the Zulu word for
“uplift yourself,” proposed buying surpluses in bulk and distributing them to
welfare and voluntary organizations, which would, in turn, sell them to under-
nourished people. The founders of Kupugani—Oluf Martiny, Carl Keyter,
Neil Alcock—suggested that the price of mealie meal be dropped so that
Africans could buy more protein-rich food with the savings. Health educators
from the rural health center at Pholela were to be used as agents to distribute
the foodstuffs and to teach nutritional lessons to the recipients. Kupugani also
hoped to popularize foods so that new internal markets would be opened up,
and it wanted to “run centralized kitchens in industrial areas where employers
can obtain foods for their canteens and workers can buy food to take home to
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their families.” In 1964 Kupugani, aided by Oxfam and the NRC, managed to
pay the costs of transporting from the eastern Transvaal surplus fruit then
being offered to charity by the Citrus Board. While the government was suf-
ficiently impressed by the organization’s successes that year to adopt its relief
tactics during a drought in the northern Transvaal, it turned against Kupugani
in 1965, attacking it as leftist and foreign-funded. When Kupugani failed, how-
ever, the cause was financial; some of its branches had simply gone bankrupt,
according to Oluf Martiny, because it was hard to collect money from donors.45

Kwashiorkor: Data Collected and Suppressed

Nutritionists in South Africa and elsewhere called the 1950s “the protein
decade,” and the high profile given to kwashiorkor internationally was, in part,
a result of research by eminent South African doctors. In addition, the Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations called conferences
on world hunger to focus attention on the consequences for children of living
on a diet low in milk. This postwar fashion in understanding malnutrition had
been given a substantial boost by the creation in 1949 of UNICEF for the pur-
pose of distributing surplus American milk in the developing world, a logical
sequel to the American policy of donating milk powder to help European
schoolchildren emerge healthy from the ravages of World War II.

On September 12, 1962, the South African government, declaring the dis-
ease “notifiable,” officially recognized the importance kwashiorkor had gained
as a valuable indicator of overall nutritional status. All medical doctors now
had to report to the state every case of kwashiorkor they found. In 1963,
5 white, 230 Coloured, and 7,170 African cases were identified.

The government responded to this crisis by subsidizing the distribution of
fortified food and by supporting kwashiorkor research mainly through the new
National Nutritional Research Institute (NNRI). These efforts led to milk dis-
tribution as a way of combating the disease. To extremely needy cases the
department reluctantly gave the powder for free, noting that 100 percent sub-
sidies would be unappreciated. The cost rose from R20,000 in 1962–1963 to
R64,600 in 1967, when a further R250,000 was earmarked for distribution of
powdered skimmed milk through Bantu Authorities, African administrators in
the homelands. The other component of the government’s anti-kwashiorkor
campaign was the funding of research by the NNRI, part of the Center for Sci-
entific and Industrial Research (CSIR), into deodorized fish flour and dry
skimmed milk. The CSIR proved that one pound of skimmed milk powder a
week was enough to prevent malnutrition. Kwashiorkor thus was a disease that
could be prevented for fifteen cents a week. The alternative of not doing so was
said to be a workforce of mentally retarded, listless, apathetic people with short
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attention spans. The South African Medical Association had urged urban
employers at its annual conference in 1953 to emulate the rations served by the
mining industry so their workers would be healthy and efficient.46

Shortly after notification of kwashiorkor became mandatory in 1962, the
minister of health spoke in parliament in terms that captured the issues at
stake. Malnutrition did not result, he said, from economic or socioeconomic
factors, but from sociological ones. He explained that there was no famine
or undernutrition in South Africa, but some malnutrition caused by Africans
buying the wrong kind of food. He spoke in reply to a private member’s
motion requesting the government to provide nutritional advice to all South
Africans, including those “Bantu who cling to old tribal customs, wrong eat-
ing habits and, in many cases, moral decline and undesirable living habits.” The
minister added, in tones whose repercussions would be felt within the decade,
that the house should strongly condemn “any misrepresentations made to
exploit these conditions.”47

The minister of health’s concern must be understood within the context of
the resettlement program the government was then undertaking. From 1960,
3.5 million people began to be moved to live permanently in the homelands.
They arrived in rural areas whose resources were already under strain. Doctors
practicing there talked of the widespread malnutrition that resulted; the sheer
press of the population rendered attempts at preventive medicine a “fairly aca-
demic” exercise.48 It is clear that the government was simultaneously engaged
in two mutually reinforcing exercises: it was resettling people in areas too
impoverished and too densely populated to support their new populations,
and it was collecting statistics on how many children were afflicted with pro-
tein malnutrition.

In 1968 the state withdrew its mandate to be notified of all kwashiorkor cases.
Government officials offered many reasons for its decision. A spokesman for
the minister of health called the requirement “extra work for medical practi-
tioners,” and said there was no need to continue counting since a general pic-
ture of the incidence had been gained. The head of nutritional services at the
Department of Health, Dr. J.P. Kotze, said kwashiorkor would no longer be
notifiable because doctors were not diagnosing it correctly and were inflat-
ing the numbers in order to boost their salaries. In any case, he added, by
applying the same expectations to children of different races, some doctors
paid too little attention to the possibly differing genetic potential of the dif-
ferent races; the Boston standard of normal child growth—measured by the
ratio between height-weight and age—was based on white children and might
not apply to blacks. Others by implication supported the end of notification
because, even if the same growth potential applied to whites and blacks, equal-
ity in international food consumption was a receding ideal, given the world-
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wide shortage of protein-rich food and its escalating cost.49 Statistics on the
rate of kwashiorkor, which had been falling throughout the 1960s, were prob-
ably not very accurate; after all, the children who were well enough to walk or
be carried to the doctor were not those who suffered most from kwashiorkor.

The government’s sensitivity to criticism clearly lay at the back of its sup-
pression of kwashiorkor statistics. J. D. L. Hansen reports that when the
Afrikaans press labeled him a communist in 1960 for publicizing his findings,
he adopted a policy of keeping out of politics and “just reporting facts” so that
he could continue to receive financial support and to be listened to in com-
mittees; for example, in company with the secretary and minister for health,
he was able to draw up a milk scheme for underweight children that parlia-
ment passed in 1961. The costs of confrontation were all too visible; when
Brock publicly opposed the banning of a senior scientist, R. Hoffenberg, who
had been attacking the government in the press and his lectures, Brock was
immediately dropped from the Medical Research Council.50 That the public
record contains few explicitly political statements by such doctors cannot be
read to mean that they endorsed government policy.

1959 was a watershed year in the South African government’s official retreat
from responsibility for African hunger because three events concurred: the
Department of Nutrition and the health centers providing state-sponsored
medical care in the reserves closed down, and the Bantustans became nomi-
nally self-governing. Then, in 1968, despite the abundant sense of urgency
among medical authorities, the same year that the marketing act was repro-
mulgated, kwashiorkor was declared no longer notifiable. Thus, 1968 looks
like the nadir of the state’s denial. And yet, despite such public disavowals of
responsibility it is clear that costly official efforts to deal with African hunger
continued. The Ministry of Finance was still pumping millions of rand into
food subsidies; in 1967 it paid out R76 million to keep low the prices of bread,
butter, maize, and fertilizer, a sum more than double the R34 million it had
paid in 1958. Similarly, while in 1969 the Bantu Affairs Department acquired
responsibility for health and hospital services in African rural areas, the bill
would continue to be footed by the South African Treasury; in any case, the
executive authority for health remained with the Department of Health.

Denial of all welfare responsibility for Africans may have been the stated
logic of the apartheid state, but it was a goal impossible to achieve. Holy Cross
Hospital, for example, was receiving free gifts of Pronutro (vitamin-enforced
bran) from the government in the mid-1960s. The government was even offer-
ing to take over the hospital entirely in exchange for title to its land, an offer
that led some hospital staff to admit grudgingly that, however much one may
dislike apartheid, the government was at least recognizing its financial respon-
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sibility toward rural hospitals.51 In another example of increasing largesse, the
government donated massive aid to the drought-stricken northern Transvaal
in 1964, breaking all its sworn rules: it distributed free food to schoolchildren,
it gave out free milk powder, and it donated surplus citrus, bananas, and pota-
toes. Though a good deal of this kind of relief aid was distributed through
Bantu Authorities, it was still a cost borne by the government in Pretoria.
Even though the press had been kept out of the region in 1963 in order to
avoid publicizing the crisis, the government’s action proved that the total
denial of welfare responsibility for poor Africans was simply not possible.

The apartheid state’s efforts to divest itself of some responsibility for African
welfare coexisted with these vestiges of paternalism. In 1955, for example, the
inspector of native pensions began to weed out the undeserving poor from his
rolls. His brief was to move around the Transkeian territories, striking off par-
tially disabled workers, such as an epileptic who could still work as a herder
despite his handicap, and a crippled man nicknamed “The Butterfly” who
could nevertheless work on the surface of gold mines or at less strenuous jobs
on the sugar estates. He also struck off the rolls many older men and women
who were able to prepare fire belts or dig holes for tree planting, as well as
people whom traders reported as owning more stock than they had admitted
to him. Though the inspector, V. G. Vermeulen, may have been a particularly
uncharitable man, he did reflect the fiscally conservative ethos of apartheid.52

Three years later, the Lusikisiki paying officer began requiring all pensioners
to report to him so that he could register as dead all who failed to show up
in his office. Then, in 1959, people applying for pensions had to take a form to
the dipping foreman so that the number of their stock could be accurately
entered, and married applicants were required to report to the magistrate’s
office in the company of spouse and headman.

For nearly thirty years the hunger experts had been generating publicity
that provoked the apartheid state to deny responsibility for, and sometimes
even the existence of, African hunger. They had done so in the faith that South
African paternalism was a real force for improving black people’s lives. Many
were distressed by the state’s rejection of its paternalistic heritage, some trans-
ferring their efforts to the private sphere and some emigrating. And yet, the
idea of Africans as a “non-scientific” people was close enough to the cultural
essentialism of apartheid to allow many experts to continue to work within
state structures that disappointed them in so many other ways.

Coercion

Without intending to do so, people who disparaged African agriculture
were providing the state with a powerful rationale for forcing rural areas to
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modernize. Most of the hunger experts in this book blamed African malnutri-
tion on African farming, particularly the overstocking that depleted the soil of
nitrogen and allowed rainstorms to sweep topsoil into the sea. Only very occa-
sionally did an expert observe that white farms were also overstocked, because
this judgment simply did not fit the image of modernity lying at the back of
most observers’ minds. We have seen, for example, Drs. Fox, Orenstein, Stott,
and Kark and all the HCH doctors of the 1950s identify poor soil science as a
root of African nutritional suffering. Even a resolutely urban expert like Ray
Phillips would join the cry. Several factors make the reduction of rural poverty
to a question of soil erosion problematic: it was never clear how improved soil
quality would benefit the rising numbers of landless people; it elevated one
precondition of a good harvest—fertile soil—above the many other equally
important factors such as rain, a plentiful labor force, sufficient acreage, and,
increasingly, capital equipment such as irrigation pipes and tractors.

“Betterment” grew out of “reclamation” schemes of the 1930s devoted to
arresting soil erosion as well as attacks on overstocking. By the 1940s it was
the name given to the cluster of development policies that included contour
plowing, culling herds, and the separation of grazing, residential, and arable
plots. In time, the reserves were supposed to gain a modern infrastructure—
water supplies, roads, bridges, dipping tanks, fodder banks, soil conservation
works, and plantations. The precise details would be worked out for each
locality by a local committee made up of administrative and agricultural offi-
cers, an engineer, a soil chemist, and “a Native member.” Their goals were to
plan rationally the future of the reserves and to save the land. More precisely,
“one of the aims of agricultural development in the Bantu homelands is that
every Bantu farmer should be able to produce enough to feed himself and his
family throughout the year.”53

By the early 1950s in the Transkei, the site of the following case study of
apartheid-era rural coercion, the plan had mainly amounted to tough disci-
pline, actual or threatened, of the following nature: canceling the land rights
of people who did not adopt contour strips and soil reclamation measures,
levying annual grazing fees on sheep and goats in order to cut down their
numbers, removing stock that had been imported to the reserve without the
permission of a man’s father (if he was single), his headman, and the local
magistrate. Some NAD officials frankly regarded shortages of food as catalysts
of “progressive” or commercial change, saying, “The district [Lusikisiki] is
inhabited by a very backward people, the majority of whom are quite satisfied
to continue in the old way so long as they have sufficient food to eat.”54

Deborah Posel has suggested that the principal function of state ideology
is “to depict the exercise of power in terms which legitimise it as morally
right.”55 She was referring to the way the myth of total separation of the races
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masked the apartheid regime’s real purpose, to sustain the benefits of white
domination. The same argument could be applied to “betterment.” Using
force against peasants could be justified as a means of improving African
health and efficiency even if fundamentally driven by highly opportunistic
imperatives: winning international approval for “decolonization,” and allow-
ing surplus African workers to be repatriated to the countryside from the cities
where they could fall prey to African nationalism. State ideology, however, was
not only a smokescreen camouflaging interests. It was powerful because it
built on strongly held popular beliefs validated and partly shaped by scientists.

Betterment schemes drawn up by local planning committees began to be
introduced in the Transkei in the late 1940s and, until 1959, they were executed
with a curious mixture of tentativeness and force. Not all magistrates approved,
some calling them a “farce” when they were introduced in areas that experi-
enced no erosion or food shortages. The acting magistrate in Lusikisiki in 1948
derided the plans because maize was not in short supply during years of decent
rainfall, the number of vegetable gardens was increasing, and there were “very
few kraals where milk is not available for consumption by the children.”56

Nevertheless, in 1950, a betterment planner visited the area, decreeing that the
coastal plain at Lambasi, a verdant grazing area, was in danger of erosion. He
drew up rules forbidding any further settlement within eight miles of the coast
and restricted access to the forests at Mtambalala and Lower Ntafufu to pro-
tect them from people seeking firewood and land to plow.57

One major reason for the tentative execution of “betterment” rules was the
virulence with which local people reacted to these measures. In the 1950 Nta-
fufu case they spoke in public meetings of murdering rangers and of going
to war against whites, in general, and white officials, in particular. One feisty
sixty-year-old subheadman, Mgqinqo Pikani, showed his disrespect by baring
his backside to the magistrate in a public meeting. Many of the people under
threat of removal from the Lambasi plain announced that they simply would
not move. The land was theirs, they said, and they had already plowed.
“[S]tarving,” they were having to watch other people eat green mealies while
theirs rotted in the ground. This grievance became one of many against bet-
terment that an angry crowd of peasants—so large they had to mass outside
the crowded meeting room—delivered to the chief magistrate, J. Yates, on his
unprecedented journey to Lusikisiki in 1950. Some of their complaints were
purely political, as in criticisms of the arrogant behavior of the highly unpop-
ular magistrate in Lusikisiki, A.W. Leppan. A few months later, the chief mag-
istrate received an articulate letter of censure from one Daniel Tabalaza, a
Lusikisiki teacher, accusing Leppan of attaching more importance to plant life
and land matters than to human life. Back in his office in Umtata, Chief Mag-
istrate Yates scribbled on a scrap of paper that he had nothing further to add
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to his previous announcements.58 Such obliviousness could only have stoked
the resentment of those peasants who already believed that the forest and
coastal preservation efforts were the thin edge of the wedge of hunger and
arbitrary rule.

Their protest was not in vain. It provoked the appointment in October 1950
of a new magistrate who found no evidence of erosion at Lambasi at all and
who also decided that the boundaries of the forest reserves had been laid too
far away from the wooded areas. An official admitted that the “primitive” type
of agriculture did prevent soil from washing into streams. “In order to save
face and the land,” the administration watered down its proposals rather than
jettison them entirely. Further settlement at Lambasi was prohibited, though
those people already farming more than one mile away from the coastal
escarpment could stay; the eight-mile boundary was discreetly dropped. Pros-
ecutions for illegal settlement were to be suspended while an official inquiry
into the land question took place.59 In 1950 local opposition could still per-
suade the administration to compromise, a situation that would change radi-
cally after the Bantu Authorities were put in place in 1959.

The NAD’s willingness to make these concessions to local opinion derived
in part from its vestigial paternalism. During the 1950s many magistrates con-
tinued to seek to protect their wards from unfair practices. T. D. Ramsay, chief
magistrate of the Transkei, for example, devoted a good deal of energy in 1956
to trying to exchange defective South African plow parts for better Canadian
ones.60 The NAD’s compromising spirit was also a function of the fact that,
prior to 1959, the NP government had not worked out its rural policy. In 1950
it appointed the Tomlinson Commission to devise one.

Ivan Evans summarized the commission’s recommendations in terms of
three major interdependent points: farmers who were capable of producing
a subsistence income should be separated from those who were not; the land
should be rehabilitated; the reserves should be industrialized so that non-
farmers could be employed. Only if all three conditions were fulfilled would
the reserves truly become independent homelands and the stated apartheid
ideal of total separation of the races be finally achieved. “In sum,” Evans writes,
“the program called for state intervention to create, within three decades, an
economy and a class structure in the reserves that were typical of industrialized
states.”61 The political will to erect this independent structure was missing.
None of the prerequisites for development was fulfilled and the homelands
continued to be simply labor reserves largely because no one except the ide-
alists—like Eiselen and Tomlinson—among the apartheid theorists wanted
them any other way.

The Tomlinson report, and the UP response to it, reflect white pride and
fear in the mid-1950s. The overlap between the reactions of both political par-
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ties testifies to the report’s widespread appeal. While the Nationalists alone
raised the threat of miscegenation, leaders of both parties worried that the low
level of white demographic growth would lead the race to be swamped. Both
parties saw the development of the reserves as an antidote. Bantu “enlighten-
ment,” in the report’s words, depended on jettisoning the cultural values that
allowed men to ruin the land because they left the farming to women and
instead focused their attention on cattle, thereby causing overstocking. “The
real limiting factor,” Tomlinson wrote, referring to the reclamation of the land,
“is the Bantu himself.” His “essential metamorphosis” was a sociological and
psychological task entailing “very far reaching changes in their traditional ways
of living and thinking.” The UP was unwilling to criticize the modernization
program for the reserves, even though betterment would be applied “with the
people’s consent and cooperation where possible and without this where nec-
essary.” On the contrary, the party went on record as willing to “give the fullest
and most unstinted support to any reasonable, economically feasible steps that
the Government might wish to take” to develop the reserves. J. G. N. Strauss,
the UP leader, concurred that the reserves needed to be developed in order
to support a larger black population, and he stated in parliament that “the
main reason” for their current “agricultural backwardness”—their “undevel-
oped, overstocked and eroded [state] with millions living in poverty and
ignorance”—was the system of communal land tenure.62 Both parties were
blaming African poverty on African culture.

In commenting on the report, Hendrik Verwoerd used patriarchal language
to reject paternalistic claims on government. Rejecting land tenure reform,
white industrial investment in the homelands, and the £100 million budget
Tomlinson had proposed, he said Africans should no longer expect to be
“spoon fed.” In using those words he not only mocked the African poor as
children, he was also keeping the language of rights at bay. It became com-
munist, or deeply foreign to the western European heritage, to suggest that
people should vote if they wrongly used the land, farmed inefficiently, and
kept themselves at a low standard of health and living.63 Verwoerd and other
defenders of apartheid made scientific claims for the correctness of their pro-
gram. They invoked sociology and psychology, as well as agronomy, to defend
their analyses of what was wrong with the reserves. Citing the authority of
these modern scientific disciplines did not set the Nationalists apart from their
political opponents. NP programs for developing the reserves differed from
their precursors less in their content than in the toughness of their execution.

If NP and UP attitudes to the reserves were so similar, how different was
the liberal response? Using the SAIRR as an index, a striking degree of con-
sensus is revealed. Before the report appeared, Hobart Houghton presented a
paper at the SAIRR council’s January 1955 meeting that could have come from
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Tomlinson’s own pen. “The whole tribal system of agriculture must go,” he
said, “and sound farming can only be expected after an enclosure movement
analogous to that which transformed the manorial system in Britain into mod-
ern scientific land utilization.” The institute waited nine months before hold-
ing a national conference on the subject, and published only one paper given
there. Because the paper was written by two Africans, it may signify the insti-
tute taking the political opinions of Africans more seriously than it had a
decade earlier when, as we have seen, Hoernle warned officials against taking
the Alexandra stand holders seriously. When Leo Marquard gave his presi-
dential address in 1958, he decried the boundary thinking inherent in the plan,
but not the nonconsultative social engineering that rehabilitation entailed.64

While these enfranchised parties to the discussions heralding the birth of the
homelands may have prided themselves on finally getting around to thinking
creatively about reserve development, they had not reached the point of think-
ing of African rural areas as other than inert and a problem, or its people as
other than infinitely malleable. Within five years their blinders would be
ripped off.

The state’s resort to force began with a vengeance in 1959 when it first made
efforts to establish the homelands. Verwoerd had been prime minister and
head of the NP for one year and he brought the Broederbond, the apartheid
think tank, into the forefront of political decision-making, including over
NAD policy. The NP faction that rejected the strategy of trying to maintain
white privilege by co-opting an urban African middle class now held power.
All Africans were considered temporary visitors in town; the Stallardists had
won. The time was ripe for the South African state to defend itself against the
rising international condemnation of apartheid and against the threat of
African nationalism. The NAD planned to elevate chiefs to the highest level
of local political power, and this strategy meant that chiefs would have to
enforce betterment.

The chiefs had to have their power enhanced, it was argued, if they were to
play an effective role in “carrying out . . . regulations made for the improve-
ment and betterment of the Native people, their land and their stock.” As one
of the most important architects of the “Government’s policy of building up
the power of the Chiefs and resuscitating the tribal system of administration,”
N. J. van Warmelo explained, the chiefs needed to be rescued from the cor-
ruption they had come to display under the colonial system. “In pre-European
times,” he argued, there had been no money and little opportunity for them
to squander tribal property except on a “limited quantity of beer and victuals”
for their court. Now, corrupted by money, they were even selling the tribu-
tary maize given to them for use by the entire tribe. Van Warmelo stressed that
the remedy for the low popular opinion of chiefs was education through grad-
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ual extension to them of control over their treasuries and courts. A revitalized
tribal system would meld the chieftainship with such modern innovations as
a “livestock and maize register” to prevent personal appropriation. Apartheid
planners gave their plans the most benevolent veneer by expressing the desire
to “generally rais[e] the standard of living all round.” The Bunga, one official
suggested at a conference of magistrates, had undermined itself by having
“done very little to counteract this opposition [to betterment], either by edu-
cating the people who elected them or by endeavouring to undertake and pay
for the services themselves.” Had not the time come, he wondered rhetorically,
for a “more progressive system [than the Bunga] . . . which is understood by
the Bantu because it would be in keeping with his tradition and eventually lead
him to the achievement of his own national aims?”65 The most basic subsis-
tence issues were made to justify the birth of Bantu Authorities.

The Bunga, in its final days, before being encouraged to vote itself out of
existence in 1955, articulated peasant fears that betterment was impoverishing
them. Councillors argued that rehabilitation created “difficulties” by “com-
pel[ling] people to reduce the numbers of their cattle whereas they used to be
their source of living.” The scheme provided no new industries and no more
land. Reflecting the gravity of popular fears, councillors frequently raised the
issue of food. Councillor Tyali, for example, wanted the rivers dammed so that
“our commonages could be irrigated [and then] we could see the result of the
production of milk by our cows.” People feared that health services, like the
provision of clean water from boreholes, would go only to districts accept-
ing betterment. They spoke about this issue, like most associated with bet-
terment, as a life-and-death matter. When Eiselen visited the Bunga in 1950,
he heard apartheid rejected in terms reflecting with simple immediacy the
perceived threats to livelihood: Councillor T. Ntintili warned that unless
more land and industries were given to the Transkeian territories “[their
people] will disappear from the face of the earth.”66 The government was tak-
ing more care, councillors often said, of the stock than the people, a common
refrain for decades.

The final Bunga debates reveal both the administration’s and the council-
lors’ apocalyptic visions. They alluded frequently to the death of the land or of
its people. While hunger was, of course, a common idiom for poverty, pre-
cisely what was at stake depended on the vantage point of the speaker. Offi-
cials spoke of betterment and its associated issues, such as the protection of
the forests, as a matter for urgent salvation, while Africans spoke equally
urgently of the death of their children. The two parties were using the pro-
duction of food to talk about survival—of the land and of the “Bantu race”—
as if Armageddon were approaching. A district officer saw Transkeians facing
death by starvation “because they do not help themselves.”67 People were
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suffering from “starvation,” councillors said, because the government was not
buying grain at reasonable prices after harvest in July and not erecting grain
elevators to store it until people needed to buy it back again in December.
After losing his plow oxen either to culling or drought, a man would have to
inspan his sons or his wife to the plow, some said. These needs were more
pressing than terraced fields. Councillors used the word and concept of mal-
nutrition as a rhetorical weapon in their struggle to divert official attention
from the future of the soil and to focus it on their poverty instead.

Confronted with these pleas, officials replied tersely and negatively. The
director of food supplies and distribution rejected requests to subsidize more
foodstuffs (beans, fruit, coffee, tea) by stating that staples, such as margarine,
were “already subsidised”; their cost was “very reasonable,” especially in light
of the “higher income in wages.” Furthermore, new experiments were reveal-
ing ways of fortifying staples like mealie meal, and these would be passed on
to consumers at no extra cost. Some councillors buttressed their pleas for wel-
fare by agreeing that Africans were to blame for their own malnutrition, but
they, too, were rebuffed. When one councillor asked for an inquiry into the
increased infant mortality rate among Africans in the reserves “through mal-
nutrition and ignorance,” he was told one year later by the Executive Council
of the Bunga that his request contained its own answer. The only solutions
were increased production and consumption of milk, vegetables, and fruit,
and these could be achieved through “soil conservation, reduction of over-
stocking, afforestation and improvement of agriculture.” The district surgeon
of Flagstaff bluntly reflected the idea of rural African culture that lay behind
these policies: he attributed the high rate of fatal cases of malnutrition to the
“ignorance of the local population,” which was “truly fantastic,” a judgment
that concurred with the now dominant official sentiment that malnutrition
was “due to unbalanced diet not shortage of food.”68

Popular outrage in Pondoland crested early in 1960 in a peasant movement
now called the Pondoland Revolt. Its causes lay explicitly in resentment against
betterment and the imposition of Bantu Authorities. They probably also lay,
as Clifton Crais has argued, in the “moral panic” betterment caused by mak-
ing it harder to control the movement of strangers who might be witches or
stock thieves or both.69 In diverse parts of the region governed by the para-
mount chief from his Great Place at Qaukeni men had been meeting on hills
for several months in late 1959 and early 1960 to discuss rehabilitation and the
paramount’s legitimacy. Each group would send a couple of men with remark-
ably good memories to neighboring hills to report their discussions and listen
to others. A lively regional network was set up. The Lambasi people brought
news to an area called the Vlei about being cheated of their land to make room
for a sisal development project, noting that the district magistrate, J. Fenwick,
seemed not only indifferent to their fears, but cruel. They believed that Fen-
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wick wanted to provoke a local fight to assert his dominance, and also to bait
people so that the police could justify opening fire on them.

Some men broadened their critique to “the white man must go.” Bizana,
where the movement began, had helped people articulate their grievances by
drawing attention to the way Bantu Authorities “threw” laws at people. Botha
Sigcau, never a popular paramount, was seen as a fat and lazy collaborator,
arriving in a village in his big car simply to accept a gift of meat and then
leave.70 They targeted men they considered guilty of abetting and profiting
financially from the distress of their fellow Amampondo. After attacking two
of Sigcau’s “spies” the rebels gathered in the protective hollow of Ngouza Hill
on the morning of June 6, 1960, to discuss their next move. They were soon
surrounded by armed police who had arrived by truck and helicopter; ignor-
ing a white cloth someone had hung from a stick and planted in an anthill, the
police fired, and the crowd scattered. More than a dozen men lay dead in the
grass. Thirteen wounded men were treated at Holy Cross Hospital.71

Pondo resentment had been provoked by the intrusive social engineering
that affected them simultaneously at the levels of political life and subsistence.
Their stated grievances show that they recognized corruption had spread far-
ther than one chief. The police were taking “our fowls, our eggs and our food.”
Headmen assigned to try court cases and allocate land were pocketing court
fines and fees without accounting for them. They were even selling kraal sites;
one man cited four sheep and ten shillings as the going price for land, lead-
ing another Mpondo to exclaim in outrage, “We have to buy God’s grass and
wood.”72 The men of the anti–Bantu Authorities movement calling itself
“Intaba” frequently accused the tribal authorities who supported reclamation
and rehabilitation of “selling the country.” Their metaphors were appropriately
basic: “the Bantu Authorities is like a cow with some milk—they say that
Gladwin should not be able to milk this cow.” Their actions also expressed
subsistence issues. When three “kraals” belonging to Gladwin Sigcau were
burned, the rebels took care not to fire the hut where the family’s food was
stored.73 A similarly focused concept of precisely who needed to be punished,
and why, was apparent in the relations between the men of Intaba and traders.
Those shopkeepers who contributed money to the resistance kept their cus-
tomers, but those who refused or traded with soldiers found their shops
boycotted. “We even boycotted shops we had grown up with,” one man
remembered.74 Intaba asked rich Amampondo farmers to pay money to the
movement in order to avoid having their homes burned. Poor people were
never singled out.

Many people linked the local issues to national ones by saying, for example,
“the government was using the chiefs as a ladder to reach us.” Some believed
they were donating money to “send people to Ghana and they will employ
the services of an attorney, who will come to South Africa and speak to the
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Government, so that the native policy should be put right and the people set
free. . . . The whole African continent is moving.” As one former teacher put
it, “All the unrest in Pondoland today has been brought about by the Acts of
the Government.”75

Unlike the Pondoland disturbances of 1950 the state responded in 1960
with a vengeance, seeing Pondo political mobilization as potentially damag-
ing the grand plan of homeland development. The government presented the
violence as essentially conservative, blaming the deaths at Ngouza Hill on
“tribal” infighting, that is, between followers of two rival claimants of the
chieftainship. However complicated the motives of the men involved in the
Pondoland revolt really were, the government’s response, like its shooting of
pass protestors at Sharpeville the same year, was ferocious. It divested the gov-
ernment of any vestigial claims to have benign intentions. It helped to destroy
the idea that the causes and cures of African poverty were apolitical.

Conclusion

The apartheid state used science as its handmaiden. It asserted the right to
engineer the future of South African society on the basis that its officials knew
how farming should be scientifically managed and how social need and ser-
vices should be scientifically measured and provided. NP planners showed a
reverence for numbers and an unquestioned faith in their ability to put people
into categories. They represented the pinnacle of pride in modern science that
had been building over the course of the twentieth century and that was par-
ticularly intense in the aftermath of World War II. It is conventional to blame
the coercive policies of apartheid on these ideologues, but closer scrutiny of
the ways they justified their acts reveals ideological roots that lay deeper in
time than 1948. The malnutrition syndrome, for example, had played its part
in preparing the ideological ground for the evolution of segregationist atti-
tudes toward Africans into the institutions of apartheid. It did so by propa-
gating an image of an ignorant, nonscientific Africa that dominated popular
attitudes by the 1950s and that helped accommodate even non-NP supporters
to the policies of apartheid.

Under apartheid, state paternalism was to be focused exclusively in rural
areas, and it was made as scientific as number-wielding bureaucrats could
make it. Official claims of benevolence did not disappear entirely, though they
were sorely tested by the postwar crescendo of African need and political
demands. The problem of African social suffering was too pressing to go away
and, as it and African protest grew, so did the level of ferocity with which offi-
cials greeted it. Again, this reaction derived no exclusive inspiration from
apartheid or the NP. Scientific paternalism of the 1950s and 1960s grew also
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from the failure of the more personal NAD tradition of paternalism to keep
up with the demands placed upon it. This modern, postwar paternalism may
have appeared new, but it was based on the same judgments of rural African
culture that, in the guise of the malnutrition syndrome, had animated its pred-
ecessor: that Africans were essentially rural folk, and did not know how to
farm.

Apartheid policies derived from many diverse quarters. Supporters of the
NP worried about the cost of implementing the high social ideals that had
been born during World War II. They were reluctant to attack one of the
party’s key constituencies, the white farmers whose marketing boards made
food so expensive in South Africa. And, of course, visceral fear and hatred of
black people did characterize many adherents of the party. The policies of
apartheid derived not only from these readily identifiable and now infamous
origins but from professional agendas and popular perceptions of the coun-
try’s public health problems as well. Even people who did not support the NP
could be reconciled to some of its policies because of stories they believed
about the African past and culture and about their own identity. Apartheid
represents the flowering of scientistic ideology. Support for it did not derive
simply from state interests and directives.

The hubris of high modernism suffused politics and administration in the
1950s and 1960s. Pride in Western technological and scientific achievement was
undermining even the limited respect for African culture that had existed ear-
lier in the century. The hunger experts thus possessed an ambiguous heritage.
They successfully made public and defined African social suffering. Those
experts who linked African health to the reserves, denigrated African farming,
and failed to publicize points of view from among the suffering were also dis-
playing the pride that helped suffuse the state with such draconian energies.
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Epilogue

The Heritage of Disrespect

Kwaf ’ igul’ elinamasi. (The calabash with sour milk is broken.)

Zulu proverb

“The calabash with sour milk is broken,” goes a Zulu proverb
expressing misfortune. This adage could also be understood historically, as an
assertion that southern Africans lost their preindustrial way of life. They were
no longer eating with the old spoon, to paraphrase another saying that con-
veys a sense of viscerally significant social change. The late South African artist
Thami Mnyele sought to capture this sense of irrevocable transformation in
his drawing Things Fall Apart; a cooking vessel has slipped from a woman’s
grasp, and she is looking with shock at the impending and irreversible dam-
age. Perhaps she was sensing that her world would be turned upside down,
and that oxymorons—like “starving on a full stomach”—would become the
order of the day. What neither Mnyele’s drawing nor the proverbs capture is
black people’s inventive adoption of new ways of working and living, includ-
ing eating, that were part of the sea change in South African life brought about
by its industrial revolution. This book has similarly downplayed the creative
and entrepreneurial embrace of modernity that characterized black societies
during the twentieth century, though the photographs heading each chapter
were included to express that vitality.

We have focused, rather, on how African diet and hunger were interpreted
by scientific authorities, that is, by people who made public knowledge and
whose words could be used to support or attack policies and acts of state.
Their ideas provided a lens for understanding how white supremacy was jus-
tified and undermined in modern South Africa.

Cultural racists, Paul Gilroy writes with reference to modern Britain,
habitually regard black people as a problem and as unthinking victims. “The
oscillation between black as problem and black as victim has become, today,
the principal mechanism through which ‘race’ is pushed outside of history and
into the realm of natural, inevitable events. . . . Racism rests on the ability to
contain blacks in the present, to repress and to deny the past.”1 Gilroy dates
this pattern to the late twentieth century. This South African case study has
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shown cultural racism evolving over the course of the entire twentieth century,
hard on the heels of increasingly discredited biological racism. It has con-
firmed Gilroy’s observations by noting that cultural racism’s key components
were, first, paternalism or a tendency to see Africans as child-victims who
needed to be aided by benign father figures and, secondly, the scientism that
allowed African culture to be defined as the problem that led to African
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hunger. The power of cultural racism is apparent in its ability to inhibit expres-
sions, and perhaps even sentiments, of white guilt that might otherwise have
arisen from the contradiction between the inclusionary ethos of such Enlight-
enment values as liberty, equality, and fraternity, and their transgression in a
setting of racial domination. Cultural racism succeeded in making modern
black poverty appear to be a cultural trait rather than the result of political and
economic policies.

We fail to come to terms with the protean resilience of racism if we asso-
ciate it only with crude language and ideas originating, for the most part, in
the nineteenth century. George Fredrickson has written that, in the case of the
United States, the antislavery movement provoked a more elaborate rationale
for white domination than had ever before existed: in the mid-nineteenth
century scientific authorities were driven to depict Africans as a distinct and
unequal species, an inferior race doomed to extinction; while they explained
white degeneration as the result of vice and ignorance, they saw black frail-
ties—like “savagery” and “licentiousness”—as inherent defects.2 Traces of these
formerly common European and American ideas could be found in modern
South Africa even today, but the respectable or scientific rationale for white
domination was being displaced, during the twentieth century, from phys-
iognomy to culture. Biomedical research had indicated that the bodies of
Europeans and Africans did not differ in any significant way. Poor whites and
blacks could, therefore, be taught to catch up with “the march of civilisation.”3

Their progress would be limited, not by their bodies, but by their resistance
to the lessons of modern science.

Prior to and during World War II many government officials argued that
hunger would prevent African children from becoming “good citizens,” words
including black people in South Africa’s political future, but the postwar years
saw once subtle expressions of cultural racism—as in the chastising of improvi-
dent “children”—grow more harsh and exclusionary.4 Old-fashioned pater-
nalism was damaged by the rising numbers of the urban poor who were
shifting to a political language of rights, as well as by rural opposition to bet-
terment schemes. All-inclusive welfare statism could not replace paternalism
as a legitimating ideology in a country where there was no heritage of a shared
national moral economy and where the expense of guaranteeing social secu-
rity to everyone would have been greater than the political system, and per-
haps even the economy, could tolerate. The escalating cost of redressing black
poverty and the increasing scientistic impatience with African culture were fos-
tering crude expressions of cultural racism, even among people who had no
affiliation with the NP and did not accept apartheid ideology. Leaders of both
political parties, discussing the seminal Tomlinson report in the mid-1950s,
agreed that the reserves had been ruined not by national policies but by
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African customs like communal land tenure and the cattle complex; both
argued that African rural areas must be developed to accommodate black
people who would otherwise flood the cities. These development plans were
connected to international intellectual currents and, in particular, to the post-
war birth of modernization programs and theories. The ideology of African
ignorance, growing for all the above reasons during the twentieth century,
facilitated popular tolerance of apartheid.

Fear—of unwarranted expense, of miscegenation, of being swamped by
people different from oneself, of losing control—obviously lies behind racist
sentiment. Whites trying to remove Alexandra township from Johannesburg,
for example, deployed all these arguments. Other psychological catalysts of
racism are less easy to document, but the yearning to see oneself and one’s cul-
ture as virtuous is a potent force in social life. As Adam Smith observed, “We
desire both to be respectable and to be respected.”5 The power of denial is
equally strong. Both tendencies encourage people to ignore the damage caused
by their social actions and to develop elaborate stories justifying their privi-
leges. Both give rise to the pride that, like fear, lies behind cultural racism.
They help to explain why the adage “men make history but do not know the
history they are making” is true.

Many whites felt sincere pride in the plenty and the luxury that Europe’s
particular historical circumstances had allowed it to achieve. They claimed
those material standards as their birthright and as an index of their identity
as whites in Africa. Similarly, they pointed to the achievements of modern sci-
ence as a measure of their worth. They also believed in their own cultural
benevolence, sometimes expressing this faith by such elliptical statements as,
“Africans will break your heart [by failing to follow your example].” These
prideful sentiments lay deep in many white South Africans, preceding their
research and shaping their interpretations of what they found. With the best
will in the world, authorities were often captive of the dominant mode of con-
temporary thinking about race and social suffering. Usually without intend-
ing to do so, they helped to elaborate an ideology of African ignorance, a more
subtle form of discrimination than the crude expressions commonly associated
with racism.

White cultural pride blinded many experts to the contradictions between
their vision and what was actually happening. The image of white benevolence
allowed NAD officials to veto African initiatives at the same time as they called
Africans improvident. It also encouraged earnest reformers to advocate social
welfare schemes in a system that manifestly would not support those schemes
politically or economically. The power of the image of modern science allowed
doctors and agronomists to assert its superiority and to enforce its lessons even
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when they demonstrably failed to cure sickness or develop agriculture. Many
scientists mysteriously conflated care of the land with the health of the people.

Expert knowledge was neither uniform nor static, and debates among
authorities did occur. We have seen Drs. Hansen and Brock enduring some
ridicule and ostracism, respectively, for criticizing the impact of state policies
in the 1960s and, thereafter, strategically redirecting or muting the political
content of their public statements. Dissent within the loose fraternity of
hunger researchers escalated, especially after 1960. For a while it continued to
take the form of debating whether the first cause of African hunger lay in igno-
rance or poverty. For example, by arguing in the 1970s that “the main cause of
malnutrition is the broken homes and destitution which often result from
migrancy,” the pediatrician Trudi Thomas provoked research into whether
nutritional education was, in fact, more useful than “economic rehabilita-
tion.”6 Similarly, by the early 1980s, Valley Trust had moved away from its
founding nutritional ethos and was focusing more broadly on community
development. Some politicized health professionals criticized researchers for
lowering the official rate of malnutrition by redefining its clinical indices.
Sometimes they believed the South African Medical Journal had rejected their
articles for political reasons.7 These rising tensions within the medical pro-
fession resulted in the formation in 1982 of NAMDA (National Medical and
Dental Association), an organization counter to the more conservative South
African Medical Association. By then, the battle to define the causes of African
poverty had been joined by foreign funding agencies like the Carnegie Cor-
poration of New York. The knowledge produced by the expert researchers had
helped to strip the South African state of its tenuous claims to legitimacy both
internationally and among broadening sectors of its own population.

Research about African hunger contributed to disturbing and, in some
quarters, even destroying the possibility of faith in white benevolence. Pride
in white technological and scientific achievement retained some reassuring
explanatory force, as if it allowed people to say, “We rule because we know
how to control nature.” This pride was useful, because cultural essentialism,
with its strong appeals to the corporate identity of the volk, failed to win over
the section of the South African electorate made up of individualistic children
of the Enlightenment. It is common today, for example, to hear English-
speaking veterans explain that in the South African Defense Force only
Afrikaner soldiers believed in what they were doing.

During the apartheid era, one problem troubling white supremacy was
that, justified by cultural essentialism and scientific pride, it failed to address
the need of whites to feel virtuous. South Africa’s history since 1960 shows
whites displaying decreasing faith in the virtue of their own dominance up
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to the point that they might well have joined the ancient Athenians in say-
ing, “We rule because we can.” This loss of confidence in the moral worth of
white overrule is one reason why the transition to democracy was accom-
plished with so little bloodshed between 1990 and 1994. The sense that white
supremacy was morally bankrupt was thereafter heightened by the revelations
of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, though the shock with which
so many South Africans greeted its testimonies of official brutality against
apartheid’s opponents suggests that the myth of white benevolence had not
completely died.

Cultural racism remains alive in the new South Africa, and it is likely to
retain its ability to justify privilege, though on the basis of class rather than
color. African culture was denigrated so forcefully that one can find vestiges of
it in popular sentiments today. While a couple of city-center restaurants in
Cape Town and Johannesburg began to feature African cuisine after the 1994
elections, people commonly refer dismissively to African food. I heard, for
example, a young white art historian, certainly not a supporter of apartheid,
deride the food rural Africans eat and the basic nutritional ignorance their diet
reveals. I met in the South African Library an African university student from
the Transkei who swore that he would eat only “quality” food like cultivated
spinach, as opposed to the wild greens his parents had enjoyed. An agitated
white medical doctor told me in a seminar, where I was presenting a draft of
chapter one, that African and European food cultures had never shared a sin-
gle trait in the past. These anecdotes do not expose any systematic doctrine.
The force and longevity of their views probably derive from the fact that, dif-
fuse and deeply felt, they are safe from the intrusions of critical thinking. The
apartheid state may have lost legitimacy, partly as a result of the knowledge
produced by experts in this book, but some of its rationales will take longer
to die.

Since the ideology of African cultural ignorance does not seem to be
entirely dead, it will continue to afflict poor rural folk: expertise will go on act-
ing as a muffler and a blinder, preventing the privileged from hearing what the
subordinate have to say. As this disrespect accompanies South Africa into the
twenty-first century, it may trouble the new government’s efforts to forge one
nation from the divided past. While the question of cultural respect may mat-
ter more pressingly to the middle class than to peasants, antiwhite racists could
gain political adherents by focusing on this denigration, especially if the pro-
fessedly nonracial African National Congress government can show little evi-
dence of raising poor South Africans’ standards of living.

Dumo Baqwa, professor of community medicine at the University of Cape
Town, has publicly lamented the heritage of disrespect. Introducing his talk
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on the state of health in the new South Africa, he leaned toward his Ameri-
can audience and summed up his view of South African history in the follow-
ing words: “[After Africans were defeated militarily in the nineteenth century,]
the history of the people was put outside the body of knowledge used for
development.” For a people to be “outside,” he implied, was one of the real
tragedies of the segregationist and apartheid eras. Whites considered the cul-
ture of Africans irrelevant to the problems of modern life. They dismissed
African knowledge as outmoded and worthless, perhaps even dangerous.
Denigrating African culture, they idealized their own.8 They did so despite
abundant evidence that in the realms of medicine and agriculture modern
practices were not always superior to what they were replacing. Scientists’ con-
fidence and their actual successes gave them the power to convert people to
faith in Western medicine and technology. (Dr. Xuma, for example, never
defended traditional medicine and diet; and Steve Biko said, “because of the
ability of the white culture to solve so many problems in the sphere of medi-
cine . . . you tend to look at it as a superior culture.”9) Western medicine and
technology had the effect of squelching public support for prior or alternative
points of view.

Baqwa is a member of the new wave of postapartheid medical experts who,
like their predecessors, are driven to interpret disease and hunger as a com-
mentary on the health and history of the body politic. A former member of the
Black Consciousness movement, Baqwa reflects an Africanist perspective on
that history. Like the artist Mnyele, who had embarked on a quest for a non-
imitative African aesthetic, he is searching for an authentic African response to
the problems of modernity. The work of both men reflects their anxiety to
overturn the disrespect for African culture that has been one glaring heritage
of South Africa’s history in the twentieth century. Both would endorse the
poet Mongane Serote’s condemnation of apartheid-era mentality and laws
intended 

to herd and pen people and mock them
to mock them and to use them
to use them 
like a pick10

Baqwa backed up his call to redress the mockery and the exclusion of
Africans by proposing a new form of medical education, one that includes folk
knowledge. Noting that nearly two-thirds of his patients consulted traditional
healers, he stressed the importance of working creatively with the areas where
the two healing systems—clinical and indigenous—overlapped, so that no one
would be excluded. He urged that more medical anthropology be infused into
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the training of South African doctors. Such proposals, of course, demand vig-
orous efforts to discover what the best diviners and herbalists actually pre-
scribed. As the anthropologist Harriet Ngubane has warned, “the neglect and
scorn of traditional medicine” cannot be remedied by uncritical and roman-
tic adoptions of the ways of the “self-appointed healers, including not a few
charlatans” who have flourished, especially in towns. It goes without saying
that traditional medicine often proves weaker than biomedicine, and no one
is arguing for its atavistic adoption.11 However, as Gilroy suggested, to sup-
press knowledge of its strengths is to deny the past, and cultural racism thrives
on that suppression.

Baqwa was effectively proposing a return to the greater respect shown for
African belief systems earlier in the twentieth century, during the times of A. T.
Bryant and even Frank Drewe, than was apparent during the zenith of mod-
ernist hubris in the 1950s and 1960s. He was implying that the privileged citi-
zens of the new South Africa, of whatever color, have to be more open to
symbiosis and syncretism than they have been, especially since the middle of
the twentieth century. If they remain closed to African culture, they help to
sustain the long heritage of denigration. They run the risk of maintaining
South Africa as a divided nation where the poorest remain vulnerable to the
coercion that comes from disrespect.
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Abbreviations

AHC Alexandra Health Committee
Ann. Natal Mus. Annals of the Natal Museum

BMJ British Medical Journal
BNA Botswana National Archives, Gaborone
CMT chief magistrate of the Transkei
CNC chief native commissioner

CT Cape Town
DNL director of native labor

DS district surgeon
FAO/WHO United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization/

World Health Organization
HCH Holy Cross Hospital

IJAHS International Journal of African Historical Studies
JAH Journal of African History

JCAS Journal of Contemporary African Studies
JSAS Journal of Southern African Studies
KAB Cape Provincial Archives Depot, Cape Town

KAIS Komati Agricultural and Industrial Society
NAB Natal Provincial Archives Depot, Pietermaritzburg
NAD Native Affairs Department

NC native commissioner
NEC Native Economic Commission
NNC National Nutrition Council
OFS Orange Free State

P&P Past and Present
PDL poverty datum line

PMMOA Proceedings of the Mine Medical Officers Association
RH Rhodes House
RM resident magistrate
SAB South African National Archives Depot, Pretoria

SAHJ South African Historical Journal
SAIMR South African Institute of Medical Research
SAIRR South African Institute of Race Relations

SAJE South African Journal of Economics
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SAJMS South African Journal of Medical Sciences
SAJS South African Journal of Science
SAL National Library of South Africa, Cape Town

SAMJ South African Medical Journal
SAR South African Railways
SML Sterling Memorial Library, Yale University
SNA secretary for native affairs
SPG Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
TLC Transvaal Labour Commission
TMJ Transvaal Medical Journal
UCT University of Cape Town

VT The Valley Trust, Botha’s Hill, Natal
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